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“La science, mon garçon, est faite d’erreurs,
mais d’erreurs qu’il est bon de commettre,
car elles mènent peu à peu à la vérité.”

“Science, my lad, is made up of mistakes,

but they are mistakes which it is useful to make,

because they lead little by little to the truth.”

‘La voyage au centre de la terre’

Jules Verne (1828–1905)





Abstract

This study presents a detailed, model-based analysis of the North Sea oxygen (O2)
dynamics in recent years. Special focus is put on the physico-biochemical interactions
controlling the evolution of O2 deficiency (i.e., O2 concentrations <6mgO2 L−1) during
seasonal stratification and the role of nitrogen (N) inputs from external sources. A three-
dimensional model system, consisting of the physical model HAMSOM and the biogeo-
chemical model ECOHAM, is applied to the North Sea region for the period 2000–2014
using realistic forcing data (‘reference run’).

Furthermore, a nutrient tracing method, called ‘trans-boundary nutrient transports’
(TBNT), is applied to N originating from different riverine and non-riverine sources. The
TBNT method is expanded by a direct link of O2-consuming processes to individual N

sources. By this, for the first time a detailed, quantitative analysis of the influences of
individual N sources on the O2 conditions in the North Sea is presented. This is especially
useful for a reliable estimation of the potential of riverine N reductions as a measure for
mitigating eutrophication and O2 deficiency in the North Sea.

The validation against in situ observations demonstrates that the model provides rea-
sonable skill in representing the main features of the North Sea physics and biochemistry.
However, seasonal stratification is slightly underestimated, resulting in a slight overesti-
mation of bottom O2 concentrations in some regions.

The qualitative analysis of summer O2 concentrations and potential influencing factors
identifies the following key factors controlling O2: (sufficiently long) seasonal stratification
as a prerequisite, high net primary production (NPP) as the major source of organic
matter, and the size of the sub-thermocline volume (Vsub). Consequently, the North Sea
can be subdivided into three different types in terms of O2: (1) a highly productive, non-
stratified coastal zone, (2) a productive, seasonally stratified zone with a small Vsub, and
(3) a productive, seasonally stratified zone with a large Vsub. Type 2 is identified to be
most susceptible to O2 deficiency and extends over wide parts of the southern and eastern
central North Sea.

Lowest simulated O2 concentrations of less than 5.2mgO2 L−1 occur in the eastern
central North Sea (about 56 ◦N, 6 ◦E ; O2 deficiency zone: ODZ) in 2002. O2 mass balances
show that aerobic remineralisation accounts for roughly 85% of gross O2 consumption
(GOC) in the pelagic bottom layer of this region. The comparison to other regions suggests
that the relative contributions of the different O2-consuming processes in the bottom layer
at a certain location depend on the water column depth, independent of the overall GOC.

It is further shown that NPP controls the year-to-year variability in the bottom O2

conditions. Increased NPP enhances directly and indirectly (due to enhanced zooplankton
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growth/mortality) organic matter export below the thermocline. Enhanced zooplankton
growth additionally increases GOC due to respiration. The overall increase in organic mat-
ter export results in stronger bacterial remineralisation which in turn triggers nitrification.
Although counter-intuitive, even events of strong mixing, that cause a complete renewal
of bottom O2, can result in a net decrease in bottom O2 (in the sequel of the event) due
to the enhancement of NPP and downward mixing of organic matter.

The TBNT analysis reveals that GOC in the entire northern North Sea and most of the
central regions is dominated by the North Atlantic N supply across the northern shelf edge.
In contrast, the southern North Sea underlies a strong influence of the large Dutch (NL-1 ;
Rhine and Meuse) and German (DE ; Elbe, Ems, Weser), but also British rivers (UK-2 ;
at the British east coast). Here, atmospheric N deposition also constitutes a remarkable
source strongly affected by anthropogenic emissions.

Consequently, most of the GOC in the ODZ of the North Sea can be attributed to
these N sources (roughly 85%). The North Atlantic accounts for the major contribution
of about 41% averaged over 2000–2014. Atmospheric deposition and the main riverine
sources contribute about 16%, 10% (NL-1), 11% (DE) and 7% (UK-2), respectively. The
overall riverine contribution to GOC in the ODZ results in about 38%. This suggests that
riverine N reductions may have a relevant positive effect on O2 in the ODZ, provided
carefully defined reduction targets.

This is confirmed by a model scenario using N reductions (‘reduction run’) compliant
with the European Union’s Water Framework Directive (WFD). According to WFD imple-
mentation plans, zero and 5% reductions in N are applied to the British and Dutch rivers,
respectively, relative to the loads of the reference run. High N reductions (consistent with
a concentration of total N of 2.8mgNL−1) are applied to the German rivers. Also, high
reductions are applied to the French rivers and the Scheldt (50% and 37%, respectively).

Due to the only minor reductions in the NL-1 and UK-2 rivers, minimum O2 concen-
trations increased by only 0.3mgO2 L−1 in the ODZ relative to the reference run. This
increase results mainly from the high reductions in the German rivers. In the ‘Oyster
Grounds’ (about 54.5 ◦N, 3 ◦E) – a region well known for being susceptible to O2 defi-
ciency – the improvements are even less due to the large influence of the NL-1 and UK-2
rivers and the only minor N reductions. This suggests that WFD-compliant N reduction
targets require revision.

However, the results demonstrate the principally high potential of optimised riverine
N reductions for improving the O2 conditions of the North Sea. Thus, these efforts likely
constitute a potent means to support the improvement or mitigate the degradation of O2

conditions induced by still uncertain effects of climate change. Especially, in combination
with the expected future reduction in atmospheric N deposition.



Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt eine detaillierte, modellgestützte Analyse der Sauerstoff-
dynamik (O2) der Nordsee in der jüngeren Vergangenheit dar. Der Fokus liegt dabei auf
der Analyse des Zusammenwirkens der physikalischen und biochemischen Prozesse, die zur
Ausbildung eines O2-Defizits (d.h., O2-Konzentration <6mgO2 L−1) während saisonaler
Schichtung führen, sowie der Rolle von Stickstoffeinträgen (N) äußerer Quellen, wie z.B.
Flüssen. Hierzu wird ein dreidimensionales Modellsystem – bestehend aus dem physikali-
schen Modell HAMSOM und dem biogeochemischen Modell ECOHAM – unter Verwen-
dung realistischer Antriebsdaten für den Zeitraum 2000–2014 auf die Nordsee angewendet
(‚Referenzlauf‘).

Zudem wird eine Methode zur Verfolgung von Nährstoffeinträgen – genannt ‚trans-
boundary nutrient transports‘ (TBNT; dt.: ‚grenzüberschreitende Nährstofftransporte‘) –
auf N angewendet, welcher durch Flüsse und andere Quellen in die Nordsee eingetragen
wird. Die TBNT-Methode wird dahingehend erweitert, die O2 verbrauchenden Prozesse an
die einzelnen N-Einträge zu koppeln. Damit ist es erstmals möglich, die Einflüsse individu-
eller N-Einträge auf die O2-Dynamik der Nordsee zu quantifizieren. Dies ist insbesondere
für die zuverlässige Abschätzung der Wirksamkeit von N-Reduktionen in Flüssen relevant.

Die Validation mit In-situ-Messungen zeigt, dass das Modellsystem die wesentlichen
Strukturen der Physik und Biochemie der Nordsee gut abbildet. Lediglich die saisonale
Schichtung wird etwas unterschätzt, was in einigen Regionen zu einer Überschätzung der
bodennahen O2-Konzentrationen führt.

Die qualitative Analyse sommerlicher O2-Konzentrationen und möglicher Einflussgrö-
ßen identifiziert folgende Größen als ausschlaggebend für die Entwicklung des O2: (hinrei-
chend lang anhaltende) saisonale Schichtung als Grundvoraussetzung, hohe Nettoprimär-
produktion (NPP) als die wesentliche Quelle für organische Substanz sowie die Größe des
Volumens unterhalb der Sprungschicht (Vsub). Daraus ergibt sich eine regionale Untertei-
lung der Nordsee in drei verschiedene Typen in Bezug auf O2: (1) eine sehr produktive,
nicht geschichtete Küstenzone, (2) eine produktive, saisonal geschichtete Zone mit einem
kleinen Vsub und (3) eine produktive, saisonal geschichtete Zone mit einem großen Vsub.
Typ 2 erweist sich als besonders anfällig für die Bildung eines O2-Defizits und erstreckt
sich über weite Teile der südlichen und östlichen, zentralen Nordsee.

Die Simulation weist die geringsten O2-Konzentrationen (<5,2mgO2 L−1) in der öst-
lichen, zentralen Nordsee (bei etwa 56 ◦N, 6 ◦O; O2-Defizitzone: ODZ) im Jahr 2002 auf.
O2-Massenbilanzen zeigen, dass die aerobe Remineralisierung für etwa 85% des Brutto-
sauerstoffverbrauchs (GOC; engl.: gross O2 consumption) in der pelagischen Bodenschicht
dieser Region verantwortlich ist. Der Vergleich mit anderen Regionen legt nahe, dass die
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relativen Beiträge der verschiedenen O2 verbrauchenden Prozesse in der Bodenschicht ei-
ner bestimmten Region von deren Wassertiefe abhängen und unabhängig vom Absolutwert
des GOC sind.

Weiterhin wird gezeigt, dass die NPP die jährlichen Schwankungen in den bodennahen
O2-Bedingungen steuert. Die erhöhte NPP verstärkt auf direkte und indirekte Weise (auf-
grund verstärkten Zooplanktonwachstums/-sterbens) den Export organischer Substanz in
die Regionen unterhalb der Sprungschicht. Das verstärkte Zooplanktonwachstum bewirkt
zudem eine Zunahme des GOC aufgrund höherer Veratmung. Diese Gesamtzunahme im
Export organischer Substanz resultiert in erhöhter bakterieller Remineralisierung, welche
wiederum die Nitrifizierung anregt. Zudem zeigt sich der unerwartete Effekt, dass selbst
Ereignisse starker Vermischung, welche zunächst eine vollständige Erneuerung des Boden-
O2 herbeiführen, aufgrund der erhöhten NPP und des zusätzlichen Exports von organischer
Substanz in einer Nettoabnahme des Boden-O2 resultieren können.

Die TBNT-Analyse offenbart, dass der N-Eintrag des Nordatlantiks über die nördliche
Schelfkante den GOC in der gesamten nördlichen Nordsee und den meisten zentral gelege-
nen Regionen dominiert. Hingegen unterliegt die südliche Nordsee einem starken Einfluss
der Einträge aus den großen niederländischen (NL-1; Rhein und Maas) und deutschen
(DE; Elbe, Ems, Weser), aber auch britischen Flüssen (UK-2; an der britischen Ostküste).
Hier spielt zudem die atmosphärische N-Deposition, welche stark anthropogen beeinflusst
ist, eine wesentliche Rolle.

Folglich ist der Großteil des GOC in der ODZ der Nordsee den genannten N-Quellen
zuzuordnen (etwa 85%). Der nordatlantische Eintrag trägt gemittelt über 2000–2014 etwa
41% bei. Die atmosphärische Deposition und die Einträge der wichtigsten Flüsse tragen
jeweils etwa 16%, 10% (NL-1), 11% (DE) und 7% (UK-2) bei. Der Gesamtbeitrag der
N-Einträge aus Flüssen zum GOC in der ODZ beläuft sich auf ungefähr 38%. Dies zeigt,
dass N-Reduktionen in den Flusseinträgen durchaus einen relevanten, positiven Effekt
auf die O2-Bedingungen der ODZ haben können – sorgsam definierte Reduktionsziele
vorausgesetzt.

Dies wird durch ein Modellszenario untermauert, welches N-Reduktionen (‚Redukti-
onslauf‘) entsprechend der Wasserrahmenrichtlinie (WFD; engl.: Water Framework Direc-
tive) der Europäischen Union anwendet. Nach den geplanten WFD-Maßnahmen werden
in den britischen Flüssen keine und in den niederländischen Flüssen nur geringe (5%) N-
Reduktionen gegenüber dem Referenzlauf vorgenommen. Im Vergleich dazu sind die Re-
duktionen in den deutschen Flüssen, welche sich aus einer Zielkonzentration für Gesamt-N
im Fluss von 2,8mgNL−1 ergeben, relativ hoch. Ebenfalls hohe Reduktionen werden in
den französischen Flüssen (50%) und der Schelde (37%) vorgenommen.

Infolge der nur geringen Reduktionen in den NL-1- und UK-2-Flüssen erhöhen sich
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die minimalen O2-Konzentrationen in der ODZ nur um maximal 0,3mgO2 L−1 verglichen
zum Referenzlauf. Diese Zunahme ist im Wesentlichen auf die hohen Reduktionen in den
deutschen Flüssen zurückzuführen. In den ‚Oyster Grounds‘ (etwa 54,5 ◦N, 3 ◦O) – eine
Region, die bekanntermaßen anfällig für ein O2-Defizit ist – fällt die Verbesserung aufgrund
des noch höheren Einflusses der NL-1- und UK-2-Flüsse und der geringen N-Reduktionen
sogar noch geringer aus. Dies legt nahe, dass eine Überarbeitung der WFD-konformen
N-Reduktionsziele erforderlich ist.

Die Ergebnisse veranschaulichen dennoch das grundsätzlich hohe Potenzial abgestimm-
ter N-Reduktionen in Flüssen für die Verbesserung der O2-Bedingungen der Nordsee. Da-
her stellen diese Bestrebungen mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit ein wirksames Mittel dar, um
die Verbesserung der O2-Bedingungen zu unterstützen oder ihre Verschlechterung abzu-
schwächen, welche sich durch die weiterhin unsicheren Auswirkungen des Klimawandels
ergeben können. Dies gilt insbesondere im Zusammenspiel mit der zu erwartenden, zu-
künftigen Reduktion der atmosphärischen N-Deposition.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The availability of dissolved oxygen (O2) in marine waters is crucial for the metabolism

of many marine species, including fishes and invertebrates (e.g., Rosenberg et al., 1991;
Díaz and Rosenberg, 1995). Low O2 conditions with concentrations of less 2mgO2 L−1,
often referred to as hypoxia (e.g., Tyson and Pearson, 1991; Rabalais et al., 2002a), consti-
tute a major stressor to marine species and can have a severe impact on the biodiversity
of an ecosystem (Gray et al., 2002; Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2008; Friedrich et al.,
2014). Several studies show that the O2 conditions in the global ocean aggravated during
the past decades (e.g., Díaz and Rosenberg, 2008; Stramma et al., 2008; Falkowski et al.,
2011; Helm et al., 2011). Therefore, the assessment of the O2 conditions and the inves-
tigation of the processes, that influence the O2 dynamics in the different regions of the
global ocean, is essential in order to detect regions susceptible to low O2 conditions, and
to develop potential management strategies to maintain or improve the status of these
regions in terms of O2.

In principle, the availability of O2 in marine waters is controlled by both, physical
and biochemical processes and factors. On the side of the physical factors, the solubility
of O2 in seawater depends on the water temperature (T ) and salinity (S) and decreases
with increasing T or S (e.g., Benson and Krause, 1984). Furthermore, the exchange of
O2 at the interface between atmosphere and ocean influences the O2 availability in the
ocean surface layer. It is driven by the local winds and the difference between the O2

saturation concentration of the atmosphere and the O2 concentration at the surface (e.g.,
Wanninkhof, 1992). In the interior ocean, advection of oxygenated (i.e., O2-rich) and de-
oxygenated water masses affects the spreading of high- and low-O2 waters, respectively,
as well as the vertical mixing of O2 from the oxygenated surface waters into the deeper
layers. In regions, where (seasonal or perennial) stratification occurs, the mixing-induced
diapycnal, vertical exchange of O2 can be reduced significantly due to less strong mixing.
While the latter two processes only affect the spreading of O2 within the ocean interior,
the exchange between the atmosphere and the ocean constitutes the only physical source
process for O2 within the marine system.

Considering the biochemical processes affecting O2, photosynthesis by autotroph organ-
isms (e.g., phytoplankton) represents a major source process for O2 in marine waters. In
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2 Introduction

contrast, other biochemical processes, like respiration by bacteria, zooplankton or higher
trophic species, as well as nitrification, consume O2. As photosynthesis only occurs in the
euphotic upper layer of the ocean while respiratory processes also take place in the aphotic
zone, the O2 concentration of a water body principally tends to decrease the longer it is
away from the sea surface. Here, aerobic remineralisation of dead organic matter is con-
sidered the major O2-consuming process (e.g., Díaz and Rosenberg, 2008). A summary
of the physical and biochemical processes affecting O2 concentrations is provided by Peña
et al. (2010).

The spatial distribution of sub-surface O2 in the global ocean reveals distinct spatial
patterns with regions of high and low O2 concentrations (Falkowski et al., 2011, therein
Fig. 1). High sub-surface O2 concentrations can be found in high latitudes in regions of
deep water formation (e.g., Labrador Sea). In contrast, lowest O2 concentrations of even
less than 0.3mgO2 L−1 occur in the northern Indian Ocean (around 800m depth) and the
tropical East Pacific Ocean (in 100m–400m depth) (Stramma et al., 2010). These regions
are often referred to as oxygen minimum zones (OMZ). The very low sub-surface O2 con-
centrations in these regions result from the combination of high upper-ocean productivity,
resulting in high O2 consumption due to aerobic organic matter remineralisation, and only
weak advective ventilation (Stramma et al., 2008). Trends of decreasing O2 were found
for these regions over the past 50–60 years (Stramma et al., 2008; Falkowski et al., 2011).

Helm et al. (2011) also report a decrease in the average O2 concentration of the global
ocean by roughly 0.03mgO2 L−1 between 1970 and 1990. They attribute about 15% of this
global O2 decrease to an increase in mixed layer T , which reduces the surface ocean’s O2

storage capacity, and suggest that the remainder can be explained by an overall decrease in
the exchange between surface waters and the ocean interior due to enhanced stratification
caused by warmer surface waters. The continuation of this decrease (Stramma et al., 2008;
Frölicher et al., 2009; Falkowski et al., 2011) implies the expansion of the OMZs in the
global ocean, which may have significant impact on a global scale as anoxic conditions
(i.e., the complete depletion of O2) support the marine production of nitrous oxide (N2O;
Naqvi et al., 2000), a greenhouse gas with high global warming potential. Consequently,
the decrease in marine O2 concentrations due to global warming could result in a positive
feedback on the global T increase.

The expansion of the OMZs and the overall decrease in the average O2 concentration of
the global ocean will possibly also affect the O2 conditions on shelf ecosystems influenced
by deep-water upwelling (Stramma et al., 2010). However, at the present day coastal
and shelf ecosystems across the entire globe already experience low O2 condition, partly
driven naturally and partly due to direct and indirect anthropogenic pressures (Díaz and
Rosenberg, 2008; Rabalais et al., 2010). These changes in the O2 conditions in the shelf
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seas are reported to be significantly stronger than in the open ocean (about 10 times faster
during 1976–2000; Gilbert et al., 2010).

Therefore, the investigation of the drivers and processes controlling O2 conditions in
coastal and shelf seas constitutes an important subject, especially in the context of an-
thropogenic influences and potential changes under a changing climate.

1.1 Low oxygen conditions in shelf seas

Like in the open ocean, the evolution of O2 concentrations in shelf seas is controlled
by the balance between O2 supply, due to exchange with the atmosphere and internal
ventilation as well as primary production (PP), and O2 consumption due to biochemical
processes. Shelf sea hypoxia can form naturally in upwelling regions (e.g., Dugdale et al.,
1977; Chapman and Shannon, 1985), isolated deep basins and fjords (Levin et al., 2009;
Rabalais et al., 2010) or estuaries (e.g., Cooper and Brush, 1993; Zimmerman and Canuel,
2002). In most shelf seas affected by hypoxia, seasonal or perennial stratification has
a strong influence on the evolution of these low O2 conditions (Díaz, 2001; Díaz and
Rosenberg, 2008; Friedrich et al., 2014), as it separates the oxygenated surface waters from
the sub-pycnocline waters, dominated by O2 consumption (e.g., Díaz, 2001; Greenwood
et al., 2010; O’Boyle and Nolan, 2010).

Figure 1.1: Global distribution of scientifically reported eutrophication-associated O2 minimum
zones (white circles), and human footprint (coloured map; in %) according to Sanderson et al.
(2002). From Díaz and Rosenberg (2008). Reprinted with permission from the American Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science (AAAS).

Historic occurrences of hypoxia – before industrialisation gathered pace in the mid-19th
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century – are reported for only a few ecosystems, e.g., the Baltic Sea (Zillén et al., 2008) or
Chesapeake Bay (Cooper and Brush, 1993; Zimmerman and Canuel, 2002). In most coastal
ecosystems, hypoxia can be considered as a symptom of more recent decades (which,
however, may also relate to a lack of studies in other ecosystems affected by hypoxia).
Díaz and Rosenberg (2008) reported an exponential increase in hypoxia in marginal seas
since the 1960s and found more than 400 coastal marine ecosystems, that are scientifically
reported to be affected by hypoxia (see Fig. 1.1, white dots). They attributed this increase
to increasing eutrophication, i.e., the riverine input of excess nutrients, nitrogen (N) and
phosphorus (P), resulting in enhanced PP (Jickells, 1998) and, consequently, increased O2

consumption. Díaz (2001) summarised the eutrophication-associated process chain, that
leads to the evolution of hypoxia in shelf seas, as follows: PP is increased by excess nutrient
input, resulting in additional amounts of organic matter. Due to the shallow water depth,
much of this organic matter then sinks to the bottom. In case of stratification, hypoxia
evolves as the result of enhanced O2 consumption during the bacterial degradation of
organic matter near the seafloor and the limited ventilation of the sub-pycnocline layers.

In the last decades, world’s largest eutrophication-associated hypoxic zones in shelf
seas were found in the Baltic Sea (up to 100,000 km2; Rosenberg, 1985), the northwestern
shelf of the Black Sea (up to 40,000 km2; Mee, 2006) and in the northern Gulf of Mexico
(up to 22,000 km2; Rabalais and Turner, 2001). While Black Sea hypoxia has almost
vanished since the early 1990s due to strong reductions in riverine nutrient loads (Mee,
2006), no clear reduction in the hypoxic area is reported for the Gulf of Mexico until 2013
(Mississippi River Gulf of Mexico Watershed Nutrient Task Force, 2013), and even an
increase is found for the Baltic Sea since the early 1990s (Carstensen et al., 2014a,b).

Besides eutrophication, higher carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and associated climate
change impacts may additionally influence the future O2 conditions in these marine ecosys-
tems (e.g., Justić et al., 1996, 2003; Stigebrandt and Gustafsson, 2003; Neumann, 2010).
Because of the negative implications of hypoxia for the marine fauna (e.g., Díaz and Rosen-
berg, 1995; Vaquer-Sunyer and Duarte, 2008; Topcu et al., 2009; Friedrich et al., 2014) it
is important to foster the understanding of the physico-biochemical interactions and an-
thropogenic influences that cause the evolution of hypoxia, in order to anticipate potential
future changes in these ecosystems. This is of special importance in the context of the
ecological management of marine ecosystems affected by hypoxia as nutrient reductions
measures in major tributaries may positively influence future O2 conditions in eutrophic
shelf seas (e.g. Paerl, 2006; Conley et al., 2009; Kemp et al., 2009; Paerl, 2009; Laurent
and Fennel, 2014).
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1.1.1 Oxygen conditions of the North Sea

In the North Sea – a northwestern European shelf sea – severe hypoxia was also observed
in the German Bight in late summer 1982 resulting in death among benthic and demersal
species, including fish (von Westernhagen and Dethlefsen, 1983). von Westernhagen and
Dethlefsen (1983) also found this hypoxic event to coincide with pronounced stratification.
Further occurrences of low O2 conditions, although non-hypoxic (i.e., O2 concentrations
≥2mgO2 L−1), in the early 1980s were reported by other studies (Rachor and Albrecht,
1983; Brockmann and Eberlein, 1986), observing O2 concentrations of partly less than
3mgO2 L−1. These observations of low O2 conditions, for the first time, raised the public
awareness of low O2 conditions in the North Sea. Further studies related these occurrences
of low O2 conditions in the German Bight to excess nutrient loads by the German rivers
Elbe and Weser (Brockmann and Eberlein, 1986; Brockmann et al., 1988), but suggested
that nutrient inputs from adjacent North Sea regions may also have contributed to these
events of low O2 conditions. Peeters et al. (1995) also found that low O2 concentrations of
about 4mgO2 L−1 in the Oyster Grounds in the late 1980s partly related to high riverine
nutrient loads in combination with persistent stratification.

In consequence of the hypoxic conditions in the 1980s, the 2nd International Conference
on the Protection of the North Sea (ICNS-2) declared in 1987 to “aim to achieve a sub-
stantial reduction (of the order of 50%) in inputs of P and N to these areas between 1985
and 1995” (ICNS-2, 1988), in order to mitigate the effects of eutrophication in the North
Sea. In 1992, the Oslo-Paris Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment
of the North-East Atlantic (‘OSPAR convention’; OSPAR, 1992) was signed by all North
Sea neighbouring countries (and others), which agreed that reduction measures should be
applied to N and P compounds from land-based sources (including rivers; OSPAR, 1992).
Since that, the P loads have been reduced by more than 50% in most continental North
Sea tributaries (including Rhine and Elbe), which also resulted in an improvement of the
North Sea O2 conditions and thus the benthic communities (e.g., Duineveld et al., 1991).
However, riverine N loads were reduced to a clearly lesser extent (e.g., Artioli et al., 2008;
Claussen et al., 2009; OSPAR, 2013a) and the North Sea O2 conditions are still perturbed
(Topcu and Brockmann, 2015).

In the context of the ecological management of the North Sea and other European
shelf seas, OSPAR introduced a subdivision of low O2 conditions into different degrees of
severity within the so-called ‘Common Procedure’ (OSPAR, 2003, 2013b). According to
this Common Procedure, marine waters are defined as ‘O2-deficient’ in case of O2 concen-
trations of less than 6mgO2 L−1 (OSPAR, 2005; Best et al., 2007; Claussen et al., 2009;
OSPAR, 2013b) as negative effects on marine species can occur already at O2 concen-
trations below this threshold (Gray et al., 2002). Following this definition, the term ‘O2
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deficiency’ is used in this thesis when referring to low O2 conditions in the North Sea. The
occurrence of O2 deficiency constitutes a major indicator of eutrophication (category 3
indicator, i.e., “evidence of undesirable disturbance”; OSPAR, 2003) and directly results in
the classification as a so-called ‘problem area’ in terms of eutrophication (Claussen et al.,
2009).

The adoption of the European Union’s (EU) Water Framework Directive (WFD; EU,
2000) in 2000 provided a legislative frame for the achievement or maintenance of a good
status in limnic surface waters (i.e., in rivers and lakes) and in a narrow band of 12 nautical
miles along the coasts. However, without specifying this good status and without consid-
ering the marine regions affected by O2 deficiency. Therefore, the EU’s Marine Strategy
Framework Directive (MSFD; EU, 2008) was adopted in 2008. This legislation aims for
the achievement or maintenance of a so-called ‘good environmental status’ in European
marine waters. According to descriptor 5 ‘Eutrophication’ of the MSFD, the good envi-
ronmental status is – among other criteria – defined by the absence of O2 deficiency in
the considered marine ecosystem, following the definition of O2 deficiency used by OSPAR
(OSPAR, 2012).

Despite the significant reductions in riverine nutrient (especially P) loads since the early
1990s (Artioli et al., 2008; Claussen et al., 2009; OSPAR, 2013a), Topcu and Brockmann
(2015) report the regular occurrence of seasonal O2 deficiency in the southeastern North
Sea up to recent years (see Fig. 1.2). Weston et al. (2008) even report almost hypoxic
conditions in the Oyster Grounds region in late September/early October 2003. Thus, O2

deficiency remains a persistent problem. According to Kemp et al. (2009) these events can
be classified as ‘persistent seasonal’. O2 deficiency in the North Sea was less pronounced
in recent years compared to the early 1980s. However, the potential negative, ecological
impacts of O2 deficiency on the marine fauna (Díaz and Rosenberg, 1995; Vaquer-Sunyer
and Duarte, 2008; Topcu et al., 2009; Friedrich et al., 2014), require a comprehensive
assessment of the current North Sea state in terms of O2 deficiency.

However, O2 measurements are sparse and either temporally or spatially limited (Große
et al., 2016). Spatially resolved O2 measurements give insight in the distributions of
O2 concentrations and in the spatial extent of O2 deficiency, though, only in case of
the appropriate timing of the measurements (Friedrich et al., 2014). In contrast, they
do not provide information on the preceding evolution of O2 concentrations in relation
to physical and biochemical controls. Temporally resolved O2 observations reveal the
temporal evolution of O2 concentrations, but require additional measurements of such
quantities influencing the O2 dynamics (e.g., hydrographic parameters like T and S) in
order to allow for the interpretation of the physico-biochemical interactions that lead to
the evolution of the observed O2 concentrations.
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Figure 1.2: Spatial extent of observed O2 deficiency (O2 concentrations <6mgO2 L−1) in the
southeastern North Sea during 1980–2015. Dotted lines indicate geographical limits of the indi-
vidual surveys. Light grey line marks German exclusive economic zone. Main figure from Topcu
and Brockmann (2015) (courtesy of Uwe Brockmann). Grey overlays derived from recent O2

observations (courtesy of Sieglinde Weigelt-Krenz).

Only in recent years continuous measurements for the North Sea have become avail-
able, e.g., by the SmartBuoy programme of the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and
Aquaculture Science (Cefas, UK; Mills et al., 2003) or the MARNET programme (MA-
Rine Monitoring NETwork in the North Sea and Baltic Sea) of the Federal Maritime and
Hydrographic Agency (BSH, Germany). These monitoring programmes provide tempo-
rally highly resolved (at least daily) time series of O2 and related parameters (e.g., T ,
S, chlorophyll) in different depths and allow for the analysis of the temporal evolution of
stratification and O2 concentrations at the monitoring site.

Greenwood et al. (2010) published the first data from continuous measurements of
bottom O2 concentrations (and supplemental parameters) at two North Sea sites (‘North
Dogger’ and ‘Oyster Grounds’). These time series constitute the first continuous measure-
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ments in regions potentially affected by O2 deficiency in a European shelf sea (Greenwood
et al., 2010). They allowed for the first detailed analysis of the processes controlling
the evolution of low bottom O2 under stratified conditions in the North Sea, as well as
the rapid recovery of bottom O2 concentrations after the breakdown of stratification in
autumn. However, even these temporally highly resolved measurements did not provide
sufficient information to fully understand the physico-biochemical interactions that caused
the observed O2 evolution. Queste et al. (2013), who extended the locally confined find-
ings by Greenwood et al. (2010) to the spatial scale using survey data from August 2010
and ICES historical data, refer to “plausible mechanisms” like vertical mixing or advection
when the measurements could not be explained in detail. In consequence, Greenwood
et al. (2010) stated, that the observations provided insight into the processes affecting the
O2 dynamics, but that “models are required to further elucidate the relative significance
of the seasonal drivers”.

Numerical ecosystem models provide a valuable tool to analyse the O2 dynamics of
the marine environment as they describe the physical and biochemical processes affecting
O2 and allow for their quantification. Thus, they can help to understand and interpret
measurements of O2 and related parameters and can further describe the history of events
of low O2 conditions in the North Sea (Große et al., 2016). Thus, they provide a temporally
and spatially consistent image of O2 conditions which facilitates the detection of regions
potentially susceptible to O2 deficiency, which is especially relevant for the development
of a cost-efficient O2 monitoring strategy for the North Sea. This is of great importance
for the marine ecosystem management and the mitigation of low O2 conditions, e.g., by
eutrophication abatement measures (OSPAR, 1992; EU, 2000, 2008).

The capability of these models to represent the physics and biochemistry of the North
Sea (e.g., Baretta et al., 1995; Lancelot et al., 1997; Skogen et al., 2004; Pätsch and
Kühn, 2008; Lenhart et al., 2010; Lorkowski et al., 2012; van der Molen et al., 2013; van
Leeuwen et al., 2013; Troost et al., 2014) allows for the better estimation of potential
future responses in the ecosystem dynamics. This is especially relevant in relation to
climate change impacts (e.g., Clark et al., 2003; Attrill et al., 2007; Gröger et al., 2013;
Meire et al., 2013), such as changing weather (Woth et al., 2006; Beniston et al., 2007;
Rabalais et al., 2010), increasing atmospheric CO2 levels (Justić et al., 1996, 2003; Melzner
et al., 2013) and increasing T (Lowe et al., 2009; van der Molen et al., 2013; Mathis and
Pohlmann, 2014).

However, quantitative studies on the current state of the O2 conditions of the North
Sea and the physico-biochemical interactions controlling the evolution of O2 concentrations
are sparse (Greenwood et al., 2010; Meire et al., 2013; Queste et al., 2013, 2016; Rovelli
et al., 2016). In addition, they either focus only on selected processes, e.g., vertical mixing
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(Rovelli et al., 2016), or are spatially (Greenwood et al., 2010; Meire et al., 2013) or
temporally (Queste et al., 2013, 2016; Rovelli et al., 2016) limited.

Therefore, the temporally and spatially consistent, quantitative analysis of the current
state of the North Sea O2 dynamics in relation to its physical and biochemical character-
istics and external influences (e.g., riverine nutrients) is key for the estimation of potential
future changes related to eutrophication abatement policies or climate change.

1.2 Research objective and structure of this thesis

This thesis aims for the comprehensive description and analysis of the North Sea O2

dynamics in recent years. Special focus is put on the elucidation of the physico-biochemical
interactions driving the O2 dynamics of the North Sea during seasonal stratification, and
on the role of N inputs from external sources. In order to achieve this objective a physical-
biogeochemical North Sea model is applied to the North Sea and analysed with regard to
the individual physical and biochemical processes controlling O2. In addition, a numerical
method for the tracing of nutrients from individual sources within biogeochemical models
is implemented and expanded by the creation of a direct link to the O2 dynamics. The
results obtained from the application of this method to the model results are analysed
with regard to the influence of the different N sources in the O2 dynamics of the North
Sea. The following specific questions shall be answered by this thesis:
Q1 Which regional differences in North Sea O2 dynamics can be detected under the

recent environmental conditions?

Q2 What are the physical and biochemical factors controlling the evolution of O2 defi-
ciency in the regions most susceptible to low O2 conditions?

Q3 What drives the year-to-year variability in bottom O2 concentrations in the regions
of lowest O2 concentrations?

Q4 Which role play riverine and non-riverine sources for the evolution of O2 deficiency
in the North Sea?

Q5 What is the potential of N reductions in North Sea tributaries for improving the
North Sea O2 conditions?

Q6 What changes in the O2 dynamics can be expected due to climate change?

In order to address these questions the remaining part of this thesis is structured as
follows: Chapter 2 provides a brief description of the North Sea system, followed by a de-
scription of the applied model system in Ch. 3. Chapter 4 gives an overview of the North
Sea hydrography as simulated by the hydrodynamical model used in this thesis. Further-
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more, it presents a new criterion for the determination of stratification characteristics in
relation to O2 dynamics. A detailed analysis of the North Sea O2 dynamics is given in
Ch. 5. The focus of the chapter is on a general characterisation of North Sea regions in
relation to their O2 dynamics and the quantitative analysis of the physico-biochemical in-
teractions controlling the evolution of O2 deficiency under stratified conditions. Chapter 6
presents the method applied for the tracing of N from various external sources, including
a comparison with existing studies. It further provides a more detailed analysis of differ-
ent N-related quantities relevant to the O2 dynamics. Due to the various different aspects
addressed in these three chapters, where applicable, the discussion of the results comes
along with the different result sections. A conclusion of the main findings is provided at
the end of each chapter.

Subsequently, Ch. 7 presents the approach for linking to the O2 cycle to the N tracing
method, that allows for the quantification of the influence of individual N sources on the
O2 dynamics of the North Sea. Based on this, the current state of North Sea O2 deficiency
in relation to riverine and non-riverine N sources is analysed, followed by an analysis of
riverine N reductions and their impact on the O2 conditions in the North Sea. Different
to the other chapters, a discussion of the results is provided at the end of this chapter,
right before the conclusions. Finally, Ch. 8 provides a summary of the main conclusions
drawn from this study.



Chapter 2

The North Sea system
The North Sea is a semi-enclosed, temperate shelf sea in northwestern Europe (Ducrotoy

et al., 2000). Depending on the definition of its outer boundaries its area encompasses
about 575,300 km2 (ICES, 1983; Otto et al., 1990) to 750,000 km2 (Ducrotoy et al., 2000)
with an average depth of 74m to 90m, respectively. In the Northeast, it is directly
connected to the Northeast Atlantic Ocean via two narrow channels (Pentland Firth and
Fair Isle Channel) and by a shelf break zone of roughly 400 km zonal extent. In the
Southwest, it is connected to the Northeast Atlantic via the English Channel ending
in the narrow Strait of Dover. In the East it is connected to the Baltic Sea via the
Skagerrak/Kattegat region and the Danish Straits/Belt sea.

In the following, an overview of the main features of the North Sea physics and bio-
chemistry is provided, in relation to the different nutrient sources.

2.1 General circulation and hydrography

The general circulation of the North Sea is well described and studied (e.g., Lee, 1980;
Backhaus, 1985; Otto et al., 1990; Huthnance, 1991; Turrell et al., 1992; Pohlmann, 1996;
Smith et al., 1996; Lenhart and Pohlmann, 1997; Hainbucher and Backhaus, 1999; Ducro-
toy et al., 2000; Skogen et al., 2002; Winther and Johannessen, 2006) and here, only a brief
description of the main features will be provided. For this purpose, Fig. 2.1 shows the
schematic presentation of the North Sea general circulation according to Turrell et al.
(1992). In the North, the North Atlantic Current transports warm and high-saline water
northeast along the northern shelf break. Branches of North Atlantic water (NAW) enter
the North Sea across the shelf break, mainly between the Orkney Islands and the Nor-
wegian coast, and the Fair Isle Channel. The largest part of the NAW enters the North
Sea across the northeastern shelf edge where it follows the western slope of the Norwegian
Trench, a deep channel off the Norwegian coast. The NAW entering the North Sea in
this region was reported to have S of 35.2–35.4 1 and T of 7 ◦C–9 ◦C (Furnes et al., 1986).
However, a T increase of about 0.8 ◦C–1 ◦C has been reported for this inflow during the

1. In this thesis, S is reported in the (dimensionless) practical salinity scale (PSS-78; Lewis and Perkin,
1978).
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last decades (Holliday et al., 2009; Huthnance et al., 2016; Larsen et al., 2016). For the
NAW entering the North Sea through the Fair Isle Channel, average T of 9.67±0.34 ◦C
and average S of 34.88±0.08 were found by Holliday et al. (2009) for the period 1971–2000.
To a lesser extent NAW also enters the North Sea through the Pentland Firth between
the Scottish coast and the Orkney Islands, where it mixes with the North Sea water and
freshwater from the Scottish rivers.

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the general circulation of the North Sea (OSPAR, 2000, after
Turrell et al. (1992); reprinted with permission from the OSPAR Secretariat).

In the northwestern North Sea, the NAW basically follows the Scottish northeast coast,
along which it is additionally driven by and mixed with riverine freshwater discharge. It
is partly recirculated as the Dooley Current at about 57 ◦N–58 ◦N (Dooley, 1974). The
water masses, that are not recirculated with the Dooley Current continue flowing south,
before they are again partly recirculated directly north of the Dogger Bank, a shallow
bank in the western North Sea with bottom depths of 18m–40m (Kröncke and Knust,
1995). The recirculated water continues east towards the northern tip of Denmark. Only
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about 5% of the NAW reach those parts of the North Sea south of Dogger Bank (Lenhart
and Pohlmann, 1997). During its southward flow, the NAW is further mixed with North
Sea water and freshwater inputs from the British east coast. In the Southern Bight, the
region between Dogger Bank and the Strait of Dover, the southward flow encounters the
northwestward inflow of Channel Water coming through the Strait of Dover.

The circulation in the southern North Sea is dominated by northeastward flow of the re-
circulated NAW and the English Channel inflow. The latter drives the continental coastal
current (Hofmann et al., 2005), together with the high continental riverine freshwater
discharges (Ducrotoy et al., 2000; Hofmann et al., 2005). In the German Bight, the conti-
nental coastal current is diverted north and follows the Danish west coast as the Jutland
Current. At the northern tip of Denmark, the latter turns east into the Skagerrak, where
it is recirculated and mixed with low-S water coming from the Baltic Sea. Subsequently,
the currents follow the Norwegian coast as the Norwegian Coastal Current. The latter is
additionally driven by freshwater discharges from Norwegian rivers, and finally leaves the
North Sea across the northeastern shelf break Huthnance (1991); Turrell et al. (1992). The
overall turnover time of the North Sea circulation is about one year (Otto et al., 1990).

Besides this general, cyclonic circulation, the surface currents of the central North
Sea are strongly affected by westerly winds and eastward moving weather systems (Otto
et al., 1990), which are the dominant meteorological feature in the North Sea region.
Consequently, the surface currents are highly variable due to changing wind directions in
these weather systems (Lee, 1980).

Another important aspect of the North Sea is the seasonal (and locally perennial)
stratification, which occurs in large parts of the North Sea (see Fig. 2.2). While most
parts of North Sea are well-mixed during winter, mainly due to surface cooling. The
spatial distribution of seasonal stratification is strongly affected by the tides, with the
semi-diurnal, lunar M2 tide as the dominant tidal component (Otto et al., 1990). Pingree
et al. (1978) provided a first characterisation of stratification in the North Sea Simpson and
Hunter (1974), based on the tidal current velocity and bottom depth. By this, they could
differentiate between three regimes of summer stratification in the North Sea: (1) a well-
mixed (central and northern North Sea), (2) a well-stratified (coastal southern North Sea)
and (3) a transitional frontal zone between the former two (see grey overlays in Fig. 2.2).

This first characterisation already showed that most parts of the Southern Bight and
the coastal waters of the southern North Sea are well-mixed throughout the entire year
due to strong tides and shallow bottom depth. In contrast, basically the entire northern
and central North Sea, and parts of the southern North Sea, are seasonally well-stratified
due to the greater bottom depth and less strong tides. This stratification characterisation
was refined by van Leeuwen et al. (2015) based on a statistical analysis of a 51-year, hydro-
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Figure 2.2: Classification of density stratification regimes (colours) in the North Sea as described
by van Leeuwen et al. (2015) (Fig. 5 therein; UK Crown Copyright), white areas indicate non-
classified areas. Grey overlays indicate ‘transitional frontal zones’ between seasonally stratified
(central and northern North Sea) and permanently well-mixed areas (coastal southern North Sea
and most parts of English Channel) according to Pingree et al. (1978) (see Fig. 2 therein).

dynamical simulation of the North Sea. They found that the North Sea can be subdivided
into five different stratification regimes (see coloured patches in Fig. 2.2): (1) perma-
nently stratified (red), (2) seasonally stratified (green), (3) permanently mixed (blue),
(4) so-called ‘regions of freshwater influence’ (olive; ROFI; Latinopoulos et al., 1970),
and (5) intermittently stratified (violet). Some regions could not be classified as one of
the previously mentioned types of stratification according to their analysis (white areas in
Fig. 2.2). This also applies to some regions for which O2 deficiency is regularly reported
(see Fig. 1.2).

The transitional zone defined by the Pingree et al. (1978) matches the intermittently
stratified regions found by van Leeuwen et al. (2015) very well in most regions, and only
partly overlaps with the ROFIs (in the Rhine plume) and non-classified areas (in the
German Bight). High freshwater inflow from the Baltic Sea and the Norwegian rivers
results in permanent haline stratification in the Norwegian Trench (van Leeuwen et al.,
2015).

In combination with the annual cycle of solar radiation, both, general circulation and
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tides, influence the annual cycle of T and S in the North Sea. The annual cycle of T in
the North Sea is also well described (e.g., Lee, 1980; Otto et al., 1990; Elliott et al., 1991;
Janssen et al., 1999) and again only the main features will be mentioned based on the
climatology (1900–1996) by Janssen et al. (1999). During winter, the entire North Sea is
well-mixed (except for the Norwegian Trench) with lowest T of about 3 ◦C in the inner
German Bight during February/March, and highest T of 7 ◦C–7.5 ◦C in the northwestern
North Sea due to the warm North Atlantic inflow. SST starts to increase in the southern
and central North Sea in March/April, and slightly delayed in the northern North Sea.

During summer, overall highest SST of above 18 ◦C is reached in the well-mixed coastal
zone of the southern North Sea, while maximum SST in the seasonally well-stratified,
central North Sea results in 14 ◦C–16 ◦C. At the same time, bottom T shows values of
7 ◦C–9 ◦C north of 50m-isobath, which extends roughly from the British coast at 54 ◦N,
0 ◦E to the northern tip of Denmark. In the northern North Sea maximum SST shows
values of 12 ◦C–13 ◦C, accompanied by bottom T of about 7 ◦C–8 ◦C in the Northeast and
10 ◦C–11 ◦C in the Northwest. In September, SST starts to decline in the entire North
Sea due to decreasing solar radiation. In combination with the onset of autumn storms,
this results in the decline of stratification and, finally, again well-mixed conditions in the
entire North Sea (excluding the Norwegian Trench).

It should be noted that, due to the observed changes in North Sea SST during the last
decades (Wiltshire et al., 2008; Holliday et al., 2009; Dye et al., 2013; Larsen et al., 2016),
the absolute T values mentioned above may differ from more recent T measurements,
however, the general spatial patterns are still the same.

The annual cycle of S is much less pronounced than that of T and here only the
main spatial patterns will be described based on the climatology by Janssen et al. (1999).
Haline stratification plays only a minor role in most parts of the North Sea, except for
the Norwegian Trench (van Leeuwen et al., 2015). From spring to autumn, weak haline
stratification can also evolve along the British east coast and in the vicinity of the mouths
of Rhine and Elbe (see sea surface S (SSS) and bottom S maps in Janssen et al. (1999)),
due to riverine freshwater discharges. However, in most regions seasonal stratification is
T -driven and can be observed by a distinct thermocline (i.e., a strong vertical T gradient).

In the Norwegian Trench, SSS ranges between 30 and 33 with the lowest values in June.
Only in the eastern Skagerrak SSS reaches even lower values of 28 and less. This relates
to the inflow of low-S water from the Baltic Sea. Bottom S ranges between 34.6 along
the Norwegian coast and 35.2 in the offshore regions of the Norwegian Trench. Along
the British coast, SSS varies between 34–34.5, without any clear seasonal signal. Bottom
S shows values of 34.2–34.6. In the coastal zone of the southern North Sea, SSS ranges
between about 29 near the Elbe mouth and 33 in regions less affected by river discharges.
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Bottom S is only slightly higher than SSS in the regions affected by freshwater discharge.
For both, no clear seasonality can be found, except in the Elbe mouth where bottom S is
lowest in April due to high discharge in succession of the snow melt.

In the offshore regions of the North Sea the general spatial distributions of SSS and
bottom S are very similar (differences ≤0.1) and show only minor variability during the
annual cycle. Highest S values of 35.2 occur in the northern North Sea east of the Shetland
Islands, due to the North Atlantic inflow. S stays above 34.75–35 until about 56 ◦N with
higher surface values West due to the cyclonic circulation, which transports slightly less
saline water from the Southeast northward. While seasonal variations in bottom S in the
central and northern North Sea are negligible, SSS shows minor seasonal variations with
slightly higher values during winter and lower values during summer (Janssen et al., 1999).
In the offshore regions of the southern North Sea, SSS and bottom S range between 34
in the outer German Bight and about 34.75 around the Dogger Bank, with only minor
seasonal variations.

As the O2 dynamics of the North Sea are strongly related to the seasonal dynam-
ics of phytoplankton, the following section describes the main aspects of the North Sea
biogeochemistry in relation to the hydrodynamics and hydrography delineated above.

2.2 Biochemistry

The annual cycle of inorganic nutrients, phytoplankton and zooplankton in the North
Sea is strongly affected by the annual cycle of solar radiation as it affects both, light
availability and thermal stratification. Another major controlling factor is the availability
of inorganic nutrients that are utilised by primary producers (e.g., phytoplankton) for
building up biomass. Both, light and nutrient availability, control jointly the annual cycle
of PP. A detailed review of the annual cycle of the North Sea phytoplankton dynamics is
provided by Reid et al. (1990). Here, only a brief summary of the main features in relation
to nutrient and (micro-/meso-) zooplankton is given. The diurnal cycle of PP (e.g., van
Haren et al., 1998) or vertical zooplankton migration (e.g., Krause and Radach, 1989) are
not described.

During winter, the entire water body of the North Sea is enriched with inorganic nu-
trients as a result of low PP rates (due to light limitation), remineralisation of organic
matter and mixing-induced overturning of the water column. Besides this, the input of
inorganic nutrients by external sources, e.g., rivers, the atmosphere, from the Atlantic and
Baltic Sea, support the replenishment of the nutrient inventory of the North Sea (e.g.,
Brockmann et al., 1988; Radach and Lenhart, 1995; Jickells, 1998; Hydes et al., 1999;
Brion et al., 2004; Artioli et al., 2008).
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When light availability increases in spring and the onset of stratification inhibits the
mixing of phytoplankton out of the euphotic zone (i.e., the light-flooded upper water
column) (Sharples et al., 2006), PP is enhanced and a so-called phytoplankton ‘spring
bloom’ is initiated (Gieskes and Kraay, 1975). This spring bloom is characterised by
a rapid increase in phytoplankton biomass – often expressed in chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) con-
centrations as a proxy for phytoplankton biomass. The spring bloom is usually initiated in
March/April and first occurs in the shallower coastal waters of the southern North Sea and
the perennially stratified Norwegian Trench (e.g., McQuatters-Gollop et al., 2007). Max-
imum Chl-a concentrations during the spring bloom are observed in the coastal southern
North Sea, e.g., in the German Bight (16mgChl-am−3 and higher; Joint and Pomroy,
1993) or in the Rhine plume (up to 80mgChl-am−3; Gieskes and Kraay, 1975). Primary
production rates during the spring bloom can reach values up to 2.4 gCm−2 d−1 in the
German Bight (Joint and Pomroy, 1993), but show a general decrease to the offshore
regions of the southern and central North Sea.

The phytoplankton spring bloom is usually initiated by diatoms (Gieskes and Kraay,
1975, 1983; McQuatters-Gollop et al., 2007), that utilise silicate (SiO−4 ), phosphate (PO3−

4 )
and, preferably, nitrate (NO−3 ) for PP. When the NO−3 or SiO−4 pools in the euphotic
surface mixed layer (SML) are depleted (except for regions with continuous inorganic
nutrient supply, e.g., by rivers), the relative importance of flagellates, that utilise PO3−

4

and ammonium (NH+
4 ) during PP, increases (Gieskes and Kraay, 1975, 1983; McQuatters-

Gollop et al., 2007).
After the spring bloom maximum (i.e., the time of maximum Chl-a concentration), the

phytoplankton biomass (and Chl-a concentration) shows a clear decrease in most North
Sea regions as a result of nutrient limitation and increasing zooplankton grazing, in re-
sponse to increasing phytoplankton concentrations. Only in the tidally well-mixed coastal
regions, where nutrients are continuously provided by rivers, PP and thus phytoplankton
biomass stays high. In the stratified regions, phytoplankton biomass remains low dur-
ing summer, due to ongoing nutrient limitation and zooplankton grazing. This so-called
summer standing stock (Colebrook, 1979) is dominated by flagellates (McQuatters-Gollop
et al., 2007) which utilise the inorganic nutrients released during remineralisation of the
previously produced organic matter. This standing stock prevails mainly in the vicinity
of the thermocline, where light and nutrient availability are sufficiently high to allow for
PP. This feature is often referred to as deep chlorophyll maximum (Weston et al., 2005).
Weston et al. (2005) reported Chl-a concentrations of about 6mgChl-am−3 and PP rates
of about 0.4 gCm−2 d−1 within the deep chlorophyll maximum.

During events of enhanced wind-induced mixing during the stratified period, the nu-
trient pool of the euphotic SML is replenished by nutrient supply from the deeper layers.
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These nutrients are immediately utilised by the primary producers and can result in short-
term increases in phytoplankton biomass, and subsequent increases in zooplankton. The
decreasing solar radiation in combination with the onset of the autumn storms causes
a degradation of stratification from late August/early September onwards. This results
in a deepening of SML and enables an autumn phytoplankton bloom due to enhanced
nutrient availability (Colebrook, 1979; Moll, 1998; McQuatters-Gollop et al., 2007).

After this autumn bloom, phytoplankton biomass decreases in both, seasonally strat-
ified and well-mixed regions, due to increasing light limitation and zooplankton grazing.
At the same time, inorganic nutrient levels start to increase again, mainly as a result of
phyto- and zooplankton mortality and subsequent organic matter remineralisation.

As indicated, rivers can play an important role for the nutrient supply to specific
North Sea regions and thus on the seasonal dynamics of the biochemistry in these regions.
Therefore, a short overview of the influence of riverine nutrient input on the North Sea
will be given in the following.

2.2.1 External nutrient sources

The availability of nutrients in the North Sea system is strongly influenced by the inflow
of nutrients from adjacent seas, especially the North Atlantic (e.g., Artioli et al., 2008;
Gröger et al., 2013). In addition, riverine and – in case of N – atmospheric inputs play an
important role (Brockmann et al., 1988; Emeis et al., 2015).

The catchment area of the North Sea has a spatial extent of 841,500 km2 (Buser
et al., 1998; OSPAR, 2000) with an annual freshwater discharge of about 300 km3 a−1–
350 km3 a−1 (OSPAR, 2000). The most important rivers in the North Sea catchment area
are the large continental rivers (Elbe, Weser, Rhine, Meuse, Scheldt and Seine) as well as
Thames and Humber at the British east coast (OSPAR, 2000). Due to the cyclonic circu-
lation of the North Sea, these rivers have a strong impact on the biochemistry, especially,
of the southern North Sea (Brockmann and Eberlein, 1986; Brockmann et al., 1988; Kemp
et al., 2009).

Artioli et al. (2008) calculated mass balances for total nitrogen (TN) and total phos-
phorus (TP) for three different decades (‘pre-eutrophication’ directly after the Second
World War, ‘eutrophication’ in the 1980s and ‘contemporary’ around 2000). They found
that average annual riverine TN input into the southern North Sea was about 720 ktN a−1

during the contemporary period, compared to only 97 ktN a−1 in the pre-eutrophication
period and 912 kt N a−1 during the period of the highest eutrophication. This indicates
the strong anthropogenic influence on riverine N inputs. For TP, they calculated corre-
sponding values of 45 ktP a−1, 21 ktP a−1 and 113 ktP a−1, respectively.

The comparison to the TN input into the southern North Sea from adjacent marine
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regions of 1126 ktN a−1 (Artioli et al., 2008) implies that the contemporary riverine supply
accounts for almost two thirds of the TN input across marine boundaries. In fact, this
riverine contribution can be expected to be even higher as the marine contribution cal-
culated by Artioli et al. (2008) includes additional riverine inputs from outside the mass
balance area. For TP, the riverine input adds up to only about 25% of the input from ad-
jacent marine regions. This illustrates the importance of riverine (inorganic and organic)
nutrient input, especially in terms of TN.

The riverine inputs into the North Sea underlie strong inter-annual to intra-seasonal
variations, e.g., due to the snow melt in early spring (e.g., Pinto et al., 2007) or events like
heavy rainfall (e.g., Peperzak, 2003; Ulbrich et al., 2003; Kienzler et al., 2015; Mudersbach
et al., 2016) causing higher freshwater and thus nutrient discharges. Although rivers
constitute a continuous source of nutrients for the marine system, the timing of periods
of high nutrient loads may be crucial for the actual influence of such loads on the marine
ecosystem. As PP requires sufficient light availability, high loads outside the growing
season may only have a minor impact on PP.

In addition to the variations in loads of TN or TP, the riverine systems also under-
lie an annual cycle of phytoplankton (i.e., organic matter) and inorganic nutrients (e.g.,
Schuchardt and Schirmer, 1990). Consequently, the seasonally varying input of inorganic
and organic nutrients can have different effects on the different North Sea regions affected
by riverine nutrient input (Kemp et al., 2009), as inorganic nutrients are directly available
to primary consumers while organic nutrients need to be remineralised first.

The atmospheric deposition of inorganic N constitutes another relevant source of N in
the North Sea. Troost et al. (2013) found that up to 20% of TN in the southern North
Sea originate from atmospheric deposition. According to Artioli et al. (2008), the contem-
porary atmospheric contribution is about 199 ktN a−1 compared to 31 ktN a−1 during the
pre-eutrophication period. Thus, atmospheric deposition adds up to about 28% of the
riverine N inputs into the southern North Sea. In addition, this implies a remarkable in-
crease in atmospheric N deposition since the mid-1940s, which mainly relates to increased
anthropogenic emissions (Paerl, 1997; Schöpp et al., 2003). However, Schöpp et al. (2003)
also report a distinct reduction in European N emissions since the 1980s, which also re-
sulted in reduced atmospheric inputs into the North Sea (Artioli et al., 2008). The complex
interactions between the physical (general circulation and stratification) and biochemical
features of the North Sea, in combination with the variations in different nutrient inputs
likely have a strong impact on the seasonal and year-to-year variability of the O2 dynamics
of the North Sea. Therefore, a detailed analysis of the interplay of these individual factors
is urgently required.





Chapter 3

The Ecosystem Model
This chapter provides an overview of the physico-biogeochemical model system used for

the analyses presented in this thesis. First, the three-dimensional (3D), baroclinic ocean
model HAMSOM (HAMburg Shelf Ocean Model; Backhaus (1985); Pohlmann (1991,
1996)) is described briefly focusing on the features relevant for the O2 dynamics. This
model is used for the simulation of the physical quantities (i.e., T and S), volume trans-
ports and vertical turbulent mixing coefficients. Second, the 3D biogeochemical model
ECOHAM (ECOsystem model, HAMburg; e.g., Moll, 1998; Pätsch and Kühn, 2008; Kühn
et al., 2010; Lorkowski et al., 2012; Große et al., 2016) is presented, which constitutes the
basis for the simulation of the biochemical cycles, e.g., of N. At the beginning of this
second part, a more general description of ECOHAM is provided, followed by a detailed
description of the O2 cycle as implemented in ECOHAM. Finally, the applied model setup
is presented, including a description about the simulation sequence and the coupling of
HAMSOM and ECOHAM as well as information about the model domain and grid.

3.1 The hydrodynamical model HAMSOM

The hydrodynamical model HAMSOM (Backhaus, 1985) constitutes a baroclinic, prim-
itive equation model with a free surface and applies the hydrostatic and Boussinesq ap-
proximations (Pohlmann, 1991). It is defined on an Arakawa C-grid (Arakawa and Lamb,
1977) and applies z-coordinates for resolving the vertical dimension. The horizontal advec-
tive flow field is calculated using the component upstream scheme, the vertical advective
flow results from the continuity equation (Lamb, 1879). The vertical turbulent mixing
follows Kochergin (1987) and is described in Sect. 3.1.1. In the interior model domain T
and S are treated as prognostic state variables. At the open boundaries certain bound-
ary conditions are prescribed which are discussed briefly in Sect. 3.1.2. For a detailed
description of HAMSOM the reader is referred to Backhaus and Hainbucher (1987) and
Pohlmann (1991, 1996).

21
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3.1.1 Parameterisation of vertical mixing in HAMSOM

The focus of this thesis is on the physico-biochemical interactions controlling the O2

dynamics of the North Sea. As seasonal density stratification is considered as a key factor
for the O2 dynamics it is essential to show how vertical mixing is parametrised within
HAMSOM. According to Mellor and Yamada (1974) the vertical mixing coefficient Av

under stationary conditions can be described as follows:

Av = (cml · hml)
2 ·

√(
∂u

∂z

)2

+

(
∂v

∂z

)2

+
1

SM

g

ρ

∂ρ

∂z
. (3.1)

The constant cml = 0.05 constitutes a constant was determined by Kochergin (1987). hml

represents the mixed layer thickness. ∂u/∂z and ∂v/∂z represent the vertical gradient of
the zonal and meridional current velocities, respectively. The last term under the square
root is the squared Brunt-Väisälä-frequency or stratification frequency N divided by the
negative Schmidt number SM . It is defined as (Haurwitz et al., 1959):

N2 = −g
ρ

∂ρ

∂z
, (3.2)

with g representing the standard gravity (9.80665m s−2), and density ρ according to the
equation of state (EOS) by Jackett and McDougall (1995) 1. The EOS by Jackett and
McDougall (1995) represents a newer formulation of the EOS according to Fofonoff and
Millard (1983), which utilises the (dimensionless) practical salinity scale (PSS-78; Lewis
and Perkin, 1978). Therefore, S is reported according to PSS-78 in this thesis.

The Brunt-Väisälä-frequency is an indicator for stable (N2 > 0) or unstable (N2 < 0)
conditions within the water column. If unstable conditions occur HAMSOM reinforces the
Brunt-Väisälä-frequency by factor 15 which increases the vertical mixing coefficient Av.
HAMSOM uses a maximum vertical mixing coefficient of Av,max = 0.08m2 s−1.

3.1.2 Initialisation, boundary conditions and forcing data

HAMSOM uses monthly climatological distributions of T and S based on the World
Ocean Atlas 2001 (Conkright et al., 2002) for initialisation. At the open boundaries,
sea surface elevation is calculated as the combined effect of so-called dynamic heights, the
‘inverted barometer effect’ (Doodson, 1924) and the principal lunar semi-diurnal tide (M2),

1. Very shortly before the submission of this thesis a bug was found in the EOS in the HAMSOM code.
This bug caused that the EOS by Jackett and McDougall (1995) was applied using in situ T instead of
potential temperature (Θ). For this reason Appendix A.1 was added to this thesis in order to demonstrate
that this bug does not affect the basic results and conclusions.
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which constitutes the dominant tidal component in the North Sea (e.g., Otto et al., 1990).
In HAMSOM the dynamic height is calculated relative to a layer of no motion of 500m
or relative to the bottom depth in case of shallower water. For the horizontal transport
velocities radiation open boundary conditions (Orlanski, 1976) are applied, while radiation
and radiative-nudging OBCs are used for tracers (T and S) in the case of inflow and
outflow conditions, respectively. A detailed description of the open boundary conditions
for advective flow as well as T and S is provided in Chen et al. (2013).

The meteorological forcing is derived from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data (Kalnay et al.,
1996; Kistler et al., 2001) and provides 6-hourly information on air temperature, cloud cov-
erage, relative humidity, wind speed and direction. Short-wave radiation is calculated from
astronomical insolation and cloud coverage applying a correction factor of 0.9 (Lorkowski
et al., 2012). The data are interpolated to the model grid and time step according to
O’Driscoll et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2014). Daily freshwater run-off data for 254 rivers
were provided by Sonja van Leeuwen from the Centre of Environment, Fisheries and Aqua-
culture Science (Cefas) and represent an updated data set of that used by Lenhart et al.
(2010) covering the period 1977–2014. As this run-off data is part of the same data set
providing the nutrient load data, a more detailed description of the individual data sources
is given in Sect. 3.2.2.2.

3.2 The biogeochemical model ECOHAM

This study applies the biogeochemical model ECOHAM (e.g., Moll, 1998; Pätsch and
Kühn, 2008; Lorkowski et al., 2012; Große et al., 2016) for the simulation of the North
Sea biogeochemistry. It is a 3D, biogeochemical model utilising the same spatial grid as
HAMSOM. It uses the T and S distributions as well as the advective flow fields and verti-
cal mixing coefficients calculated by HAMSOM as physical forcing for the biogeochemical
simulation. ECOHAM includes all parameter groups of a so-called NPZD-type model
(nutrients-phytoplankton-zooplankton-detritus) to represent the lower trophic layer dy-
namics. In addition, it includes a parametrisation of the so-called ‘microbial loop’ (Azam
et al., 1983). ECOHAM simulates the cycles of N, P, carbon (C), silicon (Si) and O2.

The ECOHAM version used for this thesis is a successor of former model versions
described by Pätsch and Kühn (2008), Kühn et al. (2010) and Lorkowski et al. (2012).
Its major difference to these earlier model versions is the different model grid described in
Sect. 3.3. The present model ECOHAM version includes the following state variables:

• 4 nutrients (NO−3 , NH+
4 , PO3−

4 , SiO−4 ),

• 2 phytoplankton groups (diatoms, flagellates),
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• 2 zooplankton groups (micro-, mesozooplankton),

• bacteria,

• 2 fractions of detritus (fast and slowly sinking),

• labile dissolved organic matter,

• semi-labile organic carbon,

• calcite,

• dissolved inorganic carbon,

• total alkalinity,

• benthic calcite and

• benthic particulate organic matter.

The complete set of equations and process parametrisations describing the change of
the individual state variables with time is given in Lorkowski et al. (2012). In the following
only the molar ratios of the different state variables are provided as they partly differ from
those used by Lorkowski et al. (2012). For both phytoplankton groups a C:N:P ratio of
132.5:20:1 is used (Lorkowski et al., 2012), which implies a C:N ratio of 6.625 identical
to Redfield (1934), but C:P and N:P ratios higher than Redfield (1934) according to the
findings of Quigg et al. (2003). For diatoms a C:Si ratio of 5.76 is applied. In addition,
the Chl-a content of diatoms and flagellates is calculated diagnostically following Cloern
et al. (1995). For the two zooplankton groups a C:N:P ratio of 110:20:1 is used, while for
bacteria a ratio of 50:10:1 is applied. The elemental ratios of detrital matter can evolve
freely.

3.2.1 The oxygen cycle in ECOHAM

In general, the change of the concentration C of a model state variable, such as O2,
with time t is described by the convection-diffusion equation:

dC

dt
= ∇ ·

(
d∇C

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

−∇ · (~vC)︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection/advection

+R.︸ ︷︷ ︸
sources/sinks

(3.3)

The diffusive transport is calculated according to Fick’s first law with the second order
diffusion tensor (or diffusivity) d. In the convective/advective transport term, ~v represents
the 3D velocity vector. R represents the sources and sinks ofX (i.e., biochemical processes,
input from external sources). As this thesis focuses on the O2 dynamics of the North Sea its
implementation to ECOHAM (Müller, 2008) is presented in the following in more detail.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic view on the oxygen cycle as implemented in ECOHAM, including the links
to the carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus cycles. Linking state variables are: dissolved inorganic
C (DIC), NH+

4 , NO−3 and PO3−
4 . Adapted from Müller (2008).

A conceptual view of the O2 cycle implemented to ECOHAM is provided in Fig. 3.1,
including the links to the biogeochemical cycles of C (yellow), N (green) and P (orange).
The arrows indicate the direction of a process, e.g., NH+

4 is released during benthic rem-
ineralisation and consumed by nitrification. The exchange of O2 between atmosphere and
ocean is parametrised according to Wanninkhof (1992). In the interior water column,
photosynthesis (i.e., primary production) constitutes a source process for O2 and links the
O2 cycle to the cycles of C, N and P. All other biochemical processes, namely respiration
by zooplankton and aerobic bacteria, and nitrification, represent O2-consuming processes.
While the former processes also constitute a link of the O2 cycle to the cycles of C, N

and P, nitrification is only linked to the N cycle. Pelagic denitrification is implemented
to ECOHAM, but is negligible as it only occurs under anaerobic conditions, which do not
occur in the North Sea. Pelagic anaerobic NH+

4 oxidation (anammox) is not implemented
for the same reason. Except for NPP, the biological processes involved in the O2 cycle are
not T -dependent in the applied model setup.

Net primary production (NPP), i.e., the uptake of inorganic nutrients and dissolved
inorganic C (DIC) by phytoplankton (minus respiration), constitutes an important O2

production process within the water column. Phytoplankton can conduct NPP under the
use of two different types of chemically active N molecules, NO−3 and NH+

4 . The former
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can be described by the following chemical equation (following Richards (1965)):

x · CO2 + y · H+ + y · NO−3 + H3PO4 + (x+ y) · H2O⇔ (3.4)

⇔ (CH2O)x(NH3)yH3PO4 + (x+ 2y) ·O2.

Here, x and y represent the mols of C and N relative to P within phytoplankton, i.e., in
ECOHAM x = 132.5 and y = 20 according to the C:N:P ratio of 132.5:20:1 Lorkowski
et al. (2012). Following Neumann (2000), NPP based on NH+

4 can be described by the
following chemical equation:

x · CO2 + y · NH+
4 + H3PO4 + x · H2O⇔ (CH2O)x(NH3)yH3PO4 + x ·O2. (3.5)

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) show that O2 production relative to N uptake (O2/N) is more
efficient in case of NO−3 -based NPP. For NO−3 -based NPP it results in x/y + 2 in case
of NO−3 -based NPP, while it only yields x/y in case of NH+

4 -based NPP, with x/y repre-
senting the C:N of phytoplankton. In ECOHAM, the ratios result in 8.625 and 6.625 for
NO−3 - and NH+

4 -based NPP, respectively (Müller, 2008). The uptake of NO−3 and NH+
4 by

phytoplankton is parametrised in ECOHAM as follows:

NPPij = Cphni · µ10,i · fT,phy · fpar · fnut,i. (3.6)

Here, NPPij represents the NPP by phytoplankton group phni (in N units) using chemi-
cally active N of type j. Phytoplankton group phn1 refers to diatoms, while phn2 refers
to flagellates. Cphni and µ10,i represent the phytoplankton concentration and the growth
rate at 10 ◦C of the corresponding phytoplankton group. The latter equals 1.1 d−1 for di-
atoms and 0.9 d−1 for flagellates. fT,phy constitutes a T -dependent factor for phytoplankton
(fT,phy = 1.5(T−10)/10), with T in ◦C), while fpar is the light limitation factor depending
on the available photosynthetically active radiation according to Steele (1962). The last
term fnut,ij represents the nutrient limitation of phytoplankton group phni depending on
the availability of NO−3 , NH+

4 , PO3−
4 and SiO−4 (in case of diatoms). Nutrient limitation

follows Liebig’s law of the minimum (Liebig, 1841).
While NPP constitutes the only biochemical O2 production process, a couple of O2

consumption processes exist and are parametrised by ECOHAM. The transformation of
NH+

4 to NO−3 by bacteria (‘nitrifiers’) is called nitrification. This process takes place
under aerobic conditions and is conducted by two groups of bacteria: NH+

4 oxidisers and
nitrite oxidisers. The first group oxidises NH+

4 to nitrite, while the second group oxidises
nitrite to NO−3 (Müller, 2008). In ECOHAM nitrification is implemented according to
Fennel et al. (2006), who describe this two-step process by the following simplified chemical
equation:

NH+
4 + 2 ·O2 → NO−3 + 2 · H+ + H2O. (3.7)
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In ECOHAM, the O2 consumption due to nitrification is formulated as follows:

PO2,nit =

0 for CO2 ≤ 0 (anoxic)

2 · rnit(I, z) · CNH+
4

(z) otherwise (oxic),
(3.8)

with the nitrification rate rnit being a function of light intensity I and depth z, show-
ing higher values under low light conditions. CNH+

4
represents the NH+

4 concentration
in depth z (in mmolNm−3). The factor 2 results from the uptake ratio O2/NH+

4 =

2 mmol O2/mmol N, according to the left-hand side of Eq. (3.7). CO2 represents the con-
centration of dissolved oxygen in mmolO2 m−3.

Under oxic conditions, the pelagic and benthic O2 consumption due to bacterial rem-
ineralisation of organic matter is described by the following chemical equation:

(CH2O)x(NH3)yH3PO4 + x ·O2 + y · H+ ⇔ (3.9)

⇔ x · CO2 + y · NH+
4 + H3PO4 + x · H2O.

The elemental ratios between C, N and P in the organic matter may differ from the
Redfield ratios of C:N:P=106:16:1 (Redfield, 1934), indicated by the variables x and y. C

oxidation takes place with a ratio of C/O2 = 1 (Neumann, 2000). Due to the latter, the
formulation of O2 consumption due to pelagic remineralisation under oxic conditions
within ECOHAM can be described by the net release of C by bacteria:

PO2,bac = P base
O2,baci + P cor

O2,baci . (3.10)

Here, P base
O2,baci describes the uncorrected C uptake, and P cor

O2,baci represents the correction
term for the bacterial C uptake. The uncorrected C uptake P base

O2,baci is calculated as:

P base
O2,baci = µbac · Cbac, (3.11)

with the C excretion rate of bacteria µbac = 0.1 d−1 and the bacteria-C concentration Cbac

(in mmolCm−3). The correction term P cor
O2,baci in Eq. (3.10) is calculated as:

P cor
O2,baci =∆Pbap · r bac

bap
+

+


∆Pbac + ∆Pban · r bac

ban
for ∆Pbac

∆Pban
> r bac

ban
∧ CNH+

4
≤ Cthres

NH+
4

max
(

0,∆Pbac + ∆Pban · r bac
ban

)
for ∆Pbac

∆Pban
≤ r bac

ban

0 otherwise.

(3.12)

Here, ∆Pbac, ∆Pban and ∆Pbap represent the net uptake of C, N and P by bacteria,
respectively. The molar C:N ratio for bacteria equals r bac

ban
= 5 while that for C:P equals
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r bac
bap

= 50. Cthres
NH+

4

= 0.1mmolNm−3 describes the threshold concentration for bacterial
NH+

4 uptake. The net C uptake is calculated as:

∆Pbac = Pdoc→bac −
2∑

i=1

Pbac→zoci − P base
O2,baci , (3.13)

where Pdoc→bac represents the bacterial uptake of dissolved organic C (DOC), and Pbac→zooi

describe the grazing of zooplankton on bacteria (in C units; i = 1, 2 refer to micro- and
mesozooplankton, respectively). The net N uptake by bacteria is formulated as:

∆Pban = Pdon→ban + PNH+
4→ban − Pban→NH+

4
−

2∑
i=1

Pban→zoni , (3.14)

with the uptake of dissolved organic N (DON), Pdon→ban, and the uptake and excretion of
NH+

4 , PNH+
4→ban and Pban→NH+

4
, respectively. Pban→zoni describes the grazing of zooplankton

on bacteria (in N units). The net uptake of P by bacteria is calculated as:

∆Pbap = max
(
P req
bap − P

max
bap

)
, (3.15)

with the required and the maximum P uptake, P req
bap and Pmax

bap , respectively. The required
P uptake reads as:

P req
bap =

(
Pdon→ban + PNH+

4→ban − Pban→NH+
4

)
· rbap

ban
− Pdop→bap, (3.16)

where rbap
ban

= 1/10 represents the molar ratio of P:N of bacteria. Pdop→bap describes the
bacterial uptake of dissolved organic P (DOP). The maximum P uptake is calculated as:

Pmax
bap = PNH+

4→ban ·
CPO3−

4

CNH+
4

, (3.17)

with the PO3−
4 concentration CPO3−

4
in mmolPm−3.

In addition to pelagic remineralisation, benthic O2 consumption due to bacterial rem-
ineralisation of sedimented organic matter is represented in ECOHAM. The model
version applied for this study uses a relatively simple sediment module represented by
a single layer of no vertical extent below the deepest pelagic layer, in which the sinking
organic matter is collected and remineralised (Moll, 1998; Pätsch et al., 2009). Benthic
remineralisation is described similar to Fennel et al. (2006) allowing no year-to-year accu-
mulation of organic matter in the sediment. The corresponding benthic O2 consumption
is formulated based on C remineralisation:

PO2, sed = µspoc · Cspoc, (3.18)

for CO2 > 0 ∨
(
CO2 ≤ 0 ∧ CNO−3

≤ Cthres
NO−3

)
.
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Here, the benthic remineralisation rate of sedimented particulate organic C (SPOC) is set
to µspoc = 0.028d−1 and Cspoc represents the concentration of SPOC (in mmolCm−3).
According to Eq. (3.18), benthic remineralisation only takes place under oxic conditions
(CO2 > 0) or anoxic conditions coinciding with NO−3 concentrations (CNO−3

) equal or below
the threshold concentration of Cthres

NO−3
= 0.1mmolNm−3). In ECOHAM, O2 concentra-

tions may become negative representing reduced end products (e.g., hydrogen sulphides;
Seitzinger and Giblin, 1996).

Finally, zooplankton respiration constitutes another O2 consumption process. It is
parametrised by ECOHAM following Sterner and Elser (2002):

PO2,zoci = P base
O2,zoci + P cor

O2,zoci , (3.19)

with the uncorrected C excretion P base
O2,zoci and the correction term for the zooplankton C

uptake, P cor
O2,zoci . The index i = 1 refers to the microzooplankton-C (zoc1), while i = 2

refers to mesozooplankton-C (zoc2). The uncorrected C excretion is calculated as:

P base
O2,zoci =

(
P loss
zoci + (1− rdet) · Pmort

zoci

)
· (1− rdic). (3.20)

Here P loss
zoci represents the metabolic losses of C by zooplankton and Pmort

zoci depicts the
zooplankton mortality (in C units). rdet = 0.33 and rdic = 0.5 constitute the fractions
of the C losses going into detritus and DIC, respectively. ECOHAM parametrises the
metabolic losses P loss

zoci as follows:

P loss
zoci = max

(
0, P up

zoci − P
faec
zoci − µ

max
zoci · Czoci

)
. (3.21)

The gross uptake of C by zooplankton is described by P up
zoci . P

faec
zoci represents the loss of

zooplankton-C due to faecal pellet production, while µmax
zoci and Czoci are the maximum

zooplankton growth rate related to the least available food element (C, N or P) and
the zooplankton-C concentration, respectively. The zooplankton gross uptake of C is
calculated as:

P up
zoci =

2∑
j=1

Pphcj→zoci + Pdec1→zoci + Pzoc1→zoci , (3.22)

with Pphcj→zoci representing the grazing of zooplankton group i on phytoplankton group j
and the ingestion of slowly sinking detritus by zooplankton (Pdec1→zoci ; both in C units).
Pzoc1→zoci indicates the grazing of zooplankton group i on microzooplankton, which is zero
in case of i = 1 as microzooplankton does not feed on itself.

The faecal pellet production (P faec
zoci ; in C units) is defined as:

P faec
zoci = (1− rfaec) · P up

zoci , (3.23)
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with the assimilation coefficient of zooplankton rfaec = 0.75.
The maximum growth rate (µmax

zoci ) in Eq. 3.21 is calculated as:

µmax
zoci = min

(
P up
zoci − P

faec
zoci

Czoci
,
P up
zoni − P

faen
zoni

Czoni
,
P up
zopi − P

faep
zopi

Czopi

)
− µmin

zoo . (3.24)

Here, P up
zoni and P up

zopi represent the zooplankton gross uptake of N and P, respectively,
analogous to Eq. (3.22). Accordingly, P faen

zoni (in N units) and P faep
zopi (in P units) are the

faecal pellet production analogous to Eq. (3.23). Czoni and Czopi indicate the zooplankton-
N and -P concentration, respectively. µmin

zoo is the minimum zooplankton loss rate of 0.01 d−1

due to basic maintenance.
The zooplankton mortality in Eq. (3.20) is defined as:

Pmort
zoci = r zoci

zoni
· fT,zoo ·

(
µlinzoo · Czoni

kzoo + Czoni
+ µquazoo · Czoni

)
· Czoni . (3.25)

The stoichiometric ratio of zooplankton-C to zooplankton-N of 5.5 is represented by r zoci
zoni

.

The T -dependency of zooplankton mortality is given by fT,zoo = 1(T−10)/10) (with T in ◦C)
and the half-saturation constant of zooplankton mortality kzoo is set to 0.2mmolNm−3.
µlinzoo = 0.15 d−1 and µquazoo = 0.02 d−1 represent the linear and quadratic zooplankton mor-
tality rate, respectively. With Eqs. (3.20)–(3.25), the uncorrected zooplankton excretion
of C (P base

O2,zoci), i.e., uptake of O2 can be calculated. The correction term ∆P cor
O2,zoci (see

Eq. (3.19)) is calculated as follows:

P cor
O2,zoci =


∆Pzoci −∆Pzoni · r zoci

zoni
for ∆Pzoci

∆Pzoni
≥ r zoci

zoni
∧ ∆Pzoni

∆Pzopi
≤ r zoni

zopi

∆Pzoci −∆Pzopi · r zoci
zopi

for ∆Pzoci
∆Pzopi

≥ r zoci
zopi
∧ ∆Pzoni

∆Pzopi
≥ r zoni

zopi

0 otherwise.

(3.26)

Here, ∆Pzoci , ∆Pzoni and ∆Pzopi represent the net uptake of C, N and P by zooplankton,
respectively. r zoci

zopi
= 110 and r zoni

zopi
= 20 are the stoichiometric ratios of C:P and N:P for

zooplankton applied in ECOHAM. The net uptake of C is calculated as:

∆Pzoci = P up
zoci −

2∑
j=1

Pzoci→decj − Pzoci→dic − Pzoci→doc. (3.27)

The different loss processes given in this equation are the release of detrital matter
(Pzoci→decj ; j = 1, 2 refer to slowly and fast sinking detritus, respectively) and the excre-
tion of DIC (Pzoci→dic) and DOC (Pzoci→doc). The net uptakes of N and P by zooplankton
are defined analogously to Eq. (3.27) with the only difference in the excretion of DIC and
DOC, which are replaced by the excretion of NH+

4 and DON in case of N and excretion
of PO3−

4 and DOP for P.
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3.2.2 Boundary conditions and forcing data

ECOHAM uses the daily fields of T and S as well as advective flow and vertical dif-
fusion coefficients calculated and stored during the HAMSOM simulation as its physical
background. For the initialisation of the biogeochemical state variables results from the
ECOHAM simulation conducted by Lorkowski et al. (2012) are used as basis. These re-
sults are interpolated to the current ECOHAM grid (from 24 to 31 vertical layers) and
improved values for the Kattegat/Skagerrak region are incorporated. For the prescription
of the concentrations of the biogeochemical model state variables at the open boundaries
ECOHAM utilises a depth-dependent, monthly climatology; only for DIC annually varying
monthly fields are used (Lorkowski et al., 2012). The photosynthetically active radiation
at the sea surface is calculated as 43% of the overall incoming short-wave radiation (see
Sect. 3.1.2). In order to include the effect of suspended particulate matter (SPM) on the
light climate a daily SPM climatology is used (Heath et al., 2002).

3.2.2.1 Atmospheric nitrogen deposition

The inclusion of N input by atmospheric deposition is crucial when investigating the
influence of N on the North Sea O2 dynamics. In this thesis, the same atmospheric depo-
sition fields are applied as described briefly in Große et al. (2016). The data preparation
was conducted by Markus Kreus from the Institute of Oceanography, Universität Ham-
burg, who developed a hybrid approach allowing for the extrapolation of the available
data set to longer time periods. The application of this hybrid approach was necessary
due to the overall simulation period (1977–2014) exceeding the period of data availability
(1995–2012).

The basic deposition data originate from the European Monitoring and Evaluation Pro-
gramme (EMEP; www.emep.int) model and cover the period 1995–2012. First, the EMEP
data for total deposition of oxidised (NOx) and reduced nitrogen (NH3) are interpolated
to the model grid. In a second step a spatial anomaly field of the deposition rates of NOx

and NH3 is calculated. This is done for both quantities by first calculating the average de-
position during 1995–2012 for each individual grid cell, based on the interpolated EMEP
data, and subsequent subtraction of the spatial average deposition rate over the entire
domain.

Spatially and annually averaged deposition rates are than calculated for the year 2005
based on the EMEP data. In order to obtain spatially and annually averaged deposition
rates for different years, these 2005 average deposition fields are multiplied with the long-
term trends (normalised with respect to 2005) in European atmospheric deposition found
by Schöpp et al. (2003, their Fig. 2). Finally, the previously calculated anomaly fields are

http://www.emep.int/
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added to these average deposition rates yielding the spatially varying annual atmospheric
N deposition rates used as ECOHAM forcing.

3.2.2.2 River forcing

The river load data for the biogeochemical state variables is part of the same data set
containing the freshwater discharge. This data set contains daily resolved data for 3300
rivers in total, of which 254 lie inside the ECOHAM domain. The input locations of the
rivers inside the domain are defined as the surface grid cell of that water column nearest to
the actual geographic location of the corresponding river mouth. The data set principally
includes time series of freshwater discharge and the following biochemical quantities: TN,
NO−3 , NH+

4 , dissolved inorganic N (DIN), TP, PO3−
4 , SiO−4 , alkalinity, DIC, DOC, SPM

and nitrite. However, the latter three are not used as input for ECOHAM. Biochemical
loads provided in the data are always calculated as the product of freshwater discharge
and the concentration of the difference biochemical quantities.

The river raw data for the different countries, which was compiled to the composite
data set used in this thesis, originate from different sources. The data acquisition and
preparation as well as the compilation of the composite data set is the work of Sonja
van Leeuwen. The only exception is the data of the Belgian, Dutch and German rivers
which were acquired and prepared by Pätsch et al. (2016), and incorporated in unchanged
form to this composite data set. This data includes all the above mentioned quantities
required by ECOHAM for the Scheldt, 5 Dutch and 3 German rivers. A description of the
other river data is given in the following as no detailed description of the data is currently
publicly available.

The data of six Swedish rivers entering the ECOHAM model domain (and 69 Swedish,
Finnish and Estonian rivers not entering the domain) is based on monthly data provided
by Miguel Alberto Rodriguez Medina from the Baltic Nest Institute (BNI) and can be ob-
tained from the Baltic Environmental Database (BED; http://nest.su.se/bed/). These
monthly data cover the period 1970–2014 and include all the above mentioned quantities
required by ECOHAM. Daily data for this period was derived by linear interpolation be-
tween the monthly values and subsequent adjustment to annual data from the BED in
order to obtain the correct sum of annual loads.

Daily discharge as well as TN and TP data for 25 Danish rivers were provided by
Jens Bøgestrand from the former National Environmental Research Institute of Denmark
(DMU) covering the period 1989–2007. For these quantities the years 1977–1988 were filled
with daily 10-year climatologies of the years 1989–1998, while daily 10-year climatologies
of the years 1998–2007 were used to fill the data of the years 2008–2014.

Daily freshwater discharge data for eight French rivers (four inside the ECOHAM do-

http://nest.su.se/bed/
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main) were obtained from the Banque Hydro (www.hydro.eaufrance.fr) and – for the
Seine – from the Groupement d’Intérêt Public Seine-Aval (http://seine-aval.crihan.
fr). The different freshwater data cover the entire period 1971–2015 and partly also
early years. Daily time series of the concentrations biochemical quantities also originate
from different sources. Biochemical data for Authie, Canche and Somme were obtained
from the Agence de l’Eau Artois-Picardie (www.eau-artois-picardie.fr). For Dor-
dogne and Garonne biochemical data were acquired from the Système d’Information sur
l’Eau du Bassin Adour Garonne (http://adour-garonne.eaufrance.fr). Daily bio-
chemical data for Loire and Vilaine were obtained from the OSUR portal of the Agence
de l’Eau Loire-Bretagne (http://osur.eau-loire-bretagne.fr/exportosur). For the
Seine daily biochemical data were acquired from the Agence de l’Eau Seine-Normandie
(www.eau-seine-normandie.fr). The biochemical data of all French rivers, except for
the Loire, cover the period 1971–2015, some also contain data for earlier years. Biochem-
ical data for the Loire are only available from year 2000. Therefore, biochemical data for
the years prior to 2000 are calculated as the product of daily 10-year climatologic concen-
trations during 2000–2009 and the available freshwater discharge. The French biochemical
river data contain all the above mentioned quantities required by ECOHAM, except for
DIC. For the Dordogne SiO−4 and alkalinity are additionally missing; for the Garonne SiO−4
is not present in the data.

Daily freshwater discharge of 12 Norwegian rivers were obtained from the Norwegian
Water Resources and Energy Directorate (www.nve.no) covering the period 1980–2014.
Discharges prior to 1980 were filled with a daily 10-year climatology of the period 1980–
1989. Daily time series of the biochemical quantities in these rivers were obtained from
the Norwegian Institute for Water Research (www.niva.no/). This data covers the period
1990–2014. For the period 1980–1989 the actual discharge data is multiplied with daily
10-year climatologic concentrations of the biochemical quantities during 1990–1999. For
the years prior to 1980, the daily discharge climatology of 1980–1989 is multiplied with the
daily climatologies of the concentrations of the different biochemical quantities of 1990–
1999. The Norwegian river data contain data for all quantities required by ECOHAM
except for DIN, DIC and alkalinity.

For the UK (excl. Northern Ireland) monthly freshwater discharge and biochemical
data for the period 1974–2015 was acquired from the Environment Agency (www.gov.
uk/environment-agency) for England and Wales and the Scottish Environment Pro-
tection Agency (www.sepa.org.uk) for a total of 160 rivers. Additionally, daily fresh-
water discharge data was obtained from National River Flow Archive (NRFA; http:
//nrfa.ceh.ac.uk). This daily data is corrected depending on the size of the catch-
ment area of the individual rivers and the gauge station (i.e., distance between gauge

http://www.hydro.eaufrance.fr
http://seine-aval.crihan.fr
http://seine-aval.crihan.fr
http://www.eau-artois-picardie.fr
http://adour-garonne.eaufrance.fr
http://osur.eau-loire-bretagne.fr/exportosur
http://www.eau-seine-normandie.fr
https://www.nve.no
http://www.niva.no/
https://www.gov.uk/environment-agency
https://www.gov.uk/environment-agency
https://www.sepa.org.uk
http://nrfa.ceh.ac.uk
http://nrfa.ceh.ac.uk
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station and river mouth) in order to include ungauged tributaries to the considered river.
Monthly average concentrations are calculated based on the monthly data and multiplied
with this corrected daily freshwater discharge data yielding daily resolved time series of the
biochemical quantities. The resulting UK river data shows varying quality with respect
to biochemical data availability in different rivers. For the major rivers (e.g., Thames and
Humber) only DIC and TN are missing, while for some very small rivers only freshwater
discharge is available.

For five Northern Irish rivers daily freshwater discharge data was obtained from the
NRFA covering the period 1972–2009. Daily biochemical data was acquired from the
Northern Irish Rivers Agency (www.infrastructure-ni.gov.uk/rivers-agency) cover-
ing 1990–2006. The gap filling of the data for the years after 2009 (discharge) and 2006
(biochemical quantities) is also done based on daily 10-year climatologies analogously to,
e.g., the Norwegian rivers. With respect to biochemical quantities, only four of the five
resulting river data contain information on NO−3 , NH+

4 , TP, PO3−
4 and SiO−4 . For the fifth

river only freshwater discharge is available. The other biochemical quantities required by
ECOHAM are generally not available for the Northern Irish rivers.

For 33 Irish rivers daily freshwater discharge data for the period 1952–2011 were ob-
tained from the HydroNet of the Irish Environment Protection Agency (www.epa.ie/
hydronet). Annual data for the biochemical quantities for 1997–2009 are obtained from
the annual OSPAR reports on Riverine Inputs and Direct Discharges to Convention Wa-
ters (RID; e.g., OSPAR, 2011). Annual average concentrations from the RID data are
multiplied with the daily freshwater discharge yielding daily resolved biochemical loads.
The biochemical data availability varies between different rivers, with some containing in-
formation on TN, NO−3 , NH+

4 , TP, PO3−
4 and SiO−4 , while for others no biochemical data

are available at all. The other biochemical quantities required by ECOHAM are generally
not available for the Irish rivers.

It has to be noted that the river data set compiled by Sonja van Leeuwen constitutes
a comprehensive data set for riverine freshwater and nutrient input into the North Sea and
adjacent regions of the northwestern European continental shelf. Especially for the North
Sea no comparable data set including such a large number of rivers from the different
neighbouring countries is available. Therefore, this data set provides a valuable basis for
this thesis which focuses particularly on the influence of riverine nitrogen input on the
North Sea O2 dynamics, despite its minor restrictions with respect to data availability for
some mainly small rivers.

As ECOHAM utilises riverine input of inorganic and organic matter – with the latter
not explicitly included in the river data provided by Sonja van Leeuwen – riverine input
of organic N and P has to be derived from total (TN, TP) and inorganic N and P input,

http://www.infrastructure-ni.gov.uk/rivers-agency
http://www.epa.ie/hydronet
http://www.epa.ie/hydronet
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respectively. The riverine input of particulate organic N (PON) is calculated as:

PON = TN−

DIN for TN > 0 ∧DIN > 0(
NO−3 + NH+

4

)
for TN > 0 ∧DIN < 0 ∧ NO−3 > 0 ∧ NH+

4 > 0
(3.28)

Particulate organic P (POP) is calculated accordingly, subtracting PO3−
4 from TP (in case

of both being greater than zero). In case that exactly one of the two organic quantities,
PON or POP, cannot be calculated from its corresponding total and inorganic quantities,
it is calculated using an N:P ratio of 16:1 according to Redfield (1934) and the previously
calculated organic quantity (e.g., POP = 1/16 ·PON [mol]). Particulate organic C (POC)
has to be calculated directly from PON (or POP) as total C is not included in the data.
Thus, POC is calculated from POP and a C:N ratio of 106:16 (Redfield, 1934) after the
calculation of PON as previously described. PON, POP and POC are added to the fast
sinking detritus pool when entering the model domain, Organic Si is not included as river
input in this thesis.

The resulting biochemical river data may still contain gaps in time series of individual
quantities, or may even lack entire time series for individual rivers as described previously.
In any of these cases ECOHAM applies an intrinsic gap filling algorithm that utilises the
available freshwater discharge data and the biochemical state variable concentration in the
river input cell to calculate a river load such that the concentration of the state variable
in the input cell is not diluted by the freshwater discharge. This algorithm is applied in
any occasion when freshwater discharge data are available, but input data for individual
state variables are missing. In addition, the same algorithm is applied to model state
variables that are generally not included in the river data, e.g., bacteria-N, in order to
avoid dilution of these quantities. In case of gaps in the discharge data the riverine input
of both, freshwater and biochemical quantities, is considered to be zero.

3.3 Model grid and simulation sequence

HAMSOM and ECOHAM utilise the same grid, which is shown in Fig. 3.2 including
the bottom topography (grey areas indicate land). The model domain covers the area from
47 ◦ 35’N to 63 ◦ 59’N and 15 ◦ 15’W to 14 ◦ 5’ E. The latitudinal direction has a resolution
of 1/5 ◦ which implies 82 grid cells. The longitudinal direction has a resolution of 1/3 ◦

resulting in 88 grid cells. The vertical dimension is resolved by 31 z-layers with the
following depth levels (in m): 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120,
140, 160, 180, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 500, 600, 800, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 4000. In
total, the domain encompasses 4455 water columns and 83558 wet cells.
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Figure 3.2: Model domain and bathymetry as used by HAMSOM and ECOHAM. Colour scale
increments are equidistant between two labelled depth levels. Grey areas indicate land. Black
markers indicate locations of time series observations: a) Cefas North Dogger, b) Cefas Oyster
Grounds, c) MARNET Ems (see Sect. 3.4.2.1.

The HAMSOM model is run over the period 1976–2014 with a time step of 10 minutes
and generates daily (24-hour averages) output for the entire model domain (T , S, advective
flow, vertical diffusion coefficient, sea surface elevation). The first year of this simulation
represents the spin-up period of HAMSOM. The river freshwater discharge data of 1977 are
used for this spin-up year. ECOHAM is run off-line, i.e., de-coupled from HAMSOM, over
the period 1977–2014 using a time step of 30 minutes. It utilises the daily output fields
provided by HAMSOM and applies linear interpolation between the daily information
originating from HAMSOM. The off-line procedure in combination with the daily output
of HAMSOM implies that diurnal cycles of stratification or currents, e.g., due to tides,
are not considered in ECOHAM. For spin-up, the year 1977 is re-run two times. As the
period of interest of this study is 2000–2014, this spin-up procedure does not affect the
presented model results. During the simulation, ECOHAM applies a dynamic time step
subdivision in cases of state variable concentrations becoming negative or state variable
rates of change exceeding 40% of the current state variable concentration.

Due to the off-line simulation of ECOHAM an influence of the biochemical model on the
thermal structure by enhanced light attenuation due to SPM or phytoplankton is not taken
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into account. In addition, short wave radiation is attributed to the first layer (surface)
only in HAMSOM. However, a sensitivity study allowing for deeper light penetration and
feedback on the thermal structure confirmed this effect to be only of minor importance
(Große et al., 2016).

3.4 Validation data

In order to demonstrate that the applied hydrodynamical and biogeochemical models,
HAMSOM and ECOHAM are capable of reproducing well the North Sea dynamics dif-
ferent data sets are used for model validation. The validation of HAMSOM focuses on
stratification related quantities, namely summer T and S. The validation of ECOHAM
focuses on the representation of inorganic nutrient concentrations and Chl-a (as a proxy
for phytoplankton biomass), and more specifically on spatial and temporal patterns of O2.
The used data sets are described in the following.

3.4.1 Hydrographic data

The data set used for the validation of the North Sea hydrography as simulated by
HAMSOM (see Sect. 4.2) constitutes a data set of transect measurements of summer T and
S provided by the BSH. The data can be accessed via the Copernicus Marine Environment
Monitoring Service (CMEMS; http://marine.copernicus.eu; product identifier:
INSITU_NWS_TS_REP_OBSERVATIONS_013_043).

This data set consists of zonal transect measurements of T and S between 54 ◦N and
60 ◦N with a 1 ◦-interval basically covering the entire North Sea (7 transects in total) over
the period 1998–2010. From 1998 to 2006, measurements were taken from R/V Gauss,
while from 2007 to 2010 data were collected from R/V Pelagia. An undulating device
equipped with sensors measuring conductivity, T and depth (CTD) was used for the
measurements of the years 1998–2009. In 2010, CTD sensors were placed on a ScanFish
device, a vehicle with flaps controlling the up- and downward movement within the water
column. The measuring depth ranges from the near-surface (2m–3m) to about 85m or
less, depending on the water depth. The recording duration of each single transect ranges
between 1 and 3 days depending on the distance covered. The equipped CTD sensors
have a sampling frequency of 32Hz resulting in spatially and temporally high-resolved
measurements. Calibration of the CTD sensors was conducted before and after each
year’s observation campaign. Data errors were found to be less than 0.01 units of both, T
( ◦C) and S (PSS-78).

Before using the data for model validation a data filtering is applied, removing the

http://marine.copernicus.eu
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data measured during the transfer between the different zonal transects. In addition, very
short continuous data sections (less than 6 subsequent data points) are removed in order
to exclude data potentially affected by sensor failure. Last, data measured south of 53.8 ◦N
are removed as south of this latitude no transect measurements were conducted. In the
following, the resulting data product is referred to as ‘ScanFish’ data.

3.4.2 Biogeochemical data

The validation of the North Sea biogeochemistry, and particularly O2, as simulated
by ECOHAM is based on multiple different data sets. For the validation of the upper
layer biogeochemistry (see Sect. 5.1), a composite data set is used, which contains (in-
organic) nutrient, Chl-a and O2 data from different data sources. One part of the data
is obtained from the ‘Meeresumweltdatenbank’ (MUDAB; http://geoportal.bafg.de/
MUDABAnwendung). This data includes individual point measurements of NO−3 , NH+

4 , PO3−
4 ,

SiO−4 , Chl-a and O2 from various originators covering the period 2000–2008. A second
subset of data was provided by Uwe Brockmann and Monika Schütt (Division of Bio-
geochemistry and Marine Chemistry, Institute for Geology, Universität Hamburg) and
represents a data set that was also used in several projects funded by the German Fed-
eral Environment Agency (UBA). This data also contains individual point measurements
from different originators, covering the period 2000–2014. Furthermore, data collected
during the North Sea programme, carried out by the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea
Research (NIOZ), are included in the composite data set. This data contains individual
profile measurements covering the entire North Sea with a grid of approximately 1 ◦×1 ◦.
Data added to the composite data set were collected during cruises with R/V Pelagia
during the following periods: August, September and November 2001, February, March
and May 2002, and August and September 2005. For a detailed description of the data
the reader is referred to Thomas et al. (2012) (2001 and 2002 cruises) and Thomas and
Borges (2012) (2005 cruise) which include both, the data itself and the cruise reports with
detailed information on the instrumentation.

http://geoportal.bafg.de/MUDABAnwendung
http://geoportal.bafg.de/MUDABAnwendung
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3.4.2.1 Bottom oxygen measurements

The different observation data sets described in the following and used for the validation
of simulated bottom O2 are identical to that applied by Große et al. (2016). For the
validation of the spatial distribution of simulated summer bottom O2 concentrations, the
bottom O2 measurements of August and September 2001 and 2005 of the data set just
described are used (Thomas et al., 2012; Thomas and Borges, 2012). In addition, bottom
O2 collected during R/V Pelagia cruises in August and September 2008 are included
(Zemmelink, 2008). The resulting data set encompasses data sampled from 18 August
to 13 September 2001, and from 17 August to 5 September 2005 and 2008. Each year
the North Sea was sampled on an approximate 1 ◦×1 ◦ grid with about 90 stations (Bozec
et al., 2005, 2006; Salt et al., 2013). During each cruise, a total of 750 water samples
were collected for dissolved O2. In 2001, the O2 concentrations were determined by the
Winkler titration using a potentiometric end-point determination with an accuracy of
± 2µmolO2 kg−1 (less than ± 0.07mgO2 L−1 depending on T and S). In 2005 and 2008,
the O2 concentrations were obtained applying the spectrophotometric Winkler approach
with a precision of less than 0.03mgO2 L−1. A detailed description of the measurement
system used is given in Reinthaler et al. (2006).

For the validation of the temporal evolution of bottom O2 concentration data from two
different providers is used. Cefas operates a network of so-called SmartBuoys to provide
autonomous in situ measurements of physical, chemical and biological parameters (Mills
et al., 2003). One SmartBuoy was located directly north of the Dogger Bank (‘North
Dogger’) at 55◦41’N, 2◦16.80’ E; see marker a in Fig. 3.2) between 24 February 2007 to
15 September 2008 in 85m water depth (Greenwood et al., 2010). Another SmartBuoy
was located in 45m depth at 54 ◦ 24.84’N, 4 ◦ 2.50’ E in the Oyster Grounds area south
of Dogger Bank (‘Oyster Grounds’; see marker b in Fig. 3.2). O2 concentrations were
continuously recorded with a frequency of 5Hz at 31m and 85m at North Dogger, and at
35m and 45m at Oyster Grounds. These autonomous O2 measurements were corrected for
drift using O2 concentrations determined from discrete water samples to give an accuracy
of 0.5% (Greenwood et al., 2010). For validation purposes the O2 data derived from the
near-bottom sensors are used. This data can be accessed via: http://cefasmapping.
defra.gov.uk/Smartbuoy.

The BSH operates a continuous monitoring station at 54◦10’N, 6◦21’ E (‘MARNET
Ems’; see marker c in Fig. 3.2). The O2 saturation is measured hourly using opto-chemical
sensors (optodes). Sensors are located in 6 and 30m depth, respectively, and the bottom
depth is 33m. O2 concentration is calculated from observed O2 saturation and the O2

saturation concentration derived from observed T and S according to Benson and Krause
(1984). The applied sensors have a resolution of 0.03mgO2 L−1 and an accuracy better

http://cefasmapping.defra.gov.uk/Smartbuoy
http://cefasmapping.defra.gov.uk/Smartbuoy
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than 0.26mgO2 L−1. Before deploying the sensors a 0%–100% calibration is conducted,
and they are re-calibrated after operation to quantify any drift. In addition, a regular on-
site validation takes place using a calibrated fast optode (accuracy of± 2%) or by applying
the Winkler titration (accuracy better than± 1%). This data can be obtained from:
http://www.bsh.de/en/Marine_data/Observations/MARNET_monitoring_network/.

http://www.bsh.de/en/Marine_data/Observations/MARNET_monitoring_network/


Chapter 4

Hydrography and stratification of the
North Sea

Stratification, i.e., the vertical structure of T and S, plays a crucial role in the North Sea
O2 dynamics as it controls the turbulent exchange of O2 between the oxygenated surface
waters and the less saturated deeper waters below the mixed layer depth (MLD). Therefore,
the reasonable representation of the main hydrographic features, i.e., distribution of T
and S as well as stratification, by the applied hydrodynamical model constitutes the
fundamental basis for the investigation of North Sea biogeochemistry in relation to O2

dynamics (see Ch. 5).
In order to demonstrate that the HAMSOM model is capable of reproducing well these

features and thus provides a reliable basis for the investigation of the North Sea O2 dy-
namics, this chapter first provides a general overview of the North Sea hydrography (T
and S) simulated by the HAMSOM model (see Sect. 3.1). Multi-year monthly averages of
simulated sea surface T (SST) and S (SSS) are shown in order to describe the annual cycle
of these quantities in the North Sea. These 17-year averages are calculated over the period
1998–2014 for two reasons. First, the analysis of the O2 dynamics (see Ch. 5) focuses on
the years 2000–2014. Second, high-resolution in situ ScanFish data of T and S along
certain zonal transects during the summers 1998–2010 are available from the BSH. After
the description of seasonal cycles of SST and SSS, these data are used for the validation
of summer T and S in the North Sea. By this, a detailed description of the features of
summer T and S, with a special focus on their vertical structure and regional differences,
is provided. In addition to this qualitative validation, the model performance is assessed
quantitatively to further evaluate the capabilities of HAMSOM with respect to summer
stratification.

4.1 Sea surface temperature and salinity

In order to provide insight in the average annual cycle of SST and SSS of the North Sea
as simulated by HAMSOM, Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2 show the 17-year, monthly climatology of
simulated SST and SSS, respectively. In this study, SST and SSS refer to the first model

41
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layer which encompasses the uppermost 10m. The averaging period encompasses the years
1998–2014, the corresponding standard deviations (STD) are provided in Appendix A.2.
The term ‘sea surface’ here refers to the surface layer of the model which represents the
uppermost 10m of the water column (or less in case of a shallower bathymetry).

Figure 4.1 shows that lowest SST in the eastern North Sea and the adjacent Kattegat
and Danish straits is reached in February (Fig. 4.1b) while in the central and western North
Sea lowest SST is reached in March (Fig. 4.1c). Minimum SST of the 17-year climatology
goes down to 0 ◦C in the Skagerrak, Kattegat and Danish straits and can even fall below
0 ◦C in individual years as indicated by the high STD of up to 2 ◦C in these regions (see
Appendix A.2, Fig. A.2). In the North Sea, lowest SST is reached in the German Bight,
reaching a minimum of about 4 ◦C, but can go down to about 1 ◦C for individual years in
this region (not shown). In most parts of the central and western North Sea, average SST
in March shows values of 6 to 7 ◦C. In the northwesternmost part of the North Sea, SST
exceeds values of 7 ◦C due to the inflow of relatively warm NAW (compared to the inner
North Sea) through the Pentland Firth and Fair Isle Channel, and east of the Shetlands.
The same applies to the southwestern North Sea (near the Strait of Dover) resulting from
the inflow of Atlantic water through the English Channel.

SST gradually increases from March/April (Fig. 4.1c and d) to August (Fig. 4.1h),
when maximum SST is reached in the entire North Sea region. The highest average SST
is reached in the Danish straits with values of up to 21 ◦C. Along the continental North
Sea coast from Belgium in the Southwest to Denmark in the Northwest a band with SST
of up to 19 ◦C can be seen. From June to September (Fig. 4.1f–i), the SST in the North
Sea shows a steady decrease from this coastal area in the Southeast towards the Atlantic
inflow region around Fair Isle in the Northwest, where an average SST of 12 ◦C to 13 ◦C
is present. On the one hand, this relates to the increase in depth from only 10m to 20m
along the continental coast to about 200m in the North. The shallower depth allows for
an earlier onset of surface warming in spring as the heat from solar radiation is distributed
over a smaller water body. On the other hand, the northern part is strongly influenced
by the inflow of NAW branching off the North Atlantic Current and advecting relatively
cold water compared to the southern coastal zone. For the same reasons, an SST gradient
inverse to that during summer can be seen from January to March (Fig. 4.1a–c). This
relates to the NAW, which enters the northwestern North Sea, being warm compared to
the water masses in the southern North Sea. In October (Fig. 4.1j), this gradient starts
to diminish as SST starts to decrease in the shallow coastal areas due to surface cooling,
leaving a warm-water tongue which extends from the Strait of Dover in the Southwest to
approximately 7 ◦E, 54.5 ◦N in the Northwest. This signal remains visible in November
(Fig. 4.1k), however, to a lesser extent and characterised by generally lower SST within
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Figure 4.1: Monthly climatology of simulated sea surface temperature during the 17-year period
1998–2014. Months are indicated by numbers in bottom-right corner of each panel: (a) January
to (f) June. For corresponding standard deviation see Fig. A.2.
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Continued: (g) July to (l) December.
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Figure 4.2: Monthly climatology of simulated sea surface salinity during the 17-year period 1998–
2014. Colour scale cut at lower end. Months are indicated by numbers in bottom-right corner of
each panel: (a) January to (f) June. For corresponding standard deviation see Fig. A.3.
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Continued: (g) July to (l) December. Black line in panel i marks the approximate location of the
34.74-isohaline referred to in the text.
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the entire North Sea with maximum values of up to 13 ◦C. In December (Fig. 4.1l), this
tongue has vanished and almost the entire North Sea shows SST between 8 ◦C and 10 ◦C.

The annual cycle of SSS, presented in Fig. 4.2 (lower end of colour scale cut at 28), shows
a less pronounced seasonal signal than SST. In general, a North-South gradient in SSS
can be seen throughout the entire year with high SSS around the Shetland Islands in the
Northwest and lower SSS near the continental coast of the southern North Sea. Only along
the British east coast SSS shows generally low values due to riverine freshwater discharge.
The northwestern part of the North Sea (north of 58 ◦N, west of 4 ◦E) consistently shows
average SSS above 35, except for the regions near the British coast. North of 54 ◦N, most
parts of the central and western North Sea show average SSS between 34.75 and 35, except
for the British coastal zone where riverine freshwater discharge causes a reduction in SSS
with minimum values of approximately 32 in the Moray Firth (northwest Scotland). The
34.75g kg−1-isohaline basically follows a line from 1 ◦E, 54 ◦N to 6.5 ◦E, 57 ◦N (see black
line in Fig. 4.2i), which roughly corresponds to the 50m-isobath, with only slight zonal
or meridional shifts during the annual cycle. This relates to the fact that this northern
part of the North Sea is dominated by high-saline water originating from the Atlantic
inflow across the northern shelf edge. Most of this water is recirculated north of the
shallow Dogger Bank, which extends approximately from 1.5 ◦E, 54.5 ◦N to 5 ◦E, 55.5 ◦N
and constitutes a natural barrier for the NAW originating from the North (e.g., Kröncke
and Knust, 1995; Lenhart and Pohlmann, 1997).

In the Southern Bight, the Atlantic inflow through the English Channel has a stronger
influence, however, its high-S signal is less pronounced than that in the northern North Sea.
This results from the riverine freshwater discharge from southern UK and northern France
resulting in a dilution of the high-saline signal within the English Channel, before it enters
the North Sea through the Strait of Dover. In addition, the freshwater discharge from river
Thames at the southeast coast of the UK and, even more important, from the Dutch and
Belgian rivers Rhine, Meuse and Scheldt further dilute the SSS signal originating from
the English Channel. At the mouths of Rhine and Meuse (at approximately 4 ◦E, 54 ◦N
in the model) average SSS varies between 31.5 and 33.5 during the annual cycle. Here,
the lowest SSS occurs in March/April (Fig. 4.2c and d), visible in the low-S signal in
and around the river mouth, when the snowmelt on the continent causes an increase in
riverine freshwater discharge. The Atlantic inflow from the English Channel together with
the riverine discharge from southern UK and the continental rivers constitute the main
drivers of the continental coastal current in this region.

Along the continental coastal current between the mouths of Rhine and Meuse and
the northwestern tip of Denmark monthly averaged SSS consistently stays below 34.25
during the annual cycle and even below 34 from March to July (Fig. 4.2c–f) due to the
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Figure 4.3: Amplitude of the annual cycle of sea surface (a) temperature and (b) salinity during
1998–2014.

increased riverine discharge in spring. The German Bight represents the area of lowest
SSS along the continental coast. On the one hand, this relates to the already less saline
water downstream of Rhine and Meuse and, on the other hand, to the high discharges
of the rivers Elbe and Weser into this area, adding up to about 1000m3 s−1 on average
(Pätsch et al., 2016). Similar to the Rhine and Meuse area, the lowest SSS of 31 and even
less occur during March and April (Fig. 4.2c and d) due to the high freshwater discharge
caused by the snowmelt. The high STD of up to 1.6 at the mouths of Rhine and Meuse
and in the Elbe estuary from February to April (see Appendix A.2, Fig. A.3b–d) illustrates
the high year-to-year variability in riverine freshwater discharge. It further indicates that
SSS of less than 30 can occur during years of particularly high river run-off during the
melting period.

West of the northern tip of Denmark the Jutland current, which is the extension of
the continental coastal current, first enters the Skagerrak before it joins the Norwegian
coastal current. The latter is driven by the water originating from the Jutland current as
well as the Baltic inflow and riverine freshwater discharge at the south coast of Norway.
The Baltic inflow brings low-S water with SSS of about 10 and less around the Danish
straits (e.g., Alheit et al., 2005), which mixes with the high-saline North Sea water in the
Kattegat/Skagerrak region resulting in SSS between 28 (and less) and 31 in the Skagerrak.
The Norwegian coastal current consequently follows the Norwegian coast northwestward
and finally leaves the North Sea across the shelf edge, with its pathway clearly detectable
by the lower SSS along the Norwegian south and west coast relative to the higher SSS
farther offshore. Except for this region in the vicinity of the Baltic inflow, where STD of up
to 4 occur during the analysed period 1998–2014 (see Fig. A.3), and the above mentioned
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river locations most North Sea areas show only minor variations in SSS throughout the
annual cycle and the analysed period. On the one hand, this indicates the important
role of the Atlantic inflow across the northern shelf edge on the northern North Sea SSS,
and on the other hand, demonstrates the strong influence of the continental rivers on the
southeastern North Sea and, especially, that of the Baltic inflow on the northeastern North
Sea.

In order to summarise the variation of SST and SSS during the annual cycle, Fig. 4.3a
and b, respectively, show the amplitudes of SST and SSS of the annual cycle during
1998–2014. The amplitude for each model grid cell was calculated by applying a Fourier
transformation to the daily time series of simulated SST and SSS, respectively. It can be
seen that in most parts of the North Sea, except for the areas influenced by the Baltic
inflow the amplitude of SST is much higher than that of SSS. Especially in the central
North Sea, SST amplitude reaches values between 5 ◦C and 7 ◦C which is 25 to 50 times
higher than that of SSS ranging between 0 and 0.2. S has an about 5–10 times stronger
influence on density than T (according to the ‘thermodynamic equation of seawater 2010’;
TEOS-10 IAPWS, 2008; IOC et al., 2010). Consequently, the large relative difference
in amplitude is a strong indicator that T constitutes the main driver for the evolution
of seasonal stratification in the central North Sea. In contrast, in the Skagerrak and at
the southern tip of Norway – the region of the strongest influence of the Baltic inflow –,
SSS amplitude reaches values between 0.7 and 1.8, while SST amplitude ranges from 5 to
6.5 ◦C. This indicates that in this area S is of equal or even greater importance for surface
water density and thus can have a major influence on seasonal stratification.

4.2 Summer temperature and salinity

The previous section gave insight in the spatial and seasonal patterns of SST and SSS
as simulated by HAMSOM, and showed that in most North Sea regions, T constitutes
the major impacting factor for seasonal stratification. As O2 deficiency in the North Sea
evolves during summer, the period of strongest stratification, it is important to reproduce
well the spatial (horizontal and vertical) patterns of summer T in particular, but also S.

For this purpose, high-resolution ScanFish observations of T and S along seven basically
zonal transects, covering the entire North Sea (see Fig. 4.4), are presented in Fig. 4.5 and
Fig. 4.6, respectively. Such transect measurements have been carried out in summer of the
years 1998 to 2010. Here, 2005 is chosen as it provides the best data coverage across all
seven transects and thus gives a good overview over the horizontal and vertical distribution
of T and S in the North Sea during summer. For most other years, either data for entire
transects or large parts of individual transects (extending over more than 2 ◦E) are missing.
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With respect to the representativity of the year 2005 it has to be noted, that especially
in the eastern part of the central North Sea some specific features are visible in the S
observations, which do not occur during all years. These features will be discussed in
more detail during the following comparison.

The ScanFish measurements presented have been carried out from 16 to 27 August
2005, with an observation period of 2 to 3 days per transect (see bottom-right corner of
each figure panel). The displayed simulation data represent temporal averages over the
observation period of each transect, based on daily model output. The corresponding
STDs are not presented as they show only very small values.

Figure 4.4: Trajectories of ScanFish transects in 2005 after filtering the raw data. Transect
numbering as used in Fig. 4.5–Fig. 4.7.

Before comparing the individual transects a more general description of the observed
and simulated T patterns is provided. The observations (Fig. 4.5; left) show a decrease in
near-surface (upper 20m) T from South (transect #1; Fig. 4.5a) to North (transect #7;
Fig. 4.5m). An eastward increase in near-surface T can also be seen along all transects,
except for transect #7. Besides this, the transects #2 to #7 show a distinct thermal
stratification in most parts of each transect which is characterised by a distinct T difference
between surface and bottom and by a pronounced vertical T gradient in 30 to 40m depth.
For transect #1 only weak thermal stratification can be seen in the deeper regions roughly
between 2 ◦E and 3 ◦E. These basic features are principally well reproduced by HAMSOM
(Fig. 4.5; right), however, not to their full extent. In the following a more detailed analysis
of the observed summer T structures will be given in relation to the simulated T fields.

At the western edge of transect #1 (Fig. 4.5a), which is located at about 54 ◦N, 1 ◦E to
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Figure 4.5: Transects of temperature in summer 2005 along the trajectories given in Fig. 4.4 as
observed by ScanFish (left) and simulated by HAMSOM (right). Black line indicates HAMSOM
bottom topography. HAMSOM results represent averages over observation period (bottom-right
corner of each panel) based on daily output. Note different maximum depth and longitudinal
range. Transects (a, b) #1 to (e, f) #3.
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Continued: Transects (g, h) #4 to (k, l) #6.
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Continued: Transect #7.

7.5 ◦E, observed T ranges between 14.5 ◦C and 15 ◦C throughout the entire water column.
The same applies to the simulated T in this area. However, observed T shows values above
15 ◦C starting east of 2 ◦E up to 4 ◦E, while simulated T shows such values from directly
east of 1 ◦E up to only 2 ◦E. In addition, weak T stratification (T difference: ∆T ≈ 1 K

between 40m and bottom) is present in the observations between about 2 ◦E and 3 ◦E,
where bottom depth exceeds 60m. This vertical T gradient is not reproduced in the
simulations which shows vertically homogeneous T . In the region between 3 ◦E and 5 ◦E
the simulation shows T consistently by about 0.5 ◦C–1 ◦C higher than in the observations.
At the eastern edge both, observations and model, show similar values of 17.5 ◦C–18 ◦C
with no distinct vertical stratification.

At transect #2 (55 ◦N, 0 ◦E–7.5 ◦E; Fig. 4.5c and d), the observations reveal a distinct T
stratification in the deeper regions between 0 ◦E and 1 ◦E and between 4 ◦E and 6 ◦E (data
missing from 1 ◦E to 2 ◦E). Especially in the first of these two regions, where bottom depth
exceeds 60m a strong vertical T gradient can be seen at about 35m depth. In the surface
layer T lies around 14.5 ◦C–15.5 ◦C while in the deeper layers minimum T of below 8.5 ◦C
is reached. In the shallower stratified region further east, surface T is in the same range as
in the previously described region, but sub-thermocline T remains higher with minimum
values of only slightly less than 9.5 ◦C in a very limited area at 4 ◦E. This relates to the
shallower bottom depth and thus stronger vertical mixing. In the simulation these low sub-
thermocline T are not fully reproduced. In the deep western region, minimum simulated
T stays above 11.5 ◦C and in the shallower eastern stratified region, it even stays above
14.5 ◦C. Considering the near-surface T , the observations show values between 14.5 ◦C
(0.5 ◦E–3 ◦E) and 17 ◦C (at 6.8 ◦E). The model results show lower near-surface T (relative
to the observations) of 14 ◦C–14.5 ◦C west of 2 ◦E and slightly higher near-surface T east
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of 5 ◦E. Consequently, the vertical ∆T between surface and bottom is less pronounced
than in the observations in both stratified regions of transect #2 (Fig. 4.5b). Especially
in the western stratified region it can be seen that the vertical mixing between surface
and sub-thermocline layers tends to be overestimated, indicated lower surface and higher
bottom T and by the less sharp T gradient in the simulation results.

This tendency to overestimate vertical mixing and thus to underestimate vertical T
stratification is also present along the transects #3 (56 ◦N) to #7 (60 ◦N) in Fig. 4.5e–n.
These transects are characterised by bottom depths of more than 70m over most of each
transect’s distance, principally favouring the evolution of seasonal stratification due to the
separation of the surface mixed layer from the bottom mixed layer. Vertical T stratification
is observed along transect #3 (Fig. 4.5e), from its western edge to 6 ◦E, where the water
column is too shallow to allow for seasonal stratification. At the western edge, the ∆T

between surface and bottom is less than in the central region around 2 ◦E–3 ◦E, with
values of below 14.5 ◦C at the surface and above 10.5 ◦C near the bottom. In the central
region, T results in values above 15.0 ◦C at the surface and less than 7.5 ◦C in the deepest
layers. HAMSOM is capable of reproducing this tendency for weaker T stratification
in the West and highest ∆T in the central region. However, as at transect #2, ∆T is
principally underestimated indicating the overestimation of vertical mixing. In HAMSOM,
the minimum near-bottom T in the central region of transect #3 (Fig. 4.5f) reaches values
less than 9 ◦C, while surface T is similar to the observations, i.e., ∆T is about 1.5 ◦C less
than in the observations. Besides this, the comparison of observed and simulated vertical
T structure along transect #3 shows, that east of 1 ◦E HAMSOM tends to overestimate
T in the uppermost model layer (0m–10m) and that the T gradient of the thermocline is
significantly less pronounced than in the observations. This first aspect may be related to
the fact that all incoming heat is put into this uppermost model layer, i.e., only the surface
layer experiences direct heating within HAMSOM. The second aspect may result from the
limited spatial resolution of only 5m between 10m and 50m depth in combination with
the high numerical diffusion of the applied advection scheme (component upstream) as
discussed by Lenhart and Pohlmann (1997).

The spatial patterns of observed T along transect #4 (Fig. 4.5g) only differ slightly
from those along transect #3. At its western edge, vertical stratification is very weak
with a ∆T of only about 2K between surface and bottom. Near-surface T reaches about
13 ◦C–13.5 ◦C. East of 0 ◦E distinct T stratification can be observed with bottom T below
7.5 ◦C between 1.8 ◦E and 5 ◦E. At 3.5 ◦E minimum bottom T even falls below 7 ◦C. The
intensity of the T gradient within the thermocline is already less than at transect #3 which
is indicated by lower T difference between the bottom of the surface layer (at around the
14 ◦C-isotherm) and the top of the deeper layer (indicated by 10.5 ◦C-isotherm). East of
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4 ◦E near-surface T ranges between 15 ◦C and 16.5 ◦C, causing stronger T stratification as
indicated by higher T at the bottom of the surface layer (>14.5 ◦C). At the eastern edge
of the transect T stratification is weak due to the low water depth. As for transect #3 the
spatial patterns of observed T is principally reproduced by HAMSOM. However, the same
shortcomings, namely less strong T stratification accompanied by higher near-bottom T

and a less pronounced and shallower thermocline, can be seen.
Transect #5 (Fig. 4.5i and j) is characterised by a bottom depth of at least 50m (70m

in the model) along the entire longitudinal range (approximately 1 ◦W–8 ◦E) allowing for
thermal stratification along the entire transect, as shown in the observations (Fig. 4.5i).
As for transect #4, stratification is weak at the western edge of the transect (compared
to the regions further east), with near-surface T of up to 13.5 ◦C and T of above 9.5 ◦C
in about 70m depth. In this area, the maximum vertical T gradient occurs between 20m
and 30m depth. East of about 0.5 ◦W thermal stratification intensifies visible in the T
increase at around 20m depth (no observations closer to the surface available). Up to
about 2 ◦E, the thermocline depth ranges from 35m to 40m. In the same region, near-
bottom T reaches values less than 8 ◦C in most parts, with minimum T of below 7.5 ◦C
at about 0.6 ◦E. East of 2 ◦E near-surface T is consistently higher than 14.5 ◦C and the
thermocline depth ranges from 25m to 30m. Between 2 ◦E and 3 ◦E, near-bottom T stays
consistently below 7.5 ◦C.

Between 4.5 ◦E and 5.5 ◦E, T shows higher values of up to 9.5 ◦C below the thermocline
and down to at least 75m depth (no deeper data available). A likely cause for this feature
is the inflow of NAW along the western slope of the Norwegian Trench. However, it may
also relate to eddy activity as a result of the interaction of the Norwegian coastal current
in the East (east of 6 ◦E) with the Atlantic inflow in the West. At 58 ◦N, 1 ◦ in zonal
direction are about 59 km, i.e., the distance between these two opposed currents is about
90 km to 120 km which is in the same order as the horizontal spatial scale for eddies in
that region reported by Johannessen et al. (1989). Such eddy activity would also result in
the doming of the thermocline as seen in the observations. East of 5.5 ◦E, which is directly
south of the Norway (see Fig. 4.4), near-surface T clearly increases reaching values of up to
17.5 ◦C at the eastern edge of the transect. This increase is accompanied by a shallowing
of the surface mixed layer (SML) from 15m to 20m depth and a decrease in T below the
thermocline.

The HAMSOM model is capable of reproducing near-surface T along most parts of
transect #5, however, the thermocline depth is too shallow and less pronounced as for
transects #3 and #4 (Fig. 4.5f and h, respectively). Like in the observations, T strat-
ification is weakest at the western edge of the transect, but near-bottom T is 0.5 ◦C to
1 ◦C higher. Minimum near-bottom T also reaches values less than 7.5 ◦C, though, only
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in a very small area at 5.2 ◦E, which corresponds to the region of higher near-bottom T in
the observations. East of 6 ◦E, near-surface T is underestimated by the model by about
2 ◦C, accompanied by an underestimation of T stratification which results in higher T
throughout the entire water column relative to the observations.

Along transect #6 the observed T patterns are principally (Fig. 4.5k) similar to tran-
sect #5. Stratification is weakest at the western edge at about 1.5 ◦W and shows an
eastward intensification. With respect to near-surface T , an eastward increase can be seen
with T being about 0.5 ◦C less than along transect #5. Maximum near-surface T of above
14 ◦C are reached in the central region of the transect and near its eastern edge off the
Norwegian west coast. These areas of highest near-surface T may relate to the inflow of
warm water from the Atlantic and the Norwegian coastal current, respectively. From 1 ◦W
to 0.3 ◦E the thermocline depth (13 ◦C-isotherm) ranges between 35m and 40m. Between
0.3 ◦E and 3 ◦E, thermocline depth shows strong periodic spatial variations with ranges
of 20m to 40m on a horizontal scale of about 25 km–30 km. These variations may relate
to internal baroclinic instabilities as this horizontal scale is in the order of 6 to 8 times
the internal Rossby radius of deformation which was found to be in the order of 4 km in
the North Sea (van Aken et al., 1987). Another potential cause would be sub-mesoscale
eddies. The comparison of T simulated by HAMSOM shows that the model reproduces
the basic features relevant for this study. However, in addition to the previously discussed
shortcomings, HAMSOM is not capable of resolving these small-scale patterns and slightly
underestimates near-surface T in the region between 0 ◦E and 3 ◦E.

The observed T distribution along the northernmost transect #7 (Fig. 4.1m) is quite
similar to the previous transect, although near-surface T is generally lower and the ther-
mocline is less pronounced along the entire transect. Maximum near-surface T of above
13.5 ◦C is reached in the region between 0 ◦E and 1.3 ◦E, probably related to the inflow of
water from the North Atlantic. In the same region low T is observed in the deeper layers,
falling below values of 8 ◦C. Between 1.7 ◦E and 4 ◦E T in 40m to 80m depth is clearly
higher than in the surrounding waters east and west of this region, and shows vertical
T variations in zonal direction (e.g., depth variation of 10 ◦C-isotherm). The causes for
this feature may be the same as discussed for transect #5, namely eddy activity in the
frontal region between the Norwegian coastal current and the Atlantic inflow. East of
4 ◦E, thermocline depth decreases to 15m to 20m and an intensification of thermal strat-
ification is visible by the low T in deeper layers reaching values of less than 7.5 ◦C. As
for previous transects, HAMSOM reveals some shortcomings in reproducing thermocline
depth. In addition, it only shows a very weak increase in T in the deeper layers in the
regions between 3 ◦E to 4 ◦E, indicated by a slight deepening of the isotherms.

Nevertheless, the basic horizontal and vertical patterns of summer T relevant for this
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study are reasonably reproduced by HAMSOM. Shortcomings with respect to meso- and
sub-mesoscale features result from the limited horizontal resolution, which also affects
indirectly vertical diffusion and thus vertical T stratification. With respect to S, the
image provided by the ScanFish observations (Fig. 4.6; left) is slightly different to that
for T . All transects show lowest S at their eastern edge which relates to the influence
of riverine freshwater discharge along the southern continental coast (transects #1 to
#3; Fig. 4.6a, c and e) and the influence of the Baltic inflow of less saline water and
riverine freshwater discharge along the Norwegian coast (transects #4 to #7; Fig. 4.6g,
i, k and m) as shown in Fig. 4.2. This feature is principally reproduced by HAMSOM,
however, as for T with some shortcomings. At transects #1 to #3 (Fig. 4.6b, d and
f), no clear stratification in S can be see along the entire length of each transect. Only
in the easternmost part of transect #3 weak S stratification can be seen. In contrast,
transects #4 to #7 (Fig. 4.6h, j, l and n) show distinct S stratification along large parts
of each transect, starting in the East and extending up to 6 ◦ westward (transect #4).

Along transects #1 to #3 (54 ◦N, 55 ◦N and 56 ◦N, respectively), lowest observed S

occurs at the very eastern end of each transect with values of down to 32.5, 32 and
33, respectively. The occurrence of lowest S at transect #2 relates to the fact that this
transect is located directly downstream of the Elbe estuary (see Fig. 4.4) which constitutes
the largest source of freshwater in that region. In contrast, transect #1 ends west of the
Elbe estuary, i.e., is not influenced by the Elbe freshwater discharge due to the eastward
flowing continental coastal current. Transect #3 is farther downstream than transect #2,
implying a reduced influence of the Elbe freshwater plume. Among these three transects,
transect #1 is that with the largest westward extent of the low-S signal. Here, the 34.5-
isohaline is located at about 5 ◦E while at transects #2 (Fig. 4.6c) and #3 (Fig. 4.6e)
it is located at 6.2 ◦E and 5.8 ◦E, respectively. This relates to the near-shore location of
transect #1 and thus the stronger influence of the riverine freshwater discharge from, e.g.,
the large Dutch tributaries Rhine and Meuse. Despite the apparent influence of riverine
freshwater in the eastern part of all three transects, distinct haline stratification cannot
evolve due to the intermediate water depth of 40m and less, and the influence of tidal
mixing (e.g., Pingree et al., 1978; Burt et al., 2014; van Leeuwen et al., 2015). In the
deeper western parts of the transects, S shows generally higher values up to 35.25 in 30m
to 40m depth at transect #3 (1 ◦E to 4 ◦E). However, observed S does not show any clear
northward increase in this deeper western region.

These qualitative differences in the spatial extent and intensity of the low-S plume
between the three transects are basically reproduced by HAMSOM, although not to their
full extent. The westward propagation of the low-S signal is, similar to the observations,
highest at transect #1 (34.25-isohaline at about 4.5 ◦E; Fig. 4.6b). However, S in the
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Figure 4.6: Transects of salinity in summer 2005 along the trajectories given in Fig. 4.4 as observed
by ScanFish (left) and simulated by HAMSOM (right). Colour scale cut at lower end. Black line
indicates HAMSOM bottom topography. HAMSOM results represent averages over observation
period (bottom-right corner of each panel) based on daily output. Transects (a, b) #1 to (e, f)
#3
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Continued: Transects (g, h) #4 to (k, l) #6.
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Continued: Transect #7.

eastern parts of each transect is generally higher than in the observations and lowest
simulated S occurs at transect #1 with values of down to 33.5. Further west, S stays
below 34.75 along the entire distance of transects #1 and #2. At transect #3 (Fig. 4.6f),
a region with S higher than 34.75 can be found between 0 ◦E and 4 ◦E, while west and east
of this area S stays below this value. The general northward increase in water column S,
however, is much less pronounced in the observations.

Along transects #4 to #7 (57 ◦N, 58 ◦N, 59 ◦N and 60 ◦N, respectively), the freshwater
signal originating from the East is still present in the observations (Fig. 4.6g, i, k and m)
and, due to the greater water column depth, results in haline stratification. The halocline
depth ranges between 15m and 30m with the tendency to greater depth in the eastern
part of the haline-stratified region. Lowest S of less than 30 (colour scale cut at this value)
is found at transect #5, east of 6.5 ◦E, as it is located directly in the Norwegian coastal
current characterised by low S due to the Baltic inflow and freshwater from Norwegian
rivers. At transect #4, areas of higher (>33.25) and lower near-surface S (<32.5) alternate
in the region from 4 ◦E to 7 ◦E, which may relate to eddy generation influenced by the
Baltic inflow (Røed and Fossum, 2004; Albretsen, 2007). It is worth mentioning that
these structures do not occur in the corresponding T observations which emphasises the
importance of haline stratification along the Norwegian coast.

Besides these alternations, near-surface S does not show any clear westward gradient
until about 2 ◦E, where near-surface S rapidly increases from values of 33–33.5 to values
above 34.75. An even stronger at similar longitude is visible at transect #5, but in
addition, a steady increase in near-surface S can be seen within the low-S signal from
8 ◦E to 2 ◦E. This may relate to the fact that the region east of 5 ◦E at transect #5 is
dominated by the Norwegian coastal current, while the region west of 5 ◦E is influenced
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by both, the Norwegian coastal current and the Atlantic inflow. This is supported by the
observations at transect #6 where a distinct lens of low-S water (32–32.5) can be seen in
the upper 15m to 25m between 3.5 ◦E and the eastern end of the transect, while west of
3.5 ◦E, near-surface S shows higher values of 33.75 to 34.5. As for the thermocline depth
(see Fig. 4.5), sub-mesoscale fluctuations of the halocline depth (34.5-isohaline) can be
seen between 1 ◦E to 3 ◦E, which support the hypothesis that processes such as eddies or
internal baroclinic Rossby waves occur in this region.

The low-S lens visible at the eastern edge of transect #6 is still present at transect #7,
however, showing slightly higher minimum S (32.5–33 east of 4 ◦E). Near-surface S between
1.5 ◦E and 4 ◦E shows an alternating pattern with lower values around 1.5 ◦E–2.5 ◦E and
east of 3.5 ◦E, and higher values in between. The vertical variations in halocline depth on
a sub-mesoscale zonal extent cannot be seen. Both aspects suggest, like the corresponding
T observations (see Fig. 4.5), that mesoscale eddies generated in the frontal zone between
the southward Atlantic inflow and the northward Norwegian coastal current can have
a major influence on the spatial T and S structure in this region.

Regarding S in the deeper layers and west of the near-surface, low-S signal a slight
increase in S can be seen. At transect #4 most of this region shows S between 34.75 and
35.25, while at transect #7 most of this region is characterised by S higher than 35.25.
At transects #5 and #6, regions of S higher than 35.25 can be found in the western part
of each transect and around the western slope of the Norwegian Trench (5 ◦E and 3 ◦E
at transects #5 and #6, respectively). Both patches may be attributed to the inflow of
high-saline NAW from the North.

The comparison of simulated S (Fig. 4.6; right) at transects #4 to #7 with the obser-
vations reveals that, as for the southern transects #1 to #3, HAMSOM is not capable of
fully reproducing all observed features. The relative change in the spatial extent of the
near-surface, low-S signal from South to North is partly reproduced. From transect #5
to #7 an increase in minimum near-surface S can be seen similar to the observations,
however, absolute simulated values are about 1–2 times higher than observed ones. In ad-
dition, transect #4 shows significantly higher minimum S than the other transects which
may relate to the fact that the southward extension of the Baltic outflow is not fully re-
produced. The spatial extent of the westward propagating low-S signal is underestimated
along all four transects, resulting in an overestimation of near-surface S in the centre of
the transects. The observed northward increase in S in the western part and deeper layers
is also visible in the model results (especially from transect #4 to #5), but simulated
S is consistently about 0.5 lower than observed S in this region. However, HAMSOM
also reproduces the two pathways of the southward Atlantic inflow, visible at transect #5
where S is less than 35 from 0.8 ◦E to 2.2 ◦E and below 20m, while it is consistently higher
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in the surrounding areas indicating the inflow of NAW. It should also be noted that in
the vicinity of the Norwegian coastal current, HAMSOM tends to overestimate vertical
mixing, especially visible at transects #5 and #6, which results in an underestimation of
S in the deeper layers.

With respect to the STD of simulated T and S in 2005 (not shown), most transects
show only small values less than <0.15 ◦C and 0.03, respectively. Higher STD values for
T only occur in the eastern parts of transects #2 (up to 0.25 ◦C) and #3 (up to 0.6 ◦C)
where events of enhanced vertical mixing influence the T distribution in the upper 20m
and even down to 40m near specific topographic features. For S, highest STDs of up
to 0.13 occur in the eastern part of transects #5 and #7, close to the Norwegian coast
where the influence of freshwater inflow from the Baltic and Norwegian rivers is highest.
In conclusion, HAMSOM is capable of reproducing the basic features of North Sea T

and S during summer, namely, distinct thermal stratification in the deeper regions of
the central and northern North Sea and weaker thermal stratification in the shallower
eastern coastal region and along the British east coast. It furthermore reproduces the
west- and northward decrease in near-surface T visible in the observations. With respect
to haline stratification, it reproduces the basic structures seen in the observations, i.e.,
no stratification in the southern and central North Sea (transects #1 to #3), but S
stratification in the northeastern North Sea (transects #4 to #7). The westward increase
in near-surface S is also principally reproduced.

However, HAMSOM also reveals some shortcomings with respect to summer T and
S. Thermal stratification tends to be underestimated in most parts of the North Sea,
probably as a result of an overestimation of vertical mixing due to the limited spatial
resolution. The same applies to haline stratification in the northeastern North Sea. For
the same reason, some meso- and sub-mesoscale structures found in T and S observations
cannot be reproduced by the model. In this context, it should be noted that within
the observation period 1998–2010, the presented year 2005 constitutes the year with the
maximum westward propagation and intensity of this low-S signal – in most years this
signal is confined to the region east of 5 ◦E (other years not shown). Consequently, this can
effect the intensity of vertical stratification in individual years in the eastern central and
northeastern North Sea. The model additionally tends to overestimate S in the eastern
North Sea, while in the western and central North Sea S tends to be underestimated.
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4.2.1 A quantitative assessment of model performance with re-
spect to summer hydrography

In order to provide a comprehensive analysis of the model performance with respect
to the main aspects of North Sea summer hydrography and stratification, a quantita-
tive assessment of related quantities based on data for multiple years is required. For
this purpose, Fig. 4.7 shows the Taylor diagram (Taylor, 2001) for hydrographic and
stratification-related quantities for the individual ScanFish transects (see Fig. 4.4; tran-
sect locations may slightly differ between years) and for the composite of all transects.
The displayed quantities include: T (red), S (blue), potential density anomaly (σ; cyan),
and ∆T (magenta). The potential density anomaly, σ, is calculated according to TEOS-10
using software written by McDougall and Barker (2011).

The correlation coefficient (COR) between observationX and simulation Y is calculated
as follows for each of the three data sets:

COR(X, Y ) =
1

N · STD(X) · STD(Y )
·

N∑
i=1

(Xi −X)(Yi − Y ). (4.1)

Here, N equals the number of observation-simulation pairs. The index i indicates a sin-
gle value of the considered data set, while X and Y represent the average values. The
unnormalised standard deviation (STD) of a data series Z (observation or simulation) is
calculated as:

STD(Z) =

√√√√ 1

N
·

N∑
i=1

(
Zi − Z

)2
. (4.2)

The unnormalised, centred root-mean-square difference (RMSD) between observation X
and simulation Y is calculated as:

RMSD(X, Y ) =

√√√√ 1

N
·

N∑
i=1

[
(Xi −X)− (Yi − Y )

]2
. (4.3)

For clarity of the Taylor diagram, the STD and the RMSD of each pair of simulation
(symbols) and corresponding observation (OBS) are normalised by the STD of the obser-
vation. This allows for the presentation of the statistics of all quantities within a single
Taylor diagram. In the following, the terms RMSD and STD refer to the corresponding
normalised quantities.

The statistics calculated for T confirms that HAMSOM is capable of reproducing well
summer T with respect to its spatial (i.e., vertical and horizontal) distribution and year-
to-year variability within the entire North Sea. The COR for the entire data set (‘all
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Figure 4.7: Taylor diagram of temperature (T ; red), salinity (S; blue), potential density anomaly
(σ; cyan), and temperature difference (∆T ; magenta) based on ScanFish data (OBS) and HAM-
SOM results (symbols) for the period 1998–2010. Different symbols indicate different transects.
Transect numbering according to Fig. 4.4 (transect locations may slightly differ between years).

transects’; filled circle) equals 0.9 and the STD is 0.79, i.e., the overall T variability is
slightly underestimated by the model which is also indicated in the qualitative comparison
(see Fig. 4.5) by the underestimation of near-surface T and the overestimation of T in
the deeper layers in some regions. The corresponding RMSD is 0.46 which confirms the
generally good agreement between simulation and observation. Looking at the individual
transects it can be seen that along most transects COR for T is high with values around
0.9 or above, except for transect #2 (55 ◦N) with a COR of only 0.84. This transect also
shows the lowest STD and highest RMSD, 0.65 and 0.58, respectively. Along the other
transects, STD ranges from 0.7 to 0.83 and RMSD varies between 0.43 and 0.48. This
again confirms the generally good model performance with respect to T in most regions
of the North Sea, and only minor shortcomings especially in parts of the southern North
Sea.

For S, the model performance is less good than for T . Considering the entire data set,
COR is only about 0.66, while STD and RMSD are about 0.77 and 0.76, respectively.
This relates to the large year-to-year variability in near-surface S in certain regions of the
North Sea, especially the regions in the vicinity of the Baltic inflow and Norwegian coastal
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current due to the large variations in the intensity and westward propagation of the near-
surface, low-S signal (see Sect. 4.2). The statistics of the individual transects confirms
this picture. For the southern transects #1 to #3, COR ranges from 0.75 to 0.84, while
for the northern transects #4 to #7 COR varies between only 0.6 and 0.69. Transect #4
constitutes the southernmost transect periodically influenced by the Baltic inflow (see
Fig. 4.4). This principally better agreement between simulation and observation in the
southern North Sea is also shown by the lower RMSD (0.59–0.73) along transects #1 to
#3, compared to values from 0.76 to 0.81 for the transects #4 to #7. STD varies between
0.44 and 0.62 for all transects except #5, which shows an STD of 0.9. This good agreement
between STD in the simulations and observations in the latter case most likely relates to
the fact that the eastern part of transect #5 is located directly in the region of the Baltic
inflow (see Fig. 4.4) while its western end is located in the pathway of the Atlantic inflow
near the British coast. Thus, zonal S variations along this transect are expected to be
consistently the highest among all transects, and to show similar year-to-year variations
as the two inflows are the main drivers of near-surface S along the transect. Consequently,
simulation and observation have a similar STD.

In order to give insight in a more directly stratification-related quantity, the statistics
for σ are also presented in Fig. 4.7. COR of σ derived from simulated T and S with
that derived from the observations is 0.84 for the entire data set. The corresponding
STD results in 0.78 which implies that the model variability is less than that in the
observations, resulting from the lower variability in simulated T and S. RSMD yields 0.55
which confirms the principally good agreement between simulation and observation. This
good agreement is confirmed for the individual transects, with minor variations in model
performance between the different transects. The lowest COR of 0.78 is calculated for
transect #5, while the highest COR of 0.92 results for transect #3. All other transects
show CORs between 0.84 and 0.89. The lowest COR for transect #5 differs from the
statistics for S, where lowest COR results for transect #4. This indicates, that simulated
T and S patterns may balance in such way that patterns in σ get closer to the observations
than the patterns in the individual quantities used for its calculation. In addition, this
suggests that T is of more importance for σ, i.e., for stratification, in most parts of the
northern central North Sea (transects #4 and #5) which relates to the fact that the
strong low-S signal from the Baltic inflow is confined to the areas near the Norwegian
coast usually.

Transect #5 furthermore shows the highest STD of 0.79, but also the highest RMSD of
0.63. This also applies to the non-normalised quantities (not shown) which constitute the
highest among all transects (STD= 0.96 kgm−3, RMSD= 0.76 kgm−3). This implies, that
although spatial and/or year-to-year variability is highest along transect #5, the spatial
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and temporal patterns found in the observations are not fully reproduced, and model
performance with respect to σ is worse than along the other transects. With respect
to STD the southern transects #1 to #4 show higher values (0.64–0.72) than the two
northernmost transects #6 and #7 (0.51 and 0.59, respectively). For RMSD, lower values
result for the four southern transects (0.44–0.56) compared to 0.59 for transect #6 and
0.6 for #7. This confirms, that HAMSOM tends to better reproduce the hydrography in
the southern and central North Sea (transects #1 to #4) than in the northern North Sea.
The overall best statistics for σ results for transect #3 (56 ◦N) with the highest COR and
lowest RMSD, 0.92 and 0.44, respectively, and a high STD of 0.72.

The comparison of the statistics for S and σ along transects #4 and #5 suggests that
S is less important for summer stratification than T along these transects. Figure 4.6
furthermore shows that haline stratification is only weak along transects #1 to #3, i.e.,
in most parts of the southern and southern central North Sea (west of 5 ◦E). Thus, it
can be concluded that T , and more specifically ∆T , is a reliable and simple proxy for
summer stratification in the southern and central North Sea. Therefore, the statistics
for ∆T derived from simulated T , relative to that derived from the ScanFish data set,
is also included in Fig. 4.7. COR for the ∆T along all transects results in 0.85 with
a corresponding STD and RMSD of 0.85 and 0.52, respectively. This indicates a principally
good agreement between simulation and observation, however, as ∆T is expected to show
significant spatial variations, e.g., between the shallow coastal regions of the southern
North Sea and the deeper northern North Sea, this high COR does not provide sufficient
information about the model performance with respect to ∆T .

Considering the individual transects, COR ranges between 0.77 (transect #5) and 0.88
(transect #4), with most transects yielding CORs slightly below 0.8. The lower CORs –
compared to the CORs for T itself – result from the fact that HAMSOM generally tends
to underestimate near-surface T , while T in the deeper layers tends to be overestimated.
This is especially true for regions where haline stratification plays an additional or even
dominant role, e.g., near the Norwegian coast. Consequently, ∆T in the simulations
can be very low (or even negligible) in cases of weak observed thermal stratification. In
some shallow areas (bottom depth ≤40m) near slopes in the bathymetry (mainly in the
southern North Sea), the limited resolution further and the interaction of currents with
the topography inhibits the evolution of thermal stratification in the model, while intense
thermal stratification with ∆T ≥ 5 K is observed during individual years (not shown).

The STD is lowest along the two southernmost transects #1 and #2 (0.42 and 0.54,
respectively), which relates to the lower bottom depth and thus none or only weak strat-
ification in the simulation. Along these transects, RMSD is higher with values of 0.73
(transect #1) and 0.66 (transect #2). STD shows the highest values for transects #3 to
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#5 (0.79–0.96; non-normalised: 1.78K–2.27K), as a result of increasing bottom depth in
the offshore regions supporting high summer ∆T in the deeper parts of these transects
while it remains low in the shallow coastal zone. RMSD ranges between 0.48 and 0.67, the
latter calculated for transect #5. This high RMSD mainly relates to the additional haline
stratification in the eastern part of this transect, which constitutes a persistent feature
in the observations and supports intensification of thermal stratification, however, is not
fully reproduced by HAMSOM (see Fig. 4.6). It should be noted, that the high STD
of 0.96 for this transect indicates a good agreement between simulation and observation
with respect to the amplitude of ∆T , however, as COR= 0.77 is the lowest among all
transects, it appears that some spatial and/or year-to-year variations along this transect
are not matched by the model. The two northernmost transects #6 and #7 yield STDs of
0.72 and 0.71, respectively, and low RMSDs of 0.61 (transect #6) and 0.54 (transect #7).
This, together with the high CORs, indicates the good model performance along these
transects with respect to ∆T .

In summary, the analysis of the model performance with respect to hydrographic quan-
tities (T , S) and stratification-related quantities (σ, ∆T ) shows that HAMSOM provides
reasonable skill in reproducing the general spatial and year-to-year variability in most
parts of the North Sea. Especially in relation to S, some shortcomings are revealed which,
however, can be accepted as they only slightly affect the area of interest of this study,
namely (the deeper regions of) the southern North Sea and the central North Sea. The
analysis furthermore shows that ∆T provides a simple and reliable measure for summer
stratification in most regions of the North Sea, including the area of interest. This is sup-
ported by previous studies (e.g., Burt et al., 2014; van Leeuwen et al., 2015) demonstrating
that in most North Sea regions seasonal stratification is mainly T -driven.

4.3 Thermal stratification in the North Sea

As described in Ch. 1 seasonal stratification during summer plays a key role for the
O2 dynamics of shelf seas and more specifically the North Sea. Section 4 shows that
∆T between surface and bottom provides a reliable proxy for stratification, and that the
HAMSOM model is capable of reproducing the main features of summer ∆T . Therefore,
this study uses ∆T to describe stratification in the North Sea.

In order to provide a first insight in the annual cycle of stratification, Fig. 4.8a and
b, respectively, show the amplitude and phase of the maximum of ∆T derived from daily
time series of simulated T during 1998–2014 by applying a Fourier transformation. Thus,
it shows amplitude and phase of the annual cycle of ∆T during this period. Due to
intense vertical mixing, ∆T tends to be zero during winter in most parts of the North
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Figure 4.8: Spatial distributions of (a) amplitude and (b) phase (i.e., month) of the maximum of
the annual cycle of temperature difference during 1998–2014.

Sea and only slightly negative values (|∆T | < 1 K) may occur in regions of additional
haline stratification, i.e., near the Norwegian coast. Therefore, the amplitude of ∆T can
be considered to represent the maximum ∆T of the annual cycle of 1998–2014 in most
regions of the North Sea. The phase represents the month in which the maximum ∆T

occurs during the annual cycle; dark blue areas (phase= 1) indicate water columns with
only one model layer, i.e., ∆T = 0 K = const.

The map of the ∆T amplitude indicates that the annual cycle of ∆T shows only very
small variation (<0.25K) in the coastal southern North Sea and in the shallowest part of
the Dogger Bank (bottom depth <25m). In most of these areas, the maximum ∆T occurs
during June. Further north and along the east coast of the British Isles maximum ∆T

increases, reaching values up to 3K during June. The part of this region which is located in
the southern central North Sea basically represents the area with bottom depths of 25m–
50m, while in the area along the British east coast bottom depth can reach up to 100m.
In most parts of the northern central and northern North Sea, maximum ∆T occurs
in August, except for the deepest parts of the Norwegian Trench and Skagerrak where
maximum ∆T occurs in September. In the offshore areas of the central and northern North
Sea maximum values reach up to 4K (at about 56.5 ◦N, 4 ◦E). In the eastern Norwegian
Trench and Skagerrak maximum values of up to 6.75K are reached.

The northwest gradient in the timing of maximum ∆T (see Fig. 4.8b) mainly relates
to the increase in bottom depth from Southeast to Northwest, as shallower water allows
for the earlier onset of water column warming. However, the shallow bottom depth in
combination with tidal mixing also prevents the evolution of distinct thermal stratification
indicated by the small amplitude. The generally deeper water in the central and northern
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North Sea supports the evolution of thermal stratification, although to a later point in time.
Only in the northernmost regions near the shelf edge, maximum ∆T again decreases due to
the influence of the Atlantic inflow. Furthermore, the annual cycle of ∆T in the northern
North Sea is characterised in a zonal gradient in both, amplitude and phase, which relates
to the Atlantic inflow, promoting enhanced mixing, in the West and the additional haline
stratification along the Norwegian coastal current in the East. Consequently, maximum
∆T in the offshore regions of the North Sea occurs in the central North Sea, where bottom
depth >50m supports the evolution of thermal stratification and the influence of the
Atlantic inflow is low compared to the northwestern North Sea.

4.3.1 Deriving stratification parameters from simulated temper-
ature

The previous sections showed that T constitutes the major contributor to stratification
in most North Sea regions. Therefore, thermal stratification can be considered to play
a key role in the temporal evolution of sub-surface O2 in the North Sea as it inhibits (or
clearly reduces) the supply of oxygenated water from the surface into the deeper layers
where O2 consumption exceeds O2 production. Regional differences in bottom depth, tidal
mixing and water masses have a strong influence on thermal stratification in the North
Sea. In addition, year-to-year variations in weather as well as in the inflow from adjacent
seas can cause strong variations in thermal stratification between different years.

In order to analyse the North Sea O2 dynamics during seasonal stratification, it is
required to define certain parameters characterising stratification. In this study, two such
parameters are used: (1) duration of stratification and (2) the MLD. As the spatial and
temporal patterns of North Sea T are generally well reproduced by HAMSOM, both
parameters can be derived from simulated T , more specifically ∆T and the vertical T
gradient (∂T/∂z), respectively.

The following simple 2-step algorithm describes how stratification period and MLD
are derived from simulated T for an individual model water column. First, the stratified
period is determined using a T difference criterion:

Sstrat(x, y, t) =

1 for ∆T |0−H(x, y, t) ≥ 0.05 K

0 otherwise
(4.4)

Sstrat constitutes a switch defining if a water column at location (x, y) and time t is
stratified (Sstrat = 1) or not (Sstrat = 0) depending on the T difference (∆T ) between
the surface and bottom depth H. It should be noted that not the uppermost model
layer is used for surface T , but the second layer, in order to elude short-term events only
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affecting the uppermost layer. T in the deepest pelagic model layer is used for bottom
T . The low critical T difference ∆Tcrit = 0.05K was chosen with special focus on the
O2 dynamics. As lowest O2 concentrations are expected to occur in the layer directly
above the seafloor, it is assumed that O2 in this layer is replenished only in the case
of a complete overturning of the water column, i.e., the vertical homogenisation of T .
Furthermore, periods of stratified conditions are only considered as such, if they last for
at least five days without any interruption, otherwise bottom waters are considered to be
ventilated again. Subsequently, the stratified period (tstrat) is calculated as the number of
days with Sstrat = 1.

In the second step, in the case of stratification the MLD of a model water column is
determined using the vertical T gradient ∂T/∂z. As the model uses discrete vertical layers
the finite difference quotient ∆T/∆z is used:

MLD(x, y, t) =

D(max(∆T/∆z)) for Sstrat(x, y, t) = 1

0 otherwise
(4.5)

∆T/∆z is calculated for each grid cell interface within the considered water column. ∆T

represents the T difference between two vertically adjacent model layers and ∆z represents
the distance between the centre points of these two grid cells. The MLD is then defined
as the depth level, D, of the interface where ∆T/∆z has its maximum.

4.3.2 Stratification periods in the North Sea

Figure 4.9 provides an overview of the spatial distribution and temporal variability
of the stratification period, tstrat, in the North Sea during 1998–2014, according to the
previously described algorithm. In order to show the spatial distribution during that
period, the average duration of the longest continuous tstrat per year is displayed (panel a).
The corresponding STD (panel b) and minimum and maximum tstrat (panels c and d,
respectively) during that period provide insight in the temporal variability in (longest
continuous) tstrat. tstrat for individual years was calculated according to Eq. (4.4). Black
colour indicates areas where no stratification occurs throughout the entire period 1998–
2014.

The spatial distribution of average tstrat shows a clear relation to bottom depth. Areas
shallower than 25m, i.e., coastal areas and at the Dogger Bank, do not experience any
thermal stratification throughout the entire period. In the regions with bottom depths
from 25m to about 50m (south of the imaginary line between 54 ◦N, 0 ◦E and 57 ◦N, 8 ◦E),
tstrat increases showing average values of up to 160 days in the deepest part of that region at
about 55.6 ◦N, 6 ◦E. The STD of about 16 days as well as minimum and maximum duration
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(120 days and 190 days, respectively) also indicate remarkable year-to-year variations in
this deepest part.

Figure 4.9: Statistics for (longest continuous) stratification period (tstrat) per year during 1998–
2014: (a) average, (b) STD, (c) minimum, and (d) maximum. Stratification period for individual
years calculated according to Eq. (4.4). Black indicates areas where no stratification occurs during
1998–2014. Colour scale for average, minimum and maximum cut at upper limit.

In the transitional zone between the consistently non-stratified coastal areas and the
well stratified central North Sea, average tstrat ranges between 10 days to 120 days and
increases with increasing depth. The high STD in this transitional zone, ranging from 24
days to 34 days, indicates the large year-to-year variability. The minimum and maximum
duration of tstrat in this region also reveals areas with a range from 20–80 days (minimum)
to 100–160 days (maximum).

In the northern North Sea (north of the imaginary line between 54 ◦N, 0 ◦E and 57 ◦N,
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8 ◦E), tstrat is generally higher than in the southern North Sea, however, regional differences
can be seen. Following the Atlantic inflow along the northeastern British coast, average
tstrat (Fig. 4.9a) shows a steady increase from 150 days in the Pentland Firth up to 210
days near 55 ◦N. In the near-shore areas of this region, STD reaches values of 16–20 days
while further offshore STD goes down to about 8 days (see Fig. 4.9b). Minimum and
maximum tstrat (Fig. 4.9c and d)) also indicate a high variation between individual years.
In the Pentland Firth, tstrat ranges between 100 days and 200 days; at 55 ◦N at the British
coast, values from 170 days to 230 days occur.

In the central northern North Sea, tstrat shows high average values of 200 days to 230
days, with an STD of only 6–10 days directly north of the Dogger Bank and values of
14–18 days further northwest. The overall range in tstrat is from 190–220 days (minimum)
to 230–260 days, i.e., thermal stratification continues for more than 6months per year in
most parts of the central northern North Sea during the period 1998–2014. Longer thermal
stratification only occurs along the Norwegian coast where additional haline stratification,
driven by the Baltic inflow and freshwater input from Norwegian rivers, and great bottom
depth support the evolution and persistence of thermal stratification. Here, average tstrat
ranges between 210 days at the eastern end of the Norwegian Trench and up to more than
270 days at its northern end. The STD of 16–26 days and minimum-maximum range of
170–200 days to 240–270 days show that at its eastern end, tstrat can strongly differ between
different years. West of the Norwegian coast, STD is clearly less (<8 days) indicating the
generally high tstrat. Minimum and maximum tstrat show a range from about 230 days to
270 days.

The overall image of tstrat provided by Fig. 4.9 shows that the North Sea can be roughly
subdivided into three different regimes with respect to seasonal stratification: (1) the
shallow, non-stratified southern coastal North Sea, (2) the intermediate-depth, season-
ally stratified southern central North Sea (approximately 54 ◦N–56 ◦N, 3 ◦E–7 ◦N), and
(3) the deep, seasonally well-stratified northern North Sea. Among these three regimes,
the second one constitutes that with clearly the highest year-to-year variability in tstrat
ranging between less than one month up to six months. As sufficiently long continuous
stratification is considered as a prerequisite for the evolution of O2 deficiency, this zone
is also expected to show highest year-to-year variability in minimum O2 levels. This will
be further discussed in Sect. 5.2.2 and related to other (physical and biological) factors in
Sect. 5.2.5.

The here presented algorithm for the determination of tstrat (Eq. (4.4)) also yields spa-
tial patterns and stratification periods very similar to those find in the literature. The
stratification periods and regimes derived from the HAMSOM results are in good agree-
ment with the different regimes described by Pingree et al. (1978) and van Leeuwen et al.
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(2015). The first used a stratification criterion based on tidal energy dissipation and
identified three different regimes (‘mixed’, ‘transitional’ and ‘stratified’) very similar to
those described above. The latter applied a density-based stratification criterion on model
results in order to subdivide the North Sea into areas of different stratification characteris-
tics. They consequently identified five different stratification regimes within the North Sea
(see Fig. 2.2): ‘permanently stratified’, ‘seasonally stratified’, ‘intermittently stratified’,
‘permanently mixed’ and ‘region of freshwater influence’ (ROFI). The aggregated area of
the latter three regimes found by van Leeuwen et al. (2015) basically represents the area
the non-stratified areas in Fig. 4.9 and the adjacent parts with only short-lasting stratifica-
tion (<40 days). They furthermore showed that most regions of the central and northern
North Sea can be classified as seasonally stratified with stratification periods of 170 to 230
days, which is in very good agreement with the results of this study. Interestingly, some
parts of the North Sea could not be assigned to a distinct type of stratification by van
Leeuwen et al. (2015) (white areas in Fig. 2.2). Those parts of these areas located in the
southern North Sea match very well the regions of highest variability in tstrat, according
to (4.4) (see Fig. 4.9b). The only difference relates to the Norwegian Trench area, which
was identified as permanently stratified (tstrat >345 days) by van Leeuwen et al. (2015),
but shows longest stratification periods significantly less than 345 days in the present
work. This relates to the use of a density criterion by van Leeuwen et al. (2015), taking
haline stratification into account. In contrast, a T -based criterion does not account for
this influence. Consequently, tstrat is likely to be underestimated in the Norwegian Trench.
However, as this region is not in the focus of this study and as the stratification algorithm
presented shows a generally good agreement with the spatial distribution and duration of
seasonal stratification described by Pingree et al. (1978) and van Leeuwen et al. (2015),
it is considered to provide a reliable basis for the analysis of the North Sea O2 dynamics
under stratified conditions.

4.3.3 Evaluation of the stratification algorithm

The algorithm used for the determination of tstrat and MLD (see Sect. 4.3.1) deviates
clearly from MLD criteria used in earlier studies (see, e.g., Table 1 in Kara et al. (2000)).
Therefore, a validation of this new algorithm is required in order to demonstrate that the
resulting stratification period and MLD constitute reasonable results. For this purpose,
Fig. 4.10 shows Hovmöller diagrams of simulated vertical diffusion (dv; left), as a proxy for
vertical mixing intensity, and T (right), at three different locations in the North Sea for the
year 2005: a,b) MARNET station Ems (54 ◦ 10’N, 6 ◦ 21’ E), and the Cefas stations c,d)
Oyster Grounds (54 ◦ 30’N, 4 ◦ 30’ E), and e,f) North Dogger (55 ◦ 41’N, 2 ◦ 16.80’ E). The
magenta bars at the top of each panel indicate stratified periods according to Eq. (4.4)
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and the magenta dashed line marks the corresponding MLD following Eq. (4.5). Depth
levels correspond to centre depths of model grid cells.

The first station, MARNET Ems (Fig. 4.10a and b), is characterised by a shallow
bottom depth of 35m and is located in the tidally influenced coastal southern North Sea.
Thus, dv is high throughout the entire year 2005 and thermal stratification remains weak
and quite unstable during the spring-autumn period (see Fig. 4.10a), as the intense tidal
mixing causes the frequent complete overturning of the water column. ∆T between surface
and bottom layer is very low (<0.5K) throughout the entire year, including the periods
of stratification (see Fig. 4.10b). ∆Tcrit = 0.05K is first exceeded in late March, lasting
about two weeks, before stratification is again intermittent. This short-term event is also
visible by the lower values in dv during this period, compared to the high values of above
120 cm2 s−1 within the entire water column, directly before and after that short period of
weak stratification. The period from mid-April to mid-July shows three periods of longer
stratification (3–6 weeks), of which the first and the latter show clearly reduced mixing
(i.e., lower dv down to less than 10 cm2 s−1) relative to the intermittences between these
stratified periods. The latter period also shows the highest ∆T within the entire annual
cycle, visible in the slight decrease in T between the uppermost layer and that directly
below. From late July until early September, short-lasting events of stratification (1–2
weeks) occur, before the final breakdown of stratification in mid-September. The MLD is
quite shallow during all stratified periods, mostly ranging between 10m and 15m.

At Cefas station Oyster Grounds, stratification is more pronounced than at MARNET
Ems. This relates to the greater bottom depth of 45m and lower tidal influence which
allow for the continuous de-coupling of the bottom mixed layer (BML) from the SML from
spring to autumn. Stratification first evolves in late March accompanied by a decrease
in dv in 30m–40m depth, which indicates the de-coupling of the SML and BML (see
Fig. 4.10c). This region of low dv (<10 cm2 s−1) persists until early April, when a short-
term event of enhanced mixing causes the complete overturning of the water column
and the breakdown of stratification. In the T distribution (Fig. 4.10d) it can be seen
that thermal stratification remains very weak during this early period, visible only in
a slight shift in the 6.5 ◦C-isotherm. After this short-term intermittence, stratification re-
establishes and continues for about 4.5 months until late August when enhanced mixing
causes complete water column overturning, prior to new surface warming resulting in two
additional weeks of thermal stratification before the final breakdown in mid-September.
The breakdown events coincide well with events of high dv throughout the entire water
column, which supports the applicability of the stratification criterion (Eq. (4.4)).

The MLD during the long period of stratification from mid-April to late August mostly
ranges between 10m and 25m, with a maximum MLD of 30m in early May. It is shown
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Figure 4.10: Hovmöller diagrams of simulated vertical diffusion (dv; left) and temperature (T ;
right) for three stations in 2005: (a, b) MARNET Ems, (c, d) Cefas Oyster Grounds, and (e, f)
Cefas North Dogger. Magenta bars at top of each panel indicate stratified periods according to
Eq. (4.4), magenta dashed lines indicate corresponding MLD following Eq. (4.5). Colour scales
cut at upper end.

that events of enhanced surface mixing correspond with a deepening of the MLD, however,
partly with a slight temporal delay of up to five days (e.g., in late May/early June). In
general it can be said, that the MLD represents well the lower bound of areas of enhanced
surface mixing during the stratified period, which indicates the suitability of the MLD
criterion applied (Eq. (4.5)).

The vertical T distribution at Oyster Grounds clearly differs from that at MARNET
Ems. As indicated by the clearly lower vertical mixing during most parts of the spring-
autumn period, clear thermal stratification can evolve visible by the steeper slope of the
isotherms in 10m to 25m depth. Strongest thermal stratification occurs in mid-July,
just before an event of enhanced surface mixing causing a mixed layer deepening from
15m to 25m. Events of enhanced surface warming and those of enhanced surface mixing
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alternate periodically from June to August which is nicely represented in T by the sequence
of increasing T in the upper 10m to 15m, followed by the homogenisation of T from the
surface down to the MLD, and recurrent SST increase afterwards. Events of surface
warming and events of T homogenisation coincide with low (<10 cm2 s−1) and high near-
surface dv (up to 120 cm2 s−1), respectively.

Cefas station North Dogger constitutes the deepest station (model bottom depth= 82m)
among the three presented and, consequently, shows most intense (and longest) thermal
stratification indicated by the steep slope of the isotherms in the T distribution (Fig. 4.10f).
The onset of thermal stratification occurs in mid-March, visible in the remarkable decrease
in dv between 30m and 60m depth (see Fig. 4.10e). Stratification than continues until
mid-November without any intermittence, implying a tstrat of almost eight months. Dur-
ing this period, the MLD mostly ranges between 10m and 45m with high variations from
March to May and August/September when both, surface mixing and heating, strongly
affect the T distribution in the upper tens of metres, and events of enhanced and reduced
mixing alternate. In the earlier period, the MLD again envelops the surface layers show-
ing enhanced vertical mixing. During the period of weakest surface mixing (mid-June to
mid-July), the MLD is consistently equal to 15m, and SST shows a steady increase until
an event of enhanced surface mixing in mid-July.

From that point in time until mid-September, the MLD overestimates the actual mixing
depth (i.e., the depth until which vertical mixing shows values above 10 cm2 s−1). This
relates to the fact, that surface mixing during this period only directly affects the upper
15m to 20m causing the homogenisation of T down to this depth, but not affecting the
∆T/∆z in the layers below. Consequently, the maximum ∆T/∆z is found in the layers
directly below the well-mixed, homogeneous near-surface layer. During the last 1.5–2
months of the stratified period, the MLD represents better the actual mixing depth, which
can be seen in the good agreement between MLD and the lower end of both, increased
dv and the vertical progression of the isotherms. The breakdown of stratification also
coincides with the onset of the complete overturning of the water column, indicated by
the high dv throughout the entire water column.

The qualitative evaluation of the stratification algorithm presented in Sect. 4.3.1 demon-
strates its suitability for the description of the duration of stratification as well as the MLD.
The timing of onset and breakdown of stratification according to Eq. (4.4) matches well
the end and recurrence of water column overturning indicated by the reduction and in-
crease of dv, respectively. However, it should be noted that the onset of stratification
(according to Eq. (4.4)) may be slightly too early, while the breakdown may be slightly
too late, as indicated, e.g., by the existence of still high dv during the first few days of
stratification at Oyster Grounds. This minor temporal mismatch between actual mixing
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intensity and the diagnosed onset/breakdown of stratification based on quantities like T
or density is a general problem of stratification criteria based on these quantities as their
vertical distribution is the result of reduced/enhanced mixing, implying some temporal
delay. However, tstrat is most likely only slightly overestimated, i.e., by a few days, which
is acceptable within the current study.

With respect to the MLD, the use of the maximum ∆T/∆z appears consecutive as the
thermocline depth usually defines the lower end of the SML. The evaluation showed that
in most cases this approach yields good results, shown by the good agreement between
the lower end of areas of enhanced mixing and the MLD. However, at North Dogger a
mismatch of up to 15m between the two can be seen in autumn, which indicates the limi-
tation of this approach in reflecting the actual mixing depth during events of near-surface
mixing under principally well-stratified conditions. Despite these minor shortcomings of
the stratification and MLD criterion it can be concluded that the algorithm presented
(Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5)) reproduces well the vertical extent of surface mixing under stratified
conditions as well as the duration of thermal stratification in different parts of the North
Sea. This is important as it clearly differs from other commonly used MLD criteria (e.g.,
Table 1 in Kara et al. (2000)) and, especially, as stratification is considered as the physical
prerequisite for the evolution of O2 deficiency.

4.4 Conclusions on simulated North Sea hydrography
and stratification

The results presented in this chapter demonstrate that HAMSOM reproduces well
the known spatial and seasonal patterns in SST and SSS in the North Sea (e.g., Otto
et al., 1990; Elliott et al., 1991; Janssen et al., 1999). With respect to summer T and S,
which is most crucial for seasonal stratification, it shows principally good agreement with
the high-resolution ScanFish observations covering the entire North Sea (see Sect. 4.2).
HAMSOM reveals some shortcomings for summer S, especially in the northeastern part
of the North Sea which, however, are not in the focus of this study. In the southern North
Sea, HAMSOM tends to underestimate observed summer S. Though, its effect on vertical
stratification is negligible as observed and simulated S do not show haline stratification in
these areas. In contrast, observations and simulations of summer T and S clearly show that
T constitutes the major contributor to seasonal stratification in the southern and central
North Sea (south of 57 ◦N). Consequently, T can be used for the description of seasonal
stratification in most regions of the North Sea, providing the basis for the investigation of
the O2 dynamics.
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Focusing on summer ∆T between surface and bottom, as a proxy for seasonal strat-
ification, HAMSOM shows similar tendencies with respect to spatial differences in ∆T

in zonal (along the individual transects presented) and meridional direction (between the
transects). This is confirmed by the statistics presented in the Fig. 4.7 (magenta markers).
Thus, it can be concluded that ∆T derived from simulated T can be used for the derivation
of stratification characteristics, providing reliable results. However, the comparison of the
observed and simulated T along the ScanFish transects indicates that HAMSOM tends to
underestimate thermal stratification, i.e., vertical mixing tends to be overestimated. This
likely results – at least partly – from the limited spatial resolution of the model, which
is only about 20 km. This also has to be taken into account for the analysis of the O2

dynamics.
The presented new algorithm for the derivation of stratification duration and MLD (see

Sect. 4.3.1) yields stratification periods which are in very good agreement with findings by
van Leeuwen et al. (2015) and also represent very well the different stratification-related
North Sea zones defined by Pingree et al. (1978). The evaluation of the MLD criterion
(Eq. (4.5)) in relation to vertical mixing demonstrates that both, tstrat and MLD represent
very well the actual vertical mixing conditions. Thus, the results for these two quantities
obtained from simulated T provide a reliable basis for the investigation of the North Sea
O2 conditions during seasonal stratification.



Chapter 5

Biogeochemistry and oxygen dynamics
of the North Sea

In recent years, several studies focused on the O2 dynamics of the North Sea (e.g.,
Greenwood et al., 2010; Meire et al., 2013; Queste et al., 2013, 2016; Rovelli et al., 2016).
However, these studies were temporally or spatially confined and do not suffice to provide
a general description of the North Sea with respect to O2. Therefore, this chapter aims
for a comprehensive, spatially and temporally consistent description of the North Sea
O2 conditions and the quantitative analysis of the dominant processes controlling the
O2 dynamics. For this purpose, this chapter first provides an overview of the North
Sea biogeochemistry during the period 2000–2014, based on a qualitative comparison of
observational data and ECOHAM model results. Thereafter, this the focus is put on the
O2 dynamics of the North Sea, by first providing a validation of simulated bottom O2.
Second, a detailed analysis of the North Sea O2 dynamics during the period 2000–2014 is
provided with special focus on both, spatial and year-to-year variability.

5.1 Annual cycle and regional differences in North Sea
biogeochemistry

In order to provide a general description of the North Sea biogeochemistry with respect
to seasonal and spatial variability and to give insight in the quality of the ECOHAMmodel,
this section presents a qualitative comparison of simulated and observed PO3−

4 , NO−3 , NH+
4 ,

SiO−4 , Chl-a (as a proxy for phytoplankton) and O2 in different areas of the North Sea. For
this purpose, the North Sea was first subdivided into a horizontal 1 ◦×1 ◦-grid (resolution
differs near-shore) and one or two vertical boxes, depending on the bottom depth and thus
the occurrence of seasonal stratification. In case of no vertical separation, observations are
aggregated from surface to bottom, while in case of two vertically adjacent boxes only the
uppermost 20m are considered. As biogeochemical observational data are sparse in most
North Sea regions, observations are additionally aggregated over the 15-year period 2000–
2014 for each box and monthly averages as well as 17%- and 83%-quantiles are calculated

79
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Figure 5.1: North Sea bathymetry as used by ECOHAM (colours) including regions (black-
framed boxes) and stations (black-filled cells) used for validation. Regions #1 to #5 are used for
validation of ECOHAM biogeochemistry presented in Fig. 5.2. Stations are used for validation
of simulated bottom O2 concentrations presented in Fig. 5.3. For regions #1 to #4 simulation
and observation data are averaged over the upper 20m, for region #5 data are averaged over
entire water column. Stations refer to (a) Cefas North Dogger, (b) Cefas Oyster Grounds and
(c) MARNET Ems (see Sect. 5.2.1.1). Colour scale increments are equidistant between two
labelled depth levels.

and compared against the daily box-averaged model output for the individual years of
the observational period. The observation data used for this validation are described in
Sect. 3.4.2. The regions used for validation were finally selected with the target of covering
different regions of the North Sea, according to highest data availability.

The selected regions are shown in Fig. 5.1 (black-framed). For regions #1 to #4 only
the upper 20m are considered due to regularly occurring seasonal stratification; in case of
region #5 the entire water column is considered. Region #1 represents the northwestern
North Sea which is strongly influenced by the Atlantic inflow through the Fair Isle Channel,
while region #2, located at the southwestern tip of Norway, is influenced by the Norwegian
rivers and the northward outflow from the North Sea back into the North Atlantic (see
Fig. 2.1). Region #3 is located in the western central North Sea that is still affected
by the North Atlantic inflow, however to a lesser extent than region #1. Region #4,
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located east of Dogger Bank, represents the southeastern central North Sea, which is less
affected by the Atlantic inflow as most of the Atlantic water is recirculated north of the
Dogger Bank (Lenhart and Pohlmann, 1997). These four regions have in common that
they experience persistent seasonal stratification during the summer period (see Fig. 4.9),
which is mainly T -driven in regions #1, #3 and #4, and S-driven in region #2. In
contrast, region #5 represents the consistently well-mixed southeastern North Sea with
high influence of continental river freshwater discharge and nutrient input.

The annual cycles of PO3−
4 , NO−3 , NH+

4 , SiO−4 , Chl-a, and O2 for regions #1 to #5
(see Fig. 5.1, black-framed boxes) are presented in Fig. 5.2. It has to be noted that
the observations partly show quite high variability which is a result of the temporal and
spatial averaging. Chl-a concentrations are calculated diagnostically within ECOHAM
using diatom-C and flagellate-C and a variable Chl-a:C ratio according to Cloern et al.
(1995). The average observed concentrations are represented by dots, while 17%- and
83%-quantiles are indicated by the error bars. Black-coloured observations indicate at
least 15 individual measurements available, grey implies fewer data. Error bars are only
displayed in case of more than one measurement available.

In region #1 (Fig. 5.2a), located in the vicinity of the Fair Isle Channel, the simulated
nutrient concentrations (PO3−

4 , NO−3 , NH+
4 and SiO−4 ) show a pronounced annual cycle

with high concentrations at the beginning and the end of each year. PO3−
4 , NO−3 and SiO−4

show a decrease during April/May and low concentrations during summer. In contrast,
NH+

4 steadily decreases until mid-April when it starts to slightly increase. Thereafter, NH+
4

concentrations stay on stable level throughout summer. All nutrient concentrations start
to increase in September/October. The decrease in PO3−

4 , NO−3 and SiO−4 in April/May
is accompanied by an remarkable increase in simulated Chl-a – the so-called spring bloom
(Gieskes and Kraay, 1975) – reaching maximum concentrations in late April. After that
spring bloom, Chl-a concentrations decrease and stay on a low level during summer. A sec-
ond, less pronounced increase in Chl-a occurs in September/October, coinciding with the
increase in nutrient concentrations. The simulated O2 concentrations show a maximum
in late April/early May, followed by a decrease until late September/early October. O2

concentrations steadily increase between this minimum and the next year’s maximum.
The annual cycles of the different quantities relate to different processes and factors.

The decrease in PO3−
4 , NO−3 and SiO−4 in spring relates to the enhanced NPP due to the

onset of stratification, initiating the phytoplankton spring bloom. As a result of increasing
zooplankton grazing (not shown) and nutrient limitation Chl-a (and phytoplankton) con-
centrations start to decrease, i.e., the spring bloom ends. Nutrient limitation is strongly
related to the presence of seasonal stratification in that area (see Fig. 4.9), which limits
the supply of nutrients from the deeper nutrient-rich layers into the nutrient-depleted,
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Figure 5.2: Validation of daily, box-averaged ECOHAM results (lines) against 15-year monthly,
box-averaged observations (grey/black dots) for nutrients (PO3−

4 , NO−3 , NH+
4 and SiO−4 ), Chl-a

and O2 for the period 2000–2014 in different regions (see Fig. 5.1). Observation error bars range
from 17%-quantile to 83%-quantile. Black colour indicates at least 15 individual observations
available, grey implies fewer data. Regions (a) #1, (b) #2 and (c) #3.
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Continued: Regions (d) #4 and (e) #5. Note different y-axis for PO3−
4 , NO−3 , NH+

4 , SiO−4 and
Chl-a for region #5.

euphotic surface layers. In addition, the Chl-a:C ratio decreases due to increasing light
availability. Production of organic matter during the spring bloom enhances remineralisa-
tion processes, indicated by the increase in NH+

4 after the Chl-a maximum. The enhanced
NPP during the spring bloom also causes the increase in the O2 concentration, reaching
its maximum in May.

During summer, the ongoing stratification causes nutrient concentrations to stay on low
levels, except for NH+

4 which is continuously released by remineralisation and excreted by
zooplankton. In case sufficient PO3−

4 is available, this NH+
4 is utilised by flagellates re-

sulting in the maintenance of the so-called summer standing stock (Colebrook, 1979).
Short-term events (order of days) of increased nutrient and Chl-a concentrations relate
to enhanced, mainly wind-induced mixing, causing the replenishment of the near-surface
nutrient pools. Consequently, NPP increases resulting in increased Chl-a concentrations.
Subsequent grazing and re-intensification of stratification again lower Chl-a concentrations
and limit phytoplankton growth, respectively. These events also affect the Chl-a:C ratio
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(not shown) due to changes in T , light and nutrient availability. The summer decrease
in near-surface O2 relates to the T increase, reducing O2 solubility (Benson and Krause,
1984), as well as continuous biochemical O2 consumption (zooplankton respiration, rem-
ineralisation and nitrification).

The increase in nutrient and Chl-a concentrations in autumn relates to the final break-
down of stratification due to increasing storm activity and reduced solar radiation. The
mixing-induced renewal of the near-surface nutrients triggers NPP and results in the mi-
nor autumn peak in Chl-a. Thereafter, living organic matter dies and is remineralised
resulting in a strong increase in NH+

4 in October. The subsequent decrease in NH+
4 relates

to ongoing nitrification. The decreases in T and O2 consumption drive the increase in O2

concentration.
Considering the individual quantities and years in more detail, it can be seen that

the timing of the simulated Chl-a maximum shows only minor year-to-year variability of
±10–15 days. The same applies to the peak concentration which is about 2.2mgChl-
am−3–2.9mgChl-am−3 in the different years. The O2 maximum with concentrations of
10.4mgO2 L−1–11.1mgO2 L−1 occurs with a slight temporal of 2–3 weeks relative to the
Chl-a maximum. This most likely relates to the balance between biological O2 consump-
tion and O2 production. The O2 concentrations continues to increase until that point
when O2 consumption exceeds O2 production. This point in time does not coincide with
the maximum in Chl-a as PP continues although Chl-a concentrations already started to
decrease due to zooplankton grazing.

The fact, that SiO−4 concentrations reach their minimum concentrations earlier than
PO3−

4 and NO−3 nicely illustrates that ECOHAM reproduces well the succession of diatoms
and flagellates during the spring bloom, as diatoms require SiO−4 while the latter do not.
The simulated summer nutrient concentrations show values of about 0.17mmolPm−3,
1mmolNm−3 and 0.3mmolSim−3 for PO3−

4 , NO−3 and SiO−4 , respectively. Summer NH+
4

shows strong fluctuations as its repeatedly utilised by flagellates. Average summer NH+
4

concentrations are about 0.5mmolNm−3.
The simulation results in region #1 show a generally good agreement with the observa-

tions. The annual cycle of PO3−
4 , NO−3 and SiO−4 is well reproduced, showing only a slight

overestimation of observed summer PO3−
4 and NO−3 concentrations. The observed NH+

4

concentrations are also well reproduced, despite the slight underestimation of summer
concentrations. In November, when the simulation clearly deviates from the observations,
only two individual measurements are available, which does not suffice to represent spatial
and temporal variability within the region.

For Chl-a, the simulated values underestimate the summer observations, which can
relate to differences in phytoplankton-C and Chl-a:C ratio. With respect to the timing of
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the spring bloom, the overestimation of PO3−
4 and SiO−4 in April suggests that the spring

bloom tends to occur earlier in region #1 than simulated by ECOHAM. However, this
cannot be confirmed by the Chl-a observations as no data are available for March/April.
The few O2 observations available suggest that the annual cycle of O2 is well reproduced.

Box #2 (Fig. 5.2b) is located directly west of the southern tip of Norway and char-
acterised by strong haline stratification. The model shows similar annual cycles for the
different quantities as in region #1 with only some differences. The phytoplankton spring
bloom already begins in early March, i.e., about one month earlier than in region #1,
reaching its peak in late March to mid-April. This most likely relates to the earlier onset
of stratification in this region, compared to region #1. Maximum spring concentrations
of PO3−

4 and NO−3 are only slightly higher than in region #1, while SiO−4 concentrations
are clearly higher with values of up to 6mmolSim−3. Maximum Chl-a concentrations are
also higher than in region #1, reaching 3.2mgChl-am−3–3.7mgChl-am−3 due to a higher
Chl-a:C ratio. This relates to the lower light availability, due to the earlier onset of the
spring bloom, and higher SiO−4 availability. The latter can be attributed to the riverine
input of SiO−4 by Norwegian rivers entering the North Sea. The increase in NH+

4 in suc-
cession of the Chl-a peak is less strong than in region #1. The O2 maximum with values
similar to region #1 shows a temporal delay of 2–3 weeks relative to the Chl-a maximum,
probably for the same reasons as in region #1.

During summer, PO3−
4 and NO−3 concentrations are consistently low with values of

about 0.25mmolPm−3 and 0.1mmolNm−3, respectively. Summer NH+
4 concentrations

stay consistently lower than in region #1. This, in combination with the slightly higher
Chl-a concentrations, indicates that summer NPP driven by NH+

4 is stronger than in
region #1. SiO−4 shows a steady increase until late August and a high year-to-year vari-
ability, driven by the Norwegian rivers. This SiO−4 cannot be utilised completely for NPP
by diatoms as low NO−3 concentrations limit their productivity. Fluctuations in summer
nutrient and Chl-a concentrations relate to events of enhanced mixing.

As in region #1, the degradation of stratification in September enables NPP. However,
this autumn bloom in Chl-a is more pronounced than in region #1 with maximum concen-
trations of about 2.5mgChl-am−3 (twice as high as in region #1). This autumn increase
in Chl-a is driven by enhanced diatom NPP, visible in the decrease in SiO−4 . Year-to-year
variability in the autumn bloom is also higher than in region #1. This may relate to
the generally higher SiO−4 concentrations in region #2, which also show higher variations
between the years. The increase in the Chl-a:C ratio due to decreasing light availability
additionally increases Chl-a concentrations. PO3−

4 and NO−3 also show autumn increase
similar to Chl-a, however, with a temporal delay of 2–3 weeks as they are directly utilised
for NPP.
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The temporal evolution of O2 during the summer/autumn period is quite similar to
region #1 with a steady decrease after the spring bloom until September/October, when
minimum concentrations of about 8.5mgO2 L−1 are reached, followed by an increase until
the next year’s spring bloom.

The comparison of simulated time series with observations shows that the general pat-
terns of the annual cycle of the different quantities are well reproduced. Especially, the
annual cycles of SiO−4 and Chl-a match the observations with respect to the timing of the
spring and autumn bloom. This indicates that the simulated annual cycle of diatoms is
in good agreement with the actual one. However, the model shows some deviations from
the observations in case of PO3−

4 and winter/spring NO−3 , although observation data are
very sparse for the latter. Observed PO3−

4 concentrations are consistently overestimated
by ECOHAM. This likely relates to the applied N:P ratio of 20:1, which is higher than
the Redfield ratio of 16:1 (Redfield, 1934). Consequently, the uptake of PO3−

4 is reduced
relative to the uptake of N, which constitutes the limiting nutrient in this area.

The discrepancies between simulated and observed NO−3 in February, and NH+
4 in

February and November may relate to sampling confined to a location not representative
for the entire region (only four individual measurements per month). With respect to O2,
the average observed concentrations are slightly overestimated by the simulation. The
large variability in the August observations most likely results from the fact that mea-
surements were conducted above and below the pycnocline, which was located within the
upper 20m. This implies measurements within the oxygenated SML and the undersatu-
rated deeper layers.

Figure 5.2c shows the annual cycles in region #3, located in the seasonally stratified
western central North Sea. The different simulated quantities show similar seasonal pat-
terns as in the previously described regions. Maximum and minimum concentrations of
PO3−

4 and NO−3 are comparable to those in region #1. Maximum PO3−
4 and NO−3 concen-

trations in late winter reach 0.8mmolPm−3 and 8.2mmolNm−3, respectively. Minimum
summer concentrations are about 0.17mmolPm−3 and 0.2mmolNm−3. The spring bloom
starts in mid-March and reaches its peak in mid-April. Maximum Chl-a concentrations
during the bloom are about 2mgChl-am−3–2.7mgChl-am−3. After the spring bloom,
NH+

4 shows an increase very similar to region #1. This increase is followed by a decline
in NH+

4 concentrations from July until September when the degradation of stratification
initiates an autumn bloom in phytoplankton. This bloom is indicated by minor increase
in the Chl-a concentration in September/October. Maximum Chl-a concentrations during
this autumn bloom stay clearly below the concentrations seen in region #2 and are similar
to those in region #1.

SiO−4 shows generally lower concentrations compared to regions #1 and #2, with min-
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imum concentrations of about 0.1mmolSim−3 throughout the entire summer/autumn
period, except for events of enhanced vertical mixing. This likely relates to the absence
of riverine sources (like in region #2) and the reduced influence of the Atlantic inflow
compared to region #1. The annual O2 cycle shows maximum and minimum very simi-
lar to region #2, and the same temporal delay between Chl-a spring maximum and the
subsequent O2 maximum can be seen.

With respect to model validation in region #3, a clear statement is difficult to make
as observational data in this region are very sparse for most of the quantities presented.
The annual cycle of PO3−

4 , NO−3 and SiO−4 , which are those with the most data available,
appear to be well reproduced, although summer concentrations of PO3−

4 and NO−3 are
slightly overestimated. SiO−4 concentrations seem slightly underestimated. NH+

4 concen-
trations also are in good agreement with the observations. However, January/February
observations show high variability, while the November observation (only one value) clearly
deviates from the model results.

Box #4 (Fig. 5.2d) is located in the southeastern central North Sea, that region where
the lowest bottom O2 concentrations usually occur (see Sect. 5.2.1.2). The simulated
annual cycles of the different quantities reveal quite some differences compared to the
previous regions. The onset of the spring bloom occurs in mid-March in all years, i.e.,
about two weeks earlier than in the other offshore regions #1 and #3. Maximum Chl-a
concentrations of 2.6mgChl-am−3–3.3mgChl-am−3 are reached in mid-April. Maximum
O2 concentrations of 9.8mgO2 L−1–10.3mgO2 L−1 occur with a temporal delay of about
two weeks like in the previous regions. After the spring bloom and the related decrease
in PO3−

4 , NO−3 and SiO−4 concentrations, these nutrients still show high concentrations,
compared to the previous regions. PO3−

4 and NO−3 concentrations stay on levels around
0.9mmolPm−3 and 2.7mmolNm−3, respectively, and show a minor increase during sum-
mer. SiO−4 concentrations also remain high (above 2mmol Sim−3) and show a remarkable
increase during the summer period of individual years (e.g., more than 2mmol Sim−3 in
2014, dark red). This indicates that nutrient limitation on NPP plays a minor role in this
region. This likely relates to the advective supply of nutrients from southwestern coastal
regions (compare Fig. 2.1) where riverine nutrients enter the marine system.

The annual cycle of NH+
4 is also quite different to the previous regions. From January

to mid-April, NH+
4 shows a strong decrease reaching minimum concentrations of about

0.5mmolNm−3. After the spring bloom, NH+
4 concentrations show a steep increase re-

sulting in maximum summer concentrations of up to 2.8mmolNm−3 during individual
years (e.g., in 2001, dark blue). This increase in combination with the non-limiting PO3−

4 ,
NO−3 and SiO−4 concentrations suggests that organic matter remineralisation and NH+

4 ex-
cretion by zooplankton is higher than in the previous regions. However, these processes do
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not show any distinct regional differences between regions #1 to #4 (not shown). There-
fore, it is likely attributable to advective input of NH+

4 from the Southwest. This raises
the question why Chl-a concentrations remain low during summer, except for some events
of increasing Chl-a concentrations. In fact, the regional differences are caused by stronger
light limitation in region #4 relative to regions #1 to #3. This relates to higher SPM
concentrations and a higher attenuation coefficient of the seawater itself in this region (not
shown). The stronger light limitation in combination with less strong nutrient limitation
results in PP similar to the previous regions. In combination with the advective input
of nutrients from adjacent areas this leads to higher nutrient levels, while summer Chl-a
concentrations are also similar to the previous regions.

In August/September the autumn phytoplankton bloom occurs, visible in the increase
in Chl-a with maximum concentrations similar to the spring bloom. This bloom is driven
by both, diatoms and flagellates, indicated by the simultaneous decrease in all nutrients.
The autumn bloom also coincides with the onset of the increase in O2 concentrations. It
is worth mentioning that the timing of the onset of the autumn bloom varies remarkably
between the years, e.g., showing a very early onset mid-August 2014 (dark red) compared
to a late onset in mid-September 2001 (dark blue).

The comparison of the simulation results with the observations in region #4 shows
that the autumn and winter concentrations of all presented quantities are well reproduced
by ECOHAM. Only PO3−

4 and NH+
4 concentrations tend to be slightly overestimated.

This overestimation of PO3−
4 most likely results from the high phytoplankton N:P ratio of

20, as seen in region #2. The high NH+
4 concentrations may result from slightly to high

light limitation in that region, due to the climatologic SPM data, which limits the nutrient
uptake by PP. For the period from April to July a clear statement about the model quality
is difficult as either no or only very few observation data are available. Simulated O2 is in
generally good agreement with the observations.

In the southernmost region #5 (Fig. 5.2e; note different y axes for NO−3 , NH+
4 , SiO−4

and Chl-a compared to other regions), located in the German Bight, the simulated annual
cycles of the different quantities differ remarkably from those in the previous regions.
This applies in particular to the maximum nutrient and Chl-a concentrations. Maximum
simulated PO3−

4 concentrations of 0.7mmolPm−3–0.9mmolPm−3 (up to 50% higher than
in regions #1 to #4) occur during January–March. The same applies to winter NO−3 ,
NH+

4 and SiO−4 concentrations which are about 50%–100% higher (and even up to 300%
in case of SiO−4 ). These generally higher winter nutrient concentrations mainly relate to
two factors. First, the continuous nutrient supply from continental rivers and, second, the
persistently well-mixed water body in this region.

The phytoplankton spring bloom starts in early April, i.e., later than in the offshore
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region #4, and maximum Chl-a concentrations of up to 4mgChl-am−3–6mgChl-am−3

(50%–150% higher than in other regions) are reached in mid-May. Maximum Chl-a
concentrations occur in the earlier years (2000/2001) while the more recent years (2012–
2014) show lower maximum values. This corresponds to higher, respectively, lower nutrient
(PO3−

4 , NO−3 and SiO−4 ) availability at the beginning of the spring bloom. Different to
the seasonally stratified regions, maximum O2 concentrations coincide or even precede the
Chl-a maximum, e.g., in mid-February 2014 (dark red). The decreases in PO3−

4 and SiO−4
as well as the minor increase in Chl-a during February 2014 suggest that this is caused by
enhanced NPP early during individual years, driving subsequent O2 consumption. Similar
to the other regions, a second maximum in O2 can be found around the Chl-a maximum,
however, without any temporal delay due to the strong vertical mixing.

After the spring increase Chl-a, PO3−
4 and SiO−4 concentrations reach their minimum

concentrations in June/July, while NO−3 continues to decrease until August/September.
During the entire summer period, diatom NPP is mainly light-limited, but NO−3 limita-
tion is also in effect. The former results from the high SPM concentrations in this region.
The intra-seasonal variations visible in NH+

4 concentrations from late May to early August
indicate recurrent enhancement of flagellate growth, mainly sustaining the summer phy-
toplankton stock. This is supported by the increase in SiO−4 during most of the summer
period, i.e., less diatom activity. Events of enhanced diatom productivity, visible in the
reduction of SiO−4 (e.g., in early August and October 2014), also occur during the sum-
mer/autumn period. However, less frequently than for flagellates as PO3−

4 , NO−3 and SiO−4
availability has to be sufficiently high. The summer standing stock shows Chl-a concen-
trations almost as high as during the spring maximum. Summer NH+

4 concentrations are
up to three times higher and reveal high year-to-year variability, ranging between about
1mmolNm−3 June/July 2014 (dark red) and 3.5mmolNm−3 June/July 2001 (dark blue).

High organic matter production enhances remineralisation and zooplankton respiration,
i.e., release of NH+

4 (as well as PO3−
4 and SiO−4 ). Thus, these high year-to-year variations

are also present in the summer Chl-a concentrations, which are lowest in 2014 (dark red)
and highest in 2001 (blue). The strong decrease in NH+

4 in mid-August clearly shows that
late-summer NPP in the German Bight is dominated by flagellates.

From mid-September to mid-October Chl-a concentrations show a steady decrease,
accompanied by an increase in nutrients. Thereafter, a minor increase in Chl-a concentra-
tions can be seen, peaking in about 2.5mgChl-am−3 in late October, which is even less
than during summer. This minor increase is mainly driven by flagellates, indicated by the
decrease in NH+

4 during all years, however, diatoms also contribute to this bloom during
individual years as can be seen by the decrease in SiO−4 . Thereafter, Chl-a concentrations
finally decline and nutrient concentrations continue to increase. Minimum O2 concentra-
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tions of 7.2mgO2 L−1–7.9mgO2 L−1 are reached directly before the onset of the autumn
Chl-a increase, as decreasing water T due to surface cooling and enhanced PP increase
the O2 concentrations.

With respect to model validation, the simulated quantities show a generally good agree-
ment with the observations, although it has to be noted that the observations partly show
very high variability due to spatial gradients and year-to-year variability in region #5. The
simulated nutrient concentrations are well within the range (17%- to 83%-quantile) visible
in the observations during most times of the simulated period. Only NO−3 concentrations
tend to be underestimated by the model, which most likely relates to the horizontal res-
olution of ECOHAM of only about 20 km and very high concentrations in the near-shore
observations, while observed early winter NH+

4 concentrations tend to be overestimated
indicating a slight overestimation of remineralisation.

Chl-a concentrations in region #5 are also well reproduced by the model, except for the
April value which constitutes the highest during the average observed annual cycle. This
suggests that the simulated phytoplankton spring maximum occurs with a temporal delay
of up to one month, as simulated Chl-a concentrations are highest in May. This delay is
also indicated by the decline in PO3−

4 , NO−3 and SiO−4 concentrations during spring, which
also occurs earlier in the observations than in the simulations. The O2 concentrations are
generally well reproduced throughout the entire annual cycle.

In conclusion, the simulated annual cycles of near-surface nutrients, Chl-a and O2

during the period 2000–2014 showed that ECOHAM reproduces well the main regional
and temporal differences of the North Sea’s biogeochemistry. Some shortcomings can be
seen with respect to absolute PO3−

4 levels which tend to be overestimated due to the N:P
ratio of 20, relatively high compared to Redfield (1934). However, this underestimation of
PO3−

4 uptake is considered to have no strong influence on phytoplankton dynamics, as no
clear hint for P limitation can be found in the observations.

The simulated differences in the timing of the spring bloom in the offshore regions
(boxes #1, #3, and #4) are in good agreement with former studies describing that max-
imum Chl-a concentrations in the central North Sea are found in mid-April (Greenwood
et al., 2010) compared to late April/early May in the northern North Sea (Reid et al.,
1990). However, the simulated onset in region #4 occurs about one month later than in
the observations, which most likely relates to light limitation due to the use of the daily
climatology of SPM. The early onset of the spring bloom in region #2 off the Norwegian
coast in late February is also in good agreement with other studies as haline stratification
can drive the onset of seasonal stratification in that region earlier than in other North Sea
regions (van Leeuwen et al., 2015), promoting the early evolution of a near-surface bloom
(Braarud et al., 1958; Skogen et al., 1995).
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The succession of phytoplankton species during the spring bloom and summer/autumn
period is also well reproduced. The initialisation of the spring bloom by diatoms (Gieskes
and Kraay, 1986; Sharples et al., 2006) is nicely illustrated by the decrease in SiO−4 coin-
ciding with the increase in Chl-a in spring in all regions presented. In contrast, flagellates
dominate summer PP in the deeper regions (boxes #1 to #3), indicated by the continuous
renewal and reduction of the NH+

4 stock, as stratification is does not allow for NO−3 supply
from deeper nutrient-rich waters and thus limits PP by diatoms. This so-called summer
standing stock, mainly sustained by flagellates in stratified waters, is in good agreement
with earlier studies (Colebrook, 1979; Skogen et al., 2004).

In the non-stratified German Bight (box #5), the simulation also shows principally good
agreement with the observations. Only the timing and intensity of the phytoplankton
spring bloom which occurs about one month delayed relative to the observations and
shows lower maximum Chl-a concentrations than found in the observations. The first
most likely relates to the use of the SPM climatology which strongly reduces year-to-
year variability in the onset of the spring bloom (see Fig. 5.2e). The latter likely results
from the limited horizontal resolution which does not allow for the representation of the
large spatial gradients in spring Chl-a and nutrient concentrations inside region #5, also
indicated by the high range in the observations.

This principally good representation of the annual cycles of the selected biogeochemi-
cal quantities, together with the reasonable description of seasonal stratification in most
North Sea regions (see Sect. 4.3), demonstrates that the use of the hydrodynamical model
HAMSOM in combination with the biogeochemical model ECOHAM provides a reliable
basis for the detailed analysis of the O2 dynamics of the seasonally stratified North Sea
during the period 2000–2014.

5.2 Oxygen dynamics of the North Sea

The overview of the North Sea biogeochemistry shows that ECOHAM is capable of
reproducing well the annual cycle and spatial differences in of North Sea biogeochemistry
near the sea surface. Thus, it provides a reliable basis to investigate the North Sea O2

dynamics. In order to approach this subject, this section first provides a qualitative and
quantitative validation of simulated bottom O2, with special focus on its annual cycle and
spatial patterns during summer. Subsequently, a detailed analysis of the North Sea O2

dynamics during the period 2000–2014 is provided, first, by a more general analysis of
spatial differences in potential key parameters and, second, by a detailed analysis of both,
physical and biological drivers of O2. The first analysis identifies the main drivers and
controlling factors for the evolution of O2 deficiency, while the latter focuses on spatial
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and year-to-year variability in the O2 dynamics and provides a detailed analysis of the
processes and interactions leading to O2 deficiency in the North Sea. In combination, the
two analyses provide a consistent and comprehensive image of the current state of the
North Sea with respect to its O2 dynamics and O2 deficiency. This knowledge will help to
describe potential future evolutions of the North Sea O2 conditions and to optimise the
design and setup of studies focusing on their future evolution.

The following sections aim for the description of the dynamics, i.e., physico-biochemical
interactions, driving the temporal evolution of bottom O2 as well as its spatial distribution.
For this purpose, potential (physical and biogeochemical) factors influencing the temporal
evolution of O2 in relation to seasonal stratification are evaluated in order to identify the
key factors crucial for bottom O2 dynamics and thus regional and year-to-year differences
in minimum bottom O2 concentrations. Subsequently, an in-depth analysis is presented in
order to unveil the physico-biochemical interactions leading to O2 deficiency (i.e., O2 con-
centration <6mgO2 L−1; OSPAR, 2005; Best et al., 2007; Claussen et al., 2009; OSPAR,
2013b).

5.2.1 Temporal variability and spatial patterns of bottom oxygen

Lowest O2 concentrations in the stratified regions of the North Sea usually occur in
the deeper waters below the MLD, due to high O2 consumption by respiratory processes
and the prevention of O2 supply from the oxygenated surface waters. Consequently, the
longer stratification prevails the lower O2 concentrations below the MLD tend to be, i.e.,
lowest O2 concentrations are expected to be found in late summer before the breakdown of
seasonal stratification. Furthermore, O2 concentrations tend to be lowest near the seafloor
due to benthic O2 consumption which directly affects the near-bottom O2 levels.

Daily time series data for three different locations are used for the validation of the
temporal evolution of simulated bottom O2. These sites are indicated in Fig. 5.1 by black-
filled grid cells and represent the following stations: (a) Cefas North Dogger, (b) Cefas
Oyster Grounds, and (c) MARNET Ems. The results of this validation are presented in
Sect. 5.2.1.1. Additionally, an overview of the spatial patterns of simulated late summer
bottom O2 concentrations in comparison to observations is given in Sect. 5.2.1.2, providing
a general image of the spatial distribution of late summer bottom O2 and insight in the
model capabilities in reproducing these spatial variations.

Finally, a quantitative validation of simulated bottom O2 based on the time series and
spatially resolved data is provided in Sect. 5.2.1.3, giving additional insight in the model
quality with respect to the representation of seasonal and spatial features in bottom O2.
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5.2.1.1 Seasonal variability

Figure 5.3 shows the comparison of time series of simulated (dotted) and observed
(solid) bottom O2 (Fig. 5.3a, c and e) in relation to the T difference between surface and
bottom (∆Ts−b; Fig. 5.3b, d and f) at the Cefas stations (a, b) North Dogger and (c, d)
Oyster Grounds, both for the years 2007 and 2008, and (e, f) the MARNET station Ems
for the years 2010 and 2011. Here, observed ∆Ts−b is defined between the sensor in 1m
depth and that nearest to the bottom for each station. Simulated ∆Ts−b is defined between
the model surface layer and the bottom layer. The indicated tstrat (grey-shaded) is derived
from simulated T using Eq. (4.4) (i.e., between second model layer and bottom).

At North Dogger, which is characterised by a bottom depth of 82m in the model,
observed and simulated bottom O2 concentrations show a steady decrease beginning with
the onset of stratification in late March 2007. While stratification according to Eq. (4.4)
starts a bit earlier compared to that described by Greenwood et al. (2010), the beginning
of the decrease in bottom O2 concentrations coincides well. The simulated and observed
O2 concentrations at this time are in good agreement showing values of 9.4mgO2 L−1. The
continuous decrease during stratification can be attributed to biochemical O2 consumption
in combination with the significant reduction of downward O2 supply by vertical mixing.

Some small-scale fluctuations in the observations, like the minimum in the O2 concen-
trations on 15 April 2007, are not fully reproduced by the simulation. However, the general
evolution is represented well by the model. The average O2 reduction in the simulation is
slightly less than in the observations, visible in the difference between the concentrations
at the beginning and the end of the stratified period. The decrease in the observed O2

concentrations in 2007 suddenly ends with a mixing event between 10 and 12 November.
Stratification ends a bit earlier in the simulation, with the result that simulated bottom
O2 starts to recover while the observed concentrations continue to decline, reaching a min-
imum of 6.4mgO2 L−1. The observed O2 concentration at the end of the stratified period
is about 6.8mgO2 L−1, while the simulation results in about 7.3mgO2 L−1. The begin-
ning increase in simulated bottom O2 at the end of October coincides well with the end
of stratification derived from simulated T .

In 2008, the onset of the decrease in simulated and observed bottom O2 is in good
agreement, although it occurs slightly later in the simulation. Similar to 2007, a slight
overestimation of simulated O2 concentrations during stratification occurs, which is again
due to a faster O2 decline in the observations. Some minor fluctuations visible in the
observations in 2007 are also not represented by the model, however, the general evolution
of bottom O2 is represented well. It should be noted, that at station North Dogger, the
centre depth of the model bottom layer is equal to 76m (layer thickness of 12m, bottom
depth of 82m), while the sampling was conducted in 85m depth. This may also affect the
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Figure 5.3: Daily time series of (a, c, e) simulated (dotted) and observed (solid) bottom O2

concentrations and (b, d, f) temperature difference between surface and bottom (∆Ts−b) at three
stations: (a, b) Cefas North Dogger, (c, d) Cefas Oyster Grounds, both in 2007–2008, and (e, f)
MARNET Ems in 2010–2011. For geographic positions see Fig. 5.1 (stations a–c). Grey-shaded
areas indicate stratification according to Eq. (4.4). Same legend for all panels.

difference between simulated and observed O2 concentrations.
The simulated ∆Ts−b at North Dogger underestimates that in the observations during

the stratified periods in 2007 and 2008. This is especially true for later summer and
autumn (July–October), when differences between simulation and observation reach up
to 4 ◦C in both years. This implies that vertical stratification is clearly underestimated
with respect to its strength, although Tstrat is well reproduced by the model. The good
agreement between simulated and observed bottom O2 most likely relates to the great
water column depth which causes that the oxygenated surface waters do not reach the
bottom layer, despite the underestimation of stratification.

At Oyster Grounds (model bottom depth of 46m, bottom layer thickness of 6m), the
observations show clearly higher intra-seasonal variability which is not fully represented by
the simulation. Additionally, the observed minimum O2 concentrations are significantly
lower than at North Dogger with values of 5.2mgO2 L−1 and 5.4mgO2 L−1 in July 2007
and 2008, respectively. The observed concentration at the beginning of stratification in
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April 2008 (no data available for that time in 2007) is higher than at North Dogger. This
implies that the decline in observed bottom O2 during the summer period is clearly faster
at Oyster Grounds, which is also visible by the steep negative slope during periods of
decreasing bottom O2 concentrations (e.g., late June to mid-July 2007).

ECOHAM is capable of reproducing the generally faster O2 decrease relative to North
Dogger, however, to a lesser extent than in the observations. Events of strong, short-
term declines in bottom O2 visible in the observations (July 2007, and 2008) are not
reproduced by the model. Greenwood et al. (2010) found that the SML and BML at
Oyster Grounds were strongly decoupled during the stratified periods in 2007 and 2008
and argued that this decoupling accompanied by strong sheer can trigger episodic events
of nutrient injection enhancing PP (Sharples et al., 2007), which finally causes a strong
increase in O2 consumption due to remineralisation of organic matter. These small-scale
processes cannot be resolved by the model due to the limited horizontal resolution.

From the end of the stratified period in 2007 until the onset of stratification in 2008,
simulated concentrations are in good agreement with the observations which indicates
that bottom T during that period is well reproduced by the model. After the onset of
stratification in 2008, observation and simulation show a similar decline in O2 until mid-
July. In 2007, the end of stratification derived from simulated T is in good agreement with
the beginning increase in simulated bottom O2. In 2008, simulated O2 concentrations
stay on a stable level for another one and a half months after the final breakdown of
stratification in mid-August, which likely relates to high ongoing O2 consumption, which
balances the increase in bottom O2 concentrations due to vertical mixing.

Similar to North Dogger, simulated ∆Ts−b at Oyster Grounds clearly underestimates
the observed ∆Ts−b during the summer period. In contrast, to North Dogger this has
a visible effect on the evolution of O2, especially, during July and August in both years,
and explains the differences in simulated and observed bottom O2 during these periods
as the overestimation of vertical mixing (indicated by the low simulated ∆Ts−b) balances
the biological O2 consumption. The changes in observed ∆Ts−b also explain part of the
fluctuations in observed bottom O2 during the summer period, e.g., the increase in bottom
O2 in June 2007, which coincides with a decrease in ∆Ts−b indicating enhanced vertical
mixing. It should be noted that, despite the large differences in the absolute values of
simulated and observed ∆Ts−b, the relative changes in both, observations and simulations,
are quite similar.

At MARNET Ems (model bottom depth of 35m, bottom layer thickness of 5m), the
observed bottom O2 concentrations also show large intra-seasonal fluctuations similar to
station Oyster Grounds. This applies to 2010 and 2011, and mainly results from the
shallow station depth, i.e., sampling depth (sensor in 30m). In 2010, the onset of O2
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decline in the observations is in good agreement with the beginning of the decline in the
simulated O2 concentrations. Stratification lasts shorter and is less persistent than at
the Cefas stations, especially, compared to North Dogger. From late May to late June,
the observed bottom O2 reveals a steep decrease which is not fully represented in the
simulation. The remarkable drop in observed O2 in the second half of June and the
subsequent increase in bottom O2 is indicated in the simulated O2 concentration, visible
in the slowdown of the decrease and its subsequent speed-up. It has to be noted that the
model tends to overestimate bottom O2 during stratification in 2010, revealing a maximum
difference of about 1mgO2 L−1.

After the end of stratification in 2010, the simulated O2 concentration is in good agree-
ment with the observation, however, a slight overestimation of the observed concentrations
by up to 0.5mgO2 L−1 can be seen. During spring/summer 2011, persistent stratified pe-
riods derived from the simulation do not exceed one and a half months in the simulation.
Consequently, the temporal evolution of simulated bottom O2 represents mainly the tem-
poral evolution of the O2 saturation concentrations. Again large fluctuations of up to
2mgO2 L−1 within only a few days can be seen in the observations which are not repro-
duced by the model. These events may also relate to small-scale processes as described for
Oyster Grounds. Besides these short-term changes the difference between simulated and
observed bottom concentrations in 2008 is less than 0.7mgO2 L−1 with higher summer
values in the simulation.

Regarding ∆Ts−b, the two years show a quite different temporal evolution. While in
2007, persistent stratification can evolve between mid-May and mid-July with observed
∆Ts−b of up to 5 ◦C, the 2008 observations indicate only weak stratification. This may
be caused by the influence of freshwater from the continental rivers which can extend to
station Ems during individual years. This tendency is also indicated by the model, how-
ever, simulated ∆Ts−b is clearly less, like for the Cefas stations. Consequently, simulated
bottom O2 basically follows the T evolution, as the water column remains well mixed,
while distinct T stratification in summer 2007 causes the separation of the surface from
the bottom waters and thus gives an explanation for the faster decline in observed bottom
O2, relative to the simulation.

The qualitative validation of bottom O2 at the stations North Dogger, Oyster Grounds
and Ems shows that the ECOHAM model is capable of reproducing the main features
and regional differences of the annual cycle of bottom O2 at these stations, although
intra-seasonal variability and stratification strength (indicated by ∆Ts−b) are not fully
reproduced by the model. The consistent underestimation of stratification strength causes
an overestimation of downward O2 supply by vertical mixing, which results in an under-
estimation of O2 reduction during stratification. Consequently, observed minimum O2
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concentrations at all three stations are significantly lower than simulated ones, especially,
at the shallower stations Oyster Grounds and Ems. Differences are largest at Oyster
Grounds which is characterised by persistent thermal stratification over a period of 4 to
5 months during the years 2007 and 2008. The model captures tstrat, however, simulated
∆Ts−b is up to 5 ◦C lower than in the observations. Consequently, observed minimum O2

concentrations are about 2mgO2 L−1 lower than simulated O2 concentrations.
Besides these discrepancies between simulation and observation, the tendencies shown

in the temporal evolution of observed O2 concentration and ∆Ts−b at North Dogger and
Oyster Grounds are similar in the simulation. This suggests, that the processes affecting
the evolution of O2 concentrations during stratification are principally reproduced by the
model, i.e., it provides a reliable basis for the analysis of the O2 dynamics in these areas of
great (North Dogger) and intermediate bottom depth (Oyster Grounds), although specific
short-term and small-scale events cannot be reproduced and thus analysed, due to the
limited spatial resolution.

The good agreement between the intermittences in simulated stratification in August
2007 and the increase in simulated bottom O2 concentration confirms that the stratification
criterion applied (see Eq. (4.4)) provides a reliable indicator for stratification in relation
to bottom O2. The minor temporal delay between the onset of the temporary increases
in bottom O2 and the temporary breakdowns of stratification results from the fact that
bottom T increases (i.e., ∆Ts−b decreases) with a slight delay relative to the increase
in vertical mixing. Consequently, bottom O2 starts to increase slightly before ∆Ts−b
falls below the critical value defining the end of stratification. This aspect cannot be
avoided as long as tracer quantities, such as T or density, are used for the determination
of stratification. However, these tracer quantities have a clear benefit compared to more
process-related quantities, such as vertical mixing intensity, as they can be determined
from both, model simulations and observations.

At station Ems, the model shows only very weak seasonal stratification during summer
2010, while distinct stratification is present in the observations. Consequently, the physico-
biochemical interactions driving the O2 dynamics in this shallow region must be considered
to be not reproduced sufficiently and may even differ between simulation and observation.
The lack of distinct stratification at this station most likely results from the limited spatial
resolution, similar to the Cefas stations. However, independent of the causes for this
shortcoming, this implies that the model is not suitable for an in-depth analysis of bottom
O2 dynamics in shallow regions, like station Ems, where seasonal stratification can actually
occur, but is not present at all in the model.
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5.2.1.2 Spatial and year-to-year variability in late summer

In order to provide an overview of the spatial patterns of late summer bottom O2

concentrations and to get an insight in the representation of these spatial patterns by
ECOHAM, Fig. 5.4 shows the comparison between bottom O2 observations (circles) and
simulations (underlying colours) during three different years: a,b) 2001, c,d) 2005 and e,f)
2008. The period indicated in the bottom-right corner of each panel indicates the period
during which the observations were carried out. Observations are gridded to the ECOHAM
grid and only those observations are shown which correspond to the deepest pelagic layer
of the corresponding model water column. STDs for observations result from this gridding
in case of multiple individual measurements corresponding to the same model grid cell.
Simulated O2 are averaged over the entire observation period of each year. Figure 5.4a, c
and e show the resulting averaged observed and simulated O2 concentrations, panels b, e,
and f present the corresponding STDs.

In 2001, the observations show the lowest concentrations of all years with minimum
values of 5.9mgO2 L−1 in the area 54 ◦N–57 ◦N, 4.5 ◦E–7 ◦E. This minimum is similarly
present in the model yielding 6.7mgO2 L−1. Maximum observed concentrations were found
off the southern tip of Norway (9.3mgO2 L−1) and in the deepest parts of the Norwegian
Trench (8.7mgO2 L−1–8.8mgO2 L−1). ECOHAM reproduces well these high values and
shows values between 8.4mgO2 L−1 and 9mgO2 L−1 within the entire Norwegian Trench.
Along the British east coast and in the Southern Bight simulated O2 concentrations show
values of 7mgO2 L−1 to 8mgO2 L−1 which is in good agreement with the observations.
The northeastern North Sea shows generally higher bottom O2 concentrations than the
southern and central North Sea representing well the observations.

The STD in 2001 is low for both, observations and simulations. Observed STD is less
than 0.1mgO2 L−1 at most sampling sites and shows a maximum of 0.5mgO2 L−1 near
the southern tip of Norway. Directly northeast of the Dogger Bank, the observations
also show slightly higher STDs of 0.3mgO2 L−1. These few higher values in the observed
STD result from fact that at the corresponding sites measurements from above and below
the thermocline were gridded into the model bottom grid cell, yielding a high STD. The
simulation shows low STDs of less than 0.2mgO2 L−1 in most parts of the North Sea.
Only some near-shore areas in the southern and northwestern North Sea, and the area
in the central North Sea which shows the lowest bottom O2 concentrations, show higher
values. These high STDs indicate that bottom O2 changes remarkably during the period
of observation in these regions, while in the other parts of the North Sea bottom O2

concentrations stay more or less stable.
In 2005, the observed minimum values are about 0.3mgO2 L−1 higher than in 2001 and

occur at the northern edge of the 2001 minimum. This relative increase compared to 2001
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Figure 5.4: Spatial distributions of (a, c, e) observed and simulated average bottom O2 concen-
trations and (b, d, f) corresponding STD in late summer (a, b) 2001, (c, d) 2005 and (e, f) 2008.
Circles indicate sample sites, underlying colours show simulation results. Averages and standard
deviation calculated over entire observation period (bottom-right corner of each panel). White
circles in STD panels mark model bottom grid cells with only one observed value (i.e., no STD).
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is reproduced well by the simulation showing a similar increase by about 0.4mgO2 L−1,
although simulated minimum O2 concentrations occur in basically the same region as in
2001. Observed O2 concentrations are still low (7mgO2 L−1–7.4mgO2 L−1) in the centre
of the simulated minimum. Simulated concentrations in this area are about 7.1mgO2 L−1.
Highest observed concentrations of 9.3mgO2 L−1 are located in the very deep area at the
eastern end of the Norwegian Trench, and in the inner German Bight. In both areas the
model shows only slightly higher values relative to 2001. In the northeastern North Sea,
simulations and observations show lower bottom O2 concentrations than in 2001, although
the relative change between the years is less strong in the simulation. In the Southern
Bight the observations show slightly higher O2 concentrations than in 2001, with values of
7.6mgO2 L−1 to 8.2mgO2 L−1, which is well reproduced by ECOHAM. Along the British
northeast coast, the also model is in good agreement with the observations, both showing
lower values than in 2001.

STD in 2005 is quite similar to that for 2001 with respect to the observations. High
STDs of 0.75mgO2 L−1 and 0.59mgO2 L−1 can be seen directly northeast of Dogger Bank
and west of the northern tip of Denmark, respectively. In most other areas, the observa-
tions show small STDs of less than 0.1mgO2 L−1. The simulation also yields lower STDs
in most parts of the domain compared to 2001. The highest STD of 0.79mgO2 L−1 occurs
in the Elbe mouth. In the area of lowest bottom O2, which shows high STDs in 2001,
STDs are clearly lower than in 2001 and stay well below 0.3mgO2 L−1 except for the area
at around 56 ◦N, 7 ◦E, where a high STD of 0.55mgO2 L−1 can be seen. These generally
low STDs in the simulation show that during the 2005 observations period bottom O2

concentrations show only minor temporal variability.
In 2008, the observations reveal significantly higher bottom O2 concentrations in the

area of the 2001 minimum, compared to the previous years. This in good agreement
with model results which also show higher bottom O2 concentrations. Lowest observed
and simulated concentrations in this region are about 7.7mgO2 L−1 and 7.1mgO2 L−1,
respectively. In most other parts of the North Sea, observed concentrations are lower
than in 2001 and 2005. The overall minimum concentration in 2008 of 7.2mgO2 L−1 is
reached close to the Dutch coast. In the southern North Sea, the simulation also yields
lower bottom O2 concentrations the difference between 2005 and 2008 is less than in the
observations.

For the western central and northern North Sea the image is less clear. In the northern
Norwegian Trench, the observations show higher values than in 2005, while the simulation
results in lower values. Further west, model and observations show higher values, although
this increase is less pronounced in the observations. In the western central North Sea, the
model shows consistently higher values compared to 2005, while the observations show
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partly higher (e.g., at 56 ◦N, 2 ◦E) and partly lower bottom O2 concentrations (e.g., at
57 ◦N, 1 ◦E).

The simulated STD in 2008 is lower than in the previous years across the entire domain,
with almost all North Sea regions showing values less than 0.1mgO2 L−1. Slightly higher
values of up to 0.25mgO2 L−1 result for the region of lowest bottom O2 concentrations;
values above this only occur in very few river mouth areas (e.g., Thames and Weser).

In summary, the basin-wide distribution of simulated bottom O2 represents the observed
spatial patterns and their year-to-year variations quite well, although absolute values and
relative changes are not always fully reflected. Both observed and simulated bottom
O2 concentrations show that the 50m-isobath (broadly along 54◦N, 0◦ E to 57◦N, 8◦ E;
Thomas et al., 2005) marks the separation line between the northern regions unaffected
by low O2 conditions and the southeastern parts, which are more vulnerable to low O2

concentrations.
The very small STD in the simulated bottom O2 concentrations during the observation

periods show that the average O2 concentration provides a reasonable measure for late
summer bottom O2 conditions in most parts of the model domain. In addition, these
small values suggest that measurements carried out in late summer (August/September)
provide a representative synoptic image of the bottom O2 conditions in most North Sea
regions and thus of the spatial distribution of O2 deficiency. However, in the eastern
central North Sea, bottom O2 can change significantly during periods of 3–4 weeks (as
seen in 2001), e.g., due to the breakdown of stratification and renewal of the bottom O2

reservoir. This suggests that in these regions the timing of measurements is crucial for the
monitoring of O2 deficiency.

In addition, the observed and simulated time series of simulated bottom O2 concentra-
tions (see Fig. 5.3) showed that lowest bottom O2 concentrations can occur remarkably
later than in August/September (e.g., at North Dogger), i.e., observations carried out
around this time do not necessarily represent the lowest bottom O2 concentrations and
may result in an underestimation of the area of O2 deficiency.

5.2.1.3 A quantitative assessment of model performance with respect to bot-
tom oxygen

After the qualitative validation of seasonal (Sect. 5.2.1.1) as well as year-to-year and
spatial variations in bottom O2 (Sect. 5.2.1.2), which showed principally good agreement
between simulation and observations in most parts of the North Sea, the Taylor diagram
(Taylor, 2001) provides a quantitative assessment of the model performance with respect
to simulated bottom O2 concentrations in relation to the validation data used.

For this purpose, observations and the corresponding simulation data of the different
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Figure 5.5: Taylor diagram of simulated (a–d) bottom O2 concentrations compared to observa-
tions (OBS) for time series (see Fig. 5.3) at (a) Cefas North Dogger, (b) Cefas Oyster Grounds
and (c) MARNET Ems, and (d) spatially resolved data (see Fig. 5.4). Standard deviations
and centred root-mean-square differences (RMSD) normalised by the standard deviation of the
corresponding observations.

years are merged into a continuous series of data for each of the four data sets (three time
series stations and spatially resolved data). The Taylor diagram presents the COR, STD
and centred RMSD of the simulation relative to the observation. The statistics for each
data set are calculated according to Eqs. (4.1)–(4.3). The STDs of the simulations and
RMSDs are finally normalised by the STD of the corresponding observations, facilitating
the presentation of the statistics of all four data sets within a single diagram (Fig. 5.5).
In the following STD and RMSD refer to the normalised values.

The statistics for the time series data (markers a–c in Fig. 5.5) confirm the principally
good agreement between simulation and observation shown in Fig. 5.3. COR is highest for
the stations North Dogger (a) and Ems (c) with values of about 0.96 and 0.95, respectively.
RMSD is also small yielding 0.34 for North Dogger and 0.33 for Ems. The RMSD values
are mainly due to the larger amplitude and higher (seasonal and intra-seasonal) variability
in the observed bottom O2, which is also shown by the normalised STDs of about 0.77
and 0.84 for North Dogger and Ems, respectively. For Oyster Grounds (b), the agreement
between simulated and observed bottom O2 is less good, indicated by a lower COR of
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0.87. RMSD for this station is higher with a value of 0.56 while STD is lower, resulting in
0.61. The higher RMSD represents the larger differences between simulated and observed
bottom O2, especially, with respect to intra-seasonal variability and amplitude, both not
fully reproduced by the model. This is confirmed by the STD being clearly lower than for
the other two stations.

For the spatially resolved data (marker d in Fig. 5.5), COR reaches only about 0.68.
This lower correlation is also indicated in Fig. 5.4 by the year-to-year variations in the
simulation and observations between year 2008 and the previous years, when the simulation
shows a relative change inverse to that in the observations in the northern North Sea. The
normalised RMSD is clearly higher than for the time series resulting in 0.75, which can
be attributed to the greater regional differences in the observed bottom O2 concentration
with higher maximum and lower minimum values, and partially not matching spatial
patterns between simulation and observations. The normalised STD equals 0.84 which
also indicates the less strong spatial differences in the simulation. These statistics confirm
the picture given by Fig. 5.4, which shows that the spatial distribution of observed bottom
O2 concentration is basically reproduced by the model, with only slight shortcomings with
respect to the amplitude of the bottom O2 concentration and year-to-year variations in
some regions of the North Sea.

In summary, the validation based on time series and spatially resolved observations
demonstrates that the model is capable of reproducing the main temporal (seasonal and
year-to-year) and spatial features of bottom O2 in most regions of the North Sea. Es-
pecially in the deeper regions, with bottom depths of 40m and more, the HAMSOM-
ECOHAM model system can be considered to reasonably reproduce the seasonal dynam-
ics of stratification and bottom O2 dynamics. Hence, the analysis of the O2 dynamics in
relation to physico-biochemical interactions based on HAMSOM-ECOHAM will provide
valuable insight in temporal and spatial differences of the North Sea O2 dynamics under
stratified conditions.

5.2.2 Stratification periods and minimum oxygen concentrations

Continuous seasonal stratification is considered to play a key role in the evolution of
O2 deficiency in the North Sea (Greenwood et al., 2010; Queste et al., 2013, 2016) as it
separates the oxygenated surface waters from the deeper layers dominated by respiratory
processes. Thus, long tstrat principally supports the evolution of low O2 concentrations
below the thermocline as O2 consumption continues, while O2 supply from the oxygenated
surface waters is still inhibited.
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Figure 5.6: Spatial distributions of (a, b) the longest continuous stratified period (tstrat), derived
from simulated T according to Eq. (4.4), and (c, d) simulated minimum bottom O2 concentrations
for the years (a, c) 2002 and (b, d) 2010. Dark grey areas in top panels indicate areas where no
stratification occurred during the year.

In order to illustrate the relation between continuous stratification and bottom O2

concentration, Fig. 5.6 shows the spatial distributions of (a, b) the longest continuous
tstrat, derived from simulated T according to Eq. (4.4), and (c, d) simulated minimum
bottom O2 concentrations for the years (a, c) 2002 and (b, d) 2010. Dark grey areas in the
tstrat panels indicate regions where no stratification occurred.

Along the British northeast coast, tstrat in 2010 is up to 50 days shorter than in 2002,
which corresponds well with an increase in minimum bottom O2 concentrations from less
than 7.5mgO2 L−1 in 2002 to more than 7.75mgO2 L−1 in 2010. In the western part
of the northern North Sea, the image is similar, also showing a minor reduction in tstrat
between 2002 and 2010 accompanied by an increase in minimum bottom O2 levels. Thus,
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the conceptual view that extended seasonal stratification supports the evolution of lower
O2 concentrations appears to be valid for the northern North Sea, however, so far based
on a rather basic, qualitative consideration.

Focusing on the central North Sea and the deeper regions of the southern North Sea
(north of 54 ◦N), it can be seen that in most parts of this region tstrat is longer in 2010
than in 2002. In the southern North Sea between 3 ◦E and 7 ◦E, tstrat in 2010 is up to two
months longer than in 2002, while in the other parts the tstrat is only 20 to 40 days longer.
Only in the area around 56 ◦N, 6 ◦E, tstrat is longer in 2002, up to two months compared
to 2010. It is furthermore shown that, although tstrat lasts longer in the deeper northern
North Sea, minimum O2 concentrations in the central and southern North Sea are clearly
lower.

Looking at minimum bottom O2 in these areas (Fig. 5.6c and d), it can be seen that
in the small area around 56 ◦N, 6 ◦E–7 ◦E, where overall lowest concentrations occur, the
decrease in tstrat between 2002 and 2010 coincides with an increase in minimum bottom
O2. This also meets the concept of longer stratification supporting the evolution of lower
bottom O2 concentrations. However, in the other regions in the central and southern
North Sea, e.g., southeast and northeast of Dogger Bank, minimum bottom O2 is clearly
higher in 2010 than in 2002 (e.g., >7mgO2 L−1 vs. <6mgO2 L−1 at 55 ◦N, 4 ◦E), although
tstrat is remarkably longer in these areas.

This concurrence of longer tstrat and lower minimum bottom O2 concentrations (and
vice versa) implies that additional factors have to be taken into account when aiming for
the description of bottom O2 dynamics in the North Sea, especially, in the regions showing
a tendency for low bottom O2 concentrations (southeast to northeast of Dogger Bank).
Interestingly, despite the remarkable differences in absolute values of minimum bottom
O2 concentrations between 2002 and 2010 in this area, in both years this area shows the
overall lowest O2 concentrations (except for river mouth locations in non-stratified waters),
being a first indicator that this area is generally susceptible to low O2 conditions.

5.2.3 An oxygen-related characteristic of the North Sea

The exemplary comparison of the tstrat and minimum bottom O2 concentrations in 2002
and 2010 revealed that stratification alone is not sufficient to explain year-to-year varia-
tions in North Sea bottom O2 concentrations. Therefore, this section aims for the iden-
tification of key parameters which can be used to describe the basic physico-biochemical
interactions affecting bottom O2 in the North Sea and thus can be used to identify areas
susceptible to O2 deficiency. Finally, those parameters, for which a qualitative relation
to bottom O2 is found, are used for the development of a simple indicator for potential
problem areas with respect to O2 deficiency in the North Sea.
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5.2.3.1 Identification of key parameters

For the development of a regional O2 characteristic, potential controlling factors have
to be analysed in relation to O2. Besides stratification, eutrophication is considered as
a major driver for the evolution of low O2 conditions (e.g., Díaz and Rosenberg, 2008;
Kemp et al., 2009). Thus, NPP within the mixed layer and the resulting organic matter
export into the layers below the MLD must be considered to be the main source for
degradable organic matter. However, in case of sufficient light availability, PP can also
occur below the MLD, i.e., NPP taking place within the sub-MLD volume (NPPsub) has
to be considered as well. In addition, organic matter can be advected from surrounding
waters in the form of phyto- or zooplankton and detritus. The first two can transition
into detritus, due to mortality, consequently being remineralised under O2 consumption.
Advective organic matter input is subdivided into inflow and outflow, in order to obtain
information about the relative importance of organic matter inflow relative to local organic
matter production by PP. Additionally, inflow (and outflow) into the SML and the sub-
thermocline volume have to be considered separately, as the latter may directly contribute
to O2 consumption below the MLD, while the former requires the subsequent sinking of
the advected organic matter below the MLD (in ECOHAM only in the form of detritus)
in order to contribute to O2 consumption below the MLD.

Another important parameter is the water volume below the thermocline (hereafter
‘sub-MLD volume’; Druon et al., 2004). A smaller volume separated from the surface due
to stratification holds a lower initial inventory of O2 than a larger volume even though
concentrations can be similar or even higher in the smaller volume. Thus, the set of
O2-related parameters consists of (abbreviations and way of calculation in parentheses):

• surface mixed layer NPP (NPPsml; DIC uptake by diatoms and flagellates),

• sub-MLD NPP (NPPsub; DIC uptake by diatoms and flagellates),

• horizontal advection of organic matter into and out of the SML (ADHorg,sml-in and
ADHorg,sml-out; incl. detritus, phyto- and zooplankton),

• horizontal advection of organic matter into and out of the sub-MLD volume
(ADHorg,sub-in and ADHorg,sub-out; incl. detritus, phyto- and zooplankton),

• vertical organic matter export across the MLD (EXPorg; vertical mixing of detritus),

• vertical mixing of O2 across the MLD (MIXO2), and

• sub-MLD volume (Vsub).

In order to detect regional characteristics and identify the key parameters driving the
evolution of low O2 conditions, five different North Sea regions are defined which encompass
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4×4 model water columns each (latitude×longitude= 0.8 ◦× 1 ◦ 20’) and are selected in
relation to differences in tstrat and minimum bottom O2 concentrations. These regions (see
Fig. 5.7) can be described as: (#1) southeastern North Sea under strong tidal influence,
(#2) southern North Sea with high year-to-year variability in tstrat (see Fig. 4.9), (#3)
eastern central North Sea with low year-to-year variability in tstrat, (#4) northern central
North Sea with dominant seasonal stratification each year, and (#5) northern North Sea
with dominant seasonal stratification each year and strong influence of the Atlantic inflow.

Figure 5.7: North Sea bathymetry as used by ECOHAM (colours) including the five regions
(black-framed boxes) used for the development of an oxygen-related characteristic of the North
Sea.

The parameters are calculated for all regions for the years 2000–2014 relative to a ref-
erence depth Dref, which is defined as the bottom depth of the model layer directly below
the annual maximum MLD among all five regions. The Dref >MLD is chosen to ensure
all parameters in all regions are determined relative to a comparable depth horizon. This
implies that the values for NPPsml, ADHorg,sml-in and ADHorg,sml-out are integrated from
the surface to Dref, while ADHorg,sub-in and ADHorg,sub-out are integrated from Dref to the
bottom. EXPorg and MIXO2 are the vertical fluxes through Dref. The same Dref is applied
to all regions and years in order to obtain comparable results.

The annual maximum MLD is determined by first calculating tstrat for the regions #2
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to #5 using Eq. (4.4). Region #1 is excluded from this calculation as no persistent
MLD develops due to tidal mixing. In this context, Sstrat(t) of a region is only 1 if
Sstrat(x, y, t) = 1 for all 16 water columns within the considered region. The daily MLD
for each water column within a region was calculated by applying Sstrat(t) to Eq. (4.5),
and subsequently the daily MLD of the region is defined as the median of these 16 daily
values. The annual MLD for each region was then determined as the median of this daily
time series. The median was used to obtain a Dref corresponding with a model depth
level. Subsequently, the maximum of the five median MLDs (one per region) is used to
determine the annual maximum MLD. The maximum annual MLD is finally used to set
Dref which is defined as the bottom depth of the layer directly below this maximum MLD.
This procedure resulted in a Dref of 25m.

Table 5.1: Average critical quantities (2000–2014) characterising the O2 dynamics in the five
different 4×4-regions (see Fig. 5.7). Fluxes are cumulated from 1 April to 30 September and
relate to a surface layer of thickness Dref = 25m.

region #1 #2 #3 #4 #5
NPPsml gCm−2 176.0 171.9 161.2 151.7 172.2
NPPsub gCm−2 0.2 0.3 1.2 1.3 2.4
ADHorg,sml-in gCm−2 96.0 85.9 110.6 95.6 104.8
ADHorg,sml-out gCm−2 80.7 81.4 108.9 95.7 104.4
ADHorg,sub-in gCm−2 17.5 28.6 27.7 17.7 19.6
ADHorg,sub-out gCm−2 22.0 21.9 26.5 16.5 17.7
EXPorg gCm−2 24.7 22.2 18.6 18.0 21.4
MIXO2 gO2 m−2 131.9 102.7 67.8 13.5 19.7
O2,ini mgO2 L−1 10.1 9.9 9.9 9.6 9.5
O2,end mgO2 L−1 7.6 7.7 7.8 8.0 8.3
tstrat days 70 123 153 224 229
MLD m 11.0 15.4 14.6 23.3 26.4
Dbot m 38.9 46.4 43.5 93.0 124.3
area km2 7680.5 7680.5 7454.3 7108.9 6677.2
Vsub km3 106.5 164.2 138.0 483.3 663.2

The values for the O2-related quantities are calculated for the individual years 2000–
2014 relative to Dref and temporally integrated over the period from 1 April to 30 Septem-
ber (hereafter ‘summer’). Consequently, the average values over the entire period are
calculated and presented in Table 5.1. Average tstrat is also included as it is considered as
the prerequisite for the evolution of O2 deficiency. Additionally, the average O2 concen-
trations at the beginning and end of the summer period (O2,ini on 1 April and O2,end on
30 September, respectively) are included as a reference to which the different quantities
are compared. For the sake of completeness, average bottom depth (Dbot) and area of
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each region as well as average MLD are added to the table.
NPPsml is strongest in the coastal region #1 and shows decreasing values towards re-

gion #4; region #5 again shows higher NPPsml than regions #2 to #4. In the region #2,
NPPsml accounts for about 98% of that in the most productive region #1. The corre-
sponding values for regions #3, #4 and #5 are about 92%, 86% and 98%, respectively.
Comparing NPPsub of the different regions, a steady increase from region #1 to #5 can be
seen due to lower turbidity, i.e., higher light availability in deeper layers. However, NPPsub

is negligible in all regions as its highest contribution to overall NPP (sum of NPPsml and
NPPsub) reaches only about 1.4% in the region #5.

Considering the different terms of advective organic matter transport it can be seen
that the SML-related transports are consistently higher than the transports relating to
Vsub (by factor 4–5), which results from the fact that PP is highest in the upper layers, im-
plying higher amounts of organic matter (phyto-/zooplankton and detritus). In region #1,
ADHorg,sml-in exceeds ADHorg,sml-out by 15.3 gCm−2 while ADHorg,sub-in is 4.5 gCm−2less
than ADHorg,sub-out. In combination with EXPorg of 24.7 gCm−2, this indicates that a re-
markable share of organic matter transported into the SML is exported into the near-
bottom layer (either by vertical mixing or sinking) where it is partly remineralised and
partly advected into the adjacent waters.

In region #2, ADHorg,sml-in and ADHorg,sub-in are higher than the corresponding outflows
indicating that this regions represents a sink for organic matter implying enhanced O2

consumption. Especially, the net advective input of 6.7 gCm−2 into Vsub, representing the
highest among all five regions (5.6 times higher than in regions #3 and #4, 3.5 times
higher than in region #5), shows that the deeper layers of this region are characterised by
a much stronger loss of organic matter than the other regions. This net advective input
into Vsub also contributes to about 23% of the overall net organic matter input (sum of net
advective input and EXPorg) and thus constitutes an important source of organic matter
in that region. In regions #3 to #5 the absolute values of the net differences in ADHorg,sml

and ADHorg,sub are generally less than in regions #1 and #2, i.e., advection plays a less
important role for the amount of organic matter being available in these northern regions.
EXPorg consistently adds up to about 12%–13% of NPPsml, indicating the clear link
between upper layer PP and the export of organic matter into the deeper layers. The
highest EXPorg of 24.7 gCm−2is reached in region #1. In region #2, EXPorg accounts
for about 90% of that in region #1; in regions #3 to #5 it adds up to 75%, 73% and
87% of that in region #1. The vertical mixing of O2, MIXO2 , is highest within the coastal
region #1 and adds up to 131.9 gO2 m−2, which is due to strong tidal mixing. MIXO2 shows
a steady decrease until region #4, where its minimum value of 13.5 gO2 m−2is reached.
In region #5, MIXO2 is slightly higher than in region #4 as the used Dref is similar to
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the average MLD, i.e., the actual MLD can temporarily exceed Dref resulting in slightly
higher MIXO2 . Interestingly, MIXO2 in region #3 is only about 66% of that in region #2,
although region #3 is less deep than region #2. This partly relates to tstrat, which is about
24% longer in region #3 compared to region #2. Further causes may be stronger vertical
O2 gradients between the near-surface and deeper layers which increases the turbulent
diffusive transport.

Considering tstrat of all regions, a steady increase from 70 days in region #1 to 229
days in region #5 can be seen, which basically corresponds to the northward decrease in
MIXO2 . A similar tendency is shown for the average MLD, although that in region #3 is
slightly shallower than in region #2. Vsub (Table 5.1) can be calculated as the difference
of Dbot minus Dref multiplied with the given area. Thus, it decreases from South to North
(as the distance per 1 ◦ in zonal direction decreases) and with decreasing Dbot.

The evolution of the O2 concentrations between the beginning and end of the summer
period reveals some interesting aspects in relation to the previously discussed parame-
ters. O2,ini on 1 April shows significant differences between the regions ranging between
9.5mgO2 L−1 (region #5) and 10.1mgO2 L−1 (region #1). On 30 September, O2,end yields
values between 7.6mgO2 L−1 (region #1) and 8.3mgO2 L−1 (region #5). This implies
a consistently decreasing reduction in sub-MLD O2 during summer from region #1 to #5.
In regions #2 to #5, these reductions are dominated by biochemical O2 consumption,
while in region #1 the increase in T also has a strong effect due to the strong recurrent
vertical mixing throughout the entire summer period. The spatial gradient in the decrease
in O2 concentration is opposite to that in tstrat, which shows a steady increase from re-
gion #1 to #5. The opposing spatial gradients in tstrat and O2 reduction during summer
underline that tstrat alone is not sufficient to describe spatial differences in the temporal
evolution of sub-MLD O2 concentrations in the North Sea.

In order to give an impression of the impact of EXPorg on the O2 dynamics in relation
to Vsub, the amount of EXPorg is linked to the amount of O2 available within Vsub for the
intermediate-depth region #3 and the deeper region #4. For this purpose, it is assumed
that the entire organic matter exported below Dref is remineralised in the area of settle-
ment. Multiplication of O2,ini on 1 April with Vsub yields the total amount of O2 initially
available within Vsub. This product results in 1371 ktO2 for region #3 and 4617 ktO2 for
region #4. The total amount of exported organic matter is calculated as the product
of EXPorg and the area of the considered region and gives 139 ktC and 128 ktC for the
regions #3 and #4, respectively. Conversion to MmolC using the molar weight of C

(12.0107 gmol−1) yields 11.5MmolC for region #3 and 10.7MmolC for region #4. As O2

consumption and C release occur with a molar ratio of 1:1 during bacterial remineralisa-
tion (Neumann, 2000), the daily O2 consumption rate is obtained by dividing the amount
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of exported organic matter by the duration of the summer period (183 days). Subsequent
multiplication with the molar weight of O2 (2 · 15.9994 gmol−1) gives the average daily O2

consumption rates of 2 ktO2 d−1 for region #3 and 1.9 ktO2 d−1 for region #4.
Assuming the daily O2 consumption to be constant for each region, division of the total

mass of O2 initially available in Vsub by the daily consumption rate provides an estimate of
the amount of time required for the consumption of the entire amount of O2 within Vsub.
This calculation yields a period of about 1.9 years for region #3, whereas the corresponding
value for region #4 is significantly higher with about 6.8 years. The good agreement of the
difference between the resulting periods (factor 3.6) and the difference in the size of Vsub
(factor 3.5) illustrates the large influence of the extent of Vsub on the temporal evolution
of the O2 concentrations below the MLD.

The same estimation for the time required to reach O2 deficiency (6mgO2 L−1; e.g.,
OSPAR, 2005) provides a consumption period of 269 days for region #3. Although the
average tstrat in region #3 is only about half (153 days), this indicates the high potential for
O2 deficiency in this region as the estimation assumes to reach the threshold concentration
within the entire Vsub.

The analysis of the different parameters for the five different North Sea regions pre-
sented in Table 5.1 demonstrates that tstrat alone does not suffice to explain the temporal
evolution of sub-MLD O2 concentrations. It emphasises the great importance of NPPsml

constituting the major source for organic matter, which is exported into Vsub where it
drives the biological O2 consumption. It further shows that the advective supply of or-
ganic matter plays only a minor role in most areas analysed. In addition, the volume below
the MLD plays a key role as it governs the amount of O2 which is available throughout the
stratified period, and in combination with the organic matter export defines whether O2

deficiency may occur or not. Thus, these three quantities (tstrat, NPPsml and Vsub) can be
considered as the key parameters governing the O2 dynamics of the seasonally stratified
North Sea.

Based on these findings, the North Sea can be subdivided roughly into three different
zones in relation to O2 dynamics: (1) a highly productive, well-mixed coastal zone (re-
gion #1), (2) a productive, seasonally stratified zone with a small sub-thermocline volume
(regions #2 and #3), and (3) a productive, seasonally stratified zone with a large sub-
thermocline volume (regions #4 and #5). While the zones of type 1 and 3 are unlikely to
be affected by low O2 conditions due to either continuously ongoing ventilation (type 1)
or the large sub-thermocline volume diluting the effect of O2 consumption (type 3), type 2
is highly susceptible to low O2 conditions. This results from the specific combination of
high upper layer productivity and small sub-thermocline volume, which causes a strong
impact of the consumption processes on the decrease in the sub-MLD O2 concentrations.
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5.2.3.2 The oxygen deficiency index (ODI)

The characteristic presented in the previous section provides sufficient knowledge for the
development of a qualitative, spatially resolved indicator for the potential of O2 deficiency
in the North Sea. Such indicator has previously been developed by Druon et al. (2004), who
presented a complex approach for the identification of regions susceptible to O2 deficiency
in the North Sea and the Adriatic Sea – the ‘eutrophication risk index’ (EUTRISK).

This section aims for the definition of a less complex, qualitative indicator which is
capable of describing the main spatial patterns in the O2 conditions in the stratified North
Sea. In the following this indicator is referred to as ‘oxygen deficiency index’ (ODI). In
order to find a simple definition of the ODI, the key parameters found in the previous
section are further simplified. Near-surface NPP already constitutes a simplified proxy for
the organic matter export into deeper layers. The bottom depth can be used as a proxy for
Vsub assuming only minor fluctuations of the MLD during the summer stratified period. In
addition, the bottom depth directly influences the amount of organic matter reaching the
bottom layer, relative to the amount being produced near the surface. Consequently, the
following key factors are used for the calculation of this index: (longest continuous) tstrat
(in days), summer surface NPP (NPPsml; in gCm−2; 1 April to 30 September, 0m–25m
depth), and bottom depth (Dbot; in m).

Before presenting the ODI, some insight is given in the spatial distributions of these
quantities used for its definition. With respect to tstrat the reader is referred to Fig. 5.6a
and b showing the spatial distributions for 2002 and 2010, respectively. The evaluation of
tstrat in relation to other studies was provided in Sect. 4.3.2. A map of Dbot as used by
ECOHAM is given in Fig. 5.7.

Figure 5.8 shows the spatial distribution of NPPsml for the years a) 2002 and b) 2010.
It can be seen that in most offshore parts of the North Sea, NPPsml ranges between
140 gCm−2 and 200 gCm−2 in 2002. In 2010, NPP is clearly lower and ranges between
120 gCm−2 and 170 gCm−2 in most offshore regions. In the coastal areas of the southern
North Sea values of 260 gCm−2–300 gCm−2 (and above) are found in 2002, while in 2010
maximum values are less than 220 gCm−2 in most coastal regions, except for the inner
German Bight. In the Southern Bight NPPsml is low (<100 gCm−2) in both years.

These spatial distributions of simulated NPPsml are in generally good agreement with
earlier studies. Joint and Pomroy (1993) estimated an annual NPP of 119 gCm−2 in the
central and 79 gCm−2 in the southwestern North Sea. For the German Bight they found
average values of 261 gCm−2, with values higher than 300 gCm−2 in the inner German
Bight. Steele (1956) found annual NPP to be in the range of 54 gCm−2–127 gCm−2 in the
northern North Sea. Skogen and Moll (2000) provided model estimates of annual NPP for
the 10-year-period 1985–1994 for different regions covering the entire North Sea (see Fig. 3
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and Table 1 in Skogen and Moll (2000)). In summary, they found values of 122 gCm−2–
180 gCm−2 for the northern North Sea, 84 gCm−2–128 gCm−2 for the central North Sea,
86 gCm−2–108 gCm−2 for the southern North Sea and 129 gCm−2–218 gCm−2 for the
coastal southern North Sea. The different estimates indicate the large spatial and temporal
variability in NPP.

Figure 5.8: Spatial distribution of summer surface NPP (NPPsml; 1 April–30 September, 0m–
25m) derived from ECOHAM for (a) 2002 and (b) 2010. Colour scale cut at upper and lower
limit.

Especially NPPsml in 2010 is in good agreement with the spatial patterns described by
previous studies. The 2002 values tend to slightly overestimate these studies, however, are
still well within the range provided by Skogen and Moll (2000). Thus, it can be concluded
that ECOHAM is capable of reproducing the spatial patterns in NPP. Deviations from
the estimates given before can result from the different years considered, and the fact that
NPPsml is only calculated for the summer period. Deviations in relation to the limited
integration depth (0m–25m) can be neglected as Table 5.1 showed that NPP below 25m
contributes to less than 1% in most parts of the North Sea.

As ECOHAM demonstrated to produce reasonable results for both, tstrat and NPPsml,
the definition of the ODI can be approached using these quantities and Dbot. In the first
step, an individual dimensionless index, ranging between 0 and 1, is calculated for each
of these three quantities. The calculation of the stratification and NPP indices (Istrat and
Inpp, respectively) is based on the work by Druon et al. (2004) and reads as:

IQi
(x, y) = min

(
1,max

(
0,
Qi(x, y)−Qi,min

Qi,max −Qi,min

))
, with Q1 = tstrat, Q2 = Inpp. (5.1)

IQi
(x, y) represents the index corresponding to the actual value of the quantity Qi(x, y)
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with its defined upper and lower threshold, Qi,max and Qi,min. For tstrat the upper and lower
threshold are set to 60 and 150 days, respectively. These values were found by a qualitative
comparison of the spatial distributions of simulated tstrat and minimum bottom O2 during
the entire period 2000–2014. Minimum tstrat in regions with low minimum bottom O2

concentrations are about 60 days, and areas with tstrat of above 150 days are considered as
seasonally well-stratified. The lower threshold for NPPsml is set to 120 gCm−2 as NPPsml

does not reach lower values in most parts of the North Sea. The upper threshold is set to
200 gCm−2 as such high values and even above can occur in the southeastern North Sea.

For the depth index (ID) a different definition is chosen as the highest potential for O2

deficiency occurs in areas of intermediate depth, where seasonal stratification can evolve
and the O2 inventory is limited due to a small volume below the thermocline. Therefore,
ID is defined as follows:

ID(x, y) =

max
(

0, Dbot(x,y)−Dmin
Dpeak−Dmin

)
for Dbot(x, y) < Dpeak

1−min
(

1,
Dbot(x,y)−Dpeak
Dmax−Dpeak

)
otherwise.

(5.2)

Dbot represents the actual bottom depth at location (x, y). Dpeak = 40 m represents
the average bottom depth of the regions where lowest O2 concentrations occur in the
simulation. The lower threshold Dmin = 25 m corresponds to the maximum MLD in the
shallower southern North Sea. The upper threshold Dmax = 90 m is chosen to exclude the
areas where the initial O2 inventory is sufficiently large to prevent O2 deficiency due to
the large volume below the thermocline.

Finally, the ODI combines the three individual indices according to the following equa-
tion:

ODI(x, y) = ID(x, y) ·
2∑

i=1

wQi
IQi

(x, y), with wQ1 = 1/4, wQ2 = 3/4. (5.3)

Here, IQi
and wQi

represent the index for a quantity and the related weight, respectively.
The values for tstrat are referred to by Q1 and those for NPPsml by Q2. The equation
for the ODI implies that it is zero in areas where ID = 0. The stronger weighting of
NPPsml implies that year-to-year variabilities in the ODI are more strongly affected by
variations in summer surface NPP than by tstrat. The ODI ranges between 0 (low risk
of O2 deficiency) and 1 (high risk) and is calculated for each water column (x, y) within
the model domain to provide a spatially resolved image of the risk of O2 deficiency in the
North Sea.
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Figure 5.9: Spatial distribution of basic indices used for ODI calculation: (a, b) stratification
index (Istrat), (c, d) production index (Inpp), both according to Eq. (5.1) for (a, c) 2002 and (b, d)
2010, and (e) depth index (ID; see Eq. (5.2)).
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The individual basic indices Istrat, Iprod and ID are presented in Fig. 5.9. As the Istrat
and Iprod may vary between years due to variations in NPP and tstrat, they are presented
for the years 2002 and 2010 (see Fig. 5.9a, c and b, d, respectively) in order to compare
the spatial patterns in relation to minimum bottom O2 concentrations shown in Fig. 5.6c
and d. The temporally non-varying ID is presented in Fig. 5.9e.

Figure 5.9a and b show that Istrat basically separates the North Sea into its well-mixed
southern part (Istrat = 0) and the seasonally well-stratified northern part (Istrat = 1).
Stronger year-to-year variations only occur in the southern central part between 54 ◦N–
55 ◦N, 1 ◦E–7 ◦E, where tstrat can strongly differ between individual years (see Fig. 5.6a
and c).

The impact of Inpp (see Fig. 5.9c and d) is most dominant in the southeastern and
eastern central North Sea, where the variations between the two years are highest. In the
southern central North Sea (around 54 ◦N–56 ◦N, 5.5 ◦E–7 ◦E), Inpp shows values of up to
1 in 2002 and below 0.4 in 2010. On the one hand, this shows the high variability between
individual years. On the other hand, this illustrates the cause-effect relationship between
vertical mixing, i.e., nutrient supply from deeper layers, and NPP, as the higher Inpp in
2002 corresponds with a lower Istrat compared to 2010. With respect to minimum bottom
O2 concentrations this region also represents that with the largest differences between 2002
and 2010.

The spatial distribution of ID presented in Fig. 5.9e basically matches the (inverse)
general spatial distribution of minimum bottom O2 concentrations. Values of ID = 0

can be found in the deep northern North Sea and Norwegian Trench and in the shallow
coastal areas off Southwest Britain and along the continental coast from the Strait of
Dover to Denmark. In the offshore parts of the southern North Sea and in the central
North Sea higher values occur, with an ID between 0.8 and 1 in the region roughly between
54 ◦N–56 ◦N, 3 ◦E–7 ◦E.

The ODI resulting from the simulated tstrat, summer surface NPP (NPPsml) and model
bathymetry (Dbot) is shown in Fig. 5.10a and b for the years 2002 and 2010, respectively. It
can be seen that in 2002 the ODI is clearly higher in the region the O2 minimum, compared
to 2010. This is in very good agreement with the minimum bottom O2 concentrations of
the two years (see Fig. 5.6c and d). Especially in 2002, the highest ODI is located in the
direct vicinity of the lowest O2 concentrations in the entire domain (around 55 ◦N–57 ◦N,
6 ◦E–7 ◦E).

In 2010, the highest ODI is located a bit south of the minimum O2 concentrations (at
around 54 ◦N, 4 ◦E), which is caused by the high NPPsml and high tstrat (relative to 2002)
in this region. The ODI also shows slightly higher values in the region directly north of
the Dogger Bank which corresponds with the lowered bottom O2 concentrations in this
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region.
Along the northern British coast, the ODI also shows high values for both years which is

in good agreement with the slightly lower minimum bottom O2 in this area, however, ODI
values tend to be too high. The ODI also does not represent the slightly lower minimum
O2 concentrations off the eastern Scottish coast around 57 ◦N–58 ◦N as the bottom depth
in this area exceeds 90m (i.e., ODI = 0). Directly northwest of Denmark, the ODI also
yields high values for both years with higher values in 2002. This corresponds well with
the simulated bottom O2 concentrations in this area, even though ODI values are too high,
compared to ODI values in the central North Sea.

Figure 5.10: Spatial distribution of oxygen deficiency index (ODI) according to Eq. (5.3) for (a)
2002 and (b) 2010.

In summary, the ODI represents well the spatial variations and variations between the
two years found in minimum bottom O2 concentrations, despite the small set of controlling
parameters. Although the highest ODI values do not exactly match the lowest bottom
O2 concentrations (compare Fig. 5.6c and d, and Fig. 5.10), this confirms that the basic
interactions leading to low bottom O2 conditions in the seasonally stratified North Sea
can be represented by a combination of only tstrat, organic matter production and bottom
depth. Thus, the findings from Table 5.1 can be applied to most parts of the North Sea.

In comparison to the work by Druon et al. (2004), it is likely that their EUTRISK
performs better than the ODI, due the higher complexity of EUTRISK. This may espe-
cially apply to small-scale spatial variations as Table 5.1 showed that in some North Sea
regions (e.g., region #2) advection may constitute a non-negligible source of organic mat-
ter. However, the aim of the ODI is the provision of a simple indicator for the potential
for O2 deficiency in the North Sea. In addition, tstrat and NPPsml, used for the defini-
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tion of the ODI, could be derived from operational hydrodynamical models and satellite
remote-sensing (e.g., Longhurst et al., 1995; Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997). Thus, the
ODI may provide a first starting point for the development of an operationally applicable
indicator for O2 deficiency.

Furthermore, the similarity of the ODI inside the regions analysed in Sect. 5.2.3.1 and
their surrounding areas shows that these regions can be considered as representative for
the different North Sea areas.

5.2.4 Oxygen deficiency in the North Sea

In order to quantify the physico-biochemical interactions contributing to the evolution
of O2 deficiency in the North Sea, this section first provides a more general image of the
occurrence of O2 deficiency. Figure 5.11a and b present the simulated overall minimum
bottom O2 concentrations occurring during the period 2000–2014 and the corresponding
longest duration of annual O2 deficiency (i.e., number of days with bottom O2 concentra-
tion <6mgO2 L−1 per year) during the same period, respectively. Black areas in Fig. 5.11b
mark the regions where no O2 deficiency occurs throughout the entire period 2000–2014.

With respect to the overall minimum bottom O2 concentration it can be seen that the
spatial distribution of areas with less than 6mgO2 L−1 is identical to the 2002 distribution
(see Fig. 5.6c), i.e., 2002 represents the year with the lowest bottom O2 concentrations
during 2000–2014. Besides this, the spatial distribution shows that the region between
approximately 54.5 ◦N–56.5 ◦N and 4 ◦E–7.5 ◦E is most susceptible to O2 deficiency (not
considering river mouth locations, e.g., Rhine and Elbe, where very low O2 concentrations
can occur due to high water T and remineralisation of organic matter. Lowest O2 con-
centrations of less than 5.5mgO2 L−1 are simulated at around 56 ◦N, 7 ◦E. Low, though
non-deficient, bottom O2 concentrations also occur directly north of Dogger Bank which is
in good agreement with the observations by Greenwood et al. (2010) (see also Fig. 5.3a).

Figure 5.11 shows that regions of longest O2-deficient periods basically match lowest
O2 concentrations, i.e., O2 deficiency lasts longest where minimum bottom O2 concentra-
tions are lowest. This results from the fact that in the model the evolution of bottom
O2 under stratified conditions is roughly linear from the onset of stratification until its
breakdown (see time series of simulated bottom O2 and ∆T at the Cefas stations North
Dogger and Oyster Grounds shown in Fig. 5.3a–d). Thus, although reduction rates differ
regionally, O2 deficiency tends to be longest where minimum O2 concentrations are lowest
as the concentrations stay below the threshold of 6mgO2 L−1 for a longer period due to
continuous O2 reduction.

In these regions of longest O2 deficiency, bottom O2 concentrations may stay below
6mgO2 L−1 for 35–47 days while in most other regions, where O2 deficiency occurs during
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2000–2014, O2 deficiency lasts 1–20 days. In other regions, where O2 deficiency was
observed, but not simulated by the model (e.g., Oyster Grounds; see Fig. 5.3c and d), the
underestimation of tstrat and ∆T by HAMSOM is the likely cause for not reproducing the
occurrence of O2 deficiency. However, as the processes remain the same, it still allows for
the quantitative analysis of the physico-biochemical interactions affecting the evolution of
O2 deficiency in this region.

Figure 5.11: Spatial distributions of (a) lowest minimum bottom O2 concentration and (b) longest
O2-deficient periods per year (O2 concentration <6mgO2 L−1) during the period 2000–2014.
Black areas in panel b indicate regions where no O2 deficiency occurred throughout the entire
period. Boxes indicate regions used for analysis presented in Sect. 5.2.5.

Figure 5.11 confirms the findings from Sect. 5.2.3.1 that certain North Sea regions are
particularly susceptible to O2 deficiency, and that the year 2002 represents that year with
the largest spatial and temporal extent of O2 deficiency. Thus, the following analysis of
the physico-biochemical interactions leading to O2 deficiency in the North Sea focuses on
these highly susceptible regions and the year 2002, in comparison to other regions and
years.

During the following analyses the term ‘oxygen deficiency zone’ (ODZ) is used. It refers
to the study site characterised by lowest O2 concentrations in the North Sea (see Fig. 5.11,
region #1). This is done to avoid confusion with the term ‘OMZ’, usually used for hypoxic
or nearly anoxic conditions in the global ocean (see Ch. 1).

5.2.5 Physico-biochemical controls of oxygen deficiency

In this section, O2 mass balances are calculated in order to provide a detailed analysis
of the processes driving the North Sea O2 dynamics, potentially leading to O2 deficiency.
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These mass balances are calculated for four different North Sea regions encompassing 2×2
model water columns. The selected regions are marked in Fig. 5.11a by the regions #1 to
#3. First, mass balances for the entire volume below the thermocline (Vsub) in region #1
are compared with the corresponding bottom layer (i.e., last pelagic model layer) mass
balances. This is done since the O2 dynamics within the entire Vsub determine the O2

supply to the bottom layer. Region #1 is chosen as it is located in the centre of the region
with lowest bottom O2 concentrations within the entire model domain. The analysis
is conducted for the years 2002 and 2010 to analyse variations between these years as
2002 represents the year of lowest minimum bottom O2 and is characterised by higher
concentrations in 2010 (see Fig. 5.6c and d).

The mass balances are calculated for the stratified period only (i.e., from very first to
very last day of stratification, incl. intermittences). Stratified periods are indicated by
grey-shaded areas. The O2 concentrations (magenta solid) and saturation concentrations
(O2,sat; magenta dash-dotted)) shown in the different mass balances represent the average
values within the analysed volume. O2,sat is calculated according to Benson and Krause
(1984) using simulated T and S. The processes presented are vertically integrated, cumu-
lative changes in the O2 concentrations of the considered volume, i.e., the values at the end
of the stratified period reflect the total change of O2 due to the corresponding physical and
biological processes. Positive and negative values at the end of the stratification period
indicate gain and loss, respectively.

The slope of each process-related line represents the magnitude of the correspond-
ing process at the specific moment in time, i.e., a steep positive (negative) slope implies
a strong gain (loss) in O2. The following processes are included in the mass balances:
air-sea flux of O2 (ASFO2 ; dark blue), vertical mixing of O2 (MIXO2 ; blue), (sum of hor-
izontal and vertical) advection of O2 (ADVO2 ; cyan), NPP (green), zooplankton respira-
tion (RESzoo; yellow), pelagic remineralisation (REMpel; orange), benthic remineralisation
(REMsed; red), and nitrification (NIT; brown). It should be noted that in the literature,
REMsed is often referred to as benthic O2 demand. However, in this study the term
‘benthic remineralisation’ is used in relation to remineralisation in the pelagic.

The daily resolved MLD defines the upper integration limit for the mass balances within
the sub-MLD volume using a time-varying MLD (Vsub,var). The daily MLD is defined as the
vertical level of the model grid which is closest to the daily average MLD of the 2×2-region
according to Eqs. (4.4) and (4.5). As an intermediate step and for better comparability,
the mass balances for Vsub are additionally calculated for a fixed MLD (Vsub,fix) which is
calculated as the median of the daily-resolved MLD. In case of an MLD lower than the
minimum bottom depth of a water column within a 2×2-region, the MLD set to the model
layer depth of the second last pelagic layer in order to ensure that Vsub of all four water
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columns is taken into account. The bottom layer O2 mass balances for the regions #2 and
#3 in 2002 are compared to that of region #1 to unveil regional differences. It should be
noted that in the following, the term ‘MLD’ refers to the upper end of the integration depth
range. In case of Vsub,fix, this implies that the term ‘MLD’ is used even if stratification is
intermittent.

5.2.5.1 Sub-thermocline oxygen dynamics

Figure 5.12a–d show the different O2 mass balances within Vsub,var and Vsub,fix for the
ODZ site (region #1 in Fig. 5.11a): (a) for Vsub,var in 2002 and (b) in 2010, and (c) for
Vsub,fix below a MLD of 20m in 2002 and (d) in 2010. The text boxes in the bottom-left
corner of each panel provide information about stratification (i.e., integration) period,
median MLD, average bottom depth and area of the region, and (average) volume. The
average bottom depth in region #1 is about 36.5m and the area is about 1,840 km2. The
average volume of Vsub,var depends on the temporal evolution of the MLD, showing minor
differences between 2002 and 2010 (52.1 km3 and 53.9 km3, respectively). For Vsub,fix, the
volume encompasses 30.5 km3 for both years.

The comparison of the mass balances for Vsub,var for 2002 and 2010 (Fig. 5.12a and
b, respectively) first shows that O2 and O2,sat basically decrease from the beginning to
the end of stratification in both years. O2,sat steadily decreases until the final breakdown
of stratification. In 2002, tstrat lasts longer than in 2010 (187 and 175 days, respectively,
including intermittences). However, longest continuous tstrat occurs in 2010 (139 days from
8 April to 24 August, compared to 89 days from 4 July to 30 September 2002). At the
beginning of stratification, O2 and O2,sat concentrations are basically the same, though,
the 2010 values of 10.5mgO2 L−1 are about 0.5mgO2 L−1 higher than in 2002. Thus, the
initial conditions in 2002 favour the evolution of O2 deficiency compared to 2010.

O2 shows some stronger fluctuations and temporary increases, especially in 2002. These
increases in O2 coincide either with intermittent stratification (e.g., in early July 2002) or
with a shallowing of the MLD. In both cases, near-surface layers characterised by higher O2

concentrations are included in the integration, resulting in an increase in O2 concentration
presented.

Comparing the temporal evolution of the O2 concentration against O2,sat during periods
of continuous stratification, it can be seen that O2 clearly diverges from O2,sat, implying
that a decrease in O2 solubility does not suffice to explain the decrease in O2 concentration
during stratification. At the end of stratification in 2002, O2 concentration clearly increases
and more or less converge with the O2,sat concentration. In 2010, another 5-day-event of
stratification occurs after the temporary breakdown of stratification on 24 August. The
convergence of O2 and O2,sat already occurs at this latter mentioned breakdown.
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The temporal evolutions of O2 and O2,sat within Vsub,var and Vsub,fix in 2002 and 2010
(Fig. 5.12c and d, respectively) are very similar. However, O2 concentrations within Vsub,fix
show less strong fluctuations, due to the constant MLD. The comparison of the different
physical and biochemical processes in Vsub,var and Vsub,fix between 2002 and 2010 provides
valuable insight in the different physico-biochemical interactions affecting O2 concentra-
tions below the MLD. The values of each process cumulated over the displayed period are
presented in Table 5.2 (first and second column for Vsub,var, third and fourth for Vsub,fix).
The considered integration period (tint) and overall biochemical gross O2 consumption
(GOC = RESzoo+REMpel+REMsed+NIT) are additionally included. Values in parenthe-
ses represent the relative contributions of individual biochemical O2-consuming processes
to GOC.

The analysis of the physical processes (ASFO2 , MIXO2 and ADVO2) reveals some dif-
ferences between the mass balances for Vsub,var and Vsub,fix which, however, mainly result
from the different integration approach. With respect to ASFO2 (dark blue), it has to be
noted that this process only affects the O2 levels in case of no stratification and within
Vsub,var as it only affects the model surface layer. This is shown in Fig. 5.12a where ASFO2

only changes during the events of intermittent stratification.
ASFO2 adds up to −10.5 gO2 m−2 in 2002 and −6.7 gO2 m−2 in 2010. The differences

between the two years likely result from the different timing of the intermittences in
stratification, and thus different surface T implying different O2 solubility. The minor
negative values for both years indicate that O2 supply from the atmosphere into the
surface waters of the North Sea during spring–autumn is either negligible or can even
constitute a sink of O2 in the surface waters, due to low O2 solubility and surface NPP.
This is in good agreement with the findings by Müller (2008) who found that in most
parts of the central North Sea annually integrated ASFO2 is negative (i.e., outgassing) as
a result of consistent outgassing from March/April to September/October.

MIXO2 constitutes an important supply process for sub-MLD O2 in both, Vsub,var and
Vsub,fix. However, Fig. 5.12a and b show that stable stratification (e.g., July/August 2002
and May–July 2010) Vsub inhibits the mixing-induced supply of O2 below the MLD. Minor
increases in O2 within Vsub,var (e.g., in mid-May 2010) coincide with decreases in MLD
and relate to higher near-surface O2 concentrations. In 2002 and 2010, MIXO2 into Vsub,var
adds up to 40.7 gO2 m−2 and 16.4 gO2 m−2, respectively. This difference relates to weaker
stratification in 2002, indicated by the two intermittences in stratification in late April
and early July, but may additionally result from the lower sub-MLD O2 concentrations
implying a stronger vertical gradient and thus increased MIXO2 .

This is confirmed by Fig. 5.12c and d, which also show a consistently steeper increase
in MIXO2 in 2002 compared to 2010. In contrast to MIXO2 into Vsub,var, MIXO2 into
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Figure 5.12: Oxygen mass balances for region #1 (see Fig. 5.11a) during stratification (grey
shaded) according to Eq. (4.4): (a, b) for Vsub using a time-varying MLD (grey, dash-dotted line),
(c, d) for Vsub using a fixed MLD of 20m and (e, f) for the model bottom layer; (a, c, e) 2002
and (b, d, f) 2010. Magenta y axes refer to O2 and O2,sat, black y axes refer to processes. Note
different y axes for (e, f). Legend of (b) applies to all panels. Process values in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Process values for region #1 (see Fig. 5.11a) cumulated from beginning to end of
stratification for the years 2002 and 2010 (compare Fig. 5.12). All process values in gO2 m−2,
negative values imply loss of O2. Values in parentheses represent relative contributions to overall
gross O2 consumption (GOC; in %).

volume Vsub,var (variable MLD) Vsub,fix (fixed MLD) bottom layer
year a) 2002 b) 2010 c) 2002 d) 2010 e) 2002 f) 2010
tint [days] 187 175 187 175 187 175
ASFO2 −10.5 −6.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
MIXO2 40.7 16.4 88.2 35.3 73.9 30.9
ADVO2

42.0 −4.4 43.1 13.2 12.7 7.5
NPP 109.1 81.8 17.3 15.5 1.9 1.6
GOC −248.8 −137.3 −203.1 −105.6 −114.2 −56.8
REMpel −127.9 (51.4) −80.5 (58.6) −95.4 (47.0) −56.5 (53.5) −35.5 (31.1) −20.2 (35.6)
REMsed −60.5 (24.3) −29.2 (21.3) −60.5 (29.7) −29.2 (27.6) −60.5 (53.0) −29.2 (51.4)
RESzoo −48.7 (19.6) −21.2 (15.4) −35.8 (17.6) −13.7 (13.0) −13.0 (11.4) −4.4 (7.7)
NIT −11.7 (4.7) −6.4 (4.7) −11.4 (5.6) −6.2 (5.9) −5.2 (4.5) −3.0 (5.3)

Vsub,fix shows a continuous increase throughout the entire analysed periods. The highest
values occur right before events of temporary breakdown of stratification, due to the slight
temporal delay between the onset of enhanced mixing and actual change in bottom T (see
Sect. 4.3.3). For Vsub,fix, MIXO2 adds up to 88.2 gO2 m−2 in 2002 and 35.3 gO2 m−2 in
2010, which is about twice as high as for Vsub,var for both years.

With respect to ADVO2 , the effect on O2 within Vsub,var is quite different between
2002 and 2010. While in 2002, ADVO2 similar to MIXO2 adding up to 42 gO2 m−2, it is
even negative in 2010 resulting in −4.4 gO2 m−2. For Vsub,fix, a similar tendency can be
seen with ADVO2 of 43.1 gO2 m−2 in 2002 and 13.2 gO2 m−2 in 2010. Thus, ADVO2 can
constitute a supply and reduction process for sub-MLD O2. In this context, it has to
be noted that ADVO2 is mainly affected by spatial gradients in O2 as the volume of the
non-surface model grid cells remains constant. Consequently, ADVO2 tends to show high
positive values in case of low sub-MLD O2 concentrations within the considered area, and
vice versa.

The change in the sign of ADVO2 between Vsub,var and Vsub,fix in 2010 most likely relates
to differences in the spatial gradients within the upper 20m, as during most times the MLD
is less than 20m deep in 2010 (see Fig. 5.12b). One potential cause could be higher near-
surface NPP compared to the surrounding areas, resulting in higher O2 concentrations
and, consequently, in negative ADVO2 when considering Vsub,var.

In general, it can be said that MIXO2 constitutes the major physical supply of O2

into Vsub. ADVO2 can be of similar importance, however, can also cause a reduction of
sub-MLD O2, depending on the spatial gradients between the area of interest and the
surrounding waters.

The analysis of the biochemical processes affecting O2 in Vsub,var and Vsub,fix reveals
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that, opposite to the physical processes, the integrated effect of these processes results in
a net decrease of O2. NPP constitutes the only potential source for O2, while all other
processes (RESzoo, REMpel, REMsed and NIT) contribute to GOC. In Vsub,var in 2002 and
2010 (Fig. 5.12a and b, respectively), NPP shows a generally similar behaviour during
the periods of analysis. NPP is high during periods with a shallow MLD, and low during
periods of a deeper MLD, resulting in 109.1 gO2 m−2 and 81.8 gO2 m−2 in 2002 and 2010,
respectively. This relates to the fact that NPP mainly occurs in the upper 10m–15m due
to high light availability. Accordingly, NPP in Vsub,var increases with a decreasing MLD or
in case of intermittences in stratification, due to integration over the entire water column.
This is confirmed by the analysis of Vsub,fix (Fig. 5.12c and d) in which NPP is significantly
lower in both years, adding up to 17.3 gO2 m−2 in 2002 and 15.5 gO2 m−2 in 2010 (5–6
times less than in Vsub,var).

With respect to GOC, it can first be seen that REMpel (orange) constitutes the largest
sink of O2 within both Vsub,var and Vsub,fix, followed by REMsed (red), RESzoo (yellow) and
NIT (brown). This is a consistent image for 2002 and 2010. It has to be noted that, except
for REMsed, all these processes occur within the entire water column which explains their
steep decreases (i.e., enhanced GOC) in case of a decrease in MLD or intermittences in
stratification in the mass balances within Vsub,var.

The comparison of the individual cumulated processes for Vsub,var in 2002 (Fig. 5.12a and
Table 5.2, first column) shows that REMpel adds up to −127.9 gO2 m−2 (51.4% of GOC)
while REMsed accounts for 24.3% of GOC (−60.5 gO2 m−2). Thus, the degradation of
organic matter in the pelagic and sediment accounts for more than 75% of GOC. RESzoo
and NIT add up to −48.7 gO2 m−2 (19.6%) and −11.7 gO2 m−2 (4.7%), respectively.
Comparing NPP against GOC clearly shows that GOC (−248.8 gO2 m−2) is more than
two times stronger than NPP within Vsub,var. This relates to the fact that the largest part
of NPP occurs within the SML, thus, not directly increasing the O2 inventory below the
MLD.

This becomes even more visible for the biochemical processes within Vsub,fix in 2002
(Fig. 5.12c and Table 5.2, third column). Here, GOC adds up to −203.1 gO2 m−2 which
is almost the 12-fold of NPP. With respect to the absolute values of the individual O2-
consuming processes some changes can be seen. REMpel reduces to −95.4 gO2 m−2(about
75% of that in Vsub,var), due to the MLD of 20m which is deeper than the time-varying
MLD during most times. REMsed remains the same as for Vsub,var as it only affects the
deepest pelagic layer. Like REMpel, RESzoo is clearly reduced in Vsub,fix (−35.8 gO2 m−2,
about 74% of that in Vsub,var) which also relates to the difference in integration depth.
NIT is only slightly less than in Vsub,var, yielding −11.4 gO2 m−2. This relates to the light
limitation of NIT, favouring higher NIT under low light conditions (see Eq. (3.8)). Thus,
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the largest share of NIT occurs in the deeper layers.
Although, the changes in the absolute process values are partly remarkable (REMpel

and RESzoo), the relative contributions to GOC show only minor changes. REMpel still
constitutes the largest O2 sink accounting for 47% of GOC, which is slightly less than
in Vsub,var. The relative contribution of REMsed increased to 29.7% as its absolute value
remains the same, but GOC decreased. RESzoo and NIT account for 17.6% and 5.6%,
respectively.

The comparison of the processes in 2010 with those of 2002 shows some remarkable
differences with respect to their absolute values for Vsub,var and Vsub,fix (Fig. 5.12b and
d and Table 5.2, second and fourth column, respectively). In 2010, GOC adds up to
−137.3 gO2 m−2 in Vsub,var and to −105.6 gO2 m−2 in Vsub,fix, i.e., GOC is almost half of
that in 2002. Interestingly, this difference is much more pronounced than for NPP within
the Vsub,var which implies that the amount of organic matter being exported from the upper
layers into Vsub must be significantly higher in 2002 compared to 2010.

This is confirmed by NPPsml and EXPorg calculated analogously to Sect. 5.2.3.1, Ta-
ble 5.1 (not shown). Summer NPPsml within the upper 25m yields 233.1 gCm−2 and
156.6 gCm−2 for 2002 and 2010, respectively, resulting in EXPorg below 25m of 30.0 gCm−2

and 17.2 gCm−2. Thus, NPPsml is about 1.5 times higher in 2002 than in 2010 which
matches well the difference in EXPorg, being about 1.7 times higher in 2002. The good
agreement between the relative difference in GOC and NPPsml/EXPorg between the two
years underlines the great importance of near-surface productivity for the sub-MLD O2

dynamics. Despite the clearly lower GOC in 2010, it can be seen that the relative con-
tributions of the individual processes are quite similar to the 2002 values for Vsub,var and
Vsub,fix. REMpel results in −80.5 gO2 m−2 (58.6% of GOC) and −56.5 gO2 m−2 (53.5%)
for Vsub,var and Vsub,fix, respectively. The cumulated effect of REMsed is again identical,
however, results in relative contributions of 21.3% for Vsub,var and 27.6% for Vsub,fix due
to the different volumes. RESzoo results in −21.2 gO2 m−2 (15.4%) and −13.7 gO2 m−2

(13.0%) for Vsub,var and Vsub,fix, respectively. Smallest changes in relative contribution oc-
cur in NIT, which accounts for 4.7% in Vsub,var (same as in 2002), with a cumulated effect
of −6.4 gO2 m−2, and 5.9% in Vsub,fix, yielding −6.2 gO2 m−2.

The average (± STD) relative contributions of the different biochemical O2-consuming
processes to GOC in Vsub,fix during the entire period 2000–2014, result in 54.4±3.5% for
REMpel, 23.2±3.8% for REMsed, and 18.4±2.0% and 4.0±0.9% for RESzoo and NIT,
respectively. The corresponding average GOC yields −170.3±25.7 gO2 m−2. Thus, the
relative importance of the different O2-consuming processes varies only slightly between
the years, independent of overall GOC. This also demonstrates the great importance of
REMpel and REMsed account for 77.6±1.4% of GOC averaged over the entire period.
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The more detailed analysis of the temporal evolution of the different O2-consuming
processes within Vsub,fix in 2002 (Fig. 5.12c) reveals some interesting interactions. During
and directly after the two events of intermittent stratification in late April/early May and
late June/early July, the different consumption processes show a steeper slope than during
the well-stratified periods. For Vsub,fix this does not relate to the increase in the integration
depth range as in the case of Vsub,var, but to an increased supply of organic matter from
the surface layers into the deeper layer. Consequently, the temporary replenishment of the
sub-MLD O2 inventory – visible in the steep increase in O2 concentration in late June/early
July – is balanced out about 1–1.5 weeks after the re-formation of stratification, i.e., the
O2 concentration is at the same level as right before the temporary increase in O2. In the
first three weeks after this event, O2 reduction is even faster than before this event, due to
the enhanced GOC directly driven by the increased mixing-induced EXPorg. Additionally,
the enhanced mixing favours NPP in the upper layers (visible in the minor increase in the
slope of NPP) due to nutrient supply from the deeper layers. Consequently, this increase
in organic matter production by NPP further increases the EXPorg the MLD with a slight
delay after the re-formation of stratification.

This implies that events of intense mixing, causing in a temporary breakdown of strat-
ification and the replenishment of the sub-MLD O2 inventory, do not necessarily improve
sub-MLD O2 conditions on a time scale in the order of weeks. In fact, the exact opposite
can be the case as vertical mixing increases both, the supply of organic matter into the
deeper layers and near-surface NPP, which can further increase the organic matter supply.
This directly drives REMpel and REMsed, and indirectly affects NIT as the NH+

4 release
is enhanced by these processes. In addition, enhanced NPP increases food availability for
zooplankton, causing an increase in zooplankton biomass and thus RESzoo.

In conclusion, the analysis of the O2 mass balances in Vsub,var and Vsub,fix demonstrates
that downward mixing of O2 represents the major physical process counteracting the
evolution of O2 deficiency at the ODZ site. However, persistent seasonal stratification
strongly limits the mixing-induced supply of O2 into Vsub. Advection may constitute an
relevant secondary O2 supply, but can also have a negative effect on the O2 concentrations.
The air-sea flux of O2 – although not directly affecting O2 below the MLD – does not
increase summer O2 concentrations within the surface layers, implying that near-surface
NPP constitutes the major source of O2.

However, the analysis also revealed that the major part of NPP is confined to the up-
per 10m–20m of the water column, only increasing the O2 inventory in the surface layers.
On the downside, the enhanced near-surface NPP causes a subsequent increase in EXPorg

into deeper layers, driving biochemical O2 consumption below the MLD. Furthermore, less
intense stratification enhances EXPorg, additionally increasing biochemical O2 consump-
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tion. In consequence, on time scales of 1–2 weeks, the effect of enhanced vertical mixing
on near-surface NPP and EXPorg can fully balance out the effect of MIXO2 , resulting in
a net decrease in O2 concentration.

The analysis of the relative contributions of the individual biochemical processes demon-
strates that REMpel and REMsed consistently account for more than three quarters of GOC,
independent of the overall consumption. This emphasises the role of near-surface NPP
and EXPorg as the main driver for the evolution of O2 deficiency in the North Sea ODZ.
The great importance of REMpel for the sub-MLD O2 inventory is also clearly shown as it
consistently contributes to more than 50% of the overall consumption. Thus, REMpel can
be considered as the key process determining the O2 inventory in the mid-water, which
constitutes the main O2 reservoir available to the near-bottom layers.

5.2.5.2 Bottom layer oxygen dynamics

Minimum O2 conditions in the North Sea ODZ usually occur directly above the seafloor
due to benthic O2 consumption strongly affecting the O2 concentrations in this deepest
layer. Thus, it is important to investigate the processes in the pelagic bottom layer of the
North Sea ODZ. For this purpose, Fig. 5.12e and f show the O2 mass balances of ECO-
HAM’s pelagic bottom layer within region #1 for the years 2002 and 2010, respectively.
The corresponding cumulated process values are presented in Table 5.2 (fifth and sixth
column).

The bottom layer volume in region #1 is about 12 km3 defined by an average bottom
layer thickness of 6.5m. In principle, the temporal evolution of O2 (solid magenta) and
O2,sat (dash-dotted magenta) in both years represents that of the Vsub,fix, although O2

concentrations are slightly lower while O2,sat concentrations are slightly higher due to
lower T near the bottom. The analysis of the physical processes (ADVO2 and MIXO2) in
2002 reveals that the cumulated effect of ADVO2 on bottom O2 levels (12.7 gO2 m−2) is
only about 29%–30% of that in Vsub,var and Vsub,fix (Fig. 5.12a and c, respectively) and
negligible compared to MIXO2 which adds up 73.9 gO2 m−2. However, the influence of
ADVO2 increases during the last two months of stratification (August/September 2002)
and counteracts the reduction in O2 due to biochemical consumption. Consequently,
MIXO2 constitutes the only remarkable physical process supplying O2 to the bottom layer
in the ODZ in 2002.

In 2010, MIXO2 also constitutes the main physical supply process for bottom O2, how-
ever, it is only about 30.9 gO2 m−2, which is about 42% of the 2002 value. This mainly
relates to the smaller vertical O2 gradient due to higher concentrations near the seafloor.
ADVO2 is again low, adding up to about 7.5 gO2 m−2.

With respect to NPP, it is clearly shown that its effect is negligible (1.9 gO2 m−2) com-
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pared to Vsub as low light availability limits NPP near the bottom. Thus, the biochemical
processes basically constitute only a sink of O2 in the bottom layer. The same applies to
2010, when NPP results in −1.6 gO2 m−2.

The overall biochemical O2 consumption adds up to −114.2 gO2 m−2. Among the
O2-consuming processes, RESzoo and NIT are least important as in Vsub, accounting
for −13.0 gO2 m−2 (4.5% of GOC) and −5.2 gO2 m−2 (11.4%), respectively. Regard-
ing REMsed and REMpel, the relative importance for bottom O2 consumption is opposite
to that in Vsub. In the bottom layer of the ODZ, REMsed constitutes the major O2 sink
accounting for 53% of GOC in 2002, although the absolute value of −60.5 gO2 m−2 is the
same as in Vsub. This relates to the fact that the influence of REMpel is notably reduced
due to the lower thickness of the bottom layer compared to Vsub; REMpel adds up to
−35.5 gO2 m−2 (31.1% of GOC).

The temporal evolution of the individual O2 consumption processes shows that REMpel

has a stronger effect on O2 than REMsed during the first two months of stratification
(April/May 2002). Only after that influence of REMsed increases and stays high until the
end of stratification. This relates to the fact that the organic matter which is produced in
the upper layers sinks down and is first available to the pelagic bacteria, before it reaches
the sediment enhancing REMsed. Besides this, the similar interactions as for Vsub,fix can
be seen in relation to intermittent stratification. Especially, REMpel is enhanced after
events of strong mixing due to the increased supply of organic matter, but also RESzoo
slightly increases as a result of downward mixing of phytoplankton allowing for enhanced
zooplankton growth and thus respiration.

For the bottom layer of the ODZ, the image is quite similar to Vsub,var and Vsub,fix
with respect to year-to-year differences in O2 consumption. In 2010, GOC results in
−56.8 gO2 m−2 which is about half of the 2002 value. The analysis of the relative contri-
butions of the different processes shows similar values as for 2002, resulting in 51.4% for
REMsed, 35.6% for REMpel, and 7.7% and 5.3% for RESzoo and NIT, respectively. This
implies that the combined effect of REMsed and REMpel on the bottom layer in the North
Sea ODZ accounts for 84.1% and 87% in 2002 and 2010, respectively. Thus, it is even
higher than in Vsub which relates to the reduced effect of RESzoo and NIT, due to lower
layer thickness.

As for Vsub the relative contributions of the individual processes show only minor varia-
tions during the entire period 2000–2014. The averages over the period result in 49.8±1.4%
for REMsed and 35.1±1.6% for REMpel. Consequently, REMpel and REMsed consistently
account for 84.9±0.9% of the overall GOC. RESzoo and NIT are clearly less important
contributing only 11.2±1.2% and 3.9±0.6%, respectively. This confirms the findings of
the previous section and emphasises the role of NPP and organic matter export driving
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the bottom layer O2 dynamics.
The mass balance for region #1 clearly shows that vertical mixing is the only efficient

gain term for O2 in the bottom layer. REMsed constitutes the major driver for O2 defi-
ciency in the North Sea ODZ, although REMpel still has a significant effect on bottom
O2. The simulated average daily REMsed rates during the years 2000–2014 range between
0.17 gO2 m−2 d−1 (5.2mmolO2 m−2 d−1) and 0.32 gO2 m−2 d−1 (10.1mmolO2 m−2 d−1) in
2010 and 2002, respectively. These rates are in the same order as those derived from
observations ranging from 7mmolO2 m−2 d−1 to 25mmolO2 m−2 d−1 for a nearby station
(station 3 in Upton et al., 1993), however, are rather at the lower end.

5.2.6 Regional differences in the bottom oxygen dynamics

In order to provide insight in spatial differences in the processes and physico-biochemical
interactions driving bottom O2 dynamics, Fig. 5.13a and b show the O2 mass balances
for the regions #2 and #3 (see Fig. 5.11a for locations), respectively. The corresponding
cumulated process values are listed in Table 5.3. Both regions show different tstrat than
region #1. In region #2, the period between the first and last day of stratification results
in only 173 days compared to 187 days in region #1. As in region #1, stratification is
temporarily intermittent in late April and early July. In region #3, stratification lasts
for 216 days without any intermittences. The water depths and bottom layer volumes
also differ between the regions. Region #1 has an average water depth of 36.51m and
a bottom layer volume of about 12 km3, while region #2 is characterised by an average
depth of 48m and a bottom layer volume of 10.6 km3. Region #3 has an average bottom
depth of 92.5m and a bottom layer volume of 13.3 km3.

The O2 concentrations at the beginning of the stratified period in regions #2 and #3
(9.7mgO2 L−1 and 9.5mgO2 L−1, respectively) are lower than in region #1. In contrast,
both regions show higher concentrations at the end of stratification compared to region #1.
These values reach 6.9mgO2 L−1 in region #3 and 7.8mgO2 L−1 in region #3, compared
to 6.0mgO2 L−1 in region #1.

Similar to region #1, intense mixing in late June/early July in region #2, indicated
by the steep increase in MIXO2 , causes the temporary breakdown of stratification and the
replenishment of bottom O2. Integrated over the stratified period the effect of MIXO2

is about 30% lower than in region #1. In region #3, MIXO2 is even 5 times lower. In
both regions, this relates to the higher O2 concentrations in the bottom layer, i.e., a lower
vertical gradient in O2 concentration. The effect of ADVO2 is negligible in regions #2 and
#3, resulting in 1.2 gO2 m−2 and −0.5 gO2 m−2, respectively.

Bottom layer NPP is also in negligible in both regions which relates to the greater
bottom depth and thus light limitation. The integrated effect of GOC in region #2
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Figure 5.13: Bottom oxygen mass balances for regions (a) #2 and (b) #3 (see Fig. 5.11a) during
stratification (grey shaded) according to Eq. (4.4) in 2002. Magenta y axes refer to O2 and O2,sat,
black y axes refer to processes. Legend of a) applies to both panels. Process values in Table 5.3.

adds up to −69.4 gO2 m−2 (about 61% of that in region #1). On the one hand, this
difference relates to the thinner bottom layer in region #2, and on the other hand, to a 16%
lower export of organic matter below 25m depth (calculation analogous to Sect. 5.2.3.1).
Additionally, the greater water depth results in less organic matter reaching the bottom
layer due to REMpel in the mid-water. In the deep region #3, organic matter export
results in only 58% of that in region #1, while GOC accounts for only 23% of that in
region #1.

Despite these differences in GOC, the relative contributions of the different consumption
processes in region #2 are in the same order as in region #1, except for RESzoo. REMsed

represents the largest contributor with about 58.5% of total GOC, while REMpel accounts
for 27.7%. Thus, the combined effect of REMsed and REMpel accounts for 86.2% which
is similar to region #1. The relative contribution of RESzoo results in 8.4% which is less
than half of the relative contribution in region #1, related to the greater water depth
implying less NPP and thus lower food availability in the bottom layer. NIT contributes
about 5.4% to the overall consumption.

The comparison of the relative contributions of REMpel and REMsed in region #3
reveals some changes compared to regions #1 and #2. REMsed accounts for about 78.8%
of GOC, while REMpel contributes to only about 16.5%. This relates to the generally
lower amount of exported organic matter reaching the model bottom layer (58% of that
in region #1). On the one hand, this causes lower GOC due to REMpel, and on the other
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Table 5.3: Process values for bottom oxygen mass balances for regions #2 and #3 (see Fig. 5.11a)
cumulated from beginning to end of stratification for the year 2002 (compare Fig. 5.13). All
process values in gO2 m−2, negative values imply loss of O2. Values in parentheses represent
relative contributions to overall biological O2 consumption (GOC; in %).

region #2 #3
tint [days] 173 216
ASFO2 0.0 0.0
MIXO2 52.8 14.1
ADVO2 1.2 −0.5
NPP <0.1 <0.1
GOC −69.4 −26.1
REMpel −19.2 (27.7) −4.3 (16.5)
REMsed −40.6 (58.5) −20.6 (78.8)
RESzoo −5.9 (8.4) −0.1 (0.4)
NIT −3.7 (5.4) −1.1 (4.3)

hand, enhances REMsed relative to REMpel as more organic matter reaches the bottom.
However, absolute REMsed in region #3 is only half of that in region #2 and only about
one third of that in region #1.

Considering the combined effect of stratification and GOC in region #2 reveals that
the slightly shorter tstrat, but more important the clearly lower GOC prevents the evolu-
tion of low O2 conditions. However, the low minimum bottom O2 of about 6.1mgO2 L−1

(see Fig. 5.13a) indicates the high potential of O2 deficiency in the Oyster Grounds. This
is in good agreement with the findings by Greenwood et al. (2010), who observed bot-
tom O2 concentrations less than 6mgO2 L−1 in this area. The simulated average daily
REMsed rates during 2000–2014 range between 0.13 gO2 m−2 d−1 (4.2mmolO2 m−2 d−1) in
2010 and 0.23 gO2 m−2 d−1 (7.3mmolO2 m−2 d−1) in 2002. This is in the same order as
the average rates found by de Wilde et al. (1984) (0.18 gO2 m−2 d−1–0.28 gO2 m−2 d−1)
during spring and summer 1980 and 1981, although benthic fauna is not included in the
model. Compared to more recent studies (Lohse et al., 1996; Weston et al., 2008), this
is – as for region #1 – at the lower end of the observed range of 5.6mmolO2 m−2 d−1–
30.6mmolO2 m−2 d−1, which suggests that the model most likely underestimates REMsed

rates.
In region #3, the amount of exported organic matter reaching the bottom layer (i.e.,

the deepest pelagic model layer) is limited due to the great water depth. Thus, biological
consumption in the bottom layer is low, preventing the evolution of O2 deficiency, even
though stratification lasts longer and is more stable than in the other regions. This suggests
that region #3 is unlikely to be affected by low bottom O2 concentrations. However,
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Queste et al. (2013) found bottom O2 concentrations of about 6mgO2 L−1 near this area
in 2010, which indicates that this area can be affected by O2 deficiency.

5.2.7 Interpreting observed bottom oxygen at North Dogger

The observed bottom O2 concentrations and ∆T at station North Dogger in 2007
and 2008 (see Fig. 5.3a and b, respectively) are in good agreement with the ECOHAM
simulation and show the similar tendency for faster O2 reduction in 2007 compared to 2008.
Thus, the model-derived O2 mass balances presented in Fig. 5.14 are used to interpret the
observed temporal evolution of bottom O2 in relation to its underlying processes. The
corresponding cumulated process values are provided in Table 5.4.

Figure 5.14: Bottom oxygen mass balances for region #4 (North Dogger; see Fig. 5.11a) during
stratification (grey shaded) according to Eq. (4.4) in (a) 2007 and (b) 2008. Magenta y axes
refer to O2 and O2,sat, black y axes refer to processes. Same legend for (a, b). Process values in
Table 5.4.

The first minor differences between the years can be seen in tstrat (grey-shaded) which
starts on 26 March 2007 lasting 220 days, respectively, on 31 March 2008 lasting 210 days.
In both years, stratification is persistent until its breakdown in late October. At the be-
ginning of the stratified period, simulated bottom O2 concentrations yield 9.5mgO2 L−1

and 9.6mgO2 L−1 in 2007 and 2008, respectively, while at the end of stratification con-
centrations result in 7.3mgO2 L−1 in 2007 and in 8.1mgO2 L−1 in 2008. This implies
a 1.4 times stronger reduction in O2 in 2007 which cannot be explained by the only 10
days longer tstrat. The average daily O2 reduction rates (i.e., the combined effect phys-
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ical and biochemical processes) during the stratified periods in 2007 and 2008 result in
0.01 gO2 m−2 d−1 and 0.007 gO2 m−2 d−1, respectively, which implies O2 reduction being
1.3 times faster in 2007 than in 2008.

The comparison of the physical processes, MIXO2 and ADVO2 , reveals that physical O2

supply cumulated over the stratified period results in 16.5 gO2 m−2 for both years, but
the combined daily rate is about 5% higher in 2008. However, this does not explain the
difference in O2 reduction between the two years. Consequently, these differences must
relate to variations in the biochemical O2 consumption processes.

Table 5.4: Process values for bottom oxygen mass balances for region #4 (North Dogger; see
Fig. 5.11a) during stratification in the years 2007 and 2008 (compare Fig. 5.14): cumulated
values and rates. Cumulated values in gO2 m−2, rates in gO2 m−2 d−1. Negative values imply
loss of O2. Values in parentheses represent relative contributions to overall gross O2 consumption
(GOC; in %).

year 2007 2008
tint [days] 220 210
value cumulated rate cumulated rate
ASFO2 0.0 0.000 0.0 0.000
MIXO2 14.7 0.067 13.3 0.063
ADVO2 1.8 0.008 3.2 0.015
NPP <0.1 �0.001 <0.1 �0.001
GOC −42.1 −0.192 −35.1 −0.167
REMpel −13.2 −0.060 (31.3) −11.2 −0.053 (31.9)
REMsed −25.0 −0.114 (59.3) −21.0 −0.010 (59.8)
RESzoo −0.7 −0.003 (1.7) −0.5 −0.002 (1.3)
NIT −3.2 −0.015 (7.7) −2.5 −0.012 (7.0)

The general temporal evolution of the biological consumption processes is similar in
both years, with higher rates in 2007. The integrated effect of all biological sink pro-
cesses results in −42.1 gO2 m−2, which corresponds to an average consumption rate of
0.192 gO2 m−2 d−1. For 2008, the simulation yields a 7.1 gO2 m−2 less strong biological
consumption due to a 0.025 gO2 m−2 d−1 lower consumption rate. This represents a rela-
tive difference of 15% in GOC between the two years. For organic matter export below
25m depth during summer (calculation analogous to Sect. 5.2.3.1), a very similar relative
difference of 16% is found.

The relative contribution of the different processes to overall near-bottom GOC shows
only minor changes between the two years. REMsed accounts for 59%–60%, while REMpel

accounts for 31%–32%. RESzoo and NIT contribute to about 1.5% and 7%–8%, respec-
tively. This shows that the differences in the O2 dynamics between 2007 and 2008 are
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mainly driven by differences in EXPorg and subsequent bacterial degradation. The en-
hanced release of NH+

4 due to REMpel and REMsed as well as excretion by zooplankton
consequently triggers an increase in NIT.

In contrast to the findings by Greenwood et al. (2010), who argued that strong advec-
tion at North Dogger may ventilate the bottom layers in terms of O2, the mass balance
analysis suggests that advection only has a minor positive effect due to the only slightly
higher O2 concentrations in the surrounding waters. The large contribution of bacterial
remineralisation (REMsed and REMpel) accounting for more than 90% of the overall bio-
logical consumption at North Dogger confirms that the estimates for C remineralisation
rates made by Greenwood et al. (2010) provide reasonable results. However, as NIT also
accounts for about 7%–8% of GOC, this process should be considered in order to obtain
more precise estimates for C remineralisation rates.

5.2.8 Conclusions on the oxygen dynamics

The North Sea is one of the shelf regions regularly experiencing seasonal O2 deficiency
in the bottom water (Díaz and Rosenberg, 2008; Rabalais et al., 2010; Emeis et al., 2015).
However, not all areas of the North Sea are similarly affected by low O2 conditions (e.g.,
Queste et al., 2013) due to different characteristics with respect to stratification and GOC.
Observations and ECOHAM model results suggest that the area between 54 ◦N–57 ◦N and
4.5 ◦E–7 ◦E shows the highest potential for low O2 conditions, but also areas around the
Doggerbank experience lowered bottom O2 concentrations.

The small variability in simulated bottom O2 in most regions during the survey periods
further suggests that measurements taken in late summer provide a synoptic image of the
North Sea O2 conditions. This is important for a cost-efficient and informative monitoring
by the responsible authorities.

The analysis of different factors affecting O2 shows that besides sufficiently long con-
tinuous tstrat (>60 days), surface layer NPP (driving organic matter export) and Vsub are
the key parameters influencing the bottom O2 evolution. Based on this, the North Sea can
be subdivided into three different zones in terms of O2 dynamics: (1) a highly productive,
non-stratified coastal zone (region #1; see Fig. 5.7), (2) a productive, seasonally stratified
zone with a small Vsub (regions #2 and #3), and (3) a productive, seasonally stratified
zone with a large Vsub (regions #4 and #5). While the zones of type 1 and 3 are unlikely
to be affected by low O2 conditions due to either continuously ongoing ventilation (type 1)
or the large Vsub diluting the effect of O2 consumption (type 3), type 2 is highly suscepti-
ble to low O2 conditions. This results from the specific combination of high upper layer
productivity and small Vsub, which causes a strong impact of the consumption processes
on the decrease in the bottom O2 concentrations.
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The ODI demonstrates that this regional characterisation, based on only three con-
trolling parameters, can be applied to most parts of the North Sea. However, further
in-depth analyses of the applicability of the ODI are required, but are left to future work
as the development of the ODI is not the focus of this study. The ODI is rather simple
compared to the EUTRISK (Druon et al., 2004) as it is designed to indicate regions with
higher risk for O2 deficiency. Therefore, given the in-depth evaluation of the ODI, it may
also allow for an operational use as the information on stratification can be derived from
operational hydrodynamical models and information on NPP from satellite data (e.g.,
Longhurst et al., 1995; Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997). This could be worthwhile for the
improvement and optimisation of oxygen monitoring in the North Sea.

The model-derived O2 mass balances show that REMpel constitutes the largest O2

consuming process within Vsub. Near the seafloor, REMsed constitutes the major O2 sink
and consistently contributes more than 50% to GOC. REMpel consistently contributes
to more than 15% of near-bottom GOC. RESzoo and NIT are less important, however,
can contribute up to 12% and 5%, respectively. In addition, the results suggest that the
relative contributions of the different O2-consuming processes near the seafloor at a certain
location depend on the water column depth, independent of the overall consumption.

The mass balances also show that differences in the surface layer NPP drive variations
in the sub-thermocline and bottom O2 evolution between different years. Increased NPP
directly enhances EXPorg into the deeper layers. Furthermore, it enhances zooplankton
growth enhancing RESzoo, and causing an additional increase in organic matter production
and export. The overall increase in EXPorg results in stronger bacterial remineralisation
which in turn triggers NIT due to the stronger release of NH+

4 .
The analysis further suggests that advection usually has only a minor effect on the

bottom O2 dynamics in most North Sea regions which contradicts the interpretation by
other studies (Greenwood et al., 2010; Queste et al., 2013). In addition, the mass balances
show that events of strong mixing during summer can cause the replenishment of bottom
O2 to its saturation concentration. However, the enhanced nutrient supply triggers NPP,
eventually increasing GOC, which balances or even exceeds the enhanced O2 supply. Thus,
although counter-intuitive, enhanced vertical mixing during seasonal stratification can
cause the degradation of O2 conditions in the North Sea, finally leading to O2 deficiency.



Chapter 6

The influence of nitrogen inputs on the
North Sea

Excess nutrient loads from external sources, such as rivers, are considered the main
driver for eutrophication in the North Sea (e.g., Brockmann et al., 1988; Jickells, 1998;
Lenhart, 2001; Lenhart et al., 2010), triggering enhanced NPP. Alvarez-Fernandez et al.
(2012) show that North Sea NPP is mainly controlled by N availability in the post-1998
period. Due to the strong link between NPP and O2 consumption, the identification
and quantification of the major contributors to TN and N-related NPP constitutes a key
aspect to better understand the North Sea O2 dynamics. Consequently, this is crucial for
improving the North Sea O2 conditions by means of ecosystem management.

Although the freshwater signal of riverine discharge has a limited range within the
marine environment, due to gradual mixing with the surrounding waters, organic and
inorganic nutrients can be dispersed far beyond boundaries of this freshwater signal, due to
mixing processes and – more important – the prevailing currents. However, observational
methods for the identification of the origin of nutrients are sparse and very limited with
respect to the level of detail needed for a comprehensive analysis.

For instance, the ratio of stable 15N:14N isotopes in sediment cores can be used to de-
termine whether marine or freshwater N sources were dominating at a certain period (e.g.,
Serna et al., 2010). Still, these methods do not provide information about the exact origin
of nutrients (Phillips and Gregg, 2003) and are not available for all nutrients affecting ma-
rine ecosystems, e.g., phosphorus (Ehleringer and Rundel, 1989). In the latter case, the
ratio of stable 18O2:16O2 isotopes can be used (e.g., Longinelli and Nuti, 1973; Blake et al.,
1997), however, with the same restrictions in relation to the exact origin. In contrast,
numerical biogeochemical models can be expanded to provide such detailed information,
allowing for the discrimination between individual sources of nutrients and the quantifica-
tion of their impact on different areas of the marine environment (e.g., Ménesguen et al.,
2006).

This chapter first describes the numerical method used for the tracing of nutrient
inputs from multiple sources into the North Sea, and its implementation to the ECOHAM
model. Thereafter, a general analysis of the simulated current patterns of the North Sea
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is presented as the volume transports play the major role for the dispersal of tracers like
nutrients. Consequently, spatial distributions and temporal patterns for TN and N-related
NPP are investigated during the period 2000–2014, in relation to the analysis of the O2

dynamics provided in the previous chapter.

6.1 Tracing nutrient inputs in ecosystem models

Ecosystem models allow for the domain-wide, spatially and temporally consistent quan-
tification of physical and biochemical processes affecting the O2 dynamics. In addition,
they can be used to track the dispersal of tracers within an ecosystem. There are different
applications for investigating this spatial displacement of tracers using such models. For
instance, passive tracers, like rhodamine, which are not affected by internal source or sink
processes can be traced using Lagrangian transport models (e.g., Hainbucher et al., 1987;
Lenhart et al., 1995). The modelling of radioactive tracers represents a more complex
application as it includes simple decay functions (e.g., Dahlgaard, 1995; Harms, 1997).
However, in order to quantify the influence of inorganic and organic nutrients from in-
dividual sources on the biochemical processes within an ecosystem, a more sophisticated
approach is required.

Ménesguen and Hoch (1997) provided the theoretical basis for the tracing of a selected
property (e.g., the source of a N element brought into an ecosystem) throughout the entire
biochemical process chain represented by the underlying model (hereafter ‘base model’).
Since that, several modelling studies made use of their method with various research
objectives. For instance, Wijsman et al. (2004) determined the N retention capacity of
the Scheldt using this method, while Timmermann et al. (2010) applied it for determining
the sources of P inside a Danish estuary. Other studies quantified the amount of N

from various riverine sources bound in phytoplankton in French (Ménesguen et al., 2006;
Perrot et al., 2014) and Belgian coastal waters (Lacroix et al., 2007). The method was
further used for investigating the influence of atmospheric N deposition on the North Sea
(Troost et al., 2013) or to determine the dispersal of riverine TN and TP in the Baltic Sea
(Neumann, 2007; Radtke et al., 2012). Radtke and Maar (2016) applied the method for
the quantification of the TN exchange between the North Sea and the Baltic Sea.

These applications illustrate the versatility of this method, for which – in the meantime
– the term ‘trans-boundary nutrient transports’ (TBNT) was established (Blauw et al.,
2006; OSPAR, 2010). This term will also be used throughout this thesis. In the following
section the theoretical concept of TBNT is explained.
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6.1.1 The concept of trans-boundary nutrient transports

The basic idea of TBNT is that organic and inorganic matter, that contains a certain
chemical element (e.g., N), obtains a unique, source-specific label at the moment of its
release into the ecosystem. The labelling of matter based on the element implies that all
model state variables containing this element must be labelled accordingly. The labelled
state variables experience the same biochemical and physical processes as the overall state
variables, i.e., the total amount of labelled and unlabelled material, however, proportional
to their relative contribution to this overall amount. In the following, the prefixes ‘bulk’
and ‘fraction’ are used to refer to the overall state variables and processes, and their
labelled counterparts, respectively.

Following the approach by Ménesguen and Hoch (1997), any property p (e.g., ori-
gin/source, age etc.) can be attached to any bulk state variable X and can be traced
within an ecosystem model by solving an additional differential equation for the product
X · p instead of the bulk state variable X. The product X · p then represents that subset
of the bulk variable X with the defined property p. Technically, the product X · p is
introduced into the base model as a new fraction state variable Xp = X ·p and the related
processes are introduced according to the differential equation describing the changes in
the corresponding bulk state variable X. Each combination of state variables X and prop-
erties pi, X i

p = X ·pi, therefore requires an additional differential equation to be introduced
to the model. For easier readability, X i

p is hereafter denoted as X i.
In order to show the relation between bulk variables and fraction variables, one has

to start with the convection-diffusion equation for the concentration CX of a bulk state
variable X, which reads as:

dCX

dt
= ∇ ·

(
d∇CX

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

−∇ · (~vCX)︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection/advection

+RX .︸ ︷︷ ︸
sources/sinks

(6.1)

The diffusive transport is calculated according to Fick’s first law with the second order
diffusion tensor (or diffusivity) d. In the convective/advective transport term, ~v repre-
sents the 3D velocity vector. RX represents the sources and sinks of X (i.e., biochemical
processes, input from external sources). Assuming that the bulk variable X consists of N
fractions X i = X · pi, with i = 1, 2, ..., N − 1, N , implies for the concentration CX :

CX =
N∑
i=1

Ci
X , (6.2)

where Ci
X denotes the concentration of the fraction variable X i. Dividing Eq. (6.2) by CX
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yields:
N∑
i=1

Ci
X

CX

= 1, (6.3)

with Ci
X

CX
representing the relative contribution of the fraction variable X i. Multiplication

of the right-hand side of Eq. (6.1) with 1 results in:

dCX

dt
=
[
∇ ·
(
d∇CX

)
−∇ · (~vCX) +RX

]
· 1. (6.4)

Combining Eq. (6.4) with Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) leads to:

d

dt

(
N∑
i=1

Ci
X

)
=
[
∇ ·
(
d∇CX

)
−∇ · (~vCX) +RX

]
·

N∑
i=1

Ci
X

CX

. (6.5)

The summation and differentiation on the left-hand side of Eq. (6.5) can be permuted
according to the sum rule in differentiation. Then, the separation of the two sum terms
in Eq. (6.5) finally provides the convection-diffusion equation for the concentration of an
individual fraction variable, Ci

X :

dCi
X

dt
=
[
∇ ·
(
d∇CX

)
−∇ · (~vCX) +RX

]
· C

i
X

CX

= ∇ ·
(
d∇CX

)
· C

i
X

CX︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusion

−∇ · (~vCX) · C
i
X

CX︸ ︷︷ ︸
convection/advection

+RX ·
Ci

X

CX

.︸ ︷︷ ︸
sources/sinks

(6.6)

Equation (6.6) implies that all physical (diffusion and transport) and biochemical pro-
cesses (internal sources/sinks) affecting the concentration of the fraction variable, Ci

X , are
calculated as the product of the process based on the concentration of the bulk variable,
CX , and the relative contribution of the fraction variable, Ci

X/CX . Thus, the major under-
lying assumption of Eq. (6.6) is that all fraction variables X i are chemically and physically
identical. This in turn means that there is no preference for any fraction variable X i by
any (physical or biochemical) process. Equation (6.6) yields the basis for the application
of TBNT in this thesis.

6.1.1.1 The treatment of diffusion

In previous studies (e.g., Ménesguen and Hoch, 1997; Ménesguen et al., 2006; Radtke,
2012; Radtke et al., 2012), the above mentioned major assumption is applied to convec-
tive/advective transport and biochemical processes, however, not to diffusive transport.
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the difference between the treatment of diffusion within
the traditional TBNT approach (Ménesguen and Hoch, 1997) and the adapted approach used
in this study. The panels show the distribution of two fraction variables of the same species
(red/green crosses) at (a) initial state and after instantaneous mixing according to (b) the tra-
ditional and (c) the adapted approach. Light-coloured crosses represent the original location of
particles which have been diffusively transferred to their target location (blue dotted boxes).

In contrast, these studies calculated an individual diffusive transport for each fraction
variable X i according to Fick’s first law:

~J i
X = ∇ ·

(
d∇Ci

X

)
, (6.7)

with ~J i
X representing the 3D diffusive net transport. In case of different spatial gradients in

CX and Ci
X , this results in a diffusive transport flux for X i different from that described by

the diffusion term in Eq. (6.6) and, consequently, in different distributions of the fraction
variables. Equation (6.7) furthermore implies that the different fraction variables X i of
the same bulk species (e.g., NO−3 from Rhine and NO−3 from Elbe) are chemically and/or
physically different, i.e., their virtual discriminability implies chemical disparity.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the difference between the two assumptions starting from the
same initial distribution (Fig. 6.1a) of two fraction variables of the same species (red
and green crosses) in two adjacent water bodies of the same volume. In both cases, the
net diffusive transport equals five particles from cell #1 to cell #2, i.e., the diffusive
net transports of the bulk variable (crosses) are identical. However, according to the
traditional approach (Fig. 6.1b; blue dotted boxes) six green particles are transported
from cell #1 to cell #2 and one red particle is transported from cell #2 to cell #1, while
following the approach of this study (Fig. 6.1c; blue dotted boxes) four green and one red
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particle are transported from cell #1 to cell #2. Thus, for each spatial dimension the
traditional approach results in a bidirectional diffusive transport driven by the distribution
of the individual variable fractions (in the case of opposing concentration gradients in the
different fraction variables), while the new approach results in a unidirectional diffusive
transport in the direction of the concentration gradient of the bulk variable.

As (one-dimensional) diffusion in principle is a bidirectional process, the traditional
approach intuitively appears to be exact, while the new approach does not. However, it
has to be kept in mind that (1) all fraction variables are of the same species (i.e., chemically
and physically identical) and only distinguishable by the ‘imaginary’ label, and (2) that
Fick’s first law only provides the diffusive net transport which implies that there is no
knowledge about the two diffusive gross transports contributing to this net transport. For
the example in Fig. 6.1a this means that – considering aspect (1) as valid – aspect (2)
allows for any final distribution of the particles of the two fraction variables as long as the
diffusive net transport is equal to five particles transported from cell #1 to cell #2 and
as long as the number of particles (colour-independent) in both cells is balanced. This
implies that none of the two different assumptions on the diffusive transport – traditional
vs. new approach – does necessarily lead to the actual diffusive gross transports, which are
not known. Although the two different approaches result in different distributions of the
fraction variables, it should be noted that the differences are expected to be generally small
and that noticeable differences may only occur in the case of large differences in the spatial
gradients of the fraction and bulk variables, i.e., |∇Ci

X | � |∇CX | or |∇Ci
X | � |∇CX |.

6.1.2 Application to a numerical biogeochemical model

Equation (6.6) describes the convection-diffusion equation for the concentration of
a fraction variable, Ci

X , as it is used in this study, and which represents the basis for
the application of TBNT in combination with a biogeochemical model. In order to apply
TBNT to a numerical biogeochemical model with a discrete spatial grid and time step,
Eq. (6.6) needs to be discretised as well. Additionally, the change in concentration accord-
ing to Eq. (6.6) has to be transferred into a change in mass as the particles with property
pi are actually labelled. For a given volume V = const. this change in mass reads as:

dM i
X

dt
=
dCi

X

dt
· V, (6.8)

withM i
X representing the mass of the fraction variable X i. However, in the case of a model

with a free surface – like ECOHAM – V = const. does not apply to the grid cells in the
surface layer. Therefore, the change in mass needs to be calculated for a known volume
at a given point in time, V0 = V (t0), and can afterwards be transferred into a change in
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concentration relative to the new volume V1 = V (t1). t0 represents the starting time of
the time step of length ∆t and t1 = t0 + ∆t represents the ending time of the same time
step.

Discretisation of Eq. (6.8) for a given ECOHAM time step [t0, t0 + ∆t] leads to:

∆M i
X

∆t
=

∆Ci
X

∆t
· V (t0). (6.9)

According to Eqs. (6.1) and (6.6) the change in mass of a bulk X and fraction variable
X i is calculated as the sum of all transport processes, and source and sink processes.
Thus, a model process must be mass-conservative and is either defined as the (physical)
exchange of mass of a single state variable X between two adjacent grid cells, j and k,
or as the (biochemical) transformation of mass between two state variables, X and Y ,
within a single grid cell j. For a certain fraction variable X i this change in mass over the
time step [t0, t0 + ∆t] reads as:

∆M i
X

∆t
=

Nex∑
n=1

P i
ex, n(∆t) +

Ntr∑
n=1

P i
tr, n(∆t). (6.10)

Here, Nex and Ntr represent the numbers of the exchange processes P i
ex and of the trans-

formation processes P i
tr, respectively. These processes on the fraction variable X i can in

principle be calculated as:

P i
ex = Pex ·

M i
X

MX

, P i
tr = Ptr ·

M i
X

MX

, (6.11)

with Pex and Ptr representing the corresponding bulk processes and the relative fraction
M i

X/MX = Ci
X/CX (see Eq. (6.6)) for a known constant volume V . This relation between

fraction and bulk process and the related fraction variables is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
An exchange process Pex, X reduces the mass of the transferred state variable X in

the originating grid cell j and increases its mass in the target grid cell k by the process’
value. Advective and diffusive transports are considered as exchange processes. For a time
step of length ∆t, the changes of mass of a bulk state variable, MX , in two adjacent grid
cells, j and k, due to an exchange process are calculated as:

MX(t0 + ∆t, j) = MX(t0, j)− Pex, X(∆t, Ijk), (6.12)

MX(t0 + ∆t, k) = MX(t0, k) + Pex, X(∆t, Ijk).

Here, MX refers to the mass of the bulk state variable X being transferred from input grid
cell j into output grid cell k. Pex, X indicates the bulk exchange process at the interface
Ijk between the two grid cells j and k.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic view of relation between model bulk state variables and transformation
processes (e.g., NPP) and the corresponding fraction quantities according to the TBNT method.
Subscripts indicate bulk quantities, superscript i refers to the corresponding fraction quantities.
Process Ptr, X→Y transforms mass of state variable MX into mass of MY . The fraction process
P i
tr, X→Y is defined as the product of the relative fractionM i

X/MX and the bulk process Ptr, X→Y .
Adapted from Wijsman et al. (2004, Appendix D).

A transformation process Ptr, X→Y reduces the mass of the input variable MX and
increases the mass of the output variable MY by its value. Thus, for a time step of length
∆t the changes of masses of two bulk state variables,MX andMY , due to a transformation
process are calculated as:

MX(t0 + ∆t, j) = MX(t0, j)− Ptr, X→Y (∆t, j), (6.13)

MY (t0 + ∆t, j) = MY (t0, j) + Ptr, X→Y (∆t, j).

Here, MX and MY refer to the mass of the bulk input state variable and the bulk output
state variable, respectively. Ptr, X→Y indicates the bulk transformation process within the
grid cell j. t0 refers to the starting time of the time step of length ∆t, i.e., t0+∆T indicates
the end of the considered time step.

The definitions of the two types of bulk processes, Eqs. (6.12) and (6.13):, apply ac-
cordingly to fraction processes:

M i
X(t0 + ∆t, j) = M i

X(t0, j)− P i
ex, X(∆t, Ijk), (6.14)

M i
X(t0 + ∆t, k) = M i

X(t0, k) + P i
ex, X(∆t, Ijk),

M i
X(t0 + ∆t, j) = M i

X(t0, j)− P i
tr, X→Y (∆t, j), (6.15)

M i
Y (t0 + ∆t, j) = M i

Y (t0, j) + P i
tr, X→Y (∆t, j).

In the first set of equations, Eq. (6.14), M i
X indicates the mass of the fraction variable

transferred from the originating cell j into the target cell k by the fraction exchange process
P i
ex, X . In the second set of equations, Eq. (6.15), M i

X and M i
Y refer to the masses of the

input and output fraction variables of a transformation process P i
tr, X→Y .

Following Eq. (6.11), fraction transformation processes P i
tr, X→Y are proportional to the

relative amount Ri
X of mass of the input fraction variable M i

X compared to the bulk mass
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MX at the beginning of the time step t0 in the considered grid cell j and the value of the
corresponding bulk process Ptr, X→Y for the time step ∆t. Accordingly, fraction exchange
processes P i

ex, X are proportional to the relative amount Ri
X of mass of the transferred

fraction variable M i
X compared to the bulk mass MX at the beginning of the time step t0

in the originating grid cell j and the value of the bulk process Pex, X at the interface Ijk
between originating cell j and target cell k for the time step ∆t. Thus, the two types of
fraction processes are calculated as follows:

P i
ex, X(∆t, Ijk) = Ri

X(t0, j) · Pex, X(∆t, Ijk), (6.16)

P i
tr, X→Y (∆t, j) = Ri

X(t0, j) · Ptr, X→Y (∆t, j). (6.17)

The relative fraction Ri
X is calculated as:

Ri
X(t0, j) =

M i
X(t0, j)

MX(t0, j)
, (6.18)

with j indicating either the originating grid cell in the case of an exchange process
(Eq. (6.16)) or j indicating the grid cell in which the transformation takes place in the
case of a transformation process (Eq. (6.17)).

By applying Eqs. (6.14)–(6.18) the fraction processes and state variables can be diagnos-
tically calculated using the corresponding bulk processes and state variables. Technically
speaking, an additional set of diagnostic differential equations is introduced for each la-
belled source and element meaning an increase in the number of model state variables and
processes.

6.1.3 A model-independent software for trans-boundary nutrient
transports

Existing TBNT studies (Wijsman et al., 2004; Blauw et al., 2006; Ménesguen et al.,
2006; Lacroix et al., 2007; Neumann, 2007; Timmermann et al., 2010; Radtke et al.,
2012; Troost et al., 2013; Perrot et al., 2014; Radtke and Maar, 2016) are based on
the direct implementation of the TBNT method into the biogeochemical base model.
That means, additions to the model code were required before being able to calculate
TBNT within the model, and consequently, that each application of TBNT is com-
pletely model-dependent. In addition, the increasing number of model variables and
processes causes an increase in memory usage and computation time. Radtke et al.
(2012) circumvented the manual implementation using the so-called ‘code generation
tool’ (http://www.ergom.net/index.php/code-generation-tool.html) to automati-
cally generate a model code including labelled quantities. However, this software requires

http://www.ergom.net/index.php/code-generation-tool.html
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model-dependent code templates and detailed abstracted descriptions of the processes
represented in the base model.

The simple linear relation between fraction processes and state variables and their
corresponding bulk quantities (see Eqs. (6.15)–(6.18)) allows for the calculation of fraction
processes and state variables using a post-processing software. The only information
needed is the initial distribution of the bulk state variables and the magnitude of the bulk
processes as well as the input rates of the labelled state variables (e.g., daily rate of riverine
NO−3 input).

This study, for the first time, presents the implementation of the TBNT method as
a post-processing approach. The advantage of this approach is that different setups of
labelled sources can be applied to the same base model results, providing a flexible method
to investigate the impact of different sources depending on the research question which
has to be addressed.

6.1.3.1 Data requirements

The TBNT software developed and used during this thesis applies a one-dimensional
(1D) indexing scheme, which means that, independent of the base model grid structure,
all wet cells of the model domain are sorted into a 1D vector. This would allow for the
application to different types of grids, including regular cubic grids as well as unstructured
grids, however, it also makes the provision of a list of cell neighbours per grid cell as well
as information about whether a cell is a surface or bottom cell inevitable. The software
furthermore applies the simple variable-process relations given by Eqs. (6.15) and (6.14).
Thus, information about the input and output state variables related to the different model
processes is required. By providing this information the software is able to interpret and
use the results of the base model.

Besides this model-related information the user has to provide information defining the
TBNT setup, i.e., definition of source groups to be labelled including information about
the source type (river, atmospheric or open boundary), number of sub-sources (e.g., in
case of multiple rivers grouped together), locations of input. If required, so-called target
variables and areas can be defined to obtain some aggregated information from the TBNT
calculation. Target variables are defined as state variables which are not explicitly included
in the base model but which can be calculated as the sum of existing model state variables
(e.g., TN: sum of all N-containing state variables). Target areas are defined as certain sub-
regions of the model domain and are described by the model grid cells (according to the
1D indexing) which have to be aggregated to the corresponding target area. Information
on the relative fractions of the defined target variables will be produced for each target
area.
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In order to conduct a TBNT analysis with the described post-processing software, based
on the ECOHAM model (see Sect. 3.2), the user has to provide the following information
and data:

(a) general user information (mandatory):
• run identifier for TBNT calculation
• year of calculation
• time step on which base model results are stored
• time step on which TBNT calculation shall be conducted
• starting and ending time (of year) of the TBNT calculation
• switch if initialisation file shall be used for fraction variables
• selection of output to be created:

– relative contributions of fraction variables (incl. output time step)
– absolute fraction variables and processes (incl. output time step)
– target variables and areas

(b) bulk process- and variable-related (mandatory):
• list of the names of all model bulk processes and related state variables con-

taining the labelled element (e.g., N)
• data of all model bulk processes and related bulk state variables containing the

labelled element

(c) grid-related (mandatory):
• list of indices of neighbours for each grid cell according to 1D indexing scheme
• list of indices of bottom and surface cells according to 1D indexing scheme
• list of all model rivers including name and indices of input cells according to

1D indexing scheme

(d) source-related (mandatory):
• list of all source groups, including names of sub-sources in case of riverine source

groups
• list of grid cell indices of open boundaries and – in case of N labelling – atmo-

spheric input

(e) fraction variable-related (optional):
• data of all relative contributions of all fraction variables

(f) target-related (optional):
• list of target variables including contributing model state variables
• list of grid cell indices for all target areas according to 1D indexing scheme
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6.1.3.2 Calculation sequence and output

The user-defined input containing the above described information defines the general
setup of the TBNT calculation, i.e., areas of interest, source groups etc. The internal
sequence of the TBNT software is basically separated into three different phases: (1)
initialisation, (2) calculation, and (3) finalisation. During the initialisation phase, the
information provided by the user are read and the corresponding setup is generated. With
respect to the source groups the software creates the source groups defined by the user,
plus one additional group which collects all rivers entering the domain not assigned to any
user-defined source group. This additional source group is called untraced.

The introduction of this additional source group is necessary as during the TBNT cal-
culation each bulk variable is calculated as the sum of its corresponding fraction variables.
Thus, in the likely case of not all rivers being labelled, riverine input of matter would
be less than the actual input which would result in a mass deficit relative to the base
model. This solution also allows for the labelling, e.g., of only one source, collecting all
non-labelled sources in the untraced pool.

The additional source group is furthermore required for the generation of the initial
distribution of the different fraction variables for the very first year of the TBNT cal-
culation. For this year, only the distribution of the bulk state variables is known as no
fraction variables have been put into the model domain. Therefore, the untraced source
group is initialised with a relative contribution of 100% within the entire model domain
while all user-defined source groups are initialised with 0%. Accordingly, the initial mass
of the fraction variables of the untraced source group is identical to the mass of the bulk
variables, masses of all other fraction variables are 0.

During the calculation phase, matter assigned to the different user-defined source groups
is successively added to the input grid cells of each source group according to the related
bulk process (e.g., riverine input, advective transport across open boundaries, atmospheric
deposition). Thus, the relative contribution of these fraction variables increases which
affects the related fraction processes. Consequently, the signal of a each source group
introduced at its input locations propagates through the model domain depending on the
advective and diffusive transport (see Eqs. (6.14) and (6.16)). During this propagation,
this signal is transferred between fraction variables of different species of the same source
group (see Eqs. (6.15) and (6.17)). At the open boundaries, fraction variables of all source
groups (user-defined and untraced) may leave the model domain depending on their relative
contribution and the cross-boundary transport. This guarantees mass conservation relative
to the model.

During the calculation the selected output is written with the corresponding output
time step, except for the target output which is written with a daily time step. Relative
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contributions of all fraction variables are written as instantaneous values into a single
file which can later be used as initialisation file for a subsequent TBNT calculation. For
absolute fraction variables and processes an individual output file is created for each source
group (including the untraced group) containing all fraction variables and processes of the
corresponding source group. These individual files can then be used, e.g., to calculate
mass balances of individual fraction variables etc. The files for the relative contributions
and absolute fraction quantities are written in NetCDF (.nc; Unidata, 2016) format, while
the target output is written as comma-separated values (.csv).

During the finalisation phase, the created output files are properly closed, and – more
important – a mass conservation check is conducted comparing the sum of the masses of
all fraction variables of each species (i.e., the calculated bulk variable) at the end of the
TBNT calculation with the corresponding bulk mass read from the result file of the base
model. By this, the TBNT software provides a quantitative proof that the software ran
properly.

6.2 Setup of trans-boundary nutrient transports for the
North Sea

In order to apply TBNT to the N cycle of the North Sea, a sub-domain of the ECOHAM
model domain is defined in which the TBNT calculations are conducted. Figure 6.3 shows
the ECOHAM domain including the boundaries of the TBNT sub-domain (black solid
lines). For this study, different sources are defined, including rivers, adjacent seas and the
atmosphere (i.e., atmospheric N deposition).

With respect to rivers, a total number of 254 rivers enters the ECOHAM domain,
which reduces to 142 within the TBNT sub-domain. As this large number of individual
sources would result in a dramatic increase in computation time, 74 of these 142 individual
rivers are grouped to eight river groups in relation to the regional grouping by OSPAR
(ICG-EMO, 2009; OSPAR, 2010; Los et al., 2014). These eight river groups include all
the major North Sea tributaries, e.g., Elbe and Rhine. The untraced 68 smaller rivers are
collected in a ninth river group (hereafter referred to as ‘others’ or ‘other rivers’). As some
rivers enter the model at the same grid location, the number of river locations in Fig. 6.3
is less than the total number of rivers.

Besides the nine river groups, three inflows from adjacent seas are defined, namely
the North Atlantic (entering the North Sea across the northern shelf edge), the English
Channel and the Baltic Sea. The inflows are defined by sections which also define the
boundaries of the TBNT region (see Fig. 6.3, solid black lines). Finally, one atmospheric
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Figure 6.3: Model domain indicating sub-domain used for TBNT analysis, defined by three
boundaries (solid black) North Atlantic (NA), English Channel (EC) and Baltic Sea (BS). Differ-
ent markers indicate river input locations for German (DE), Dutch (NL-1/NL-2), Belgian (BE),
French (FR), British (UK-1/UK-2), Norwegian (NO) and other rivers (compare Table 6.1). Dash-
dotted lines mark sections #1 to #13 used for the validation of the model hydrodynamics, with
arrows indicating the direction of positive net flow. Ticks mark start/end points of sections.

N source is included covering the entire TBNT sub-domain. Table 6.1 provides a list of the
13 source groups defined for the TBNT analysis, including abbreviations used in Fig. 6.3
and individual source group members (in case of rivers).

The TBNT analysis is conducted for the period 2000–2014 (analogous to Ch. 5) and
the year 1999 is used for the spin-up of the labelled N variables. The TBNT software uses
daily ECOHAM model output including all N-related state variables and processes for the
entire model domain. A sensitivity study on the impact of the ECOHAM output time
step on the TBNT results is presented in Appendix B. It demonstrates that the impact
of the time step on the TBNT results is negligible, which gives confidence that applying
TBNT as a post-processing software is feasible.

All labelled variables (except for the ‘other rivers’) are initialised with a relative con-
tribution of 0% to the corresponding bulk variables. The ‘other rivers’ are initialised with
a relative contribution of 100% within the entire TBNT sub-domain. It has to be noted,
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that concerning the content there is a difference between the untraced other rivers and
this initial distribution of untraced matter within the TBNT sub-domain, as the latter
does not originate from these untraced rivers. However, this simplification is done for
technical reasons as the former constitute the only sources contributing to the untraced
state variables (and processes). Otherwise, an additional ‘initial source’ would be required
which would be negligible after a sufficiently long spin-up, i.e., the overhead would be
increased needlessly.

Table 6.1: List of source groups defined for the TBNT analysis, including abbreviations (used in
Fig. 6.3 and in-text) and list of individual group members. River groups defined in relation to
regional OSPAR river groups (ICG-EMO, 2009; OSPAR, 2010; Los et al., 2014).

source group abbreviation (number of) contributing sources
German rivers DE (3) Elbe, Weser, Ems
Dutch rivers (group 1) NL-1 (3) Rhine, Meuse, North Sea Canal
Dutch rivers (group 2) NL-2 (2) Lake Ijssel West, Lake Ijssel East
Belgian rivers BE (1) Scheldt
French rivers FR (4) Authie, Canche, Somme, Seine
British rivers (group 1) UK-1 (22) Avon at Bournemouth, Frome, Itchen, Meon, Stour at

Bournemouth, Test, Wallington, Yar (all entering Solent Strait),
Adur, Arun, Cuckmere, Ouse at Newhaven, Waller’s Haven (all enter-
ing Brighton Bay), Thames, Chelmer, Colne, Darent, Deben, Frome,
Gipping, Holland Brook, Medway, Stour at Harwich

British rivers (group 2) UK-2 (27) Babingley, Ouse at King’s Lynn, Nene, Welland (all entering
The Wash), North Esk, South Esk (both contributing to Esk at Mon-
trose), Almond, Blyth, Dighty Water, Earn, Eden in Scotland, Eye
Water, Esk at Edinburgh, Firth of Forth, Humber, Leven in Scotland,
Tay, Tees, Tweed, Tyne,Tyne in Scotland, Wansbeck, Water of Leith,
Wear, Yare, Ythan

Norwegian rivers NO (12) Bjerkreim, Drammen, Glomma, Kvina, Lygna, Mandal, Nidelva,
Numedal, Otra, Sira, Skien, Tovdal

Other rivers Others (68) remaining smaller rivers: 6 Swedish, 25 Danish, 37 British
North Atlantic NA northern and northwestern North Sea boundary (see Fig. 6.3)
English Channel EC southwestern end of English Channel (see Fig. 6.3)
Baltic Sea BS Baltic Sea boundary (see Fig. 6.3)
Atmosphere Atmosphere surface layer of entire TBNT sub-domain

Starting from this initial distribution, the calculation for 1999 is repeated seven times,
with iterations 2–7 using the final distributions of the labelled variables of the preceding
iteration. The number of seven iterations was found to provide a quasi steady state,
i.e., changes in the relative contributions between the final state of sixth and seventh
spin-up iteration are negligible. This also gives confidence that the matter attributed to
the untraced other rivers in fact originates from these rivers and does not constitute an
artefact of the initial labelled variable distribution. The final state of the seventh spin-up
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calculation is then used as the initialisation of the TBNT calculation from 2000 to 2014.
This spin-up method was also compared against a different spin-up within which a con-

tinuous sequence of seven years (1999–2005) was calculated in order to ensure that the
spin-up does not affect the results of the TBNT analysis. The results of the 7-fold cal-
culation of year 2005 yielded qualitatively same results as the 7-year-spin-up run over
1999–2005, with respect to the spatial distribution of the relative variable fractions at the
end of the spin-up (not shown).

The TBNT software generates annual files with daily values of the relative contributions
of the different sources to the bulk state variables and of the absolute fraction variables
and processes related to the individual source groups for the entire TBNT sub-domain
(hereafter only ‘TBNT domain’). This daily output is subsequently used for the analysis.

Figure 6.4: Time series of annual (a) atmospheric and (b) riverine TN (black y axes) input into
model domain, inside (solid black) and outside (dotted black) the TBNT domain (see Fig. 6.3).
Relative contributions (red y axes and coloured dotted lines) represent the share of total input
into the TBNT domain by different regions in case of atmospheric deposition and by different
river groups (see Table 6.1) in case of riverine input.

In order to give insight in the actual atmospheric and riverine TN loads during the
period of analysis Fig. 6.4a and b show time series of annual atmospheric and riverine
TN input, respectively, into the model domain. In both cases, the input is separated into
total input inside the TBNT domain (solid black) and outside the TBNT domain (dashed
black; see Fig. 6.3 for domain boundaries). The black y axes in both panels refer to the
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absolute TN input (in ktN a−1). The red y axes in Fig. 6.4a refer to the contributions of
the atmospheric input into different subregions of the TBNT domain, relative to the total
input into the TBNT domain: southern North Sea (N; area of 1.7 · 105 km2), northern
North Sea (H; 3.8 · 105 km2), English Channel (J; 0.9 · 105 km2) and Kattegat/Belts (I;
0.5 · 105 km2). The southern North Sea represents the North Sea region south of 56 ◦N
until transport section #6 in the Strait of Dover. The northern North Sea represents the
part of the TBNT domain north of 56 ◦N including the Skagerrak north of the transport
section #5 (see Fig. 6.3). The English Channel is the region between the EC boundary
of the TBNT domain and transport section #6, while the Kattegat/Belts region is that
between the BS boundary and transport section #5. The total area of the TBNT domain
is 6.9 · 105 km2 compared to 13.2 · 105 km2 of the areas outside the TBNT domain.

Figure 6.4a shows that the atmospheric input into the TBNT domain is about 1.6 times
higher than that outside the TBNT domain, despite its almost 50% smaller area. This
relates to the fact that atmospheric deposition is highest near the continental coast. The
annual absolute input (black lines) into both parts of the model domain shows a decrease
during the period 2000–2014, with a similar relative change of about 13% as a result of
the preparation of the atmospheric deposition data (see Sect. 3.2.2.1). The input into the
TBNT domain is 490 ktN a−1 in 2000 and stays around 485 ktN a−1 during 2001–2004.
From 2005 on, it shows a steady decrease until 2014 when atmospheric deposition reaches
430 ktN a−1.

The relative contribution of the absolute atmospheric TN input into the different sub-
regions of the TBNT domain (red lines) is very stable throughout 2000–2014. The largest
part of about 44.7% of atmospheric input is deposited in the northern North Sea. About
31.6% enter the southern North Sea, which is less than half as large as the northern North
Sea region. Considering that the spatial extent of southern North Sea area is less than half
of that of the northern North Sea, this emphasises the remarkable spatial differences in
atmospheric N deposition, with its largest values near the continental coast. The relative
contributions to the English Channel region and the Kattegat/Belts are about 13.6% and
10.1%, respectively.

The absolute annual riverine TN input into the TBNT domain (Fig. 6.4b; black solid
line) ranges between 775 ktN a−1 in 2005 and 1266 ktN a−1 in 2002. A clear decrease
can be seen from 2002 to 2003, with consistently lower levels of riverine TN input until
2014. The riverine TN input into the regions outside the TBNT domain (black dotted
line) is significantly lower with values between 213 ktN a−1 and 344 ktN a−1. The relative
contributions of the different river groups to the riverine TN input into the TBNT domain
(coloured dotted lines) show that the NL-1 rivers (blue line; incl. Rhine and Meuse; see
Table 6.1) are the largest source of TN during most years (excl. 2012 and 2014) with
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values between 18.1% and 26.3%. The UK-2 rivers (yellow line), located at the British
east coast, are of similar importance ranging between 17.3% and 25.4%. The DE rivers
(dark blue line) constitute the third strongest source during most years with contributions
of 9.9% to 22.1%. The FR rivers (cyan line) contribute 10.6% to 18.2%. The UK-1 (green
line) and ‘Others’ rivers (red line) show values between 6.1%–13.1% and 5.7%–14.1%,
respectively, with higher values in the period after 2008 compared to the earlier period.
This indicates that the relative importance of the different rivers on the North Sea system
changed during this period. The remaining rivers (NL-2, BE and NO) are less important
and contribute 3.9%–5.7%, 1.4%–3.8% and 2.2%–4.8%, respectively.

An interesting feature can be seen for the DE rivers which show high relative contri-
butions in 2002 and 2010 (21.3% and 22.1%, respectively). The former value relates to
the flood in central Europe in August 2002 (e.g., Ulbrich et al., 2003). In late summer
2010, events of heavy rainfall in the catchment area of Elbe tributaries (e.g., Philipp et al.,
2015) resulted in high freshwater discharge (Kienzler et al., 2015) and thus TN input.

6.3 General circulation and volume transports as sim-
ulated by HAMSOM

The advective transport of substances, like nutrients, is mainly responsible for their
spatial dispersal. Therefore, the reasonable representation of the North Sea general cir-
culation is a prerequisite for a meaningful TBNT analysis. For this reason, this section
first provides an overview of the general circulation of the North Sea during 2000–2014
as simulated by HAMSOM. Subsequently, water volume transports across certain sections
(see Fig. 6.3, sections #1 to #13) are compared against literature values, providing more
detailed information about the model quality.

6.3.1 General circulation

In order to provide a broad overview of the general circulation of the North Sea as
simulated by HAMSOM, Fig. 6.5 shows the streamlines (e.g., Stommel, 1948) for the period
2000–2014 derived from 15-year, depth-integrated averages of simulated daily horizontal
velocity fields. For better comparability to the current patterns described by Turrell et al.
(1992, see Fig. 2.1), Fig. 6.5a shows the streamlines integrated over the entire water depth.
Figure 6.5b and c present the streamlines for the near-surface (upper 20m) and deeper
layers (20m to bottom), respectively, to provide insight in the differences between near-
surface currents, strongly affected by wind, and the deeper layers.
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Figure 6.5: Streamline maps for the period 2000–2014 derived from 15-year, depth-integrated
averages of daily horizontal velocity fields simulated by HAMSOM: (a) surface to bottom, (b)
surface to 20m and (c) 20m to bottom.

Figure 6.5a shows that HAMSOM reproduces well the main features of North Sea
general circulation. Around the Shetland and Orkney Islands, parts of the North Atlantic
Current branch in southward direction and mainly enter the North Sea as the Fair Isle
Current between Orkney and Shetland Islands and east of Shetland. Most of the currents
entering the North Sea in the West flow southward along the British east coast until about
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58 ◦N. There, parts of the current turn east toward the central northern North Sea (Dooley
Current), while the other part continues southward. The currents entering the North Sea
directly east of the Shetlands are mainly recirculated in the northern North Sea between
58 ◦N and 60 ◦N, however, partly reach latitudes around 57 ◦N. North Atlantic water
entering the North Sea at about 2.5 ◦E–3 ◦E flows further south, but strongly interacts
with the northward outflow along the Norwegian west coast, indicated by the curvy and
interrupted streamlines in this region.

The southward flowing water at the British east coast branches again at around 55 ◦N–
56 ◦N. In this region, the shallow Dogger Bank causes the offshore part of the southward
flow to turn east/southeast entering the central North Sea (Kröncke and Knust, 1995;
Lenhart and Pohlmann, 1997), while the other part continues further south. The east-
ward flow extends to about 54.5 ◦N and turns north at about 5 ◦E. The southward branch
is recirculated at about 53 ◦N–54 ◦N, turning east/northeast and finally flowing north at
about 6 ◦N. South of Norway, both branches first turn east entering the western Skager-
rak, where they are recirculated joining the northwestward flow of the Norwegian coastal
current.

South of the southern branch (in the Southern Bight), the English Channel inflow
through the Strait of Dover can be seen. It continues as the continental coastal current
additionally fed by the freshwater discharge from the continental rivers (e.g., Rhine and
Meuse). In the simulation this current is clearly separated from the previously described
southern branch in the central North Sea, indicated by the intermittent streamlines be-
tween the two eastward currents. In the German Bight, the current turns north following
the Danish west coast. At the northern tip of Denmark the simulated turns east, entering
the Skagerrak where it is recirculated and subsequently joins the Norwegian coastal cur-
rent, which transports the water masses northward across the northern shelf edge finally
joining the North Atlantic Current.

In summary, the 15-year-climatologic currents simulated by HAMSOM represent very
well the general North Sea circulation described in Sect. 2.1. Minor deviations can be
seen in the Skagerrak region, where the simulated recirculation of northwestward currents
occurs slightly farther west. However, the intermittent and curvy streamlines indicate the
recirculating currents and interaction between Baltic inflow and eastward flowing water
coming from the North Sea.

As HAMSOM reproduces well the water column integrated general circulation of the
North Sea, Fig. 6.5b and c show the near-surface (upper 20m) and deeper layer (20m
to bottom) streamlines, respectively. By this a more differentiated view on the surface
and sub-surface currents of the North Sea is provided. The near-surface circulation is
strongly affected by wind-driven currents (Lee, 1980), and less influenced by topographic
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features such as the Dogger Bank. Consequently, the picture provided for the near-surface
circulation of the North Sea (Fig. 6.5a) partly differs from that for the entire water column.
Especially in the central and southern North Sea, near-surface currents originating from
the Fair Isle Channel propagate further south until 54 ◦N. In the central North Sea, near-
surface currents propagate farther east resulting in a recirculation in the Skagerrak which
is also located farther east than that recirculation area of the water column integrated
currents.

In some regions, Fig. 6.5c reveals some remarkable differences between the circulation
below 20m depth compared to the water column integrated and near-surface currents.
While in the northern North Sea, the current patterns basically represent the patterns
visible in Fig. 6.5a, the influence of the Dogger Bank on the deeper layer circulation is
illustrated by the diverging streamlines. One branch turns east towards the central North
Sea, whereas a second branch turns west towards the British coast. In the Southern
Bight south of Dogger Bank, the deeper layer circulation is dominated by the inflow from
the English Channel and the bathymetry, visible in the firstly northward flow turning
northeast at about 53.5 ◦N. A smaller part of the simulated currents in this area turns
west towards the British coast..

The comparison of near-surface and deeper layer currents along the continental coast
between Belgium and Denmark shows that the continental coastal current is mainly con-
fined to the shallow near-shore areas. The northward flow in the deeper layers occurs
further west in the central southern North Sea (at about 3 ◦E–5 ◦E), indicated by the
continuous streamlines in this region.

6.3.2 Volume transports

The streamline maps demonstrate that, qualitatively, HAMSOM reproduces very well
the main features of the general circulation of the North Sea. However, for a more quanti-
tative validation of the model performance in relation to horizontal advective transports,
it is necessary to consider volume transports into and within the North Sea. For this
purpose, certain sections at the North Sea boundaries (northern shelf edge, English Chan-
nel and Baltic Sea) as well as in its interior are defined and compared against literature
values. The thirteen defined sections are indicated in Fig. 6.3 (arrows indicate direction
of positive net flow). Some sections are defined in relation to the work by Winther and
Johannessen (2006), others according to the North West Shelf Operational Oceanographic
System (NOOS) framework (http://www.noos.cc/; Dick, 2013). A subset of these NOOS
sections is selected in relation to the work by Ozer (2011). Winther and Johannessen (2006)
conducted simulations of the North Sea using a hydrodynamical model and focusing on
the in- and outflow into and out of the North Sea across its different outer boundaries.

http://www.noos.cc/
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Ozer (2011) performed a model intercomparison of three operational hydrodynamic mod-
els with respect to the general circulation of the interior North Sea for the year 2008. For
a more detailed description of the different models, the reader is referred to Winther and
Johannessen (2006) and Ozer (2011), respectively. For better comparability, transports
across the sections used by Ozer (2011) are calculated for year 2008 only, while trans-
ports across the other sections represent statistics over the 15-year period 2000–2014. The
comparison of the calculated transports is presented in Table 6.2. The observation data
provided in this table were compiled by Winther and Johannessen (2006) and originate
from Otto et al. (1990), Rodhe (1996), Rydberg et al. (1996) and Danielssen et al. (1997).

Table 6.2: Volume transports across defined sections (see Fig. 6.3) derived from HAMSOM (mean,
minimum and maximum over entire period 2000–2014), compared to values from Winther and
Johannessen (2006) and Ozer (2011). Observed literature values compiled by Winther and Jo-
hannessen (2006) originate from Otto et al. (1990), Rodhe (1996), Rydberg et al. (1996) and
Danielssen et al. (1997). Parentheses in first column indicate how transport is calculated:
‘in’/‘out’= gross in-/outflow, ‘net’= net flow. All values in Sverdrup (1 Sv= 106 m3 s−1).

section analysis this study Winther and Johannessen (2006) Ozer (2011)
number period HAMSOM model observation range of model averages
(flow) mean min/max mean min/max (literature) (three different models)

#1 (in) 2000–2014 0.54 2 · 10−5/2.66 0.49 0.01/2.36 0.30 –
#2 (in) 2000–2014 1.20 0.14/4.08 0.50 0.02/2.04 0.60 –
#3 (in) 2000–2014 0.41 9 · 10−5/3.14 1.23 0.18/2.91 0.70 – 1.11 –
#3 (out) 2000–2014 2.07 0.08/7.00 2.33 0.67/5.73 1.80 –
#4 (in) 2000–2014 0.58 0.08/1.91 1.02 0.44/2.54 0.50 – 1.50 –
#4 (out) 2000–2014 0.56 0.11/2.00 1.04 0.42/2.50 0.50 – 1.50 –
#5 (net) 2000–2014 0.012 −0.46/0.39 0.014 –/– 0.015 –
#6 (in) 2000–2014 0.14 3 · 10−5/0.87 0.16 0.00/1.03 0.10 – 0.17 –
#6 (net) 2008 0.09 −0.34/0.71 – –/– – 0.080 – 0.121
#7 (net) 2008 0.10 −0.37/0.71 – –/– – 0.063 – 0.095
#8 (net) 2008 −0.08 −1.61/0.84 – –/– – −0.085 – −0.027
#9 (net) 2008 0.18 −0.35/1.26 – –/– – 0.163 – 0.207
#10 (net) 2008 0.09 −0.28/0.80 – –/– – 0.127 – 0.130
#11 (net) 2008 0.09 −0.20/0.78 – –/– – 0.105 – 0.122
#12 (net) 2008 −0.43 −4.37/1.56 – –/– – −0.470 – −0.337
#13 (net) 2008 0.53 −0.78/2.92 – –/– – 0.362 – 0.421

The comparison of the gross inflow from the North Atlantic into the North Sea across the
northern shelf edge (Table 6.2, sections #1, #2 and #3) shows that HAMSOM reproduces
well the overall inflow through the three sections. Average gross inflow of the three sections
as simulated by HAMSOM adds up to 2.15 Sv which is comparable to the results of Winther
and Johannessen (2006) yielding 2.22 Sv and close to the upper range of the observations
(1.60 Sv–2.01 Sv). It can be seen that the relative contribution of the inflow through
sections #2 and #3 is opposite to that in Winther and Johannessen (2006), which may
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partly relate to a different location of the separation point between the two sections (exact
position of that in Winther and Johannessen (2006) not known). However, the literature
values show a similar tendency as the results by Winther and Johannessen (2006) which
suggests that in HAMSOM the inflow of Atlantic water across the northern shelf edge
extends further east than it does in reality. Besides this, the simulated minimum and
maximum inflow indicate higher variability in the HAMSOM compared to Winther and
Johannessen (2006), which most likely relates to the different and significantly longer
simulation period of this study. Regarding the outflow in the Norwegian Trench area
(section #3), HAMSOM also shows good agreement with the simulations by Winther and
Johannessen (2006) and observations.

In the Skagerrak region (section #4), HAMSOM shows consistently lower values than
the simulations by Winther and Johannessen (2006) for both, inflow and outflow, however,
is still within the observed range of 0.50 Sv–1.50 Sv. The net inflow through section #5
(Kattegat) is in very good agreement with the simulation by Winther and Johannessen
(2006) and observations. The same applies to the gross inflow through the English Channel
(section #6). The average net inflow through that section in 2008 is also in good agreement
with the simulations results of Ozer (2011).

The net transport through section #7, located in the Southern Bight, is only slightly
above the range found by Ozer (2011). This may relate to differences in the river forcing,
as two major tributaries, Rhine and Meuse, enter the model domain in this region (see
Fig. 6.3 and Table 6.1, river group NL-1). For sections #8 and #9 at the northern and
northeastern end of the Southern Bight, the net transports are in very good agreement
with Ozer (2011), being well in the range simulated by their models. The negative net
flow through section #8 implies southward flow in the western part of the southern North
Sea, while in the eastern part (section #9) the northwestward coastal current driven by
the English Channel inflow and riverine freshwater discharge represents the dominant
feature (see also Fig. 6.5). For the net inflow into and outflow out of the German Bight
(sections #10 and #11, respectively), HAMSOM yields values of about 0.09 Sv, which
are slightly below the range provided by Ozer (2011). This likely relates to the model
bathymetry resulting in a northward turn of parts of the currents in the southern North
Sea before entering the German Bight (see Fig. 6.5a and c).

The negative net flow across section #12 in the western central North Sea simulated
by HAMSOM also indicates the mainly southward flow in this region driven by the North
Atlantic inflow in the North, and the average value of −0.43 is well in the range found by
Ozer (2011). In the eastern central North Sea (section #13), the positive net flow derived
from HAMSOM represents the generally northward flow in this region, however, is slightly
above the range simulated by other models (Ozer, 2011). This may relate to a lower inflow
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through the Skagerrak (section #4) as indicated by the comparison to observations and
the simulations by Winther and Johannessen (2006), though, it cannot be confirmed as
simulated transport values through the Skagerrak section are not available for the models
used by Ozer (2011).

In summary, despite some minor differences, HAMSOM shows generally good agree-
ment with the results of other hydrodynamical North Sea models and observed inflows
across the outer boundaries of the North Sea. The same applies to the interior North
Sea, where it is in generally good agreement with other models. Thus, the transport fields
simulated by HAMSOM provide a reliable basis for the TBNT analysis of N in the North
Sea.

6.4 The influence of nitrogen from different sources on
the North Sea

As this thesis focuses on the influence of N from rivers and other external sources
(adjacent seas and the atmosphere) on the North Sea O2 dynamics, this section provides
insight in the spatial and temporal patterns of N-related quantities and processes in the
North Sea with a special focus on the ODZ site in the eastern central North Sea (see
Fig. 5.11a, box #1). More specifically, results for TN, NPP and pelagic and benthic
detrital matter are presented. Whenever the term ‘contribution’ of a certain source is
used, this refers to the contribution of N input from the corresponding sources to the
considered quantity or process.

6.4.1 Spatial distribution of total nitrogen

In order to provide insight in the influence of N on different North Sea regions in general
and of selected sources in particular, first, Fig. 6.6a and b show the annually and vertically
averaged (over entire water column end sediment) concentration of overall (‘bulk’) TN for
the years 2002 and 2010, respectively. The years 2002 and 2010 are selected in relation to
the analysis of the O2 dynamics in Sect. 5.2.5. Second, Fig. 6.7 shows the corresponding
average relative contributions of selected sources to these TN concentrations. The sources
are selected in relation to their relative contribution in the vicinity of the ODZ study site
described in Sect. 5.2.5 (see also Fig. 6.6, boxes). Only the five most important sources
are presented, namely the North Atlantic (NA), the atmosphere, the first group of Dutch
rivers (NL-1), the German rivers (DE) and the second group British rivers (UK-2; along
the British east coast).

Daily bulk TN for a single model grid cell is calculated as the sum of all N-containing
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Figure 6.6: Spatial distributions of annually and vertically averaged TN concentration simulated
by ECOHAM for (a) 2002 and (b) 2010. Colour scale cut at upper end. Boxes indicate the ODZ
study site (see Fig. 5.11a, box #1).

(pelagic and benthic) model state variables, i.e., it includes N bound in inorganic nutrients
(NO−3 and NH+

4 ) as well as in organic matter, based on daily model output. The vertically
averaged daily TN concentration is calculated as the water column integrated mass of TN
divided by the water column volume. Consequently, the annual average concentration is
calculated as the average of these daily average water column TN concentrations. The
relative contributions of the individual sources (NA, atmosphere, NL-1, DE and UK-
2) to TN are calculated as the annually integrated amount of TN from the individual
sources divided by the annually integrated amount of bulk TN. As TN includes all N

state variables, the annual cycle of organic and inorganic N does not affect the annually
averaged TN concentration. Therefore, it provides a good insight in the dispersal of N

from different sources within the North Sea, similar to a passive tracer. However, it has
to be noted that that part of TN temporarily stored in the sediment is not affected by
advection. In addition, atmospheric N deposition affects local TN concentrations as well
as REMsed does due to the release of molecular N2.

The spatial distributions of bulk TN in 2002 and 2010 (Fig. 6.6a and b, respectively;
colour scale cut at 50mmolNm−3) basically show the same spatial patterns. Bulk TN
concentrations are low in the central North Sea between 54 ◦N and 56 ◦N, east of about 1 ◦E,
yielding minimum concentrations of 7.6mmolNm−3 directly north of the Dogger Bank in
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2002. In 2010, minimum TN concentrations of 6.8mmolNm−3 occur a bit southwest
of the North Sea ODZ (boxes in Fig. 6.6). In both years, lower concentrations below
5mmolNm−3 only occur in the Belts and in the western English Channel, which are not
in the focus of this analysis.

Lowest values occur in the central North Sea in both years. In the northern North
Sea values of up to 12mmolNm−3 are present in the region between the Shetlands and
Norway. In the coastal regions, TN concentrations are significantly higher than in the
offshore regions of the North Sea, showing local maxima at the mouths of major trib-
utaries (e.g., Thames, Rhine and Elbe). Especially around the Rhine/Meuse and Elbe
mouths, TN concentrations are significantly elevated. Overall maximum concentrations
of 224mmolNm−3 and 215mmolNm−3 are reached at the Elbe mouth in 2002 and 2010,
respectively.

Besides these similarities, some distinct differences between TN in 2002 and 2010 can
be seen, especially in the southern North Sea. In 2002 (Fig. 6.6a), a band of higher
TN concentrations (>12mmolNm−3) of about 1 ◦ width follows the continental coastal
current, starting from the mouth of Rhine and Meuse up to the northern tip of Denmark.
In the area of the ODZ west of Denmark (boxes in Fig. 6.6), TN concentrations in 2002
are almost 50% higher than in 2010, yielding about 9.5mmolNm−3–10.5mmolNm−3

compared to 6.9mmolNm−3–2mmolNm−3 in 2010. In combination with the coastal band
of elevated TN concentrations, which extends up to this latitude in 2002, this suggests
that the N input from the large continental tributaries (NL-1 and DE rivers) controls the
amount of TN in that region.

In order to evaluate this image, Fig. 6.7 shows the spatial distribution of the average
relative contributions to TN from the different sources: (a, b) NA, (c, d) atmosphere, (e, f)
NL-1 rivers, (g, h) DE rivers and (i, j) UK-2 rivers. Figure 6.7a and b clearly show that
the input of N from the North Atlantic dominates the entire northern and most parts
of the central North Sea. Its influence is reduced remarkably in the southern North Sea
(<50%), however, still reaches values of up to 25% in some coastal areas, e.g., at 54 ◦N,
7 ◦E in 2002. This spatial distribution of TN from the NA represents very well the current
patterns previously shown (Fig. 6.5), as its southernmost extent occurs near the British
east coast. In the East, the recirculation limits the southward extension.

With respect to the contribution of the NA to TN in the 2002 ODZ, it can be seen
that the relative contribution in 2002 is slightly higher (about 35%–40%) than in 2010
(25%–35%). The same applies to the southeastern North Sea, where the influence of NA
in 2002 is about 10% higher than in 2010. The southern North Sea is less affected by
the North Atlantic inflow. Here, it can be seen that atmospheric N deposition (Fig. 6.7c
and d) accounts for 10%–15% of the overall amount of TN in most parts of the southern
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Figure 6.7: Spatial distributions of annual average relative contributions of different N sources to
water column integrated TN for (a, c, d) 2002 and (b, d, f) 2010. Sources: (a, b) North Atlantic
(NA), (c, d) atmosphere, (e, f) 1st group of Dutch rivers (NL-1). Same scale for all panels.
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Continued: (g, h) German rivers (DE) and (i, j) 2nd group of British rivers (UK-2) in (g, i) 2002
and (h, j) 2010.

North Sea. This is in good agreement with the TBNT results of Troost et al. (2013), who
found a relative contribution of atmospheric deposition to TN of 10%–20% in large parts
of the southern North Sea in 2002. Besides this, it is shown that in the region of the ODZ
its contribution is about 10% higher in 2010 compared to 2002. In the southern central
North Sea, the atmospheric contribution to TN reaches values of up to about 10%, which
is also in good agreement with the results of Troost et al. (2013).

The influence of the NL-1 rivers (Fig. 6.7e and f) on TN in the southern North Sea also
shows principally similar patterns in 2002 and 2010. Its influence is highest at the river
mouths and gradually decreases offshore. The largest part is spread northeast, due to
the continental coastal current and the northward recirculation at about 6 ◦E–6.5 ◦E (see
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Fig. 6.5). It can be seen that the relative contribution of NL-1 in the eastern North Sea is
slightly higher in 2002 than in 2010, reaching values of up to 20% in the ODZ region in
2002. For the DE rivers (Fig. 6.7g and h) also show very similar spatial patterns for the
two years. Their contribution is also highest near the river mouths with values of above
95% at the mouths of Weser and Elbe. In a narrow band of less than 1 ◦ width parallel to
the Danish west coast, their contribution to TN stays above 40%, but is clearly reduced
further offshore and north of 55.5 ◦N–56 ◦N. in 2002, the relative contribution around the
northern tip of Denmark is higher than in 2010, however, more confined to the near-shore
areas. In the region of the 2002 ODZ, the contribution of the DE rivers stays between
5%–10% in 2002, while it reaches up to 15% in 2010.

Finally, the relative contributions of the UK-2 rivers in 2002 and 2010 are presented in
Fig. 6.7i and j, respectively. It is shown that these rivers located at the British east coast
north of East Anglia have an expectedly strong influence on the British North Sea coast,
with especially high values of more than 90% near the Wash and the Humber estuaries.
However, their influence extends several degrees east towards the central southern North
Sea, showing values of above 10% until about 4 ◦E in 2002 and even 6 ◦E in 2010. Thus, the
UK-2 rivers play an important role for the TN availability in large parts of the southwestern
and southern North Sea. In the region of the North Sea ODZ, they still contribute to
more than 5% in both years. This far eastward extension of their influence relates to
the general eastward currents in that region, driven by the recirculated Atlantic water
originating from the northern shelf edge as well as the English Channel (see Fig. 6.5).
The remarkable atmospheric and riverine (NL-1, DE, UK-2) contributions in the southern
North Sea reveal the complexity of this region with respect to N inputs.

The spatial distributions of the relative contributions to TN originating from the NL-
1, DE and UK-2 rivers in 2002 (Fig. 6.7e, g and i, respectively) are in good agreement
with the spatial patterns found by Painting et al. (2013) (their Fig. 4) during a North
Sea TBNT study on TN in 2002. However, it should be noted, that their results are not
exactly comparable to the results of this study as they did not include benthic N in TN.
They found only minor differences with respect to the NL-1 contribution, which is slightly
more confined to the continental coastal current and extends slightly further east in the
southern coastal North Sea compared to the results of this study. In the vicinity of the
North Sea ODZ they found relative contributions of the NL-1 rivers of about 12%–18%
which is in the same order as shown in Fig. 6.7e.

For the DE contribution to TN in 2002, Painting et al. (2013) also calculated very
similar spatial distributions up to the west coast of northern Denmark. Following an
imaginary, meridional line along 7.5 ◦E starting from the continental coast in the south,
the relative contribution of the DE rivers stays above 40% east of this line until about
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55.5 ◦N in this study (see Fig. 6.7f). This is in very good agreement with the findings
by Painting et al. (2013). West of 7.5 ◦E they found a more rapid decrease in the DE
contribution than this study shows, which likely relates to the coarser horizontal resolution
of the HAMSOM and ECOHAM models, compared to the model used for their work, and
thus higher numerical diffusion. North of 55.5 ◦N, they found slightly higher contributions
of the DE rivers to TN showing values up to about 18% directly north of Denmark. This
is not fully reproduced by this TBNT analysis and, on the one hand, likely relates to
enhanced numerical diffusion in the inner German Bight causing a dilution of the DE
influence farther north. On the other hand, Sect. 6.3.1 showed that the westward flow
of the Jutland current around the northern tip of Denmark is not fully reproduced by
HAMSOM, implying a less strong influence of the DE rivers in the coastal waters north
of Denmark. For the UK-2 rivers they found a very similar westward extension, although
with slightly lower contributions along the continental coast east of Lake Ijssel and also
around the North Sea ODZ, as a consequence of a northward dispersal at around 6 ◦E.

Results from an OSPAR workshop on TBNT (OSPAR, 2010) present the TBNT results
of two different models, the one used by Painting et al. (2013) and Delft3D-GEM (Delft
Three-Dimensional Generic Ecological Model; https://oss.deltares.nl/web/delft3d;
e.g., Blauw et al. (2008)). Both models show average contributions to TN of about 65%
from the NL-1 rivers in the coastal area directly northeast of the NL-1 river mouths. This
corresponds well with the results of this study yielding contribution of 50%–80% in this
region (roughly around 52 ◦N, 4 ◦E). In the inner German exclusive economic zone the two
models yielded ranges of 45%–48% of DE contribution and 18%–23% of NL-1 contribution
to pelagic TN in 2002. In this study, the balance between the two contributions is slightly
different resulting in average contributions of about 59% and 9% for DE and NL-1 rivers
to pelagic TN in the same area (not shown), respectively. Nevertheless, the principally
good agreement of the results of this TBNT analysis with previous studies gives confidence
for further analyses. OSPAR (2010) (therein Fig. 11) also report an average contribution
of the UK-2 rivers of 5%–12% to inorganic and organic N in an area in the southern
central North Sea, located in the Dutch exclusive economic zone (NL-O2) in 2002. This
is in good agreement with the contribution of 12% to TN in 2002 calculated for the same
area.

Unfortunately, existing TBNT studies do not provide detailed information on the NA
contribution to TN in the eastern central and southeastern North Sea. Therefore, it is
difficult to judge whether the dominance of the NA contribution to TN in the region
around the ODZ tends to be overestimated or not. The Delft3D-GEM results given by
OSPAR (2010) (therein Fig. 11) provide information on the individual NA contributions
to inorganic and organic N. They show that the NA contribution to winter DIN, which

https://oss.deltares.nl/web/delft3d
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is comparable to pelagic TN as the organic part is quite small during winter, is very low
(<2%) in the coastal German exclusive economic zone. Also during the rest of the year,
the combined organic and inorganic N contribution by the North Atlantic is in the same
order. For the same area, the TBNT analysis yields an NA contribution of about 9%.
This suggests, that the NA contribution to the southeastern North Sea may be slightly
overestimated in the present TBNT analysis. However, the generally good agreement with
other TBNT studies (Painting et al., 2013; Troost et al., 2013) in the region around the
ODZ site confirms that the TBNT analysis yields reasonable results.

The general image provided for bulk TN (Fig. 6.6) shows that in 2002 a remarkably
higher amount of TN was present in the region of the ODZ compared to 2010. The relative
contributions of the presented sources (Fig. 6.7) indicate that this higher amount of TN
originates from increased TN input from the Dutch and German rivers (about 20%–25%
joint contribution in 2002), and from the North Atlantic (35%–40%). This suggests that
these N sources play a key role in the seasonal dynamics of the North Sea ODZ. This is
supported by the high relative contributions of the Dutch and German rivers to the TN
discharge in 2002 (and also 2010; see Fig. 6.4b).

6.4.2 Total nitrogen in the oxygen deficiency zone

In order to give a deeper insight in the temporal evolution of TN and its contributing
sources at the ODZ site (see boxes in Fig. 6.6), Fig. 6.8 shows time series of the volume-
averaged, daily TN concentration (black line) derived from the ECOHAM simulation for
the years a) 2002 and b) 2010. In addition, daily time series of the relative contributions of
the different external N sources (coloured lines; compare Table 6.1) are shown to provide
information on changes in the relative importance of the different sources throughout the
annual cycle and the different years. The grey areas indicate tstrat according to Eq. (4.4).
In addition, Table 6.3 provides the averages and STDs of the TN concentration, and the
relative contributions of the different sources to annually integrated TN during the two
years.

The time series of the TN concentration confirm the image provided by Fig. 6.6 and
show that throughout the entire annual cycle TN concentrations at the ODZ site are
remarkably higher in 2002 than in 2010. Annual average TN concentrations in 2002
and 2010 result in 10.0±1.3mmolNm−3 and 7.0±0.5mmolNm−3, respectively. In 2002,
maximum values of about 12.2mmolNm−3 are reached in May, while 2010 maximum con-
centrations occur in November/December and only reach values of about 7.8mmolNm−3.
Maximum spring/summer values in 2010 are found in June reaching 7.6mmolNm−3. TN
concentrations at the beginning of 2002 yield almost 9.8mmolNm−3, compared to only
6.3mmolNm−3 in 2010.
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Table 6.3: Annually averaged TN concentration and relative contributions of different N sources
to annually integrated TN in the North Sea ODZ in 2002 and 2010.

2002 2010
TN 10.0±1.3mmolNm−3 7.0±0.5mmolNm−3

Atmosphere 13.1% 20.0%
DE 7.9% 9.7%
NL-1 14.4% 11.7%
NL-2 3.4% 2.3%
BE 1.5% 0.9%
FR 4.1% 3.6%
UK-1 3.1% 3.1%
UK-2 7.4% 7.5%
NO <0.1% 0.2%
NA 39.4% 32.5%
EC 4.3% 5.9%
BS <0.1% 0.3%
Others 1.2% 2.3%

Besides these differences in the initial and maximum TN concentration between the
two years, the temporal evolution of the TN concentration throughout the two annual
cycles shows quite some differences. In 2002 (Fig. 6.8a), TN concentration first decreases
to about 8.7mmolNm−3 in early February when it starts to increase, showing a very steep
increase from mid-February to early March. During this increase, the TN concentration
rises from about 9mmolNm−3 to 11.6mmolNm−3 within only two weeks. From March to
mid-May 2002, TN concentrations stay on a high level with some fluctuations. Thereafter,
concentrations start to continuously decrease (with only minor intermittences) until early
December, when minimum concentrations of 7.7mmolNm−3 are reached.

In 2010 (Fig. 6.8b), the temporal evolution of the TN concentration is quite different,
showing a steady increase from the beginning of the year until June. Thereafter, TN
concentrations decrease until early September when minimum values of 6.1mmolNm−3

are reached. TN concentrations again show a more or less steady increase until the end of
the year.

The relative contributions of the different sources given in Table 6.3 confirm that the NA
has the strongest influence on the TN concentration in both years, accounting for roughly
one third in 2010 and almost 40% in 2002. In 2002, the input by the Dutch NL-1 rivers
and atmospheric input constitute the second and third largest source of TN in the ODZ,
contributing to 14.4% and 13.1%, respectively. In 2010, the atmosphere has a stronger
impact of 20.0% while that of NL-1 is slightly reduced compared to 2002. The relative
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importance of the atmosphere in 2002 slightly underestimates that of 15%–20% found
by Troost et al. (2013), which may indicate a slight overestimation of the NA influence
in that area. Especially, since the atmospheric N deposition used in this study yields
values of about 836mgNm−2 a−1 in 2002, which is well in the range of 715mgNm−2 a−1–
882mgNm−2 a−1 reported by Troost et al. (2013) for the deposition data they used for
investigating the period 1996–2002.

Figure 6.8: Time series of volume-averaged, daily TN concentration (incl. benthic, organic N;
black line) and the relative contributions of the different N sources (coloured lines; compare
Table 6.1) in the North Sea ODZ (boxes in Fig. 6.6) in (a) 2002 and (b) 2010. Black y axes refer
to TN concentration, red y axes refer to relative contributions of different sources. Grey areas
indicate stratified periods according to Eq. (4.4). Same legend for both panels.

Among the remaining sources, DE and UK-2 rivers show the strongest influence on
TN in the North Sea ODZ with contributions of about 7.5% for UK-1 in both years and
7.9% and 9.7% for the DE rivers in 2002 and 2010, respectively. All other sources show
individual contributions of less than 5% during both years, except for the EC yielding
5.9% in 2010.

Summation of the relative contributions of the riverine sources and those of the non-
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riverine sources (atmosphere, NA, EC and BS) provides insight in the relative importance
of sources affected by WFD reduction measures (i.e., rivers; EU, 2000), compared to non-
affected sources. For 2002, the riverine contributions add up to 43.1% compared to 56.9%
of non-riverine TN. In 2010, they result in 41.3% and 58.7%, respectively. This shows
that the influence of the non-riverine sources on TN in the North Sea ODZ exceeds that
of the riverine sources by about 15%, independent of the high variation in the average TN
concentration between the two years. Additionally, this is a strong indicator that the O2

dynamics in the ODZ are dominated by non-riverine N, especially from the North Atlantic
inflow and atmospheric deposition.

The time series of the relative contributions of the different sources (see Fig. 6.8;
coloured lines) during 2002 and 2010 provide insight in the seasonal changes in the influ-
ence of the different sources on the TN concentration in the North Sea ODZ. Biochemical
turnover and exchange of matter across the benthic-pelagic interface are internal processes
with respect to TN. Thus, the changes in the relative contributions can be attributed to
changes in the lateral (i.e., advective) supply of TN. Atmospheric input constitutes the
only exception as N deposition takes place in the entire North Sea region.

The decrease in TN concentration during January 2002 (see Fig. 6.8a) is accompanied
by an increase in the NA influence (light orange) from 27% to 57% while the riverine
sources NL-1 (light blue) and UK-2 (light green) show a clear decrease in their relative
contribution. A similar decrease can also be seen in other sources (FR, UK-1 and EC),
however, they generally play a less important role on TN in this region. The atmospheric
contribution as well as that of the DE and NL-2 rivers remain stable during January.
This evolution of the different relative contributions during January 2002 shows that the
decrease in TN concentration is mainly driven by only minor advective supply of TN from
most riverine sources and the EC, in contrast to a high advective supply of TN from the
North Atlantic. However, also the latter is decreasing in terms of absolute TN input (not
shown), resulting in a decrease in TN concentration.

The strong increase in TN during the second half of February 2002 coincides with
a decrease in the NA contribution from about 58% to 45%, while the contributions of
the Dutch (NL-1/NL-2) and British (UK-1/UK-2) rivers as well as the EC show a clear
increase. Thus, this increase in TN concentration is mainly driven by lateral TN input
originating from these river groups and the English Channel. During March/April the
fluctuations in the TN concentration are opposite to those in the NA contribution while
the DE contribution shows very similar fluctuations (although less pronounced due to the
different y axes for TN concentration and relative contributions). The same applies to the
fluctuations during the period from mid-May to early July, when the TN concentration is
decreasing. This indicates that during this period changes in the TN supply originating
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from the German rivers have a strong effect on the fluctuations in the TN concentration in
the ODZ. In the later period (late July to October), the variations in TN concentration are
more similar to those in the relative contribution of the NL-1 rivers, followed by Novem-
ber when DE fluctuations are again similar to the variations in the TN concentration.
In December, the rapid increase in TN concentration corresponds to an increase in the
contributions of the North Atlantic and DE rivers while the influence of the atmosphere
and EC as well as most other river groups decreases.

The good agreement between fluctuations in the contributions of the DE and NL-1
rivers during long periods of 2002 indicates that short-term (order of days) variability
in the TN concentration in the ODZ is mainly driven by variations in the TN loads of
the nearest sources with highest riverine TN loads, the German and Dutch rivers (see
Fig. 6.4). A similar effect can be expected for the atmosphere in case of atmospheric
deposition data with a comparable temporal resolution (only annual data available for
this thesis). Furthermore, the opposite behaviour of the NA contribution compared to the
DE and NL-1 contribution the summer/autumn period shows that the balance between
riverine TN loads from the DE and NL-1 rivers and the supply from the North Atlantic
drive the general evolution of the TN concentration in the North Sea ODZ. In turn, the
atmospheric N input as well as the more remote and less strong sources (English Channel
and other river groups) only have a strong integrated effect on the base level of TN, but
have a less strong effect on short-term variations. This is visible in the very small variations
in their contributions during most parts of the year.

This general image is supported by the temporal evolution of the relative contributions
in 2010 (Fig. 6.8b). The NA influence from January to mid-March shows a decrease with
some strong fluctuations. The TN concentrations shows an increase during this period
with variations corresponding to those in the NA contribution (e.g., in early January and
February). The DE rivers show similar fluctuations although less pronounced, while most
other riverine sources and the EC show variations opposite to those in TN concentration.
The increase in TN concentration during that period is accompanied by increasing contri-
butions from the atmosphere EC as well as the DE, FR and UK-1 rivers. This likely relates
to a stronger inflow through the Strait of Dover in late 2009, resulting in this increase of
their contributions and TN (delayed in time due to the distance from the ODZ).

From late March to early May, fluctuations in the TN concentrations are similar to those
in the EC and DE contributions, while the patterns in the NA contribution are opposed.
However, in April TN concentrations remain stable around 7.2mmolNm−3, although only
NA and DE (and NL-2 to a minor extent) show increasing contributions. This implies that
NA and DE drive the TN evolution during this period. The TN concentrations continues
to increase during May which is accompanied by a steep increase in the NA contribution,
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while most other sources – except for the Baltic inflow (BS; red) and the Norwegian rivers
(NO; yellow) – show decreasing contributions. Thus, the increase in TN during this period
is dominated by strong TN supply originating from the North Atlantic. Although only of
minor importance the increases in the BS and NO contributions is worth mentioning as
they indicate the southwestward advection of TN from these sources around the northern
tip of Denmark (compare Fig. 6.6).

The decrease in TN concentration from mid-June to September is accompanied by
a decrease in the NA contribution and increases in the atmospheric and, even stronger,
the DE contribution. The other sources show more or less stable contributions during this
period. This implies that the decrease in the TN supply from the North Atlantic cannot
be balanced by the enhanced supply from the atmosphere and the German rivers. From
mid-September until the end of the year, the TN concentrations shows a general increase
with some intermittent decreases. During this period the fluctuations in the NA and DE
contributions are mainly opposite to the TN evolution, while those in the NL-1 and UK-2
contribution are quite similar to the TN fluctuations. Thus, this increase in TN is mainly
driven by the enhanced supply of TN from the latter two riverine sources. The minor
decrease in TN concentration in late December results from the decreasing TN supply
from basically all sources, except for the NA which shows a steep increase. However, the
TN supply by the NA cannot balance the reduced supply of the other sources.

In summary, the time series of TN concentration and the relative contributions of the
different sources show that the North Atlantic inflow across the northern shelf constitutes
the main controlling factor for the base level of the TN concentration and its long-term
(order of months and longer) evolution in the North Sea ODZ. This implies that years with
a strong TN supply from the NA, like 2002, are potentially more susceptible to low O2

conditions as the N availability (in combination with P, Si and light availability) controls
NPP, i.e., organic matter availability in the North Sea ODZ. However, it has to be kept
in mind that TN entering the North Sea across the northern shelf edge needs some time
before it reaches the southern central North Sea where the ODZ is located (e.g., Otto
et al., 1990).

In case that years, preconditioned with high TN levels due to the North Atlantic inflow,
coincide with high TN supply from the Dutch (NL-1) or German (DE) rivers (Fig. 6.8a,
February and December, respectively) this can lead to particularly high TN levels like in
spring/summer 2002. In consequence, this can result in strongly enhanced NPP over an
entire summer period, potentially driving the evolution of O2 deficiency.
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6.4.3 Net primary production and organic nitrogen in the North
Sea

The production of organic matter during NPP constitutes the key factor for biochemical
O2 consumption. In contrast to TN which is affected by only very few processes (advection,
atmospheric deposition loss of N2 due to REMsed), NPP constitutes exactly such a process.
Consequently, NPP is influenced by additional factors like light limitation or limitation
due to other inorganic nutrients (PO3−

4 , SiO−4 ). Hence, differences between the spatial
patterns and the annual cycle of NPP can be expected compared to TN.

For this reason, this section provides an overview of annual water column integrated
NPP in the North Sea and the relative contributions of the different N sources (see Fig. 6.3
and Table 6.1). For consistency reasons NPP is calculated in N units as the sum of the
uptakes of NO−3 and NH+

4 by diatoms and flagellates as these two processes are the actual
fraction processes which are traced. The values can be translated into C units using a molar
ratio of C:N = 6.625 (Redfield, 1934) and the molar weights of C and N. In addition, daily
time series of water column NPP and the relative contributions of the different N sources
are presented for the ODZ study site. Finally, the daily time series of pelagic and benthic
organic matter as well as the corresponding source contributions are provided for the ODZ
as they constitute the direct link to aerobic remineralisation, the dominant process in O2

consumption.

6.4.3.1 Spatial distribution of net primary production

Figure 6.9a and b show the spatial distributions of annual water column integrated
NPP in 2002 and 2010, respectively. The spatial patterns and differences between the two
years are basically the same as in the C-bases upper layer summer (April to September)
NPP shown in Fig. 5.8, due to the fact that most NPP takes place during summer and
in the upper euphotic layers. In most parts of the domain, NPP is generally higher in
2002 compared to 2010. In 2002, maximum values of up to 78 gNm−2 a−1 occur at the
mouth of river Seine (49.5 ◦N, 0 ◦E). At the river mouth locations of the German rivers
Weser and Elbe NPP also reaches high values of about 60 gNm−2 a−1. Around the mouths
of Rhine and Meuse (and downstream the continental coastal current) enhanced NPP of
up 45 gNm−2 a−1 occurs. In the eastern North Sea, maximum annual NPP also reaches
45 gNm−2 a−1 southeast of the North Sea ODZ (boxes in Fig. 6.9). In the ODZ, NPP
ranges between 30 gNm−2 a−1–36 gNm−2 a−1. In general, large parts of the southern and
eastern North Sea show NPP values of more than 25 gNm−2 a−1, while in the central
North Sea around 56 ◦N–58 ◦N, 0 ◦E–3 ◦E NPP stays below 20 gNm−2 a−1.
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Figure 6.9: Spatial distributions of annual, water column integrated NPP (in N units) as simulated
by ECOHAM for (a) 2002 and (b) 2010. Boxes indicate the ODZ site (see Fig. 5.11a, box #1).

In 2010, highest NPP occurs at the Elbe mouth reaching values of 65 gNm−2 a−1. NPP
of above 25 gNm−2 a−1 only occurs in the southern coastal North Sea, in the western
Skagerrak and along the British coast. In the southeastern central North Sea, NPP is
significantly lower in 2010 yielding values of less than 20 gNm−2 a−1 around 54 ◦N–56 ◦N,
4 ◦E–6 ◦E. NPP is also clearly reduced in and around the ODZ showing values of about
25 gNm−2 a−1.

Figure 6.10 shows he spatial distributions of the relative contributions to NPP in 2002
and 2010 due to N from the North Atlantic (NA), atmosphere as well as Dutch (NL-
1), German (DE) and east British (UK-2) rivers. The spatial distributions of the NA
contributions (Fig. 6.10a and b) show similar patterns to the NA contributions to TN (see
Fig. 6.7a and b). The northern North Sea north of 58 ◦N is clearly dominated by the NA
influence, however, in the central North Sea, the influence of N from the North Atlantic on
NPP is less than the NA contribution to TN. The same applies to the Norwegian Trench
region where the NA contribution to NPP is clearly less than that to TN.

The analysis of the atmospheric contribution to NPP (Fig. 6.10c and d) provides the
explanation for these differences in the NA contribution between NPP and TN. It can be
seen that in both years the atmospheric contribution to NPP in the central North Sea and
in the Norwegian Trench is higher than that to TN, reaching values of up to 13%. This
increase in the relative contribution of atmospheric N to NPP, compared to its influence
on TN, can be explained by the fact that atmospheric N enters the marine system in the
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Figure 6.10: Spatial distributions of relative contributions of different N sources to annual, water
column integrated NPP for (a, c, d) 2002 and (b, d, f) 2010. Sources: (a, b) North Atlantic (NA),
(c, d) atmosphere, (e, f) 1st group of Dutch rivers (NL-1).
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Continued: (g, h) German rivers (DE) and (i, j) 2nd group of British rivers (UK-2) in (g, i) 2002
and (h, j) 2010.

euphotic surface layer and as inorganic N. Thus, it can be utilised immediately by primary
producers (assuming no P or Si limitation). In contrast, the NA influence is reduced as
much of the TN originating from the North Atlantic enters the North Sea (and partly
remains) also in deeper layers, where light limitation inhibits PP.

The influence of atmospheric N on NPP in the southern North Sea is consistently
higher than 10% with values up to 15% in the vicinity of the North Sea ODZ. In 2010,
the relative contribution of atmospheric N on NPP is enhanced compared to 2010, similar
to the its higher contribution to TN in 2010. Maximum contributions of up to 23% occur
in the vicinity of the ODZ. In addition, a slightly higher impact of atmospheric N on NPP
relative to TN can be found in the southern North Sea, although to a lesser extent than
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in the central North Sea due to lower bottom depths.
Troost et al. (2013) found a relative contribution of atmospheric N to NPP in 2002

ranging between 20%–30% in most parts of the southern North Sea and a maximum
contribution of almost 50% near the British southeast coast. For the southern central
North Sea they report contributions of up to 20%. In contrast, Spokes and Jickells (2005)
attributed only 2% (in June 1998) to 6% (in August 1999) of southern North Sea NPP to
atmospheric N, but to about 13% in the Kattegat region in May 2001. Thus, the results of
this study are well in the range provided by earlier studies and match the relative spatial
gradients between the southern North Sea and the Kattegat found by observational studies
(Spokes and Jickells, 2005).

For the Dutch NL-1 rivers (Fig. 6.10e and f) the spatial patterns and differences between
the two years are also quite similar to the image provided for TN (Fig. 6.7e and f). In
the coastal southern North Sea its influence in 2002 is slightly higher than that on TN,
with values above 20% until slightly west of the Jade Bight. In the vicinity of the ODZ,
the 2002 contribution of NL-1 rivers to NPP is slightly lower than that to TN with values
of 10%–15%. In 2010, the NL-1 contribution to NPP shows values of about 10% at the
ODZ site.

The DE rivers (Fig. 6.10g and h) also show contributions very similar to those to TN in
both years. The inner German Bight is clearly dominated by the Elbe and Weser N, which
influence stays above 65% in the coastal grid cells until about 55 ◦N. Farther offshore and
north their influence on NPP steadily decreases reaching values of 8-12% in the ODZ in
both years. As for TN (Fig. 6.7g and h) the influence of the DE rivers on NPP extends
farther offshore compared to 2002, while in 2002 it reaches farther north showing values
of above 5% northwest of Denmark.

Interestingly, the DE contribution to NPP in the inner German Bight in 2002 is quite
similar to that to TN, while in 2010 the contribution to NPP is visibly higher than to
TN. Locally, differences of up to 30% can be seen. This likely relates to the fact that
in 2002 Elbe N inputs were quite high, however, especially after end of August (Ulbrich
et al., 2003). Consequently, the contribution to NPP is less than to TN as most parts of
the summer growing season were not affected by these high N loads. In contrast, Elbe N

input in 2010 occurred in large amounts throughout the entire summer period, positively
affecting NPP during the growing season.

Finally, the UK-2 rivers’ contributions to NPP in 2002 and 2010 (Fig. 6.10i and j, re-
spectively) show very similar patterns as for TN. Only directly at the British east coast
and within the westward extension between 53 ◦N–54 ◦N they show slightly higher con-
tributions to NPP than to TN. This likely relates to the fact that the riverine nutrients
(including N) are added to the model surface layer within ECOHAM (for the sake of
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mass conservation in relation to volume change by riverine freshwater discharge), where
they can be used directly for PP due to sufficient light availability. In the vicinity of the
ODZ they contribute to more than 5% of overall NPP, similar to TN. Thus, it can be
expected that the UK-2 rivers also effect the O2 dynamics in the ODZ as they constitute
a non-negligible contributing source to organic matter production in that area.

6.4.3.2 Net primary production in the oxygen deficiency zone

In order to get a more quantitative insight in the differences in NPP in the North
Sea ODZ between 2002 and 2010, Table 6.4 lists the annual, water column integrated
NPP for the North Sea ODZ and the corresponding relative contributions of the different
sources. It can be seen that overall NPP in 2002 is almost 1.5 times higher than in
2010, yielding 33.3 gNm−2 a−1 compared to 22.9 gNm−2 a−1 in 2010. With respect to the
relative contributions of the different N sources to overall NPP, the 2002 values are quite
similar to those for TN (see Table 6.3). Maximum differences in the relative contributions
to NPP and TN in 2002 can be found for the atmosphere which contributes 13.8% to NPP
and only 13.1% to TN. This again relates to the atmospheric input entering the marine
system in the euphotic surface layer where it can be used directly for PP. As for TN, the
NA influence is strongest contributing about 39.7% to NPP. The NL-1 rivers contribute
14.1%, which constitutes a slightly lower influence than on TN, while the influence of the
DE rivers is increased (relative to its TN contribution) by the same percentage, resulting
in 8.2%.

In 2010, the relative contributions show stronger deviations from the contributions to
TN. Maximum differences of 1.9% can be found for the atmospheric influence (21.9%
for NPP, 20% for TN) and the NL-1 rivers (9.8% for NPP, 11.7% for TN). The NA
contribution also shows a 1.4% higher value of 33.9% (relative to its contribution to TN),
while the UK-2 contribution is 1.1% lower yielding 6.4%. This could relate to the different
timing of the availability of inorganic N (NH+

4 and NO−3 ) originating from the different
sources.

The integrated relative contributions of the riverine and non-riverine (atmosphere, NA,
EC and BS) sources to NPP in 2002 result in 42.7% and 57.3%, respectively, compared
to 38.2% and 61.8% in 2010. Thus, the contribution of the non-riverine sources to NPP
in the North Sea ODZ is even slightly higher than that to TN (56.9% in 2002, 58.7% in
2010). Local organic matter production constitutes the most dominant driver of organic
matter supply to the deeper layers in the vicinity of the North Sea ODZ (see Sect. 5.2.3.1,
region #3). Consequently, the results suggest that the non-riverine, i.e., those sources not
affected by riverine N reductions, play an even more important role for O2 in the ODZ.
However, as atmospheric N deposition also constitutes a predominantly anthropogenically
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Table 6.4: Annual, water column integrated NPP and relative contributions of different N sources
in the North Sea ODZ in 2002 and 2010.

2002 2010
NPP 33.3 gNm−2 a−1 22.9 gNm−2 a−1

Atmosphere 13.8% 21.9%
DE 8.2% 10.2%
NL-1 14.1% 9.8%
NL-2 3.5% 2.4%
BE 1.4% 0.8%
FR 3.9% 3.3%
UK-1 2.9% 2.7%
UK-2 7.1% 6.4%
NO <0.1% 0.3%
NA 39.7% 33.9%
EC 4.1% 5.5%
BS <0.1% 0.5%
Others 1.2% 2.3%

affected process, future reductions in atmospheric N input will likely reduce NPP.
The temporal evolution of NPP and the influence of its contributing sources on NPP is

shown in Fig. 6.11a and b for the years 2002 and 2010, respectively, including the stratified
periods according to Eq. (4.4) (grey areas). At first, it is clearly visible that fluctuations
in NPP (black) in both years are much stronger than variations in TN (see Fig. 6.8).
This can be attributed to the fact that NPP is affected by more controlling factors (light
limitation, limitation due to other nutrients than N) than TN, which is only affected by
variations in TN advection and atmospheric N input.

The comparison of NPP during the productive seasons (March–November) of the two
years shows that NPP is clearly higher in 2002 compared to 2010. In 2002, very high
daily NPP rates of 240 gNm−2 d−1–270 gNm−2 d−1 are reached in early April and May as
well as in late June. In 2010, maximum values of 175 gNm−2 d−1 are reached during the
spring and autumn bloom in mid-April and late-August, respectively. The comparison
of the average rates during summer (excl. the events of very high NPP in 2002) shows
that average summer NPP is about 1.5 times higher in 2002, which matches the annually
integrated NPP values (see Table 6.4).

Regarding the seasonal succession of the contributions of the different sources a prin-
cipally similar evolution can be seen as for TN (see Fig. 6.8. During January/February
2002, when NPP is low the NA influence (light orange) shows an increase up to 75%
in early February, before it starts to decrease until late August, with some fluctuations
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Figure 6.11: Daily time series of water column integrated NPP (black line) and relative con-
tributions of the different N sources (coloured lines; compare Table 6.1) in the North Sea ODZ
(boxes in Fig. 6.9) in (a) 2002 and (b) 2010. Black y axes refer to detritus-N concentration, red
y axes refer to relative contributions of different sources. Grey areas indicate stratified periods
according to Eq. (4.4). Same legend for both panels.

in-between. It can be seen that the very steep spring increase (spring bloom) in March
2002 first coincides with an increase in the NA contribution in late March, before this
contribution decreases and that of the DE and NL-1 rivers increases. The drop in NPP
after this first spring maximum relates to a combination of nutrient limitation setting
in and stronger light limitation due to increased self-shading. Consequently, increasing
zooplankton grazing reduces phytoplankton biomass, which additionally lowers NPP.

The second NPP maximum in early May 2002 is supported by an increase NO−3 avail-
ability reducing NO−3 limitation. The increase in NPP from mid-April to early May is first
accompanied by an increase in the NA contribution, followed by an increase in the NL-1
(blue) and UK-2 (green) contributions in late April and finally by an increase in the DE
contribution in early April. This event of enhanced NPP in late April coincides with an
event of strong vertical mixing, indicated by the temporary breakdown of stratification.
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Thus, the upward mixing of inorganic N from these sources (and other nutrients) drives
the evolution of the second NPP maximum in the described sequence. The same applies to
the event in late June, only the contributing sources differ. First, the NA and DE influence
increase, before the atmospheric and NL-1 contributions show an increase. Some other
sources (UK-1/-2 and EC) also show minor increases during this latter event, however, to
a lesser extent.

The steady decrease of the NA contribution during summer is accompanied by an
increase of the atmospheric contribution and that of most riverine sources. Only the
DE contribution stays on a basically stable level of around 10% (with some fluctuation).
This could relate to the comparably short distance between the DE river mouths and the
ODZ compared to other rivers, implying that their supply of N available for NPP is less
affected by changes in the circulation, e.g., upstream the continental coastal current or in
the recirculation of the Atlantic water around the Dogger Bank. This is also supported
by the good agreement in TN fluctuations and fluctuations in the DE contribution to TN
(see Fig. 6.8). The less good agreement between NPP fluctuations and the corresponding
DE contribution relates to the fact that additional factors such as stratification, light
limitation or limitation by other nutrients have an additional influence on NPP.

From October to December 2002, the different relative contributions evolve quite similar
to those of TN as stratification has ended and NPP is strongly light limited (visible in
the decline in NPP), implying that the distribution of the source contributions in NPP
basically represents the distribution of inorganic N in the euphotic near-surface layer.

In 2010, overall NPP is significantly lower than in 2002. The temporal evolution of
the contributions of the different sources principally show similar patterns as for TN (see
Fig. 6.8b), however, as for 2002 stronger fluctuations throughout the entire annual cycle.
This again relates to the different processes and factors controlling NPP, compared to
TN being only affected by advection and atmospheric deposition. The onset of enhanced
NPP in early March 2010 coincides with an increase in the NA contribution (light orange)
to NPP from 20% to about 32% and in the DE contribution (blue) from 5% to 11%.
During the increase in NPP in mid-March, both contributions drop, while most other
riverine contributions as wells as the atmospheric and EC contributions show increases.
The spring maximum in NPP in mid-April coincides with an increase in the DE river
contribution, indicating in increasing influence of inorganic N supply originating from the
German rivers during this phase of the spring bloom. This is in good agreement with the
maxima of the 2002 NPP time series (see Fig. 6.11a), which coincides with increases in
the DE contribution to NPP.

During the summer period (late April to mid-August), NPP is dominated by the NA
influence contributing 30%–50% to overall NPP during that period. The atmosphere also
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plays an important role during that time contributing 18%–25%. In contrast, the different
river groups show very low contributions compared to the spring and autumn periods.
Only during the minor NPP maximum in mid-June all river group contributions show
a minor increase while the NA contributions drops. The same applies to another minor
increase in NPP in mid-July. From late May to mid-August, the relative contribution
of the NA steadily decreases reaching values of about 30% when NPP starts to rapidly
increase in mid-August. This decrease in the NA contribution during July and August is
accompanied by increases, especially, in the DE and atmospheric contributions, but also
to a lesser extent in the other riverine sources.

The autumn NPP maximum in late April is dominated by contributions from the North
Atlantic, the atmosphere and the DE rivers. This is different to the spring bloom when
the Dutch NL-1 rivers has a stronger influence on NPP than the DE rivers, and also to the
spring and autumn blooms in 2002, when again the Dutch NL-1 contributions are higher
than those of the DE rivers (see Fig. 6.11a). Together with the high NA contributions in
the first half of 2002, this underlines that the enhanced production of organic matter in the
ODZ in spring 2002 can be attributed to the strong influence of the North Atlantic and the
NL-1 rivers. After the NPP maximum in August, the NPP shows a general decrease, due
to light limitation setting in, with many fluctuations. These fluctuations partly match
the variations in the DE contribution, to which the NA contribution shows an exactly
opposed behaviour. This indicates that towards the end of 2010, the balance between
the DIN supply originating from the German rivers and the North Atlantic control the
N limitation of NPP, although light limitation constitutes the major controlling factor
during that time.

The time series of NPP and its contributing sources during 2002 and 2010 clearly
demonstrate that the high NPP in 2002 is driven by high N availability originating from
the North Atlantic, but, especially during summer, also from the Dutch, German and also
British river sources. Atmospheric deposition has a slightly stronger effect on NPP than on
TN as atmospheric N enters the system in the euphotic surface layer where it can be used
immediately, assuming no other limitation on phytoplankton growth. However, the minor
decrease trend in atmospheric N deposition between 2002 and 2010 (see Fig. 6.4a) cannot
explain the strong reduction in NPP between the two years. Thus, it can be concluded
that variations in the N supply from the North Atlantic, the large continental rivers and
also the UK-2 rivers (at the British east coast) control year-to-year variations in NPP, and
thus on the O2 dynamics in the North Sea ODZ.
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6.4.3.3 Particulate organic nitrogen in the oxygen deficiency zone

REMsed and REMpel constitute the major O2-consuming processes in the North Sea
ODZ, consistently accounting for more than 75% of GOC in the sub-MLD volume and
for about 85% in the bottom layer (see Sect. 5.2.5). Therefore, it is important to analyse
which sources of N have the largest contributions to organic N in the North Sea ODZ. For
this purpose, this section provides insight in the seasonal evolution of pelagic and benthic
organic matter (in N units) in the North Sea ODZ, and the relative contributions of the
different contributing sources.

Table 6.5 provides an overview of the average concentration of pelagic organic matter
(detritus-N; in mmolNm−3) and the amount of organic matter in the sediment (sediment-N;
in mmolNm−2) for the years 2002 and 2010. Sediment-N is given in units per area
as ECOHAM uses a simple sediment module with no vertical extent (see Sect. 3.2.1).
It can be seen that detritus-N and sediment-N show higher values in 2002 compared
to 2010. The average detritus-N concentration in 2010 (0.6±0.3mmolNm−3) is only
about three quarters of that in 2002 (0.8±0.6mmolNm−3). The average amount of
sediment-N in 2010 (22.0±11.0mmolNm−2) represents only about two thirds of that in
2002 (33.7±21.0mmolNm−2) which matches the difference in NPP between the two years.

Despite these minor differences in the ratio between the absolute values in 2002 and 2010
for detritus-N and sediment-N, respectively, it can be seen that the relative contributions of
the individual sources during the two years are quite similar for both quantities. This likely
results from the fact that sediment-N basically constitutes detritus-N which sank to the
bottom. Consequently, the amount of sediment-N from a certain sources is strongly linked
to the amount of detritus-N from a certain source in the water column. Minor differences
between the relative contributions of individual sources to detritus-N and sediment-N
probably relate to the slight temporal shift between the two variables.

The relative contributions of the different sources to the two variables are also quite
similar to those for TN (see Table 6.3). Largest differences can be found for the DE rivers
with relative contributions to detritus-N of 8.9% and 11.4% in 2002 and 2010, respectively,
9.1% and 11.5% to sediment-N (compared to 7.9% in 2002 and 9.7% in 2010 to TN).
In 2002, these slightly higher contributions by the DE rivers are accompanied by slightly
lower contributions from the North Atlantic (NA), while the NA contribution to organic
matter in 2010 is higher than that to TN. Instead, the Dutch NL-1 rivers have a visibly
lower relative contribution (9.9% and 10% to detritus-N and sediment-N, respectively)
than for TN (11.7%). This underlines that the North Sea ODZ is controlled mainly by the
balance between the varying influences of the NL-1 and DE rivers and the North Atlantic.
The atmosphere has a stronger influence during years of lower contributions from these
three sources.
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Table 6.5: Annually averaged detritus-N concentration and sediment-N amount per unit area,
and relative contributions of different N sources to annually integrated detritus-N and sediment-N
mass in the North Sea ODZ in 2002 and 2010.

detritus-N [mmolNm−3] sediment-N [mmolNm−2]
2002 2010 2002 2010

bulk 0.8±0.6 0.6±0.3 33.7±21.0 22.0±11.0
Atmosphere 13.5% 20.8% 13.2% 20.7%
DE 8.9% 11.4% 9.1% 11.5%
NL-1 14.3% 9.9% 14.5% 10.0%
NL-2 3.5% 2.4% 3.6% 2.5%
BE 1.4% 0.8% 1.5% 0.8%
FR 4.1% 3.1% 4.0% 3.2%
UK-1 3.0% 2.6% 3.0% 2.6%
UK-2 7.1% 6.4% 7.3% 6.6%
NO <0.1% 0.4% <0.1% 0.3%
NA 38.7% 34.2% 38.3% 33.7%
EC 4.2% 5.3% 4.2% 5.4%
BS <0.1% 0.5% <0.1% 0.5%
Others 1.2% 2.2% 1.2% 2.2%

The annual cycles of detritus-N in the North Sea ODZ in 2002 and 2010 are shown in
Fig. 6.12a and b, respectively. It is nicely shown that the temporal evolution of detritus-N
(black line) follows the annual cycle of NPP (see Fig. 6.11) with a slight temporal delay of
about one week. This minor delay results from the fact that first phytoplankton growth
has to be initiated resulting in higher amounts of living organic matter (i.e., phytoplank-
ton). This phytoplankton either dies or is eaten by zooplankton, which subsequently dies,
causing an increase in detrital matter. This good agreement between the annual cycles of
NPP and detritus-N emphasises that most of the organic matter at the ODZ site originates
from local production, while advection of organic matter has only a minor effect on the
detritus-N concentrations.

From January to mid-March 2002 (see Fig. 6.12a) detritus-N concentrations remain low
due to low NPP rates as a result of light limitation. The onset of enhanced spring NPP
in 2002 occurs in early March and results in an increase in detritus-N starting in mid-
March (see Fig. 6.12a). The spring increase in detritus-N represents the strongest increase
within the entire annual cycle and results in maximum concentrations of 1.7mmolNm−3

in mid-April, again about one week delayed after maximum NPP rates occur. This first
peak in detritus-N is followed by a decrease in detritus-N due to reduced NPP. A second
increase in detritus-N occurs in early May reaching the annual maximum concentration
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Figure 6.12: Daily time series of volume-averaged (pelagic) detritus-N concentration (black line)
and relative contributions of the different N sources (coloured lines; compare Table 6.1) in the
North Sea ODZ (boxes in Fig. 6.9) in (a) 2002 and (b) 2010. Black y axes refer to detritus-N
concentration, red y axes refer to relative contributions of different sources. Grey areas indicate
stratified periods according to Eq. (4.4). Same legend for both panels.

of 1.9mmolNm−3. Again this increase in detritus-N is caused by the strongly enhanced
NPP. In the succession of this peak, detritus-N concentration shows a steady decrease with
only minor fluctuations until late June. Then another event of high NPP (see Fig. 6.11a)
causes another remarkable increase in detritus-N reaching a maximum concentration of
1.75mmolNm−3 in early July. This maximum is followed by a steady decrease until
end of August when enhanced NPP (initiated by nutrient supply from deeper layers due
to the breakdown of stratification) causes an increase in detritus-N concentration up to
1.2mmolNm−3. After the autumn bloom period ending in late September, detritus-N
concentrations decrease due to reduced NPP and ongoing remineralisation.

The annual cycle of detritus-N in 2010 (see Fig. 6.12b) also represents well the annual
cycle of NPP in 2010 (see Fig. 6.11b). As for 2002, detritus-N concentrations increase
with a slight temporal delay of about one week relative to NPP. In 2010, the first increase
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in detritus-N due to enhanced NPP occurs about two weeks earlier than in 2010, start-
ing in early March. In consequence, the increase in zooplankton grazing, as a response
to increasing phytoplankton concentrations, in combination with lower light availability
compared to 2002 results in a minor decrease in detritus-N concentration in late March.
In early April, when light availability has increased the actual spring bloom is initiated
(see NPP maximum in Fig. 6.11b) resulting in a maximum detritus-N concentration of
about 1.2mmolNm−3. Maximum spring detritus-N concentrations in 2002 are about 1.5
times higher than in 2010 which matches the difference in maximum spring NPP rates
between 2002 and 2010, underlining the great influence of local NPP on the amount of
organic matter in the ODZ.

After the spring maximum, the detritus-N concentration steadily decreases until early
August reaching minimum concentrations of 0.8mmolNm−3. Throughout the entire sum-
mer period, detritus-N concentrations are significantly lower than in 2002. This relates
to the fact that NPP within the summer surface mixed layer is strongly controlled by the
nutrients released by remineralisation. Consequently, higher initial nutrient levels at the
beginning of the growing season (as indicated by the clearly higher TN levels in spring
2002 compared to 2010; see Fig. 6.8) allow for higher spring NPP, and consequently, higher
remineralisation and release inorganic nutrients.

In mid-August, the onset of wind-induced mixing causes the renewal of the surface
layer nutrient pool enhancing NPP, which triggers the evolution of the autumn detritus-N
maximum with values of 1.05mmolNm−3. The detritus-N concentrations during this au-
tumn maximum are only slightly lower than those in 2002, which is different to the spring
maximum. This relates to the fact that during this time of the year, nutrient limitation
is less dominant than during and after the spring bloom, but increasing light limitation
constitutes the main controlling factor. After the autumn maximum, the detritus-N con-
centration steadily decreases reaching values of less than 0.2mmolNm−3 at the end of the
year, which is similar to 2002.

Like the detritus-N concentration, the temporal evolution of the relative contributions
of the different sources to detritus-N in the ODZ in the two years basically follows the
temporal evolution of the different contributions to NPP (see Fig. 6.12). This again
underlines the great importance of local NPP on the amount of detrital matter inside the
ODZ. As for NPP, the NA contribution (light orange) dominates detritus-N throughout
the annual cycle in both years. After the 2002 spring bloom, the NA contribution steadily
decreases while the contributions of N and from the atmosphere (dark blue) and the
Dutch NL-1 rivers (light blue) show a steady increase. The same applies to most other
river groups, except for the DE rivers (blue) which only show a clear increase during April
followed by varying contributions of 8%–13% until mid-October. The NO and ‘Others’
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rivers’ contributions (yellow and red, respectively) are negligible throughout most of the
year.

As for NPP, the contributions of the NA as well as the DE and NL-1 rivers show the
strongest fluctuations during 2002, compared to the other N sources, which indicates that
the balance between these three sources mainly controls fluctuations in detritus-N in the
ODZ during the annual cycle. This also applies for the year 2010 which confirms this
image.

Figure 6.13: Daily time series of amount of benthic organic matter per unit area (sediment-N;
black line) and relative contributions of the different N sources (coloured lines; compare Table 6.1)
in the North Sea ODZ (boxes in Fig. 6.9) in (a) 2002 and (b) 2010. Black y axes refer to
sediment-N, red y axes refer to relative contributions of different sources. Grey areas indicate
stratified periods according to Eq. (4.4). Same legend for both panels.

The daily time series of sediment-N in the ODZ in 2002 and 2010 (Fig. 6.13a and b,
respectively) show some differences compared to the detritus-N time series in Fig. 6.12.
First, it can be seen that the time series of the absolute amount of sediment-N per unit
area (black line; hereafter also referred to as ‘concentration’) in both years shows almost
no short-term variability comparable to that visible in the detritus-N or NPP time series.
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On the one hand, this relates to the fact that advection does not affect sediment-N con-
centrations. On the other hand, sediment-N is only controlled by two processes, namely
the sedimentation of detritus-N as a source of sediment-N and REMsed as a sink. As ECO-
HAM uses constant sinking velocities for slowly and fast sinking detritus (0.4md−1 and
10md−1, respectively), sedimentation rates mainly depend on the detritus concentrations
in the pelagic bottom layer. Similarly, REMsed mainly depends on the concentration of
sediment-N, applying a constant remineralisation rate of 0.0333 d−1 to sediment-N. Be-
sides this less variable temporal evolution of sediment-N relative to detritus-N, a temporal
delay of varying magnitude relative to the temporal evolution of detritus-N can be seen.
This temporal delay is due to the sinking of detritus-N and its magnitude depends on
the location of maximum detritus-N concentrations within the water column and intensity
of vertical mixing influencing the sedimentation speed. In 2002, the lowest sediment-N
concentration of about 4mmolNm−2 occurs in mid-March, before it starts to increase
in late March with a temporal of about two weeks relative to the increase in detritus-N
concentration (see Fig. 6.12a). In 2010, the increase in sediment-N starts with a similar
delay relative to the increase in detritus-N (see Fig. 6.12b), indicating higher amounts of
detritus-N in the layers closer to the seafloor compared to 2002.

The steep spring increase in detritus-N in March and April 2002 results in a strong
increase in sediment-N concentration, although less steep than in detritus-N. This relates
to the fact that spring NPP is mainly confined to the euphotic near-surface layer, where
light availability is highest. Consequently, the distance between the depth of production
and the seafloor is highest and the effect of REMpel on the ‘removal’ of organic matter
from the water column is maximal. Thus, the amount of detrital matter being sedimented
is small relative to the locally produced amount of organic matter. As a result, the minor
peak in sediment-N concentration (60mmolNm−2) in June 2002, which is caused by the
phytoplankton spring bloom (and subsequent sinking of dead organic matter), occurs with
a temporal delay of about one month relative to the spring maximum in detritus-N in May
2002. In 2010, an even longer temporal delay of about one and a half months between the
April maximum in detritus-N and the minor sediment-N maximum in June 2010 can be
found.

While the sediment-N concentration in 2010 stays on a stable level of 27.7mmolNm−2–
30mmolNm−2 during summer (May to August), sediment-N concentration in 2002 shows
a second maximum in mid-July reaching a concentration of 66mmolNm−2. This max-
imum relates to the NPP and detritus-N maximum in early July 2002, which is driven
by the renewal of the near-surface nutrient pool due to strong vertical mixing causing
the temporary breakdown of stratification. Consequently, organic matter production is
enhanced as well as the downward transport of organic matter as a result of the intensi-
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fied vertical mixing. The latter also is the reason for the shorter temporal delay of less
than two weeks between the increases in detritus-N and sediment-N. The average summer
sediment-N concentration in 2002 is about two times higher than that in 2010. This cor-
responds very well with the two times higher cumulated O2 consumption due to REMsed

during the stratified period in 2002 compared to 2010.
After the summer maximum in sediment-N concentration in July 2002, sediment-N

shows a steady decrease until early September which corresponds to the decrease in
detritus-N concentration. From then until mid-October, sediment-N concentration stays
on a stable level of about 45mmolNm−2 related to the autumn bloom causing enhanced
production of organic matter, which is sedimented and balances the loss in sediment-N due
to REMsed. In 2010, the autumn bloom results in a distinct maximum in sediment-N yield-
ing a concentration of 38mmolNm−2 in early October. As for the sediment-N maximum
in July 2002, sediment-N concentrations in both years start to decrease with a temporal
delay of only about one week after detritus-N concentrations start to decrease. This is
for the same reason for the in July 2002 maximum, namely the enhanced mixing after
the breakdown of stratification, which first drives the autumn phytoplankton bloom, but
also enhances the downward transport of organic matter produced in the euphotic upper
layers.

It should be noted that the sediment-N concentrations at the end of the two years are
quite similar to the initial concentrations at the beginning of the two years. This results
from the simple sediment module used for this study, which does not allow for storage of
sedimented organic matter over longer periods, and basically applies a direct temporally
delayed (depending on the remineralisation rate) return of sedimented organic matter in
the form of inorganic nutrients (and molecular N2).

The annual cycles of the relative contributions of the different N sources to sediment-N
show principally the same long-term (order of months) patterns as detritus-N. However,
a clear temporal delay relative to the source contributions to detritus-N (see Fig. 6.12)
and less strong short-term (days to weeks) fluctuations can be seen. This temporal delay
is about one month during spring, e.g., between the second peak in the NA contribution
to detritus-N in mid-March and the peak in the corresponding contribution to sediment-N
in mid-April. In autumn, the response in the relative contributions to sediment-N is
more direct to the contributions to detritus-N (e.g., about one week between the minor
autumn maxima in detritus-N and sediment-N from NA). This relates to the enhanced
mixing-induced, downward transport of organic matter within the pelagic.

Regarding the individual contributions of the different sources to sediment-N, it can
be seen that the NA contribution dominates the evolution of sediment-N throughout the
entire annual cycle of both years with minimum contributions of 27.5%.. This is different
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from the NA contribution to detritus-N in the two years, which yield minimum values
of about 20%. On the one hand, this relates to the temporal delay between detritus-N
production and sedimentation. On the other hand, contributions of individual sources
to detritus-N may vary within the water column. Thus, the contributions of the different
sources to the vertically averaged detritus-N do not necessarily represent the contributions
to detritus-N in the pelagic bottom layer. However, only this affects sediment-N. The NA
contribution to sediment-N during May to August 2002 shows quite similar values as the
corresponding contribution to detritus-N (taking into account the temporal delay of about
two weeks). The decrease in the NA contribution to sediment-N after mid-April 2002
coincides well with the increase in overall sediment-N and with increases in the relative
contributions of the atmosphere (dark blue) and, especially, the Dutch (NL-1; light blue)
and German rivers (DE; blue). Most other river groups and the English Channel (EC;
orange) also show an increasing influence during that period. This indicates that most
of the newly sedimented organic matter was produced during NPP using larger amounts
of N originating from these sources, relative to N from the North Atlantic (compare also
Fig. 6.11a). In contrast to 2002, the maximum NA contribution to sediment-N in summer
2010 is about 5% less than the maximum NA contribution to detritus-N. This relates
to the slightly higher influences of the atmosphere as well as the NL-1 and DE rivers
compared to detritus-N.

The increase in sediment-N in autumn 2010 is accompanied by increasing contributions
of the German, Dutch (NL-1 and NL-2) and UK-2 (light green) rivers indicating that this
high amount of N originating from these sources is bound in the newly sedimented organic
matter. In September/October 2002, only the atmospheric contribution shows a clear
increase (and later that from the NA), underlining the differences in the N supply from
the large continental rivers between the two years.

In general, the analysis of the time series of NPP (Fig. 6.11), detritus-N (Fig. 6.12) and
sediment-N (Fig. 6.13), and their contributing sources, clearly illustrates the direct link
between local NPP and the amount of detritus-N and sediment-N in the North Sea ODZ.
This confirms the findings of Sect. 5.2 that near-surface NPP and subsequent REMpel and
REMsed below the MLD constitute the main controlling factors of GOC. This strong link
in combination with the relative importance of the different N sources (see also Tables 6.4
and 6.5) further allow for the conclusion that the N supplies from the North Atlantic, the
atmosphere and the large Dutch and German rivers dominate the N dynamics in the ODZ.
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6.5 Conclusions on the trans-boundary nutrient trans-
port analysis of nitrogen

This chapter presented a newly developed software which allows for the calculation of
TBNT on the basis of the biogeochemical model ECOHAM. The design of TBNT as a post-
processing software principally allows for the future application to models other than
ECOHAM. This constitutes the major technical difference to existing TBNT studies, which
required either the implementation of the TBNT method to the applied model (e.g., Blauw
et al., 2006; Ménesguen et al., 2006; Lacroix et al., 2007; Neumann, 2007; Timmermann
et al., 2010; Troost et al., 2013; Perrot et al., 2014) or in-depth knowledge of the program
code of the base model (Radtke et al., 2012; Radtke and Maar, 2016). In contrast, the here
described software only needs information about the model grid structure and a description
which state variables interact via which model processes in order to enable the calculation
of TBNT. Despite this post-processing approach the presented software provides results
very similar to previous TBNT studies on the North Sea (OSPAR, 2010; Painting et al.,
2013; Troost et al., 2013). Though, the North Atlantic influence in the southeastern North
Sea might be slightly overestimated.

The results for TN provide information on the spatial dispersal of N from non-atmospheric
sources, as TN is only affected by advection, atmospheric deposition and the loss of molec-
ular N2 due to REMsed. In contrast, NPP is influenced by additional factors (light/P/Si

limitation). Despite these differences in complexity, the spatial distributions of the source-
related, average relative contributions to TN and NPP in 2002 and 2010 are quite similar
for all analysed sources. This is an important insight as it suggests that TN can be used
as a proxy for the impact of N on NPP in most regions. However, differences of up to
30% can occur locally, e.g., for the DE contributions in the German Bight. Besides this,
minor differences (<2%) between the contributions to TN and NPP only occur for the
atmospheric contribution with a higher contribution to NPP.

The spatial distributions of the source-related contributions to TN and NPP show
that the North Atlantic inflow of N dominates the entire northern and most parts of the
central North Sea. The NA contribution to N is still high in the offshore regions of the
southern North Sea, with relative contributions of above 25%. In the central North Sea,
the atmosphere and partly the rivers at the British east coast (UK-2) constitute additional
relevant sources. The atmosphere contributes 5%–12% to TN and slightly higher values
to NPP, which relates to the input of atmospheric N into the euphotic surface layer. In
the southern central North Sea, the UK-2 rivers also contribute to more than 5% of TN
and NPP. In the central part of the southern North Sea, the Dutch NL-1 rivers (Rhine
and Meuse) and atmospheric deposition constitute the main contributing sources to TN
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and NPP. Here, the analysis yields a 10%–15% atmospheric contribution to NPP, and
10%–25% by the NL-1 rivers.

For the southeastern North Sea, the analysis clearly shows the dominance of the German
rivers (DE; Elbe, Ems, Weser) on TN and NPP. However, although the Elbe constitutes
one of the largest North Sea tributaries, the DE influence is strongly confined to the inner
German Bight and the Danish west coast. In the inner German Bight the DE contribution
to TN and NPP exceeds 50% during the considered years, which emphasises the great
importance of these rivers for the biochemistry of that area.

The TN time series at the ODZ study site shows that advection of nutrient-rich water
is essential for the preconditioning of the pool of N (and other nutrients). In 2002, the
large N supply originating from the NA and the Dutch rivers caused remarkably high N

levels at the end of the winter period (1.5 times higher than in 2010), enabling very high
spring and summer NPP.

The good agreement between the temporal evolution of detritus-N and sediment-N
relative to NPP, and between the evolution of the individual contributions by the different
sources, also demonstrates the strong link between local NPP and the amounts of detrital
matter in the pelagic and sediment. This supports the use of NPP as an indicator for
organic matter for the definition of the ODI (see Sect. 5.2.3.2). As REMpel and REMsed

constitute the major O2 consuming processes it can be concluded that the major sources
of organic N in the ODZ control the O2 dynamics in the North Sea ODZ.

Among the traced N sources, the NA contribution constitutes the major contributing
source to NPP in the ODZ (30%–40%). The second most important source is the atmo-
sphere (13%–22%) followed by the large Dutch (NL-1; 10%–15%), German (8%–10%)
and UK-2 (6%–7%). The analyses show that the other large, but more remote sources
(English Channel, French and southern British rivers) also have a relevant influence to the
NPP in the ODZ, adding up to about 10%–12%.

The comparison of the riverine against the non-riverine N sources showed that the
relative contribution of non-riverine sources to NPP in the ODZ results in roughly 60%,
while that of the riverine sources accounts for only about 40%. This suggests that N

reduction measures in the catchment areas of the main contributing rivers, e.g., according
to the WFD (EU, 2000), will only have a limited effect on NPP and thus the O2 conditions
of the ODZ. However, the atmospheric contribution to detritus-N and sediment-N at the
ODZ site yields about 13% in 2002 and almost 21% in 2010. This suggests that future
reductions in atmospheric N deposition, as agreed on by the so-called Gothenburg Protocol
(UNESC, 1999), will have an additional positive effect on the O2 conditions in the ODZ.



Chapter 7

The influence of nitrogen inputs on the
North Sea oxygen dynamics

In this chapter the O2 consumption related to N input from riverine and non-riverine
(see Table 6.1) as well as anthropogenically affected and non-affected sources will be
investigated in a quantitative way. For this purpose, an extension of the TBNT method
(Sect. 6.1) is presented which enables the link of biochemical processes affecting O2 to
the N originating from different sources. This approach, for the first time, allows for the
quantification of the influence of N from different sources on the O2 dynamics of the North
Sea under recent environmental conditions. The presented analyses focus on the dynamics
of the ODZ study site, but the Oyster Grounds region is additionally considered as it is
well known to be susceptible to O2 deficiency (e.g., Greenwood et al., 2010). Finally, an N

reduction exercise is conducted and the effects on the North Sea O2 dynamics in relation
to the individual N sources are discussed.

7.1 Linking oxygen dynamics to labelled nitrogen

To date, the TBNT method allows for the tracing of elements (and related state vari-
ables) from individual external sources, such as rivers or the atmosphere, within biogeo-
chemical models. However, the described methodology implies that the element, that is
labelled, does not change, i.e., information about its source cannot be passed from one
element to another (e.g., from N to O2). Therefore, the investigation of the influence of N
input from selected sources on the O2 dynamics requires, first, the labelling and tracing
of the N state variables (and connecting processes) from these sources and, second, the
establishment of a link between the labelled N variables and processes with the processes
affecting O2.

For biogeochemical processes within the O2 cycle whose formulation within the under-
lying model is based on a state variable containing the labelled element, this state variable
can be used to create the link to the O2 cycle, analogous to the description in Sect. 6.1.2.
For processes whose formulation is based on a different element than the labelled one (e.g.,
C instead of N), a different approach has to be chosen for creating the link between the

193
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labelled element and the O2 cycle.
As shown in Fig. 3.1 the O2 cycle within ECOHAM is linked to the cycles of C, N and

P by different processes. NPP provides a link to the elemental cycles of C, N and P. The
same applies to RESzoo, REMpel and REMsed, while NIT and pelagic denitrification are
only linked to the N cycle. However, the latter is not considered in ECOHAM as it only
takes place under anoxic conditions which do not occur in the pelagic of the North Sea
(compare Sect. 3.2.1).

In the case of N labelling NIT has to be considered. According to ECOHAM’s process
formulation of NIT (see Eq. (3.8)), the O2 consumption related to NIT is proportional to
the available amount of dissolved NH+

4 . Thus, the O2 consumption due to NIT of NH+
4

from a selected N source i is calculated as:

P i
O2,nit(∆t, j) = Ri

NH+
4

(t0, j) · PO2,nit(∆t, j). (7.1)

Here, Ri
NH+

4

(t0, j) represents the relative fraction of NH+
4 from source i according to

Eq. (6.18), and PO2,nit represents the NIT process on bulk NH+
4 as calculated by ECOHAM.

The other biogeochemical processes affecting the O2 dynamics are formulated based
on C: NPP, RESzoo, REMpel and REMsed (see Sect. 3.2.1). Thus, for these processes no
N-based model state variable exists which provides a direct link from the N cycle to the
O2 cycle. However, within ECOHAM all these processes – except REMsed – are conducted
by organisms (phytoplankton, zooplankton, bacteria) which contain C as well as N (and
also P). Therefore, these organisms act as some kind of ‘mediator’ and can be used for
establishing the link between labelled N and the O2 cycle. The same applies to the linking
of the O2 cycle to labelled P which is, however, not part of this study.

The TBNT method described in Sect. 6.1.2 allows for the calculation of the relative
fractions of these mediators containing N from a selected source (see Eqs. (6.15), (6.17) and
(6.18)). These relative fractions represent that portion of the mediator containing N from
a specific source. Therefore, these relative fractions in combination with the corresponding
bulk processes of the O2 cycle can be used to calculate the O2 consumption or production
(in case of NPP) similar to Eq. (7.1). Accordingly, the change in O2 by a specific process
and due to N input from a selected source i is calculated as follows:

P i
O2

(∆t, j) = Ri
XM

(t0, j) · PO2(∆t, j). (7.2)

PO2 represents the bulk process affecting O2 and Ri
XM

represents the relative fraction
of the mediator state variable XM from source i according to Eq. (6.18). In the here
presented case of N labelling, XM refers to the following ECOHAM state variables: diatom-
N and flagellate-N for NPP, micro- and mesozooplankton-N for RESzoo and bacteria-N for
REMpel. In the case of P labelling, the corresponding P state variables need to be used.
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The major underlying assumption of Eq. (7.2) is, that (besides light limitation) the
build-up of organic matter by NPP is limited by the availability of nutrients (e.g., N).
This implies that the uptake and thus the amount of C in organic matter is proportional
to the uptake and amount of, e.g., N. The relation between the two is not necessarily
linear, e.g., in case of temporally varying stoichiometry. Nevertheless, the assumption
that higher amounts of N bound in organic matter allow for higher amounts of C in that
organic matter remains valid. This can be applied analogously to bacteria.

For REMsed (i.e., benthic O2 consumption) no real mediator state variable exists within
ECOHAM as the process only depends on the concentration of POC in the sediment and
a fixed C remineralisation rate (see Eq. (3.18)). However, the above described assumption
can also be applied as the organic matter was initially produced by NPP, i.e., the amount of
POC is related to that of PON. Therefore, the calculation of REMsed also follows Eq. (7.2),
with XM representing sediment-N in the case of N labelling (i.e., sediment-P in case of P

labelling).

7.2 The influence of nitrogen inputs on biochemical oxy-
gen consumption

Nutrients from different sources influence both, O2 production due to NPP and O2 con-
sumption due to biochemical processes (REMpel, REMsed, RESzoo, NIT). Therefore, this
section first provides an overview of the spatial patterns in O2 consumption in the North
Sea and the contributions related to N from the different riverine and non-riverine sources
(see Table 6.1). For this purpose, first O2 consumption is considered in an integrated
manner using the net O2 consumption (NOC) and GOC. The former is calculated as the
sum of the biochemical O2-consuming processes minus O2 production by NPP, while the
latter represents the sum of the O2 consumption processes only.

7.2.1 Spatial distributions of oxygen consumption

In order to provide an overview on the general spatial patterns in biochemical O2

production and consumption in the North Sea, Fig. 7.1 shows the annual NOC integrated
over different depths ranges for the years 2002 and 2010.
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Figure 7.1: Spatial distributions of annual net O2 consumption (NOC) integrated (a, b) over the
entire water column, (c, d) from 20m to bottom and (e, f) in the model bottom layer, in (a, c, e)
2002 and (b, d, f) 2010. Colour scale cut at upper end. Box #1: ODZ site, box #2: Oyster
Grounds. White areas in (c, d) shallower than 20m.
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The NOC integrated over the entire water column (Fig. 7.1a and b) indicates whether
a region constitutes a source (negative NOC) or sink (positive NOC) of O2. However, as
shown in Sect. 5.2, NPP mainly takes place in the euphotic near-surface layers. Therefore,
Fig. 7.1c and d show the NOC integrated over the entire depth range below a fixed MLD
of 20m (Vsub,fix), and as lowest O2 concentrations occur closest to the bottom, Fig. 7.1e
and f show the NOC within the model bottom layer.

Figure 7.1a and b show that the principal spatial patterns in water column integrated
annual NOC are quite similar for both years, 2002 and 2010. Negative NOC, i.e., net
production of O2 occurs in most of the shallow coastal regions, over the Dogger Bank and
also southwest of the Norwegian Trench. The lowest values of about −0.37 kgO2 m−2 a−1

occur northeast of the Wash at about 53.3 ◦N, 1 ◦E. In contrast, NOC is very high in the
Norwegian Trench, due to the great water depth implying high O2 consumption within
the pelagic, and in the river mouths of Elbe as well as Rhine and Meuse, where maxi-
mum values up to 0.52 kgO2 m−2 a−1 are reached. The latter results from the input of
large amounts of detrital matter by the rivers, resulting in enhanced O2 consumption.
In the northwestern and southern North Sea, NOC is slightly positive with values up to
0.15 kgO2 m−2 a−1. A local maximum with values up to 0.45 kgO2 m−2 a−1 can be seen in
the English Channel near the French coast.

At the ODZ site (see box #1 in Fig. 7.1a and b). NOC is slightly negative and fur-
ther decreases in northern direction, i.e., NPP exceeds GOC in that region. In the Oys-
ter Grounds region (see box #2 in Fig. 7.1a and b), which was found to be susceptible
to O2 deficiency, e.g., by Greenwood et al. (2010), NOC is positive with values around
0.1 kgO2 m−2 a−1.

The NOC in the water column between 20m depth and the bottom (Fig. 7.1c and
d) shows similar relative spatial differences as the NOC within the entire water column
(white areas indicate regions shallower than 20m). However, with the major difference
that it is consistently positive, due to very low NPP below 20m in most regions. The
spatial patterns found in NOC below 20m basically represent the patterns of near-surface
NPP (i.e., organic matter production; see Fig. 5.8). The highly productive, but shallow
regions of the southern and in the northwestern North Sea show high NOC values up
to 0.4 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in both years. The same applies to the Norwegian Trench, where
maximum values above 0.55 kgO2 m−2 a−1 occur in most parts, as a result of high near-
surface NPP and great water column depth implying high O2 consumption in the pelagic.

In the southern North Sea the NOC below 20m is clearly higher in 2002 than in 2010
(Fig. 7.1c and d, respectively), with values above 0.25 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in most regions. In
contrast, values are higher in the central North Sea in 2010 compared to 2002. These
relative changes between the two years in the two regions correspond to the changes in
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near-surface NPP (see Fig. 5.8).
At the ODZ site, the NOC below 20m yields 0.2 kgO2 m−2 a−1–0.35 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in

2002, compared to values of only 0.1 kgO2 m−2 a−1–0.25 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in 2010. In the
vicinity of the ODZ, the 2002 values are also clearly higher than in 2010, due to the
higher NPP in 2002 in that area. The same holds for the Oyster Grounds region, where
2002 values yield 0.3 kgO2 m−2 a−1–0.4 kgO2 m−2 a−1, compared to only 0.2 kgO2 m−2 a−1–
0.3 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in 2010. The higher values in the Oyster Grounds area relative to those
in the ODZ result from the greater bottom depth in the Oyster Grounds region.

The NOC in the bottom layer for the years 2002 and 2010 are shown in Fig. 7.1e and f,
respectively. Different to the NOC below 20m, it shows negative values in some shallow
coastal regions, which simply relates to the fact that these regions were not taken into
account due to the low bottom depth. Except for these few coastal areas, bottom layer
NOC is positive due to decreasing NPP with increasing depth as a result of light limitation.
For the same reason, the NOC in the bottom layer is higher in coastal regions, compared
to the regions farther offshore, as NPP is high and large amounts of organic matter reach
the bottom due to shallower bottom depth.

One interesting aspect can be seen in the vicinity of the mouths of Rhine/Meuse and
Elbe. In both cases bottom layer NOC is very high (0.52 kgO2 m−2 a−1) directly at the
river mouth due to the large input of detrital matter. In the former case NOC also shows
high values further downstream the continental coastal current, while in the case of the
Elbe, NOC is strongly negative (−0.2 kgO2 m−2 a−1 to −0.35 kgO2 m−2 a−1) in the very
near-shore areas north of the Elbe mouth. This implies that in these regions NPP, driven
by nutrient input from the Elbe (see Fig. 6.10g and h), exceeds GOC. Farther offshore,
NOC clearly increases, showing positive values of 0.2 kgO2 m−2 a−1–0.35 kgO2 m−2 a−1 and
0.15 kgO2 m−2 a−1–0.3 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in 2002 and 2010, respectively. Consequently, bottom
layer NOC in the ODZ in 2002 is also higher than in 2010 as discussed in Sect. 5.2.5. In
the offshore regions of the southern North Sea, bottom layer NOC is only slightly higher
in 2002 than in 2010, with an average difference of about 0.05 kgO2 m−2 a−1 between
the two years. This also holds for the Oyster Grounds region where NOC in 2002 yields
0.1 kgO2 m−2 a−1–0.15 kgO2 m−2 a−1, compared to 0.05 kgO2 m−2 a−1–0.1 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in
2010. In the deeper central and northern North Sea, bottom layer NOC is generally lower
than in the shallower southern and coastal North Sea, with slightly higher values in 2010
than in 2002 similar to NOC below 20m.

As seasonal stratification separates the NPP-dominated near-surface layers from the
deeper layers below the MLD, where GOC clearly exceeds NPP (see Fig. 7.1c and d),
Fig. 7.2 shows the annual, vertically integrated GOC for the water column below 20m
depth and the model bottom layer in years 2002 and 2010. In both years NPP below 20m
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is less than 0.005 kgO2 m−2 a−1 within the entire southern North Sea (including Oyster
Grounds) and below 0.015 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in the vicinity of the ODZ; NPP is negligible in
the bottom layer of the entire offshore North Sea (both not shown).

Figure 7.2: Spatial distributions of annual gross O2 consumption (GOC) integrated (a, b) from
20m to bottom and (c, d) in the model bottom layer, in (a, c) 2002 and (b, d) 2010. Colour scale
cut at upper end. Box #1: ODZ site, box #2: Oyster Grounds. White areas in (a, b) shallower
than 20m.

Figure 7.2a and b show the GOC below 20m in the years 2002 and 2010, respectively.
Similar to the NOC, the GOC integrated over the entire water column below 20m illus-
trates the combined effect of organic matter availability (mainly originating from near-
surface NPP) and water column depth. The spatial patterns are very similar to those
in the corresponding NOC (Fig. 7.1c and d, respectively), with very high values in the
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Norwegian Trench (>0.5 kgO2 m−2 a−1), in the northwestern North Sea and in the highly
productive southern North Sea. Low values of less than 0.016 kgO2 m−2 a−1 occur in the
central North Sea due to low near-surface NPP as well as on and northeast of the Dogger
Bank due to the shallow water column depth.

As for NOC, the 2002 values in GOC are higher than in 2010 in the southern North Sea
with maximum values of about 0.4 kgO2 m−2 a−1 southeast of the Oyster Grounds area
(see box #2 in Fig. 7.2a). In 2010, GOC is higher in the areas directly south and west of
the Dogger Bank and also in the northern North Sea. In the Southern Bight (north of the
Strait of Dover) GOC is generally low as a result of low NPP in this area (see Fig. 6.10).

In the vicinity of the ODZ (box #1 in Fig. 7.2a and b), GOC yields 0.26 kgO2 m−2 a−1–
0.36 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in 2002 and 0.12 kgO2 m−2 a−1–0.24 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in 2010. This implies
that annual GOC in the ODZ in 2002 is 1.5–2 times higher than in 2010 which is in good
agreement with the results for O2 consumption during the summer stratified period (see
Sect. 5.2.5.1, Table 5.2).

The GOC in the model bottom layer is shown in Fig. 7.2c and d for the years 2002
and 2010, respectively. Bottom layer GOC basically represents bottom layer NOC (see
Fig. 7.1e and f; different colour scale than Fig. 7.2), except for the very shallow coastal
areas dominated by NPP (i.e., positive NOC). In the shallow southern North Sea, bottom
layer GOC basically matches the spatial patterns and temporal differences between the
two years, although it is positively modulated in the very near-shore areas affected by
riverine input of detrital matter. Consequently, GOC is highest in the inner German Bight
due to high inorganic nutrient loads driving NPP and additional organic loads especially
from the Elbe and Weser. In the coastal strip (with a width of about 20 km) from the
mouths of Rhine and Meuse until the mouth of river Ems, GOC also shows clearly elevated
values compared to the regions farther offshore. At the mouths of Rhine/Meuse and Elbe,
maximum GOC values of 1.9 kgO2 m−2 a−1 and 1.4 kgO2 m−2 a−1 are reached in 2002 and
2010, respectively.

Although GOC in these regions is much higher than in the regions farther offshore,
simulated O2 concentrations around these river mouths are clearly higher than in the
central southern North Sea (see Fig. 5.6c and d), due to the shallow water depth resulting
in strong vertical mixing. Only directly at the river mouth locations of Rhine/Meuse,
Elbe and Weser, minimum O2 concentrations are similarly low as in the ODZ due to the
remineralisation of detrital matter from the rivers and high summer SST reducing O2

solubility. Near the major British tributaries, GOC is also significantly higher than in the
offshore areas as a result of riverine organic matter input.

At the ODZ site (box #1 in Fig. 7.2c), bottom layer GOC results in 0.12 kgO2 m−2 a−1–
0.2 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in 2002, compared to only 0.06 kgO2 m−2 a−1–0.14 kgO2 m−2 a−1 in 2010.
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This corresponds well with the about 2 times higher O2 consumption during the sum-
mer stratified period in 2002 relative to 2010 (see Sect. 5.2.5.1, Table 5.2). In the
Oyster Grounds area (box #2), bottom layer GOC reaches values of 0.1 kgO2 m−2 a−1–
0.14 kgO2 m−2 a−1, while in 2010 only slightly lower values of about 0.09 kgO2 m−2 a−1 are
shown.

In the northern and central North Sea – north of the imaginary line between Dogger
Bank and the northern tip of Denmark – both years show generally low bottom layer
GOC of less than 0.06 kgO2 m−2 a−1 and decreasing values with increasing depth as less
detrital matter reaches the bottom, and RESzoo being negligible due to low zooplankton
biomass. The latter results from the fact that zooplankton constitute the highest trophic
species and closure term of the trophic pyramid in ECOHAM and are directly linked to
phytoplankton biomass.

In summary, the spatial distributions of annual, water column integrated NOC (Fig. 7.1a
and b) show that most shallow coastal regions constitute a net source of O2, while in most
offshore regions GOC exceeds O2 production. In fact, GOC surmounts O2 production in
all North Sea regions as soon as only the deeper layers (below a fixed depth horizon of
20m) are considered (see Fig. 7.1c and d). This confirms that seasonal stratification in the
North Sea (with an average MLD of 15m–20m) separates the productive surface layers
from the O2 consuming sub-MLD volume. In the bottom layer, NOC (Fig. 7.1e and f)
and GOC (Fig. 7.2c and d) are very similar as bottom layer NPP is very small in most
regions due to low light availability. The good agreement between the spatial patterns of
summer surface NPP (see Fig. 5.8) and bottom layer NOC and GOC also confirms the
strong link between surface productivity and sub-surface O2 consumption.

7.2.2 Spatial distributions related to different nitrogen sources

As this thesis focuses on O2 deficiency in the North Sea, which usually evolves near the
bottom, where NPP (i.e., O2 production) is negligible relative to GOC in most regions,
Fig. 7.3 shows the relative contributions of the major N sources to bottom layer GOC in
the North Sea. The selected sources are the same as in Sect. 6.4.1, namely: North Atlantic
(NA), Atmosphere, Dutch NL-1 rivers, German rivers (DE) and British UK-2 rivers (see
Fig. 6.3 for NA boundary and river locations). It should be noted that the spatial patterns
in the different contributions are very similar for both bottom layer GOC and GOC below
20m depth.

Figure 7.3a and b show the relative contributions of N originating from the NA to
annual bottom layer GOC in 2002 and 2010, respectively. The basic spatial patterns and
differences between the two years are similar to those shown for the NA contributions
to annually and water column averaged TN (see Fig. 6.7a and b) and annual, water
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Figure 7.3: Spatial distributions of relative contributions of different N sources to annual bottom
layer gross O2 consumption for (a, c, d) 2002 and (b, d, f) 2010. Sources: (a, b) North Atlantic
(NA), (c, d) atmosphere, (e, f) 1st group of Dutch rivers (NL-1). Same scale for all panels.
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Continued: (g, h) German rivers (DE) and (i, j) 2nd group of British rivers (UK-2) in (g, i) 2002
and (h, j) 2010.

column integrated NPP (see Fig. 6.10a and b). However, the spatial patterns in the NA
contributions to NPP are in slightly better agreement with those to bottom layer GOC.
On the one hand, this is somehow surprising as one could expect that the contribution to
TN within the entire water column is more representative for the O2 consumption linked
to N from an individual source than NPP, which only occurs in the upper tens of metres
of the water column. On the other hand, this underlines the great importance of local
near-surface NPP on GOC near the seafloor.

As for NPP, the NA contribution to GOC is highest in the entire northwestern North
Sea (north of 57 ◦N), with contributions of above 95%. In the eastern Norwegian Trench,
it also shows high values (>60% in 2002, 65%–75% in 2010). In southeastern direction
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its contribution is gradually decreasing and is less than 60% southeast of the imaginary
line between Dogger Bank and northern Denmark. In the Southern Bight its influence
is lowest with values of consistently less than 5%. In the German Bight its contribution
decreases from about 40% at 55 ◦N, 6 ◦E to less than 5% near the mouths of Elbe and
Weser. Variations between 2002 and 2010 are small, except for the difference in the eastern
Norwegian Trench and Skagerrak.

The relative contributions of atmospheric N deposition to GOC in 2002 and 2010 are
shown in Fig. 7.3c and d, respectively. Here, the spatial patterns are also similar to those
for TN and NPP, however, the agreement between the atmospheric contribution to TN
and that to GOC is better, which relates to the fact that atmospheric N has a stronger
impact on near-surface NPP than on processes in the bottom layer.

Highest atmospheric contributions of 40%–90% occur in the Belt Sea east of Denmark,
where the amount of riverine N from other sources is low. In the North Sea region, the
atmospheric contribution to GOC reaches values of above 15% in the eastern North Sea in
2010. In most parts of the southern North Sea its contribution ranges between 10% and
15%, except for the coastal areas influenced by the large continental rivers (e.g., Seine,
Rhine/Meuse and Elbe). In 2002, its contribution to GOC in the southern North Sea is
slightly less than in 2010, however, still reaches values of above 10% in most areas. As
for NPP and TN, the atmospheric contribution to bottom layer GOC steadily decreases
towards the northwestern North Sea, where values stay consistently below 5%. The GOC
related to N from the Dutch NL-1 rivers (see Fig. 7.3e and f) also shows similar patterns
as for the NL-1 contributions to TN (Fig. 6.7e and f) and NPP (Fig. 6.10e and f). Similar
to the NA contribution, the agreement with its contribution to NPP is slightly better, e.g.,
in the eastern Norwegian Trench, where it contributes to more than 5% of bottom GOC,
while its contribution to TN is less than 5% in that region. The generally higher influence
of N from the NL-1 rivers on GOC in the southeastern North Sea in 2002, relative to 2010,
corresponds with the differences between the two years seen in TN and NPP.

Interestingly, the NL-1 contribution to bottom GOC in the coastal regions northeast
of the mouths of Rhine and Meuse is a bit less than that to TN and NPP. This relates to
the fact that N originating from these rivers directly affects the contribution to TN and
(in case of inorganic N input) the contribution to NPP in the vicinity of the river mouths.
In contrast, the riverine input of organic matter only directly influences GOC around the
river mouth, while farther away riverine inorganic and organic N affect GOC with a slight
temporal delay relative to NPP due to sinking. In addition, the ratio between inorganic
and organic N originating from the rivers can change, while it is advected downstream the
continental coastal current, due to the biochemical overturning.

The spatial distributions of the relative contribution to GOC related to N from the
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DE rivers in 2002 and 2010 (Fig. 7.3g and h, respectively) are very similar to both, the
DE contributions to TN (Fig. 6.7g and h) and NPP (Fig. 6.10g and h). This relates to
the shallow water depth in the regions affected by the DE rivers, which implies that NPP
occurs within the entire water column. The relative contributions in both years are highest
in the inner German Bight with values above 95% near the mouths of Elbe and Weser.
In 2002, the high-contribution region is more confined to the Danish west coast, due to
higher contributions from the North Atlantic, atmospheric deposition and NL-1 rivers,
compared to 2010. For the same reason, the DE influence on GOC is less in the inner
German Bight with values of above 80% in the grid cells directly neighbouring the input
locations of Elbe and Weser, while such high contributions are reached in a larger area
in 2010. This also corresponds well with the differences between 2002 and 2010 regarding
the DE contribution to TN and NPP. In general, the relative contribution of the DE rivers
to GOC tends to be slightly lower than those to TN and NPP, for the same reason as
discussed for the NL-1 rivers.

The contribution of the UK-2 rivers to GOC in the North Sea (Fig. 7.3g and h) also
shows spatial patterns very similar to the corresponding contributions to TN (Fig. 6.7g
and h) and NPP (Fig. 6.10g and h). Contributions are highest in the vicinity of the large
rivers at the British east coast (tributaries to The Wash, Humber and Tees). Interest-
ingly, their contribution to GOC in the offshore regions of the southwestern North Sea is
slightly less compared to their contributions to TN and NPP, while it is slightly higher
in the southeastern North Sea (visible in the extension slightly farther east). This likely
relates to the different depth ranges considered (entire water column for TN and NPP,
bottom layer for GOC) and the influence of sediment-N left over from the year prior to the
considered year (i.e., 2001 and 2009, respectively) and whose remineralisation continues
until January/February of the considered year (see, e.g., Fig. 6.13).

In summary, the relative contributions of the different N sources to bottom layer GOC
in 2002 and 2010 are very similar to the corresponding contributions to TN and NPP.
This results from the direct link between N-containing model state variables and the O2-
consuming processes introduced in this thesis (see Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2)). However, although
the general patterns and differences between the presented years 2002 and 2010 are quite
similar, the spatial distributions also revealed some differences compared to those provided
for TN and NPP, which partly relate to the differences regarding the considered depth
range (in regions of greater depth), but effects of biochemical overturning of organic and
inorganic matter in the vicinity of rivers.

Despite these minor differences, the presented qualitative analysis suggests that TN
and NPP can be used as proxies for GOC in most regions related to N input from the
individual sources. In the following, this question will be further analysed with respect to
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the temporal variability at the ODZ site and in the Oyster Grounds region (see Fig. 7.2,
boxes #1 and #2, respectively). Additionally, a quantitative analysis of the influence
of the different N sources on the O2 dynamics in these regions is provided. The Oyster
Ground area is analysed as O2 deficiency was observed in this region in July/August 2007
and 2008 (see Fig. 5.3c; Greenwood et al., 2010).

7.2.3 Sources of oxygen consumption in the oxygen deficiency
zone

The annually integrated bottom layer GOC in the ODZ for the years 2002 and 2010 is
provided in Table 7.1, together with the relative contributions of the different N sources
for the two years. The average bottom layer thickness in the ODZ is 6.5m. GOC in 2002
results in 164.9 gO2 m−2 a−1 compared to only 115.0 gO2 m−2 a−1 in 2010. Thus, GOC in
2002 is more than 1.4 times higher than in 2010. This smaller factor compared to the
factor of about 2 between summer GOC of the two years (see Table 5.2) relates to the
fact that winter GOC is generally low and quite similar for both years, while the largest
differences occur during the productive summer period.

The relative contributions of the individual sources to GOC are similar to those of
TN, NPP and pelagic and benthic organic matter presented in the previous chapter.
The NA influence is the largest and contributes 37.4% and 31.6% in 2002 and 2010,
receptively. The atmospheric contribution adds up to 13.1% in 2002 and 20.3% in 2010.
The Dutch NL-1 and German rivers are the major riverine contributing sources. The
former contribute 14.7% and 10.7% in 2002 and 2010, respectively, while the latter account
for 9.3% in 2002 and 12.2% in 2010. The UK-2 rivers also constitute a relevant source
with a contribution of roughly 7% in both years.

Interestingly, the North Atlantic influence on bottom layer GOC is about 1%–2% less
than its influence on detritus-N and sediment-N in the ODZ (see Table 6.5). This indicates
that the influence of the NA on RESzoo and NIT is less than on REMpel and REMsed.

Summation of the influences of the riverine and non-riverine N sources on GOC yields
45.1% and 54.9%, respectively, in 2002. For 2010, the same calculation results in 42.1%
for the riverine sources and 57.9% for the non-riverine sources. Thus, the bottom layer
GOC due to riverine N input is 1%–2% higher than the riverine contribution to water
column TN and even 2%–4% higher than to NPP.

In addition to the relative contributions during 2002 and 2010, Table 7.1 shows the
average contributions of the individual sources over the entire period 2000–2014. The
contributions of the individual sources show that the NL-1 contribution in 2002 is extraor-
dinarily high compared to the average contribution of 11.7% during 2000–2014. Most
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Table 7.1: Annually integrated bottom layer gross oxygen consumption and relative contributions
of different N sources in the North Sea ODZ in 2002, 2010 and averaged over 2000–2014.

2002 2010 2000–2014
GOC 164.9 gO2 m−2 a−1 115.0 gO2 m−2 a−1 141.1±14.1 gO2 m−2 a−1

Atmosphere 13.1% 20.3% 16.8%
DE 9.3% 12.2% 10.2%
NL-1 14.7% 10.7% 11.7%
NL-2 3.7% 2.7% 3.2%
BE 1.5% 0.9% 1.1%
FR 4.2% 3.3% 3.0%
UK-1 3.1% 2.8% 2.6%
UK-2 7.4% 7.0% 7.5%
NO <0.1% 0.2% 0.1%
NA 37.4% 31.6% 38.0%
EC 4.3% 5.7% 4.2%
BS <0.1% 0.3% 0.1%
Others 1.2% 2.3% 1.5%

other sources show deviations of less than 1% from the average contribution, except for
the atmosphere whose contribution in 2002 is about 3% less than the average value.

The average contributions of the riverine sources add up to 40.9%, i.e., on average the
non-riverine sources account for 59.1% of overall bottom layer GOC in the North Sea ODZ.
This also means that the overall riverine contribution to GOC in 2002 is clearly above the
average riverine contribution which mainly relates to the high NL-1 contribution. In 2010,
the NA contribution is very small relative to the average contribution of 38%.

The daily time series of bottom layer GOC in the ODZ in 2002 and 2010 are shown in
Fig. 7.4a and b, respectively. The GOC time series (black lines) of both years basically
represent a superposition of the time series of detritus-N and sediment-N (see Fig. 6.12
and Fig. 6.13, respectively), which relates to the fact that REMpel and REMsed constitute
the major O2-consuming processes in that region (see Sect. 5.2.5.2).

In 2002, GOC decreases from January to March as organic matter concentrations de-
crease. In late March, GOC starts to increase, which corresponds well with the increasing
sediment-N concentrations (see Fig. 6.13a). The daily GOC rates continue to increase
until early May, with a minor slowdown in mid-April. The latter coincides with a decrease
in detritus-N as a result of reduced NPP (see Fig. 6.11a and Fig. 6.12a).

During May and June, GOC rates stay on a stable level with values of 0.65 gO2 m−2 d−1–
0.75 gO2 m−2 d−1. During and after the temporary breakdown of stratification in late
June/early July, GOC shows a strong increase. This relates to the mixing-induced nutrient
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Figure 7.4: Daily time series of bottom layer gross O2 consumption (black line) and relative
contributions of the different N sources (coloured lines; compare Table 6.1) in the North Sea
ODZ (box #1 in Fig. 7.2a) in (a) 2002 and (b) 2010. Black y axes refer to gross O2 consumption,
red y axes refer to relative contributions of different sources. Same legend for both panels. Grey
areas indicate stratification.

supply from the deeper layers to the surface which enhances NPP causing an increase in
EXPorg and thus GOC in the bottom layer. Maximum GOC rates of 0.92 gO2 m−2 d−1

area reached during that period.
After this summer maximum in GOC, a continuous decrease can be seen until early

September, this corresponds with the decreasing detritus-N and sediment-N concentra-
tions. The minor increase in GOC in September coincides with an increase in detritus-N,
which also causes an increase in sediment-N. After the breakdown of stratification in late
September, GOC rates again increase as a result of phytoplankton autumn bloom and
enhanced vertical mixing, implying enhanced organic matter production and downward
export by turbulent mixing. Maximum GOC rates during that autumn maximum reach
about 0.68 gO2 m−2 d−1. After the maximum, GOC rates steadily decrease until the end
of the year.
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For the relative contributions of the individual sources to bottom layer GOC (Fig. 7.4a),
the same applies as for the overall GOC, i.e., their temporal evolution basically represents
a superposition of the annual cycles of the contributions to detritus-N and sediment-N.
The NA contribution (light orange) constitutes the major source throughout the entire
annual cycle, with a maximum contribution of 61% in mid-April. This maximum occurs
with a temporal delay of about one week relative to the maximum in the NA contribution
to sediment-N (see Fig. 6.13a), which underlines the strong influence of REMsed on O2

consumption. The minor delay results from the fact that the amount of sediment-N from
a specific source has to increase first, before the related benthic O2 consumption increases.

Interestingly, the steep increases in GOC during the temporary breakdowns of stratifi-
cation in early May and early July coincide with a reduction of the NA contribution and
increases in most other contributions, especially in the DE (blue) and NL-1 (light blue)
ones. This suggests that organic matter produced in the upper layers under utilisation of
N from these sources is mixed downward, consequently enhancing bottom layer GOC.

During the autumn increase in GOC in October 2002 the image is opposed, i.e., the
NA contribution increases from 31% to 36%, which corresponds to a decrease in the most
riverine contributions.

The temporal evolution of GOC in 2010 (Fig. 7.4b; black line) basically corresponds
with the combined annual cycles of detritus-N and sediment-N. The minor increase in
late-March results from the increase in detritus-N (see Fig. 6.12b) and the subsequent
increase in sediment-N (see Fig. 6.13b). The following stronger increase during April also
coincides with increases in detritus-N and sediment-N. Maximum daily GOC rates at the
end of this increase yield 0.37 gO2 m−2 d−1.

After that increase, GOC rates stay at roughly 0.35 gO2 m−2 d−1 until mid-August.
This relates to a decrease in detritus-N implying reduced REMpel, while sediment-N and
thus REMsed continue to increase until mid-June. The release of NH+

4 by REMpel and
REMsed also enhances GOC due to pelagic NIT, which additionally balances the reduction
in GOC due to lower remineralisation.

The autumn increase in GOC, which starts in mid-August and reaches its peak of
0.6 gO2 m−2 d−1 in late September, is strongly linked to the breakdown of stratification in
mid-August, enforcing surface production and vertical mixing of organic matter. As for
the other quantities shown in Ch. 6, the GOC rates during the autumn maximum in 2010
are comparable to those in 2002, while spring and summer GOC is only about half of that
in 2002. These lower GOC rates in combination with the longer stratified period in 2002
explain the lower minimum O2 concentrations in the ODZ in 2002.

With respect to the relative contributions of the individual sources to GOC in 2010,
the annual cycle again represents a combination of the annual cycles of detritus-N and
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sediment-N (see Fig. 6.12b and Fig. 6.13b, respectively). The major temporal patterns in
the individual GOC contributions correspond with the patterns in sediment-N (e.g., the
maxima in the NA contribution in mid-January and mid-July). After the final breakdown
of stratification in September, minor fluctuations, e.g., in the NA contribution to GOC in
mid-October coincide with similar fluctuations in the NA contribution to detritus-N.

As for 2002, the NA contribution represents the major influence on bottom layer GOC
in the North Sea ODZ throughout the entire annual cycle. Its contribution is higher than
25% during most of the year and reaches maximum values of 42% in mid-July. The
atmosphere constitutes the second largest contribution with values of 18%–23%. The DE
contribution is less than 10% until end of July, when it shows a clear increase reaching
maximum values of 21% in late September. However, this increase is less relevant for the
actual bottom O2 concentrations as stratification has ceased and vertical mixing causes
a steady supply of O2 from the surface into the deeper layers.

7.2.4 Year-to-year variability in the oxygen deficiency zone

As bottom O2 concentrations only decrease during stratification it is important to
analyse GOC and its contributing sources during the stratified periods. With respect to
the North Sea ODZ, it is furthermore important to compare multiple years with each other
in order to obtain a more general image of the major contributors to GOC. For this reason,
Fig. 7.5 shows the average daily GOC rates during the stratified periods of the individual
years 2000 to 2014, and the average value over the entire period 2000–2014. Each (stacked)
bar represents the overall daily-averaged GOC rate, while the differently coloured parts
of one bar represent the absolute contribution related to an individual N source. The
average daily GOC rates during the stratified period are calculated as they constitute
comparable values independent of differences in tstrat between individual years. tstrat is
defined from the very first day of stratification until the very last day of stratification,
including potential intermittences. In addition, Table 7.2 provides the values of daily
GOC during stratification, tstrat and the relative contributions of individual sources to
daily GOC for the individual years and averaged over the entire period.

Figure 7.5 and Table 7.2 show that 2002 represents an exceptional year during the period
2000–2014 with the highest daily GOC during stratification (0.61 gO2 m−2 d−1) and the
longest tstrat = 187 days. This explains why minimum O2 concentrations in the ODZ in
2002 are significantly lower than in all other years. In 2010, tstrat yields 175 days, which
is also longer than the average tstrat of 160 days, however, daily GOC (0.32 gO2 m−2 d−1)
is about half of that in 2002 and the lowest among all years.
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Figure 7.5: Average daily gross O2 consumption during seasonal stratification and contributions
of the different N sources (colours; compare Table 6.1) in the North Sea ODZ (box #1 in Fig. 7.2a)
during the individual years 2000–2014, and averaged over the entire period. For corresponding
values see Table 7.2.

The comparison of the relative contributions of the different sources during tstrat of the
two years clearly shows that in 2002, N originating from the Dutch NL-1 rivers (Rhine and
Meuse) has a high impact on GOC in the ODZ (13.9%). In 2010, the NL-1 contribution of
9.7% is very similar to the average contribution of 9.8%. Further remarkable differences
can be seen for the atmospheric contribution, which is the lowest in 2002 (12.3%) and
very high in 2010 (20.8%), relative to the average contribution of 16.5%. In 2010, the NA
contribution of 34.1% is also quite low compared to its average influence of 41.4%.

Considering the GOC of the individual years, it can be seen that 2000 and 2011 con-
stitute the years with the second and third highest daily GOC (0.58 gO2 m−2 d−1 and
0.57 gO2 m−2 d−1, respectively). However, due to the much shorter tstrat of 151 days in
2000 and 134 days in 2011, O2 deficiency did not evolve during these years in the sim-
ulation. Interestingly, the main contributing sources are quite different between these
two years. In 2000, the NA contribution accounts for 52.8% of overall consumption, and
the non-riverine contributions add up to 68.8%. The very high NA contribution in year
2000 may relate to high inflow of water and thus N (and other nutrients) in early 2000.
Most riverine sources, especially that of the NL-1 rivers are clearly below the average
contribution during 2000–2014.

In contrast, the riverine contributions in 2011 account for 44.8% of the overall daily
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GOC, with an particularly high contribution of 19.9% by the DE rivers (highest during
entire period). The latter likely relates to the Elbe flood in January 2011 (e.g., Kienzler
et al., 2015; Mudersbach et al., 2016). This is supported by the results of a cross-correlation
calculated between the de-trended daily time series of TN loads by the DE rivers and the
mass of TN originating from the DE rivers in the ODZ for the entire period 2000–2014 (not
shown). This cross-correlation yields the maximum correlation coefficient of 0.67 (95%
confidence level) for a time lag of 152 days. Significance was tested using a t-test with the
number of degrees of freedom dependent on the de-correlation scales of both variables.
This suggests that the N loads from the German rivers increase the N availability in the
ODZ during summer 2011, when nutrients are usually depleted in the euphotic surface
layer. Consequently, summer GOC due to N from the DE rivers is significantly increased.

In 2002, when a severe flooding occurred at the Elbe in late August (Ulbrich et al.,
2003; Kienzler et al., 2015; Mudersbach et al., 2016), no increased contribution of the DE
rivers to GOC is visible as the loads originating from the Elbe arrived in the ODZ in spring
2003 (not shown). This also explains the high DE contribution in 2003 yielding 18.4%.
The same applies to the increased loads resulting from the Elbe flood in August 2010
(Kienzler et al., 2015), which is also expressed in the highest DE contribution (19.9%) of
all years.

Considering the temporal evolution of GOC in the North Sea ODZ during 2000–2014,
no clear trend can be found. From 2000 to 2010, average daily GOC tends to decrease,
before GOC again shows high values in 2011. From 2012 to 2014, average GOC rates
during seasonal stratification are very similar to the average rate during the entire period
2000–2014, and range between 0.47 gO2 m−2 d−1 in 2013 and 0.5 gO2 m−2 d−1 in 2012. For
the contributions of the individual sources no clear trend can be found. Distinct changes
in the riverine and non-riverine contributions relate to specific events of increased riverine
discharge, e.g., in the German rivers as described above, and to variations in the inflow
through the English Channel (EC contribution) and across the northern shelf edge (NA
contribution). With respect to the influence of N on GOC in the ODZ, that entered the
North Sea through these two sections, no clear connection to large scale patterns such as
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; e.g., NCAR, 2016) can be found.

In summary, it can be said that the North Atlantic (NA) and atmospheric contribution
constitute the major non-riverine contributions to GOC in the North Sea ODZ, while
the Dutch NL-1, German and British UK-2 rivers represent the most important riverine
sources during the period 2000–2014. High GOC rates may relate to both strong N input
from the North Atlantic (e.g., in 2000) and from these two riverine sources (e.g., NL-1 in
2002 and DE in 2011). This suggests that substantial improvements in the O2 conditions
in the North Sea ODZ can be achieved by reducing N loads in these rivers. The combined
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effect of all riverine sources can add up to more than 50% during individual years (2001
and 2003), while on average the non-riverine sources have a clearly larger impact on bottom
layer GOC in the ODZ, adding up to 61.8%. This indicates that the impact of riverine
N reductions on GOC at the ODZ site is limited as non-riverine sources account for most
of GOC during most years. However, it also indicates that substantial reductions in the
major riverine contributions could have a noticeable, positive effect on the O2 conditions
as they account for more than 25% (DE, NL-1 and UK-2) of GOC. The high atmospheric
contribution of 16.5±2.7% further shows that the anthropogenic influence (riverine and
atmospheric) on the O2 dynamics at the ODZ site is quite relevant. In addition, the
analysis of the daily GOC rates in relation to tstrat also emphasises the importance of the
duration of stratification as the essential prerequisite for the evolution of O2 deficiency in
the ODZ.

7.2.5 Oxygen consumption due to different processes and sources

In order to provide more information on the differences between the individual processes
contributing to GOC in the North Sea ODZ, Fig. 7.6 shows the histograms of average daily
O2 consumption due to the different biochemical processes during seasonal stratification
and the contributions of individual sources for the individual years 2000–2014 and averaged
over the entire period. The presented processes are: (a) REMsed, (b) REMpel, (c) RESzoo
and (d) NIT. In addition, Table 7.3 shows the absolute rates and relative contributions
of the most relevant sources (atmosphere, DE and NL-1 rivers, and NA) for these four
processes.

Figure 7.6 reveals that the contributions of the different O2-consuming processes to
GOC during the stratified period vary between the years. It also shows that the relative
contributions to the individual processes also vary between the different processes. For in-
stance, daily GOC in 2002 is the highest among all years (see Fig. 7.5), which also applies
to REMsed and NIT (see Fig. 7.6a and d, respectively) with values of 0.324 gO2 m−2 d−1

for REMsed and 0.028 gO2 m−2 d−1 for NIT. In contrast, REMpel (Fig. 7.6b) and RESzoo
(Fig. 7.6c) are highest in 2011 showing values of 0.198 gO2 m−2 d−1 and 0.073 gO2 m−2 d−1,
respectively. Similarly, lowest consumption rates due to individual processes do not nec-
essarily correspond to lowest GOC rates, e.g., in the case of NIT which is lowest in 2007
(of 0.014 gO2 m−2 d−1) and not in 2010.

Despite these minor variations, the relative contributions of the individual processes to
GOC during stratification are stable throughout the entire period 2000–2014. Average rel-
ative contributions (± STD) of the individual processes to daily GOC result in 49.8±1.4%
for REMsed, 35.1±1.6% for REMpel, 11.2±1.2% for RESzoo and 3.9±0.6% for NIT.

With respect to the relative contributions of the different N sources to the O2-consuming
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Figure 7.6: Average daily O2 consumption due to (a) benthic remineralisation (REMsed), (b)
pelagic remineralisation (REMpel), (c) zooplankton respiration (RESzoo) and (d) nitrification
(NIT) during seasonal stratification and contributions of the different N sources (colours; compare
Table 6.1) in the North Sea ODZ (box #1 in Fig. 7.2a) during the individual years 2000–2014, and
averaged over the entire period. Average values for most relevant sources provided in Table 7.3.

processes, Table 7.3 shows that the source-related contributions to the different processes
are in the same order. However, for individual years and sources quite some differences can
be found between the four processes. For instance, during most years the NA contribution
to REMsed is higher than the NA contributions to the other processes. Only during 2008
and 2014 the NA contribution to NIT is the same or higher than to REMsed, while the NA
contributions to REMpel and RESzoo are generally lower. This indicates that the amount
of benthic organic matter containing N from the NA, that is remineralised during the
stratified period, is generally higher than in pelagic organic matter. Consequently, the NA
contribution to NIT is between those to REMpel and REMsed as both processes constitute
the main sources for NH+

4 in the bottom layer.
The NA contribution to RESzoo is consistently lower than for the other processes,

which relates to the fact that NPP and thus zooplankton grazing during summer are
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highest around the thermocline due to the highest availability of both light and nutrients.
In addition, N (and other nutrients) originating from the DE and NL-1 play a more
important role on NPP during summer, consequently increasing their contributions to
RESzoo. This is also consistent with the tendentially higher DE and NL-1 contributions to
REMpel, relative to REMsed and NIT, which are also directly linked to the NPP dynamics
during summer. In principle, the minor differences between the relative contributions to
the individual processes relate to temporal delays between the different processes (e.g., in
case of REMpel and REMsed) or to additional factors (e.g., light limitation in case of NIT).
However, the basically similar relative contributions underline the strong link between the
different processes.

In general, it has to be noted that the minor differences between the relative contribu-
tions of the individual sources to GOC (and its contributing processes) during stratification
and those described in the analyses and results of Ch. 6 are not contradictory. For the
sake of better comparability to earlier studies (OSPAR, 2010; Painting et al., 2013; Troost
et al., 2013), the analyses in Ch. 6 consider the entire year. In contrast, the here pre-
sented analysis focuses on the O2 dynamics during the relevant period of the year, i.e.,
seasonal stratification. Consequently, slightly different relative contributions are mainly
attributable to these different periods of analysis.

7.2.6 Year-to-year variability in the Oyster Grounds

Although this study could not identify the Oyster Grounds (see box #2 in Fig. 7.2a)
as a region susceptible to O2 deficiency due to an underestimation of seasonal stratifica-
tion (see Fig. 5.3c and d), Greenwood et al. (2010) observed O2 deficiency in the Oyster
Grounds during late summer 2007 and 2008. Despite these discrepancies, the basic dynam-
ics controlling O2 remain the same. Especially, the daily GOC is only indirectly affected
by stratification, namely by potentially stronger near-surface NPP due to enhanced up-
ward mixing of nutrients in case of less intense stratification. However, NPP simulated
by ECOHAM shows realistic values in this region (see Sect. 5.2.3.2) and the TBNT re-
sults of Ch. 6 are in good agreement with existing studies. Thus, this section aims for
the identification of the different N sources contributing to GOC in the Oyster Grounds
area, analogous to Sect. 7.2.4. Figure 7.7 and Table 7.4 show the average daily bottom
layer GOC rates during the stratified periods of the individual years 2000–2014 and the
corresponding average over the entire period, and the contributions attributable to the
individual N sources. First, it can be seen that the daily GOC rates are roughly 1.5–2
times lower in the Oyster Grounds than in the ODZ (see Fig. 7.5), with maximum values
of 0.40 gO2 m−2 d−1 in 2002 and minimum rates of 0.23 gO2 m−2 d−1 in 2010. This only
partly relates to the differences in bottom layer thickness between the two regions, as the
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ODZ has a bottom layer of 6.5m thickness compared to 5.5m in the Oyster Grounds.
Different to the ODZ, second highest GOC rates do not occur in 2000, but in 2001

yielding 0.38 gO2 m−2 d−1. This difference in year-to-year variability in daily GOC re-
lates to the differences in the influence of the individual sources on GOC in the Oyster
Grounds, compared to the North Sea ODZ. Although the average riverine contribution of
39.8±6.1% (see Table 7.4) is very similar to that in the ODZ, the relative contributions
of the individual sources are quite different. The DE contribution is negligible in most
years (except for 2013), while that of the UK-2 rivers of 12.7±2.6% is clearly higher than
in the ODZ. These changes relate to the geographical location of the Oyster Grounds rel-
ative to the DE and UK-2 river mouths. While the former are located downstream of the
Oyster Grounds relative to the general circulation of the North Sea, the latter are located
upstream and are closer to the Oyster Grounds than to the ODZ.

Figure 7.7: Average daily gross O2 consumption during seasonal stratification and contributions
of the different sources (colours; compare Table 6.1) in the Oyster Grounds (box #2 in Fig. 7.2a)
during the individual years 2000–2014, and averaged over the entire period. For corresponding
values see Table 7.4.

The NL-1 rivers also show a higher average contribution of 14.3±3.4% compared to
the ODZ, which also relates to the lower distance between the NL-1 river mouths and
the Oyster Grounds and the upstream location of the former. Except for the NL-2 and
NO rivers, all riverine sources have a higher influence on GOC during stratification in the
Oyster Grounds than in the ODZ. The same applies to the EC contribution, while the
atmospheric contribution is less, contributing 13.0±1.6% on average. Like for the NO
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rivers, the BS contribution to GOC in the Oyster grounds is zero throughout the entire
period.

Interestingly, the years with high GOC in the Oyster Grounds region correspond to
high riverine contributions, either by the Dutch NL-1 rivers (e.g., 2002, 2003, 2011 and
2013) or by the British UK-2 rivers (e.g., 2001, 2003 and 2013), and low NA contributions.
This indicates that these two riverine sources play a key role in the O2 dynamics in the
Oyster Grounds region, and that high loads from these rivers can considerably deteriorate
O2 conditions in this region. This constitutes an important information with respect to
the O2-related management of eutrophication by river N reduction measures as it suggests
that substantial improvements in the O2 conditions in the Oyster Grounds area can only
be achieved by reductions in the N inputs in the NL-1 and UK-2 rivers.

7.3 The effect of nitrogen reductions in rivers on the
oxygen dynamics

In order to evaluate the conclusions drawn from the relative contributions of the differ-
ent N sources on GOC at the two study sites, a N reduction scenario in alignment with
riverine N reductions according to the WFD and OSPAR is presented in the following.
For this purpose, N reduction numbers agreed on by the national representatives of the
OSPAR member states neighbouring the North Sea, namely France, Belgium, the Nether-
lands, Germany and UK (OSPAR, 2016), are implemented to an ECOHAM simulation
over the period 2000–2014. This reduction scenario uses the final state of the year 1999
of the previously analysed standard run as initialisation.

Besides the reductions in riverine N input, the same physical and biochemical forcing
(e.g., atmospheric N deposition) is applied (see Sect. 3.2.2). In addition, a TBNT analysis
is conducted on the results of the ECOHAM reduction scenario, using the same setup
as described in Sect. 6.2. The initial state of the labelled model state variables is also
identical to that of the TBNT calculation analysed in the previous sections (hereafter
‘reference run’).

7.3.1 Definition of riverine nitrogen reductions

The riverine N reductions implemented to ECOHAM in alignment with the WFD ba-
sically represent political targets defined by the North Sea neighbouring OSPAR member
states. In the case of the German N rivers an annual average target concentration of
2.8mgNL−1 is defined for TN (BLMP, 2011). In order to translate this target concen-
tration into a percentage of TN reduction, the actual annual average TN concentrations
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for the three German rivers Elbe, Ems and Weser are calculated for the years 2006–2012.
Consequently, the required percentage of TN reduction for each year and river is calculated
as:

redTN = 100 · (1− fred,TN) [%], (7.3)

with the reduction factor fred,TN calculated as:

fred,TN =
CTN,tar

CTN
. (7.4)

Here, CTN represents the actual annual, discharge-weighted average TN concentration of
the considered river and CTN,tar constitutes the TN target concentration of 2.8mgNL−1.
ECOHAM applies riverine input of both, DIN and PON (see Sect. 3.2.2.2). Therefore,
the resulting TN reduction is translated into a reduction in DIN and PON by calculating
the target concentrations of the two using the discharge-weighted average DIN:PON ratio
during 2006–2012, derived from the actual river load data, and CTN,tar. Finally, Eqs. (7.3)
and (7.4) are analogously applied to PON and DIN. The resulting DIN reduction is applied
to both NO−3 and NH+

4 .
For the other OSPAR member states, percentages of N reduction are taken from differ-

ent documents. For the French rivers, DIN reductions of 50% are taken from an OSPAR
questionnaire on DIN reductions (document ID: HASEC15/04/Info.01-E; collected by Her-
mann Lenhart, Universität Hamburg), in agreement with the range of DIN reduction of
39%–83% reported by Desmit et al. (2015). For the Belgian river Scheldt a DIN reduction
of 37% is obtained from Desmit et al. (2015). A DIN reduction of 5% in the Dutch rivers
is taken from Loos et al. (2014), and for the British rivers the DIN reduction is considered
to be zero according to an official OSPAR statement (OSPAR, 2016).

As the German reduction target for TN implies reductions in both DIN and PON,
PON reductions are also defined for the other states. For the sake of simplicity, in this
study the same reduction percentages are applied to PON in these rivers as for DIN.
This implies that the DIN:PON ratios in these rivers remain the same as in the original
load data. Another problem with respect to the percentages of N reduction for all states,
but Germany, is that no reference period is defined. Consequently, it is not possible to
define an actual target state as it is done for the German rivers. Therefore, the provided
percentages of N reduction are translated into reduction factors using Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4)
and the actual river loads of the individual rivers for the years 2000–2014 are multiplied
with these factors. The percentages of DIN and PON reductions used for the N reduction
scenario are summarised in Table 7.5. For all countries and rivers not included in Table 7.5
no reductions are applied. Time series of the reduced annual riverine TN loads inside and
outside the TBNT domain (see Fig. 6.3) and the relative contribution by the different
river groups (see Table 6.1) are shown in Fig. 7.8.
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Table 7.5: Overview on percentages of dissolved inorganic (DIN) and particulate organic N (PON)
reductions in major North Sea tributaries under WFD measures. All numbers in %. Adapted
from Gade (2016); OSPAR (2016).

country river DIN ON
France Authie 50 50
France Canche 50 50
France Seine 50 50
France Somme 50 50
Belgium Scheldt 37 37
The Netherlands Rhine 5 5
The Netherlands Meuse 5 5
The Netherlands North Sea Canal 5 5
The Netherlands Lake Ijssel (East and West) 5 5
Germany Elbe 29 9
Germany Ems 50 37
Germany Weser 35 15

As no river reductions are applied to the British, Irish and Northern Irish rivers outside
the TBNT domain, the time series of the N input outside the TBNT domain (black dotted
line) is identical to that of the reference run (see Fig. 6.4b). In contrast, the riverine N

input inside the TBNT domain (black solid line) is clearly less than that of the reference
run, although the year-to-year variations are similar to the reference run, which relates to
the use of constant reduction factors for the individual years. Maximum overall N inputs
of 1084 ktN a−1 occur in 2002 and minimum values of 665 ktN a−1 in 2005 (14.4% and
14.2% lower than in the reference run, respectively). Cumulated over the entire period
2000–2014, the overall riverine N input inside the TBNT domain is 13.5% less than in the
reference run. Considering individual years, the reduction in the overall riverine N input
varies between 10.7% in 2014 and 15.5% in 2001, relative to the reference run.

These year-to-year variations in the reductions in overall riverine N input result from the
different reductions by the individual members states and from the year-to-year variations
in the individual river loads indicated by the varying relative contributions of the different
river groups (coloured dashed lines). For instance, the high reduction in 2001 relates to
the originally very high FR contribution of 18.2% (second highest; see Fig. 6.4b) and the
strong N reduction of 50% in the French rivers. Consequently, the FR contribution (light
green line) to overall N input in 2001 is remarkably less than in the reference run, yielding
only 11.1%. Cumulated over the entire period 2000–2014, the relative contribution of the
FR rivers to riverine N input is reduced from 13.3% in the reference run to 7.7% in the
reduction scenario.

Similar to the FR rivers, the DE and BE contributions (dark blue and cyan line,
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Figure 7.8: Time series of WFD-compliant annual riverine TN input (black y axes; see Table 7.5)
into the model domain, inside (solid black) and outside (dotted black) the TBNT domain (see
Fig. 6.3). Relative contributions (red y axes and coloured dotted lines) represent the share of
total input into the TBNT domain by different river groups (see Table 6.1).

respectively) to overall riverine N input are clearly reduced as both countries also aim
for high N reductions (see Table 7.5). Although the BE contribution to riverine N input
during 2000–2014 is already low in the reference run, its cumulated contribution is further
reduced from 2.3% to 1.7%. The DE contribution to riverine N input, which is among
the four highest in the reference run, is reduced from 16.4% to 13.5%.

Consequently, the relative contributions of the Dutch (NL-1/-2; blue/light blue line)
and British (UK-1/-2; green/yellow line) are clearly higher than in the reference run,
due to the very low (5%) or zero reductions, respectively. The NL-1 contribution has
increased from 23.0% to 25.3% (cumulated over 2000–2014) from the reference to the
reduction scenario. The cumulated NL-2 contribution results in 5.4% in the reduction run,
compared to 4.9% in the reference run. The UK-1 and UK-2 rivers also show increases in
the cumulated contributions from 8.3% to 9.6% and from 19.7% to 22.8%, respectively,
compared to the reference run. As zero reductions are also applied to the NO and other
rivers, these two groups also show minor increases in their relative contributions (NO:
3.4% to 4.0%; Others: 8.6% to 9.9%).

7.3.2 Bottom oxygen concentrations and periods of oxygen defi-
ciency

In order to provide a first insight in the impacts of reduced riverine N inputs on O2

deficiency in the North Sea, Fig. 7.9a shows the spatial distribution of overall minimum
bottom O2 concentrations simulated during the period 2000–2014 under WFD-compliant
N reductions. The spatial distribution of the corresponding longest periods of annual O2

deficiency (O2 concentration <6mgO2 L−1) are shown in Fig. 7.9b, with the light grey
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areas indicating the regions that are affected by O2 deficiency in the reference run, but
not in the reduction run. In addition, Fig. 7.9c shows the spatial distribution of relative
change in the minimum bottom O2 concentration between the reference and the reduction
run calculated for each grid point as:

∆O2 = 100 ·

(
Cmin

O2,red

Cmin
O2,ref

− 1

)
[%], (7.5)

with simulated minimum O2 concentrations of the reference and the reduction run, Cmin
O2,ref

and Cmin
O2,red, respectively. Consequently, a positive (negative) relative change implies an

increase (decrease) in the minimum bottom O2 concentration. Finally, Fig. 7.9d shows
the spatial distribution of the reduction in the duration of O2 deficiency in the North Sea
from reference run to reduction run, i.e., positive values imply shorter O2-deficient periods
in the reduction run.

Figure 7.9a and c show that O2 concentrations show negligible changes in the northern
and western central North Sea (minor positive/negative relative changes < ±0.5% due
to numerical differences). In the O2-deficient region of the reference run (see coloured
and light grey area in Fig. 7.9b) in the southeastern central North Sea, minimum O2

concentrations are clearly higher in the reduction run, i.e., bottom O2 conditions are
improved. Minimum O2 concentrations in the reduction run reach about 5.5mgO2 L−1 in
this region (56.3 ◦N, 7.0 ◦E), compared to 5.0mgO2 L−1 in the reference run which implies
a relative increase of almost 9.2% (highest in the entire region). In the vicinity of this
region, minimum O2 concentrations also show an increase due to riverine N reductions by
5%–8%.

In the ODZ (box #1 in Fig. 7.9a), the increase in minimum bottom O2 concentration
varies between 3% in the northern part (northern two grid cells of box #1) and 6% in
the southern part (southern two grid cells). Increases of only 0.5%–1% are reached in the
Oyster Grounds region (box #2 in Fig. 7.9a) This likely relates to the strong influence
of the North Atlantic as wells as the UK-1 and NL-1 rivers, to which none or only minor
N reductions are applied. North of Denmark and in the eastern Skagerrak/Kattegat,
bottom O2 concentrations also show slight increases by up to 2%, which likely relate to
the reductions in the N reductions in the German and – to a lesser extent – Dutch rivers,
as no N reductions are applied to the Norwegian rivers.

In the southeastern North Sea and in the inner German Bight, bottom O2 conditions
also improved slightly by 1%–4% in most regions. Interestingly, minimum O2 concen-
trations even show minor reductions (up to 1% less than in the reference run) along the
Danish west coast (see Fig. 7.9c). Different to the northern North Sea these reductions
do not relate to numerical differences, but represent actual O2 reductions as a result of
changes in biogeochemistry in the inner German Bight.
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Figure 7.9: Spatial distributions of (a) lowest minimum bottom O2 concentration, (b) longest
O2-deficient periods per year (O2 concentration <6mgO2 L−1) under WFD-compliant river N re-
ductions during the period 2000–2014, (c) relative change in minimum bottom O2 concentrations
between reference and reduction run (according to Eq. (7.5)), and (d) reduction in the duration
of the O2-deficient period between reference and reduction run. Black areas in panels b and d
indicate regions where no O2 deficiency occurred throughout the entire period in both simula-
tions. Light grey areas in panel b indicate the additional areas of O2 deficiency in the reference
run (see Fig. 5.11b). Boxes #1 and #2 in panel a indicate North Sea ODZ and Oyster Grounds,
respectively.

The riverine N reductions in the German rivers cause reduced NPP in the vicinity of
the river mouths resulting in slightly higher nutrient (e.g., PO3−

4 and SiO−4 ) availability
in the downstream regions along the Danish west coast, which in turn increase NPP and
thus GOC in these areas. A similar change can be seen in the Southern Bight, which
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is dominated by improved bottom O2 conditions due to high N reductions in the French
rivers, but shows minor reductions in minimum bottom O2 concentrations in the vicinity
of the Scheldt mouth (51.4 ◦N, 3.5 ◦E).

The reduction run also shows improvements with respect to the maximum duration of
annual O2 deficiency during 2000–2014. First, a clear decrease in the spatial extent of the
O2-deficient area in the southeastern central North Sea by about two thirds can be seen
in Fig. 7.9b (grey area incl. coloured area represents O2-deficient area in reference run).
It is further shown that annual O2 deficiency persists for a maximum period of 36 days in
the reduction run, compared to a maximum duration of 45 days in the reference run.

Interestingly, the decrease in the duration of O2 deficiency is quite different in the
northern and southern part of the ODZ site (northern and southern two grid cells, respec-
tively), although the relative change in minimum O2 concentration is very similar. In the
northern part, the O2-deficient period is reduced by 36 and 33 days, while the reduction is
only 6 and 9 days in the southern ODZ. This shows that a clear increase in minimum O2

concentration does not necessarily result in clearly shorter period of O2 deficiency. These
differences inside the ODZ correspond to differences in the bathymetry. The southern two
grid cells of the ODZ are deeper than the surrounding bathymetry and only connected to
deeper regions in the West (see Fig. 3.2). Thus, these deeper regions are likely stronger af-
fected by the Atlantic and UK river influences from the West than by the German riverine
influences from the South.

This may cause spatial variations inside the ODZ with respect to the seasonal suc-
cession of the contributions of the individual N sources to GOC (see, e.g., Fig. 7.4a).
Consequently, minimum bottom O2 concentrations may increase remarkably as one of the
major contributions during the period of lowest O2 concentration (e.g., DE) is reduced. In
contrast, the O2-deficient period is only slightly reduced as most other major contributions
(NL-1, UK-1, NA, atmosphere) remain high.

In the following the changes in the O2 dynamics in the North Sea ODZ and in the
Oyster Grounds region (box #1 and #2 in Fig. 7.9a) are analysed in more detail, with
special focus on changes in minimum bottom O2 concentrations and changes in GOC due
to N reductions in the different N sources during the period 2000–2014.

7.3.3 The effect on the oxygen deficiency zone

In order to provide a deeper insight in the effects of WFD-compliant river N reductions
on the O2 conditions in the North Sea ODZ (box #1 in Fig. 7.9a), Fig. 7.10 shows the time
series of the annual minimum of the daily volume-averaged bottom O2 concentration in
the ODZ during the period 2000–2014 for both the reference run (solid line) and the WFD-
compliant reduction run (dotted line). It is shown that the minimum O2 concentrations in
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the reduction run are generally higher than in the reference run, with the largest difference
of 0.30mgO2 L−1 in 2002 which corresponds to a relative change of 5.5% (according to
Eq. (7.5)). During the others years, the absolute differences in minimum O2 concentration
vary between 0.04mgO2 L−1 in 2007 and 0.25mgO2 L−1 in 2014 (average during over
entire period: 0.14±0.07mgO2 L−1). The relative change during the other years varies
between 0.5% in 2007 and 4.0% in 2003, with an average value of 2.1±1.3% for the entire
period.

Figure 7.10: Time series of annual minimum O2 concentrations in the bottom layer of the North
Sea ODZ (see box #1 in Fig. 7.9a): reference run (solid line) and WFD-compliant N reduction
run (dotted line).

With respect to O2 deficiency in the ODZ, it is shown that 2002 constitutes the only
year during the entire period, in which O2 deficiency occurs. This applies to both reference
and reduction run. The increase in the volume-averaged bottom O2 concentration in the
ODZ in 2002 also implies an almost 50%-reduction in the duration of O2 deficiency from
44 days in the reference run to 23 days in the reduction run.

The evolution of bottom O2 concentrations in the ODZ during summer is controlled
mainly by biochemical O2 consumption and – in response to the evolution of a bio-
chemically induced, spatial O2 gradients – by vertical mixing and advection of O2 (see
Sect. 5.2.5.2). Therefore, the average daily GOC rate during stratification due to N from
different sources under WFD-compliant riverine N reductions (see Table 7.5) in the bot-
tom layer of the ODZ is presented in Fig. 7.11. The corresponding values are presented
in Table 7.6, including the relative reduction in daily GOC compared to the reference run
calculated as:

redGOC = 100 ·
(

1− GOCred

GOCref

)
[%], (7.6)

with GOCred and GOCref representing the daily GOC rate of the reduction run and refer-
ence run, respectively.
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Figure 7.11: Average daily gross O2 consumption during seasonal stratification and contributions
of the different N sources (colours; compare Table 6.1) in the North Sea ODZ (box #1 in Fig. 7.2a)
under WFD-compliant river N reductions during the individual years 2000–2014, and averaged
over the entire period. For corresponding values see Table 7.6.

Figure 7.11 and Table 7.6 show that in the reduction run, GOC in the bottom layer
of the ODZ is consistently less than in the reference run, with a maximum reduction
of 12.6% in 2003 and an average reduction of 7.3±1.9% during the entire period 2000–
2014. The low reduction of only 3% in 2000 relates to the fact that the results for year
2000 are still strongly influenced by the initial conditions, which are the same as for the
reference run. In the later years, the lowest reduction in GOC occurs in 2013, yielding
6.0%. The reduction in GOC in 2003 is so strong that the resulting daily GOC rate of
0.48 gO2 m−2 d−1 is in the same order as in 2007 and 2008 (both about 0.47 gO2 m−2 d−1),
while it is clearly higher in the reference run (0.55 gO2 m−2 d−1, 0.50 gO2 m−2 d−1 and
0.51 gO2 m−2 d−1, respectively). This strong decrease in 2003 relates to the very high DE
contribution of 18.4% in the reference run (see Table 7.2). As the DE rivers are those with
the highest N reductions (see Table 7.5) among the rivers with a strong influence on GOC
in the ODZ, the achieved GOC reductions are highest in years with high DE contributions
(2003 and 2011). The reduction in GOC in 2003 also coincides with a strong reduction in
the DE contribution, yielding a contribution of 13.8% in the reduction run (see Table 7.6).
The average DE contribution results in 7.7±3.1% (10.9±4.0% in the reference run).

The BE and FR contributions in 2003 are also slightly reduced (from 0.7% to 0.5%
and from 4.7% to 1.9%, respectively), which relates to the high N reductions in these
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rivers. The decrease in the BE and FR contributions is consistent over the entire period.
The Dutch NL-1 and NL-2 rivers show either minor increases or decreases in their

contributions to GOC in individual years. This relates to the only minor reductions in
N input by these rivers and also depends on the reductions in the other riverine sources.
The same applies to the UK-1 and ‘other’ rivers, which show either no or only very
minor changes in their contributions. Averaged over the entire period, these riverine
contributions show increases by 0.1% relative to the reference run. The UK-2 contribution
is consistently higher in the reduction run than in the reference run, with an average
contribution 7.2%±1.3% in the reduction run compared to 6.7±1.2% in the reference
run. This also relates to the high contribution of the UK-2 rivers to GOC and the zero
reduction. The contribution by the Norwegian rivers has not changed.

The non-riverine sources (atmosphere, NA, EC and BS) show different changes relative
to the reference run. While the BS contribution remained basically the same, the EC
contribution is slightly lower in the reduction run. The latter likely relates to changes in
the biochemistry in the English Channel and Southern Bight, due to reductions in the
French rivers. Relative to the overall available N in these regions, more N originating
from the EC is utilised for NPP implying higher sedimentation of organic N from the EC
in these regions (in relative terms). Consequently, less N from the EC reaches the ODZ.
This is a consistent image for the entire period, except for the first two years, which may
relate to the influence of the initial conditions during these first years. On average, the
EC contribution is 0.2% lower than in the reference run.

The atmospheric and NA contribution are consistently higher in the reduction run
than in the reference run. This relates to the fact that the input of N into the TBNT
domain by these two sources is the same in the reference and the reduction run. Although
regional changes in N uptake during NPP and thus sedimentation of organic matter, may
modulate the atmospheric and NA signal in the ODZ (similar to the EC contribution),
this effect is less pronounced in the two contributions. On the one hand, this relates to
the generally higher atmospheric and NA contributions. On the other hand, the most
of the N originating from the NA comes from the West and Northwest, where no or
only minor riverine reductions (UK-2, NL-1) are applied, i.e., changes in biochemistry
in these regions are less strong (see Fig. 7.9c). Consequently, the modulation of the NA
contribution ‘upstream’ of the ODZ can be considered to be small. For the atmospheric
contribution, the strong reduction in the DE contribution is the most important influence,
as it can be assumed that most of the atmospheric N contributing to GOC in the ODZ
entered the system in the vicinity of the ODZ and upstream the Jutland Current, i.e.,
regions dominated by the DE rivers in the reference run. Finally, the N reductions in
some rivers result in a shift in the overall riverine and non-riverine contributions, yielding
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a riverine contribution of 33.9±7.2% compared to 38.2±7.6% in the reference run.
In order to illustrate the influence of the decreased GOC as a result of the WFD-

compliant riverine N reductions on the physico-biochemical interactions controlling the O2

dynamics in the North Sea ODZ (see Sect. 5.2.5.2), the change in daily GOC in 2002 is put
in context with the findings on these interactions. According to Table 5.2, the integrated
effect of vertical mixing and advection on O2 in the bottom layer of the ODZ adds up
to about 76% of GOC, i.e., about three quarters of GOC are compensated by physical
O2 supply to the bottom layer. The difference between GOC in 2002 in the reference
run and in the reduction is about 0.05 gO2 m−2 d−1. This corresponds to a difference
in O2 between the two simulations by 9.1 gO2 m−2 integrated over the stratified period
(187 days). Dividing this value by the average bottom layer thickness of 6.5m yields
a difference in O2 concentration by 1.4 gO2 m−3. The inclusion of the compensation effect
of the physical processes finally results in a difference in the O2 concentration at the end
of stratification of 0.34mgO2 L−1. This value corresponds very well with the difference
in the minimum O2 concentration in 2002 between the reference and the reduction run
(0.30mgO2 L−1). The minor differences between these values likely relate to the fact
that the minimum O2 concentrations do not occur exactly at the end of stratification
(see Fig. 5.12e) and to changes in the spatial gradients influencing vertical mixing and
advection of O2. This is also indicated by the lower compensation effect of the physical
processes in 2010 (68%) due to weaker spatial gradients.

For 2010, the difference in the O2 concentrations between the reference and reduction
run based on the differences in GOC results in 0.19mgO2 L−1, compared to 0.15mgO2 L−1

using the simulated minimum concentrations. Despite these minor deviations, the gener-
ally good agreement between the two differently calculated changes in O2 concentration
from the reference run to the reduction run for the two years suggests that the daily GOC
provides a useful measure for the analysis of the implications of riverine N reductions on
the O2 dynamics of the ODZ.

In general, it can be said that even the high N reductions applied to the German rivers
as well as the Belgian and French rivers (see Table 7.5) result in only minor improvements
in the bottom O2 conditions in the ODZ, with maximum changes of 5.5% in 2002. This
mainly relates to the fact that on average these rivers only account for about 15% of
overall GOC in the ODZ in the reference run. Considering that the Dutch NL-1 and
British UK-2 rivers account for 16.5% of overall GOC averaged over 2000–2014, it is likely
that additional reductions in these rivers would result in a further improvement of the O2

conditions in the North Sea ODZ. The atmospheric contribution of almost 18% on average
also suggests a relevant impact of future reductions in atmospheric deposition (UNESC,
1999) on the O2 conditions.
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7.3.4 The effect on the Oyster Grounds

As Greenwood et al. (2010) found the Oyster Grounds region to be susceptible to O2

deficiency, this section presents the changes in minimum bottom O2 concentrations and
GOC in the Oyster Grounds region (box #2 in Fig. 7.9a) analogously to the previous
section. Figure 7.12 shows the time series of the annual minimum of the daily volume-
averaged bottom O2 concentration in the Oyster Grounds during the period 2000–2014 for
both the reference run (solid line) and the WFD-compliant reduction run (dotted line).

Figure 7.12: Time series of annual minimum O2 concentrations in the bottom layer of the Oyster
Grounds (see box #2 in Fig. 7.9a): reference run (solid line) and WFD-compliant N reduction
run (dotted line).

As for the ODZ it can be seen that minimum O2 concentrations are generally higher
in the reduction run than in the reference run, however, to a clearly lesser extent than
in the ODZ. Maximum differences in minimum bottom O2 concentration result for 2002
with a value of 0.13mgO2 L−1 (about 2.4 times less than in the ODZ), corresponding
to a relative change of 2.1% which also represents the highest relative change of the
entire period. On average, the minimum O2 concentrations in the reduction run is only
0.05±0.03mgO2 L−1 higher than in the reference corresponding to an average relative
change of 0.8±0.5%. These generally smaller changes in minimum O2 concentrations in
the Oyster Grounds, compared to the ODZ, likely result from the zero or only minor
reductions in the most dominating riverine sources (NL-1 and UK-2).

In order to further elucidate the effects of the N reductions on the Oyster Grounds,
Fig. 7.13 shows the time series of the average daily GOC for the reduction run for the
individual years 2000–2014 and averaged over the entire period, including the contributions
by the different N sources. The corresponding values and the changes in GOC relative to
the reference run (according to Eq. (7.6)) are provided in Table 7.7.
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Figure 7.13: Average daily gross O2 consumption during seasonal stratification and contributions
of the different N sources (colours; compare Table 6.1) in the Oyster Grounds (box #2 in Fig. 7.2a)
under WFD-compliant river N reductions during the individual years 2000–2014, and averaged
over the entire period. For corresponding values see Table 7.7.

Figure 7.13 reveals a general reduction in daily GOC rates between 0.8% in 2000 and
4.2% in 2002. On average, the GOC reduction results in 2.7±0.8%, i.e., the reduction the
Oyster Grounds is about 2.7 times less than in the ODZ. This is in good agreement with
the difference in the absolute changes in minimum O2 concentration from the reference
to the reduction run between the two regions. Different to the ODZ, the year-to-year
differences in GOC in the reduction run are very similar to those in the reference run.
This relates to the only minor reductions in the most dominant riverine sources (NL-1 and
UK-2 add up to an average contribution of about 27% in the reference run) implying only
minor year-to-year variations in the GOC reductions due to these rivers.

As for the ODZ, only the BE, FR and DE rivers show consistently lower contributions
to GOC in the Oyster Grounds in the reduction run, although the latter generally have
only small influence on the Oyster Grounds. The average French contribution shows the
strongest reduction from 3.8±1.5% in the reference run to 1.7±0.9% in the reduction
run (see Tables 7.4 and 7.7, respectively). The Belgian rivers also show a reduction from
1.5±0.4% to 1.0±0.3% in the reduction run, averaged over the entire period 2000–2014.
Strong year-to-year variations can be seen in the relative contributions of the Dutch (NL-
1/-2) and British rivers (UK-1/-2) to GOC, with both increases and decreases compared
to the reference run. These variations relate to the contributions of the BE and – more
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important – of the FR rivers. In years of high relative contributions from these rivers in
the reference run (e.g., combined contribution of 8.4% in 2002) the Dutch and British
rivers tend to show increased relative contributions in the reduction run, while in years
of minor FR and BE contributions in the reference run (e.g., 2005) the NL-1 rivers show
a lower contribution due to the increased UK-2 contribution.

With respect to the non-riverine sources the image provided for the Oyster Grounds is
also similar to that for the ODZ. The atmospheric and NA contributions in the reduction
run are consistently higher than in the reference run as a result of the reduced riverine
contributions. The former shows an increase from 13.0±1.6% to 13.4±1.6%, while latter
increased from 41.4±7.2% to 43.1±7.1%. The EC contributions shows varying changes
in its relative contribution to GOC in the Oyster Grounds. While its contribution is
increased in 2000, 2001 and 2014, it shows similar or lower relative contributions for all
other years, which is also represented in a reduction of the average contribution by 0.1%
compared to the reference run. This most likely also relates to the changes in biochemistry
in the English Channel and Southern Bight regions due to changes in N limitation in these
regions as a result of the French and Belgian riverine N reductions. This is supported by
the fact that the EC contributions is increased in years when the FR contribution is highest
in the reference run (2002 and 2014; see Table 7.4).

Considering the integrated effect of riverine and non-riverine N sources on bottom
layer GOC in the Oyster Grounds, it can be seen that the average riverine contribution
is reduced by only 2% resulting in 37.8±6.0% in the reduction run. Thus, the average
reduction in the riverine contribution is less than half of that in the ODZ, which relates
to the zero reductions in the British rivers and the only minor reductions in the Dutch
rivers. This suggests, that the improvement of the O2 conditions in the Oyster Grounds
would require strong reductions in the British rivers along the east coast of Great Britain
(UK-2) and in the large Dutch rivers, Rhine and Meuse (NL-1).

Analogous to Sect. 7.3.3, an decrease in GOC of 0.53mgO2 L−1 during stratification in
2002 (173 days) can be derived from the difference in daily GOC between the reference
run and the reduction run (Tables 7.4 and 7.7, respectively) and the average bottom
layer thickness of 5.5m. Including the physical compensation effect of 78% due to mixing
and advection (derived from Table 5.3) finally yields an increase in the O2 concentration
at the end of stratification by 0.12mgO2 L−1 from the reference to the reduction run.
This is in very good agreement with the difference in the minimum O2 concentration
of 0.13mgO2 L−1 between the two simulations. This underlines that GOC constitutes
a reliable indicator for changes in O2 dynamics in relation to N from different sources (in
water bodies not directly affected by NPP).
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7.4 Constraints of the presented approach

The here presented quantitative analysis of the North Sea O2 dynamics in relation to
N from riverine and non-riverine sources represents the first approach for creating a direct
link between the N input from specific sources and its influence on the O2 dynamics on the
level of O2-affecting processes. Consequently, there are only very few comparable studies
available in the literature. Therefore, this sections focuses for the discussion of the results
in the context of the general constraints of biogeochemical models and the TBNT method,
after a brief discussion in the relation to existing literature.

In fact, there have been earlier North Sea studies on the relationship between river
nutrient loads and O2 deficiency in the North Sea (e.g., Brockmann et al., 1988; Topcu and
Brockmann, 2015). However, these studies rely on statistical analyses and the qualitative
description of the interactions controlling the evolution of O2 deficiency. Other studies
investigated the effect of river nutrients on the North Sea biochemistry by conducting
nutrient reduction scenarios (e.g., Skogen et al., 2004; Lenhart et al., 2010; Emeis et al.,
2015). Though, only Lenhart et al. (2010) considered the implications for the O2 conditions
in the North Sea based on a model comparison study. The other studies were confined
to the effects on nutrient (N and P) and Chl-a levels. Lenhart et al. (2010) found that
riverine N and P reductions of 50% relative to 1985 resulted in an increase in minimum
bottom O2 in the Oyster Grounds region in 2002 by about 0.2mgO2 L−1 to 0.3mgO2 L−1

(range of three different models). This represents a stronger increase than in shown in
Sect. 7.3.4, which likely relates to the significantly higher reductions in NO−3 in the Dutch
and British rivers (both 50%).

Troost et al. (2013) used a biogeochemical model for the quantification of the impact
of atmospheric N deposition on bottom O2 concentrations in the Oyster Grounds region
by comparing two different model scenarios. They found that atmospheric N causes sum-
mer bottom O2 concentrations to be about 0.5mgO2 L−1 lower than in a simulation not
taking into account atmospheric deposition. Combining the results for GOC in the Oyster
Grounds in 2002 and the corresponding atmospheric contribution (see Table 7.4) with the
physical compensation due to advection and mixing of 78% (derived from Table 5.3), the
atmospheric contribution causes a reduction in bottom O2 concentration during stratifi-
cation of 0.31mgO2 L−1. This is in the same order as the results of Troost et al. (2013),
however, the deviation may relate to various aspects such as differences in tstrat, atmo-
spheric deposition data used as forcing etc., which makes the direct comparison difficult.

Besides the work by Lenhart et al. (2010) and Troost et al. (2013), no other results
comparable to those of this study could be found in the literature. For this reason, in
the following the general constraints of biogeochemical models and the TBNT method
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are discussed. In principle, the outcome of biogeochemical model simulations depends on
three key factors: (1) the model intrinsics (e.g., process parameterisations, stoichiometry),
(2) the model forcing (including the open boundary conditions) and (3) the model grid
(e.g., spatial resolution).

With respect to the model intrinsics, Sect. 5.2.5 already showed that REMsed tends to
be slightly underestimated. In addition, the rather simple sediment module implemented
to ECOHAM does not allow for a long-term burial of organic matter in the sediment.
However, this is in good agreement with observational studies that found that burial of N

and also C in the North Sea sediment is negligible (e.g., Wirth and Wiesner, 1988; de Haas
et al., 1997; Brion et al., 2004).

It should further be mentioned that benthic fauna is not included in the model, i.e.,
the effect of respiration by benthic species is neglected. However, de Wilde et al. (1984)
reported a great influence of benthic species on near-bottom O2 consumption. In addition,
they can affect the release and storage of nutrients due to bioturbation and life spans of
several months up to years (e.g., of polychaetes; de Wilde et al., 1984; Künitzer et al.,
1992; Thompson and Schaffner, 2001). The latter may have an influence on the temporal
delay between organic matter sedimentation and the release of inorganic nutrients by the
sediment, and thus on the relative contribution by individual N sources to O2 consumption
in specific regions. Therefore, benthic fauna should be considered in future studies in order
to obtain a more precise image of the O2 dynamics and the cycling of N from the different
sources.

The stoichiometry applied to phytoplankton, but also zooplankton, bacteria and or-
ganic matter constitutes another factor, that may strongly affect the overall results of this
study. As already mentioned, the N:P ratio of 20:1 applied to phytoplankton deviates from
the corresponding Redfield ratio of 16:1 (Redfield, 1934). Furthermore, it is known that
elemental ratios vary between different phytoplankton species (e.g., Geider and La Roche,
2002; Quigg et al., 2003; Malzahn et al., 2010) as well as under varying environmental
conditions (e.g., Rhee, 1978; Goldman et al., 1979). However, the model validation and
comparison to existing literature (see Ch. 5) showed that ECOHAM reproduces the main
features of the North Sea biogeochemistry and NPP are in the range of other modelling
and observation studies.

In fact, simulations conducted with different elemental ratios would result in different
phytoplankton growth, e.g., by stronger P limitation in case of a lower N:P ratio. Con-
sequently, these changes in phytoplankton growth would also affect the entire ecosystem
dynamics, including the O2-affecting processes and thus the O2 concentrations as well as
the contributions by the individual N sources. In order to assess these impacts of different
stoichiometry, a comprehensive sensitivity analysis would be required, which is beyond the
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scope of this thesis.
With respect to the influence of the different N sources on the ecosystem, the bio-

chemical forcing data also play an important role. The quality of the river discharge and
nutrient load data is crucial for both, the model hydrodynamics due to haline stratifi-
cation in coastal regions, and the model biochemistry, due to the amount of nutrients
being provided to the ecosystem. Although this data is compiled to the best knowledge
(see Sect. 3.2.2.2), it underlies various assumptions as a result of limited data availability.
For instance, processes like retention of N and P in estuaries, such as the Elbe estuary,
were found to be non-negligible (e.g., Behrendt, 1996). However, nutrient retention is not
included in the river data used for this study, implying a potential source of error. Fur-
thermore, for many rivers only monthly data are available on a long-term basis (i.e., over
time spans of decades). In order to obtain daily time series, that are required for running
a simulation with HAMSOM and ECOHAM, temporal (linear) interpolation is applied,
which most likely does not fully represent the actual river loads and discharges. Despite
these restrictions, the here applied data set – to my knowledge – constitutes the most
comprehensive data set, with respect to the number of rivers included and the amount of
underlying data, for the North Sea.

For atmospheric N deposition, the situation is somehow similar. At first, it is necessary
to provide deposition data for the entire simulation period and the entire model domain.
This can be obtained by temporal extrapolation (see Sect. 3.2.2.1) and spatial interpolation
to the model grid, based on the original deposition data from EMEP. However, with
respect to the quality of these original data one has to rely on the model used by EMEP.
EMEP provides deposition data sets with different temporal resolutions, e.g., monthly
or annual. Interestingly, the annual sum of the monthly EMEP deposition data (used,
e.g., by Desmit et al. (2015)) is not identical to the annual data used in this study. In
individual regions of the North Sea, differences in the order of 10 ktN a−1 between the
two data sets can occur (not shown), which indicates a large uncertainty in the available
atmospheric deposition data sets. However, the EMEP data constitutes the only spatially
and temporally consistent data that is currently available. Therefore, one has to rely on
this product for the inclusion of atmospheric N deposition in ecosystem models.

Considering further potential nutrient sources such as point sources (e.g., sewage treat-
ment plants), it should be mentioned that these are not included in ECOHAM (except
for the British river data). However, this can be assumed to be a reasonable constraint
as Kemp et al. (2009) reported that their influence on O2 dynamics of deeper seasonally
stratified shelf seas appears to be of only minor importance. Also, the exchange of organic
matter or nutrients between North Sea and the Wadden Sea is not included in ECOHAM.
Postma (1981) reported that the outgoing tide in the Dutch Wadden Sea contains about
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18% less organic matter than the incoming tide, and a correspondingly higher amount of
inorganic matter. The Marsdiep basin (also in the Dutch Wadden Sea) also constituted
a source of organic and inorganic P during most of the years 1950–1985 (van Raaphorst
and van der Veer, 1990). Several studies also report the (Dutch and German) Wadden Sea
to be an important sink of N due to benthic denitrification (e.g., Kieskamp et al., 1991;
van Beusekom and de Jonge, 1998; van Beusekom et al., 1999). Thus, the inclusion of the
exchange of organic and inorganic nutrients with the Wadden Sea could additionally influ-
ence the model results especially in the coastal North Sea off the Wadden Sea. Hoppema
(1991) further showed that the Marsdiep constitutes an O2 sink for the North Sea, i.e.,
exchange of oxygenated and de-oxygenated waters between North Sea and Wadden Sea
may additionally impact O2 in the coastal southeastern North Sea. Therefore, the mass
exchange between the open North Sea and the adjacent Wadden Sea should be considered
in future studies.

Although Sect. 6.4 shows that the overall agreement with other TBNT studies (OSPAR,
2010; Painting et al., 2013; Troost et al., 2013) on N is good and the general spatial features
are similar to the features found in these studies, the contributions of individual sources
to N and NPP in different North Sea regions showed variations of up to about 5-10%. For
instance, the influence of the North Atlantic on the southeastern North Sea appears to be
slightly overestimated. This likely relates to the high numerical diffusion of the HAMSOM
model (Lenhart and Pohlmann, 1997). In addition, the model revealed some shortcomings
with respect to the representation of the intensity of seasonal stratification. This tendency
for underestimating stratification intensity can be related to both, the coarse horizontal
resolution (20 km) of the model and the high numerical diffusion (Lenhart and Pohlmann,
1997).

This underestimation implies enhanced vertical mixing, which affects both, the O2

dynamics itself and the contributions of individual sources to GOC in the bottom layer.
Consequently, the use of a higher resolution model (e.g., Pohlmann, 2006; Mathis and
Pohlmann, 2014) is highly recommended for future studies on the North Sea O2 dynamics.
Furthermore, a more sophisticated advection scheme may improve the model performance.
However, as the processes controlling O2 remain the same, the interactions described in
this thesis would also principally be the same, although absolute values of individual
processes will probably change. The contributions of the individual N sources on GOC in
the different North Sea regions will also likely change. However, due to the generally good
agreement with earlier TBNT studies on TN and NPP (OSPAR, 2010; Painting et al.,
2013; Troost et al., 2013) and the strong link between NPP and GOC shown in this thesis,
it can be expected that the overall image will not change. Nevertheless, future studies
on the North Sea O2 dynamics and riverine contributions should base on an improved
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representation of the North Sea hydrography and hydrodynamics.
Another important aspect for the interpretation of the results of this study is the influ-

ence of non-linearities in biogeochemistry. Lenhart et al. (2010) already showed that even
a 50%-reduction in riverine DIN in the major North Sea tributaries results in only minor
improvements in the O2 conditions in the Oyster Grounds. On the one hand, this relates
to changes in biogeochemistry in regions in the vicinity of the rivers with reduced nutrient
inputs, as indicated by the decrease in the contribution of the English Channel inflow in
the Oyster Grounds area (see Sect. 7.3.4). On the other hand, additional aspects such
as seasonal and year-to-year variations, e.g., in river nutrient loads, play an important
role as shown in this chapter. Consequently, the river nutrient reductions relative contri-
bution of the individual sources cannot be translated linearly into actual improvements
in the O2 conditions (i.e., ‘riverine reduction’× ‘riverine contribution’ 6= ‘increase in O2

concentration’).
In contrast, reduction scenarios similar to the presented one are still required and

need to be analysed with respect to O2 in order to determine the optimal setup of N

reductions for improving the North Sea O2 conditions. The linear optimisation method
proposed by Los et al. (2014) could be expanded by the application to GOC based on
the method described in this chapter. Consequently, it could be used for speeding up the
iterative process of running multiple reduction scenarios in order to find the optimal setup
of river nutrient reductions. However, it has to be kept in mind that even those optimised
reductions obviously do not guarantee the attainment of the actual target state due to the
underlying non-linearities.

It should further be mentioned that the application of the here presented approach
for linking the O2 dynamics to N from individual riverine and non-riverine sources would
yield different results in case of the tracing of another element (P, C or Si) from the
individual sources. For instance, atmospheric deposition of P is not implemented to the
current version of ECOHAM, although it has been reported to play a role in the North Sea
(Maenhaut et al., 1997; Maenhaut and Cafmeyer, 1998; Mahowald et al., 2008). Thus, its
implementation should be considered for future North Sea studies. Tréguer et al. (1995)
also report that atmospheric Si deposition (i.e., silicic acid aeolian input) contributes about
0.5±0.5Tmol Si a−1 to the Si budget of the global ocean, representing roughly 10% of the
riverine contribution. Although, no actual values of atmospheric Si deposition could be
found for the North Sea, it can be assumed that it is negligible for the North Sea as
Prospero et al. (1996) (their Table 9) showed that only a very small proportion of aeolian
dust entering the North Atlantic is deposited in the North Sea.

Besides this, NIT only affects N and does not influence other nutrients, i.e., it is not
possible to create a link of O2 consumption by NIT to P, Si or C using the here presented
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approach. In this context, it has to be mentioned that this approach requires a process-
based link between the O2 cycle and the considered nutrient cycle (e.g., N). This also
implies that it cannot be applied to empirical process formulations that only base on,
e.g., O2 concentrations, but not on other nutrients (e.g., REMsed according to Eq. (1) in
Hetland and DiMarco (2008)).

Furthermore, different REMsed rates for different labelled elements may influence the
relative contributions of individual sources during the annual cycle, relative to those of
N. Finally, the relative contributions of the different North Sea tributaries to overall P,
Si or C input into the North Sea may differ from those for N (see Fig. 6.4b), which could
additionally affect the results of a similar application to one of these elements. However,
these studies are beyond the scope of this thesis.

Despite the discussed constraints of the here presented work, the general image of the
North Sea physics and biochemistry as well as the influence of individual N sources on
TN and NPP is consistent with existing studies. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
TBNT analysis of the O2 dynamics also provides reasonable results. However, absolute
values, e.g., of GOC or individual source contributions to GOC, will likely show minor
variations in case of a different model setup, e.g., with an improved representation of
the North Sea physics. Therefore, it is first recommended applying the here presented
approach to a HAMSOM-ECOHAM setup with an improved advection scheme. The
validation and analysis tools developed during this thesis can be applied easily to such
new simulation. Second, a comparative application to other North Sea ecosystem models
would be worthwhile for better estimating the uncertainties in the presented results. An
intercomparison of the results from different models would exhibit the bandwidth of the
contributions of the individual N sources on the O2 dynamics of the different North Sea
regions. This would provide a more reliable basis for the proposed iterative procedure for
the determination of optimised N reduction targets. Third, additional relevant factors,
such as mass exchange with the Wadden Sea and atmospheric P deposition, should be
included in the model in order to achieve a more realistic representation of the North Sea
ecosystem.

7.5 Conclusions on the influence of nitrogen on oxygen
consumption

The here presented study, for the first time, proposes an approach for directly linking
the O2 dynamics of the North Sea to N inputs from various external sources (rivers, the
atmosphere and adjacent seas). This is done by expanding the TBNT method applied
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on N by a process-based link to the O2 cycle implemented to ECOHAM. By this, the
impact of individual N sources on the O2 dynamics can be quantified in different North
Sea regions and on different time scales, ranging from days to multiple years.

The analyses of the spatial distributions of annual NOC and GOC show that GOC
provides a reliable proxy for the detailed analysis of the impact of individual N sources
on the near-bottom O2 dynamics in the deeper North Sea regions. The good agreement
between the spatial distributions of the relative contributions of the individual sources
to bottom layer GOC with those to water column integrated NPP based on N labelling
underlines the strong link between local NPP and O2 consumption in the North Sea. This
is also supported by the annual cycles of GOC and its contributing N sources in the ODZ
during 2002 and 2010. This gives additional confidence in using NPP for the definition of
the ODI (see Sect. 5.2.3.2).

The analysis of GOC in the ODZ further shows that, on average, atmospheric N de-
position (17%), the North Atlantic inflow (NA; 41%) and the riverine contributions by
the large Dutch (NL-1; incl. Rhine and Meuse; 10%), German (DE; Elbe, Weser, Ems;
11%) and British rivers (UK-2; along the east coast; 7%) constitute the main N sources
affecting GOC in the ODZ. In total, almost 62% of GOC during seasonal stratification are
controlled by non-riverine contributions. However, the riverine contribution can add up to
more than 50% during individual years. Furthermore, years of high GOC tend to coincide
with such high riverine contributions, especially from the Dutch and German rivers.

Flood events in these rivers can significantly increase GOC at the ODZ site. However,
this strongly depends on the timing of these events. For instance, the Elbe floods in
August 2002 (e.g., Ulbrich et al., 2003) and April 2006 (e.g., Pinto et al., 2007) did not
affect GOC during summer as the excess loads of N (and other nutrients) arrived in the
ODZ after the end of the growing season. In contrast, the Elbe flood in January 2011 (e.g.,
Kienzler et al., 2015; Mudersbach et al., 2016) resulted in both, high daily GOC rates in
summer 2011 and a high German contribution to summer GOC of 19.9%. However, the
only short tstrat of 136 days (compared to 185 days in 2002) prohibited the evolution of O2

deficiency. This underlines the great importance of seasonal stratification as a prerequisite
for the evolution of O2 deficiency in the North Sea ODZ.

For the Oyster Grounds – for which O2 deficiency has been reported in recent years
(Greenwood et al., 2010) – the analysis revealed that the average contribution of non-
riverine sources to GOC during stratification is similar to that in the ODZ, yielding about
60%, i.e., the riverine contributions results in about 40%. However, the contribution by
the individual sources is different to the ODZ. The contribution from the DE rivers can be
neglected, while, the NL-1 and UK-2 rivers provide the major contributions to GOC, with
a combined effect of about 27% averaged over the period 2000–2014. During individual
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years, the French rivers discharging into the English Channel also contribute up to 7%.
The atmospheric contribution results in about 13% and the NA accounts for 41%.

At the ODZ site and in the Oyster Grounds, the riverine contributions to GOC can
reach about 50% during individual years. This underlines the basic potential of river
N reductions for improving the O2 conditions in the ODZ and the southeastern North
Sea. However, it also suggests that riverine N reductions, especially in the DE, NL-1 and
UK-2 rivers are required to improve the O2 conditions at the ODZ site and in the Oyster
Grounds. This is confirmed by the results of the WFD-compliant N reduction scenario,
which showed only minor improvements in the minimum O2 concentrations (less than 4%
in most North Sea regions). In the vicinity of the ODZ strongest increases in minimum
bottom O2 occurred and reached values up to about 9%, mainly due to the reductions in
the DE rivers. In the Oyster Grounds, the strongest increase in minimum O2 resulted in
about 2%, which can be attributed to the zero or only small reductions in the British and
Dutch rivers, respectively, planned under WFD measures.

The comparison of the reduction and the reference runs also revealed very strong dif-
ferences in the response of bottom O2 and O2-deficient periods to N reductions in adjacent
model grid cells. This suggests that reductions in river loads can have very different im-
pacts even inside small regions. This likely relates to particularities in the bathymetry
affecting the currents and thus the influence of individual N sources. This demonstrates
that the assessment and analysis of the O2 conditions in the North Sea requires tempo-
rally and spatially consistent, high-resolution approaches which can only be provided by
biogeochemical models, as such monitoring would be very costly.

In summary, the results suggest that, although GOC is dominated by non-riverine N

sources in most North Sea regions, river N reductions constitute a means with principally
high potential for improving the O2 conditions in the North Sea. However, the results
clearly show that significant improvements in the O2 conditions in most parts of the
southern North Sea can only be achieved by reductions in the large Dutch rivers and in
the rivers along the British east cost.

In this context, it should further be mentioned that the basic definition of reduction
targets should be reconsidered. First, a meaningful implementation of reduction percent-
ages into biogeochemical models can only be done, when reference periods are defined, or
if the reductions are calculated on the basis of actual target concentrations. Second, N

reductions under the WFD are only defined as reductions in DIN according to the OSPAR
approach on which this study is based. Only the German rivers constitute and exception
as TN targets are defined for these rivers. The assumptions made for PON reductions
in this study may not reflect the actual reductions in PON induced by the applied DIN
reductions. With respect to the incorporation of reduction targets for organic matter,
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Kemp et al. (2009) also highlighted the importance of organic nutrient reductions for the
improvement of O2 conditions in shallow coastal systems. In accordance with this, river
N reduction targets should include information on both, DIN and PON.



Chapter 8

Concluding summary
This chapter provides a final summary of the presented work including the main con-

clusions drawn from this thesis. Furthermore, the research questions formulated at the
beginning of this work (see Sect. 1.2, Q1–Q6) are addressed.

The present work investigates the North Sea O2 dynamics in recent years (2000–2014)
with a special focus on the physico-biochemical interactions driving the evolution of O2

concentrations during seasonal stratification, and the influence of N sources on the O2

dynamics. For this purpose, a model system consisting of the physical model HAMSOM
(Backhaus, 1985; Pohlmann, 1991, 1996) and the biogeochemical model ECOHAM (Moll,
1998; Pätsch and Kühn, 2008; Kühn et al., 2010; Lorkowski et al., 2012; Große et al., 2016)
was applied to the North Sea.

First, the validation of the simulated North Sea hydrography, with particular focus on
summer T and S as well as seasonal stratification, showed that HAMSOM reproduces the
main features of the annual cycle of SST and SSS (e.g., Otto et al., 1990; Elliott et al.,
1991; Janssen et al., 1999). The qualitative and quantitative validation of summer T and
S confirmed that HAMSOM also represents well the spatial patterns of summer North Sea
hydrography. Some shortcomings were revealed with regard to summer S, that, however,
were not relevant in the regions in the focus of this thesis. It was also shown that thermal
stratification is slightly underestimated by the model in some North Sea regions, which
slightly affects the O2 dynamics due to an overestimation of vertical mixing.

Observed and simulated T and S showed that stratification in most North Sea regions
is T -driven, which is in good agreement with earlier studies (e.g., Janssen et al., 1999;
van Leeuwen et al., 2015). With the focus on the O2 dynamics, a new stratification
criterion using a critical ∆Tcrit = 0.05K between sea surface and bottom was applied, in
order to determine the stratification periods from simulated T . The maximum vertical
T gradient was used for the identification of the MLD. Despite the remarkable difference
to existing stratification criteria (e.g., Kara et al., 2000), the results are in very good
agreement with recent work by van Leeuwen et al. (2015). It was furthermore shown
that the stratification period and MLD resulting from the new criterion encompass very
well the temporal evolution of vertical mixing, which is crucial for the analysis of the O2

dynamics.
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In the second step, a qualitative validation the near-surface biochemistry simulated
by ECOHAM was conducted, based on nutrients (PO3−

4 , NO−3 , NH+
4 and SiO−4 ), Chl-a

and O2. The comparison of the simulated and observed annual cycles demonstrated that
ECOHAM reproduces the relevant features of the annual cycles of the selected quantities in
different North Sea regions. Minor shortcomings were found with respect to maximum Chl-
a concentrations during the spring bloom, which are slightly underestimated by ECOHAM,
and summer nutrient concentrations, which slightly overestimate the observations.

As the HAMSOM-ECOHAM model system showed reasonable skill in representing the
North Sea ecosystem, the first major objective of this thesis was addressed – the analysis
of the O2 dynamics of the North Sea with respect to the physico-biochemical interactions
controlling O2 during stratification. The validation of simulated bottom O2 concentrations,
based on continuous time series measurements and spatially resolved late summer measure-
ments, revealed that HAMSOM-ECOHAM reproduces well the basic spatial and seasonal
patterns of bottom O2. Though, it was also shown that the model slightly overestimates
late summer bottom O2 concentrations in regions of lowest observed O2 concentrations.

The analysis of the standard deviation of the simulated bottom O2 concentrations dur-
ing the observation periods of summer surveys additionally illustrated that in most North
Sea regions, O2 measurements taken during late August/early September provide a syn-
optic image of the late summer O2 conditions. However, in some regions stratification and
thus the O2 decline prevail longer than late August/early September, i.e., surveys carried
out at this time of the year may not represent the minimum O2 levels (see Sect. 5.2.1.2).

Research question Q1: The analysis of the spatial differences in the factors control-
ling the O2 dynamics showed that sufficiently long continuous stratification (tstrat > 60

days) constitutes the prerequisite for the evolution of low O2 conditions. However, near-
surface NPP and the size of Vsub are the key parameters influencing the bottom O2 evolu-
tion. Consequently, the North Sea can be subdivided into three different zones in terms
of O2 dynamics: (1) a highly productive, non-stratified (due to tidal mixing) coastal zone,
(2) a productive, seasonally stratified zone with a small Vsub, and (3) a productive, sea-
sonally stratified zone with a large Vsub. The analysis revealed that the type-1 and type-3
zones are unlikely to be affected by low O2 conditions due to either continuously ongoing
ventilation (type 1) or the large Vsub buffering the effect of O2 consumption (type 3). In
contrast, type 2 is highly susceptible to low O2 conditions, which results from the specific
combination of high upper layer productivity and small Vsub. Type 1 is found mainly in
the coastal southern North Sea, while large parts of the offshore regions of the southern
and southern central North Sea can be classified as type 2. Type 3 dominates the northern
central and northern North Sea.

These findings were combined in the development of the so-called oxygen deficiency
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index (ODI), which showed that the regional characterisation of the North Sea, in terms
of its O2 conditions, can be addressed by using only three controlling parameters: water
depth (as a proxy for the Vsub), tstrat and near-surface NPP. Consequently, the ODI is much
simpler than the EUTRISK index by Druon et al. (2004) and could provide the basis for
an operational use as the information on stratification can be derived from operational
hydrodynamical models and information on NPP from satellite data (e.g., Longhurst et al.,
1995; Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997). This could be worthwhile for the improvement and
optimisation of O2 monitoring in the North Sea. However, further in-depth analyses of
the applicability of the ODI are required.

Research question Q2: The model simulations showed that lowest bottom O2 con-
centrations generally occur in the eastern central North Sea at about 55.5 ◦N–56.5 ◦N,
6 ◦E–7 ◦E, due to sufficiently long stratification, high NPP and a thin Vsub. Overall lowest
O2 concentrations of about 5.2mgO2 L−1 occurred in 2002. The O2 mass balances at the
ODZ site showed that REMpel constitutes the largest O2-consuming process within Vsub,
with a contribution of about 50% to GOC. In contrast, REMsed constitutes the major
O2 sink near the seafloor and accounts for about half of the near-bottom GOC in the
ODZ, averaged over the entire period 2000–2014. REMpel contributes about 35% during
2000–2014. Thus, REMpel and REMsed account for roughly 85% of GOC in the bottom
layer of the North Sea ODZ, while RESzoo and NIT are less important. The mass balances
further suggest that the relative contributions of the different O2-consuming processes in
the bottom layer at a certain location depend on the water column depth, independent of
the overall GOC.

The analysis also showed that advection is usually of only minor importance for the
bottom O2 dynamics in most North Sea regions. This also applies to the region north
of Dogger Bank which contradicts the interpretation of O2 observations in that area by
Queste et al. (2013). In addition, the mass balances show that events of strong mixing
during summer can cause the complete replenishment of bottom O2 to its saturation
concentration. However, the enhanced nutrient supply triggers NPP, eventually increasing
the GOC, which balances or even exceeds the physical O2 supply. Thus, enhanced vertical
mixing during seasonal stratification can cause the degradation of O2 conditions in the
North Sea, finally leading to O2 deficiency.

Research question Q3: Year-to-year variability in bottom layer O2 dynamics in the
ODZ is controlled by variations in the near-surface NPP. Increased NPP directly enhances
the EXPorg into the deeper layers. Furthermore, it enhances zooplankton growth which
causes an additional increase in organic matter production and export. In addition, RESzoo
increases. The overall increase in EXPorg results in stronger bacterial remineralisation
which in turn triggers NIT due to the stronger release of NH+

4 .
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In order to address the second major objective of this thesis – the quantification of the
influence of riverine and non-riverine external sources of N on the O2 dynamics of the North
Sea – the numerical method of so-called ‘trans-boundary nutrient transports’ (TBNT
Ménesguen et al., 2006) was applied to the N cycle implemented to ECOHAM. This
method allows for the tracing of nutrients from individual sources (e.g., rivers) throughout
the entire biochemical cycle and the entire ecosystem. By this, it meets the requirements of
the ‘integrated target-oriented and source-oriented approach’ intended by OSPAR (1999).

In a first step, a TBNT post-processing software was designed and applied to N from
various sources. The implementation of the TBNT method as a post-processing software
provides the additional potential for applying the software to other biogeochemical models,
not restricted to marine models only. For instance, it could also be applied to limnic
ecosystem models or atmospheric models. However, this would require additional minor
adaptations which could not be finished during this thesis.

The new software utilises the daily, 3D output of the model state variables and process
rates calculated by ECOHAM and enables the simultaneous tracing of nutrient inputs from
multiple sources. In order to keep the computational costs and time effort on a reasonable
level, the rivers entering the North Sea domain were sorted into 8 different groups according
to OSPAR (ICG-EMO, 2009; OSPAR, 2010; Los et al., 2014). Four additional groups were
defined for tracing the inputs from adjacent seas (North Atlantic, English Channel, Baltic
Sea) and atmospheric N deposition.

The spatial distributions of TN and NPP related to individual sources based on the
reference run showed good agreement with existing studies. The northern North Sea and
most central regions are dominated by the North Atlantic inflow. In contrast, the large
Dutch (Rhine and Meuse) and German (Elbe, Ems, Weser), but also the British rivers at
the British east coast have a strong impact on the southern and partly on the southern
central North Sea. Here, atmospheric N deposition constitutes an additional relevant
source.

The daily time series of NPP and (benthic and pelagic) organic matter at the ODZ
site showed that the North Atlantic also dominates this region. However, the integrated
riverine contribution to NPP and organic matter can be of similar importance during
individual years. The time series also confirmed that near-surface NPP is the major
controlling factor for the amount of organic matter in the bottom layer of the ODZ. This
supports the use of NPP as a proxy for organic matter within the ODI. They further
suggested that the preconditioning of the N pool before the spring bloom is strongly
affected by the North Atlantic inflow.

In a second step, the TBNT method was expanded by a direct link of nutrient input
to the biochemical processes affecting O2. This expansion of TBNT – to my knowledge –
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constitutes the first approach to directly link the O2 dynamics of a marine ecosystem to
the input of nutrients (here, N) in a quantitative way, that does not depend on different
model scenarios (e.g., Lenhart et al., 2010; Troost et al., 2013; Laurent and Fennel, 2014)
or statistical analyses (e.g., Pokryfki and Randall, 1987; Brockmann et al., 1988; Malone,
1991; Justić et al., 1993, 1997; Dauer et al., 2000; Hagy et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2008;
Topcu and Brockmann, 2015).

The TBNT analysis on O2 was first conducted for the ECOHAM simulation on which
the previously described results are based (‘reference run’). The spatial distributions of the
individual source contributions to bottom layer GOC showed basically the same patterns
as TN and NPP. The daily time series of bottom layer GOC in the ODZ confirmed the
strong link between organic matter availability and O2 consumption, providing additional
confidence in the basic concept of the ODI.

Research question Q4: The analysis of annual bottom layer GOC during stratifica-
tion in the ODZ showed that, averaged over 2000–2014, about 60% can be attributed to
non-riverine sources (i.e., adjacent seas and atmosphere). Consequently, only about 40%
are linked to riverine N input. Among the non-riverine sources, the North Atlantic input
across the northern shelf edge could be identified as the most relevant influencing factor
accounting for about 42% of daily GOC. However, this contribution is probably slightly
overestimated. The atmosphere constitutes the second strongest non-riverine source, con-
tributing almost 17%. The German rivers (Elbe, Ems, Weser) account for about 11%,
representing the strongest riverine contribution. However, the large Dutch rivers (Rhine
and Meuse) also account for about 10% and even the rivers along the British east coast (in-
cluding, e.g., the Humber) contribute to almost 7%. During individual years, the Dutch
and German rivers can contribute up to 15% and 20%, respectively. Thus, these five
sources of N dominate the evolution of O2 deficiency in that region most susceptible to
low O2 conditions.

The ODZ analysis also revealed that years of particularly high GOC rates correspond
to years with a strong influence of either the German (e.g., 2011) or the Dutch rivers
(e.g., 2002). Though, it also underlined the importance of sufficiently long stratification
as a basic requirement for the evolution of O2 deficiency, as high GOC rates did not
necessarily lead to O2 deficiency in case of only short-lasting stratification (e.g., in 2011).
It was further shown that the timing of events of increased riverine N discharge, e.g., as
a result of river floods, is crucial for their impact on the O2 dynamics. For instance, the
Elbe flood in August 2002 (Ulbrich et al., 2003) did not affect summer GOC in the ODZ
in 2002, but in 2003 as the N loads arrived in the ODZ during the spring bloom period.
The same applies to the Elbe floods in August 2010 and January 2011 (Kienzler et al.,
2015; Mudersbach et al., 2016), which affected the GOC in the ODZ during the growing
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season 2011 and resulted in the highest German contribution to GOC (19.9%) of the entire
period of analysis.

The large contribution of the North Atlantic suggests that its input of N (and probably
also other nutrients) is essential for the preconditioning of the North Sea ODZ with respect
to the amount of DIN available for primary production during spring–autumn. This
implies that the likeliness of the evolution of O2 deficiency is strongly increased during
years of high N loads originating from the North Atlantic. In this context, it would be
helpful to further investigate the time span needed for N (and other nutrients), that enter
the North Sea across the northern shelf edge, to reach the ODZ. This would provide
valuable information on the influence of the general circulation of the North Sea, also in
relation to large-scale phenomena, like the North Atlantic oscillation (e.g., Winther and
Johannessen, 2006), on the O2 dynamics of the North Sea. This subject could be addressed
with the implementation of the so-called ‘age’ (Ménesguen and Hoch, 1997; Delhez et al.,
1999) into the here presented TBNT software as done for the Baltic Sea by Radtke et al.
(2012). With respect to the Oyster Grounds, a region well known for its susceptibility to
O2 deficiency (de Wilde et al., 1984; Peeters et al., 1995; Weston et al., 2008; Greenwood
et al., 2010), the analysis of the reference run showed that this region is also dominated
by the North Atlantic inflow (about 41%). However, about 13% can be attributed to
atmospheric deposition. In addition, the individual riverine contributions to GOC add up
to about 40% on average, with contributions of the Dutch (Rhine and Meuse) and British
(east coast) rivers of about 14% and 13%, respectively. Thus, these rivers strongly affect
the O2 dynamics of the Oyster Grounds region.

Research question Q5: In the reference run, the relative contributions of the riverine
sources to GOC in the North Sea ODZ add up to roughly 40%. This indicates that the
potential of riverine N reductions for improving the O2 conditions in the ODZ is limited.
However, it also suggests that a substantial reduction in the main contributing riverine
sources (German, Dutch and British rivers) will likely result in a clear improvement in the
O2 conditions of the ODZ.

In order to evaluate this insight, a second model scenario was conducted, applying
WFD-compliant (EU, 2000) riverine N reductions (Gade, 2016; OSPAR, 2016). In addi-
tion, this scenario provided on the effects of N reductions on North Sea O2 as most nutrient
reduction do not consider O2 levels, but focus only on the concentrations of nutrients (N
and P) and Chl-a (e.g., Lenhart, 2001; Skogen et al., 2004; Lenhart et al., 2010). The
reduction scenario supports that riverine N can have a remarkable, positive impact on the
North Sea O2 conditions, although it resulted in only small increases in the minimum O2

concentrations of at most 0.3mgO2 L−1 in 2002 (5.5% change). However, this represents
a surprisingly strong response, keeping in mind that reductions in the Dutch rivers were
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very small (5% in DIN and PON) and British reductions were even zero. Among the
main riverine sources, only to the German rivers strong reductions were applied (29%–
50% in DIN, 9%–37% in PON). Taking into account that the German rivers added up
to only about 10% of overall GOC in the ODZ in 2002, this constitutes a remarkable
improvement. This suggests that additional reductions in the Dutch and British rivers
could significantly improve the O2 conditions in the ODZ. Assuming additional reductions
in the predominantly anthropogenically controlled atmospheric N deposition (e.g., Paerl,
1997; Schöpp et al., 2003), as adopted within the so-called Gothenburg Protocol (UNESC,
1999), a further improvement can be expected.

The relative contributions to GOC in the Oyster Grounds suggest that carefully defined
riverine N reduction targets can also have a substantial, positive effect. However, here
reductions in the Dutch and British rivers are likely to have the strongest influence. This
is supported by the analysis of the WFD-compliant reduction scenario, which showed
only a minor increase in minimum O2 concentration of at most 0.13mgO2 L−1 (4.2%
increase). Due to the large contributions of the Dutch and British rivers, the only small
or zero reductions in the rivers have limited influence on the O2 conditions in the Oyster
Grounds. Consequently, the achieved reductions can mainly be attributed to the strong
reductions in the French (50% for DIN and PON) and in the Belgian river Scheldt (37% for
DIN and PON), although these are of only minor importance (3.8±1.5% and 1.5±0.4%,
respectively, averaged over 2000–2014). As for the ODZ, it can be expected that future
reductions in atmospheric N deposition will have a positive effect on the O2 conditions.

The results of the TBNT analysis of O2 in combination with the results of the eduction
run suggest that reductions in riverine N inputs constitute a reasonable and promising
approach for improving the O2 conditions of the North Sea. However, currently defined
reduction targets, especially, for the Dutch and British rivers may require re-consideration
due to the strong influence of these rivers on the southern and southern central North Sea.

In this context it should further be mentioned, that the here presented methodology
(and software) should also be applied to P in order to evaluate the influence of the different
P sources on the North Sea. Especially, since there is a discussion going on for decades
whether N (e.g., Ryther and Dunstan, 1971; Howarth and Marino, 2006) or P (e.g., Smith,
1984; Tyrrell, 1999) reductions should be in the focus of eutrophication management of
coastal marine ecosystems. More recent studies suggest that reductions in both, N and P,
are required for a successful management (Conley et al., 2009; Paerl, 2009). For the North
Sea, Peeters and Peperzak (1990) suggested that the Dutch coastal waters are likely P

limited while the offshore parts of the southern North Sea are dominated by N limitation.
This is also in agreement with the findings by Skogen et al. (2004), Lenhart et al. (2010)
and Emeis et al. (2015). Thus, considering low O2 conditions as the ultimate ecosystem
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perturbation related to eutrophication, a quantitative assessment of the influence of P

under current environmental conditions is required.
Research question Q6: With respect to potential future changes in the North Sea

O2 conditions, this study added valuable new pieces to the overall image. However, this
image is still not complete, as future changes in the environmental conditions are partly
uncertain. Díaz and Rosenberg (2008) argue that future changes in O2 conditions will
strongly depend on the effects of climate change on stratification and riverine nutrient
supply. This is clearly supported by the results of this thesis. It put emphasis on the
role of seasonal stratification as a prerequisite for the evolution of O2 deficiency, however,
it also showed that events of high riverine N loads (and other nutrients) have a strong
impact on the O2 conditions of large parts of southern North Sea during individual years.

However, while most studies predict an increase in North Sea T (Lowe et al., 2009;
Meire et al., 2013; Mathis and Pohlmann, 2014; Wakelin et al., 2015), the implications for
stratification vary between different studies. Most of these studies project an intensifica-
tion of thermal stratification (Lowe et al., 2009; Meire et al., 2013; Wakelin et al., 2015),
though, Mathis and Pohlmann (2014) predict a decrease in stratification intensity. How-
ever, the estimation of the implications of both potential scenarios on O2 remains difficult.
On the one hand, continuous stratification enables the evolution of O2 deficiency. On the
other hand, this study showed that even enhanced mixing can negatively impact the O2

conditions due to enhanced nutrient supply to the surface layers and thus higher NPP.
For the same reason, surface NPP could increase as a result of increasing storm frequency
and wind-induced mixing (Rabalais et al., 2010) as prognosticated for the North Sea (e.g.,
Ulbrich and Christoph, 1999; Beniston et al., 2007). The predicted increase in T would
furthermore lower O2 solubility (Benson and Krause, 1984; Weston et al., 2008) and in-
crease metabolic rates (van der Molen et al., 2013). This would imply a reduced initial O2

inventory and accelerated NPP, respectively. The former would generally increase the po-
tential for O2 deficiency, while the latter would result in higher amounts of organic matter
being exported below the thermocline. Both in combination would result in a reduction
of the time needed for reaching O2-deficient conditions. Thus, O2 deficiency may evolve
even during shorter periods of stratification.

All this suggests that eventually the amount of locally available inorganic nutrients
will be the crucial factor for the evolution of O2 deficiency during seasonal stratification.
This study demonstrated that the North Atlantic inflow, atmospheric deposition and the
riverine inputs from the German, Dutch (Rhine and Meuse) and British (east coast) rivers
dominate the nutrient availability and the O2 dynamics in wide parts of the southern North
Sea. Thus, the future changes in these nutrient sources will be vital for the O2 conditions of
the North Sea. While atmospheric deposition is anthropogenically controlled (Paerl, 1997;
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Schöpp et al., 2003), the North Atlantic inflow constitutes a natural source of nutrient
for the North Sea. Ulbrich and Christoph (1999) projected a slight increase in the NAO.
This could cause an increase in the North Atlantic inflow into the North Sea as it is partly
controlled by the NAO (Winther and Johannessen, 2006). However, Gröger et al. (2013)
predict a reduction in the nutrient supply from the North Atlantic, resulting in a North
Sea wide reduction of NPP by about 30% until the end of the 21st century. This could
substantially improve the O2 conditions in large parts of the southern and central North
Sea.

The riverine nutrient inputs to the North Sea are human-manageable, as shown in the
past (Artioli et al., 2008; OSPAR, 2013a). However, they are also affected by natural
hazards such as floods, e.g., in consequence of events of heavy rainfall (e.g. Ulbrich et al.,
2003). This thesis showed, that such flood events can have remarkable impact on GOC
during the seasonal stratification. While some future climate projections indicate a de-
crease in annual river discharges (e.g., Arnell, 1999) or a decrease in the frequency of flood
over Europe (e.g., Lehner et al., 2006), others suggest an increase in such extreme events
over central (Beniston et al., 2007) as well as northern and eastern Europe (Frei et al.,
2006), especially during winter. The former two potential changes would imply principally
lower riverine nutrient inputs, i.e., a potential improvement of the O2 conditions. However,
the latter suggest temporary, strong increases in nutrient loads from the continental rivers
(particularly the Elbe which rises in eastern Europe) and would negatively affect the O2

conditions in the North Sea ODZ during individual years.
In this context, Wakelin et al. (2015) explicitly analysed the relative importance of

climate change induced impacts on the North Sea ecosystem compared to impacts induced
by changes in anthropogenic pressures (i.e., riverine and atmospheric nutrient inputs).
They found that, especially in the eastern central North Sea (including the ODZ site),
NPP may increase or decrease in the near future (2030–2040) due to climate change
effects, depending on the nutrient abatement policies in the future. They concluded that
reduced anthropogenic nutrient inputs are likely to mitigate the effects of climate change,
especially in the southern and eastern central North Sea. This is in good agreement with
the results of this thesis, clearly showing that riverine N inputs have a strong influence on
this North Sea region highly susceptible to O2 deficiency.

The high susceptibility of this region to O2 deficiency shown in this thesis puts ad-
ditional emphasis on the consideration of carefully defined (riverine and atmospheric)
nutrient reduction measures (Los et al., 2014) for mitigating the potential aggravation
of the North Sea O2 conditions. Therefore, it is highly recommended following the pre-
cautionary principle with respect to future nutrient reductions: Prevention is better than
cure.





Appendix A

North Sea hydrography

A.1 Error analysis of the equation of state used in HAM-
SOM

Very shortly before the submission of this thesis a bug was found in the application of
the equation of state in HAMSOM, used for the calculation of density as a function of S,
T and pressure. More precisely, the equation of state after Jackett and McDougall (1995),
that is formulated for potential temperature (θ), was applied on in situ T . Technically, this
bug affects the entire results presented in this study. Unfortunately, due to the limited time
left, it was not possible to repeat the entire analysis. However, it is definitely necessary
to provide some insight in the impact of this bug on the simulated North Sea physics as
they play an important role in both, the evolution of O2 concentrations and the dispersal
of tracer quantities such as T or O2. For this purpose, a sensitivity run for the year 2000
was conducted with HAMSOM, that applied the equation of state by Fofonoff and Millard
(1983) using T . The sensitivity run was initialised with the spatial distributions of T and
S for 1st January calculated by the reference simulation, i.e., that used for this thesis.
The calculation time step of the sensitivity run was identical to that of the reference run
(∆t = 10min).

As the differences in density resulting from the bug in the application of the equation
of state only directly affect the vertical mixing (see Eq. (3.1)), Fig. A.1a shows a scatter
plot of the vertical diffusion coefficients (Av) calculated by the sensitivity run (y axis)
against Av calculated by the reference run (x axis) for the year 2000. As this thesis
focusses on the North Sea, more specifically on the shallower regions, only the values in
regions with a maximum bottom depth of 200m inside the TBNT domain (see Fig. 6.3) are
considered. In addition, It should be noted that the analysis of one year can be assumed
to be sufficient, as winter mixing results in a complete overturning, i.e., homogenisation,
of the water column in the North Sea region. The plotted data represent the matching
pairs of the daily HAMSOM output of the two simulations and encompass the entire year
2000 and each grid location, to which the previously mentioned criteria apply. For a more
detailed analysis, the simulated Av values are colour-coded according to their location
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within the water column.
Figure A.1a shows that in general the simulated Av are close to one-to-one agreement

(black diagonal line) between the reference run and the sensitivity run. This is especially
true for the values in water depths of 50m and more (green, brown and yellow markers).
In these depths, the difference between the two simulations is less than 0.00125m2 s−1 (i.e.,
half of the distance between two minor ticks, which equals 0.0025m2 s−1) corresponding
to relative differences of clearly less than 5% in the vast majority of data pairs.

Figure A.1: Scatter plots of a) vertical diffusion coefficient (Av) and b) in situ temperature (T ) in
2000 in regions with a maximum bottom depth of 200m inside the TBNT domain (see Fig. 6.3)
calculated by the HAMSOM reference run (x axis) and sensitivity run (y axis). The values are
grouped according to their location within the water column (see different colours). Same legend
for both panels.

For Av in the upper layers down to 50m (dark blue and blue) the image is slightly
different. While most Av values in this depth range show similarly low deviations between
the two simulations as Av below 50m, some stronger deviations can be found at very
low Av values (<0.005m2 s−1) in depths of less than 20m (dark blue), and for Av values
between 0.03m2 s−1–0.045m2 s−1 in depths between 20 and 50 unitm (blue). In the former
case, the sensitivity run tends to yield slightly lower Av values between 0.00125m2 s−1 and
0.01m2 s−1, while it yields higher values in cases of Av <0.00125m2 s−1 in the reference
run. This suggests that the vertical mixing in the upper 20m, i.e., inside the surface mixed
layer is different between the two simulations as a result of the different equations of state
In the latter case, both simulations show partly higher and partly lower Av values. This
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suggests that during periods of relatively strong vertical mixing, the mixing in intermediate
depths shows some variations between the two simulations. However, the corresponding
relative differences between the reference and sensitivity run are still less than 10% in all
of these cases.

Despite these differences, the comparison of Av of the reference run and the sensitivity
run indicates clearly that the implications on tracer quantities such as T or O2, because
of two major aspects. First, the overall agreement between Av of the two simulations is
very good. Second, stronger differences in Av between the two simulation occur during
periods and regions, which are less relevant for the analysis of the O2 dynamics: 1) during
periods of weakest mixing within the summer surface mixed layer (see, e.g., Sect. 4.3.3,
Fig. 4.10c and e), and 2) in intermediate depths during periods of strong mixing, i.e., in
autumn/winter or during events of strong mixing during seasonal stratification (see, e.g.,
Sect. 4.3.3, Fig. 4.10a and e).

In fact, the latter aspect may slightly influence the O2 dynamics as simulated by ECO-
HAM in cases of events of strong vertical mixing during seasonal stratification. However,
the analysis of the O2 dynamics in the North Sea ODZ (see Sect. 5.2.5.1, Fig. 5.12) shows
that events of strong mixing cause a remarkable increase in bottom O2, but also enhance
near-surface NPP (due to nutrient supply from deeper layers) and bottom O2 consump-
tion due to increases in organic matter biomass in the deeper layers). As Av is uniformly
applied to all tracer quantities (T , O2, nutrients etc.) – having in mind the influence of
the vertical gradients of these quantities – it can be concluded the O2-controlling, physico-
biochemical interactions discussed in this thesis remain qualitatively the same. Thus, the
conclusions drawn with respect to the O2 dynamics of the North Sea do not change.

In order to demonstrate that the impact of the differences in Av on tracer quantities is
very small and that also quantitatively only very minor changes in these quantities have
to be expected, Fig. A.1b shows the comparison of simulated T between the reference and
sensitivity run, analogous to the comparison of Av. It is clearly shown that the general
agreement between the two simulations is very good as the vast majority of value pairs is
on or close to the one-to-one line. Only very few deviations of maximal 0.55 ◦C occur at T
values between 13.5 ◦C and 16.5 ◦C in the upper 20m. The maximum relative difference
between the two simulations results in 4.7% (corresponding to an absolute difference
of 0.5 ◦C. However, most deviations are less than 2% which illustrates the only small
influence on the absolute values of tracer quantities such as T . It further has to be noted,
that NPP constitutes a T -dependent process in ECOHAM (see Eq. (3.6)), though, even
the maximum differences in T between the two simulations result in maximum changes in
NPP rates of 2%. As the difference is much less in most cases, it can be concluded that
the impact on the phytoplankton dynamics is also negligible.
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As different formulations of the equation of state also influence the horizontal density
distribution, the simulated current fields can also change due to changes in the geostrophic
balance. As the volume transports play a key role in the dispersal of tracer quantities
within the model domain and, thus, strongly affect the results of the TBNT analysis,
a comparison of the monthly averaged net volume transports across the sections used in
Sect. 6.3.2 (see Fig. 6.3) of the reference run and the sensitivity run was conducted for the
year 2000. The results of this comparison are not shown as the differences between the two
simulations are very small in most cases. The maximum absolute difference of 0.018 Sv
results for the section #3 at the northern end of the Norwegian Trench and corresponds to
a relative difference of only 1.2%. The relative differences are very small (<1%) in most
cases and yield an average over all sections and months of 0.9±2.6%. The comparably
large standard deviation results from very few higher relative differences of maximal 28.1%
for the Skagerrak section #5. However, all these higher relative differences correspond to
very small absolute differences of clearly less than 0.01 Sv. Thus, it can be concluded that
the impact of the bug in the application of the equation of state in HAMSOM on the
volume transports is negligible.

Considering the generally small differences between the HAMSOM simulations pre-
sented in this sensitivity study, and keeping in mind the general uncertainties in numerical
models, it can be concluded that the findings of this thesis are not affected by the incorrect
application of the equation of state. Despite this good news with respect to this thesis,
the model developers should consider a revision of the equation of state in HAMSOM, as
McDougall et al. (2003) already argued that the UNESCO equation of state (Fofonoff and
Millard, 1983) is no longer the most accurate.

A.2 Standard deviations of the monthly climatologies
of simulated sea surface temperature and salinity

Figure A.2 shows the standard deviation (STD) of the 17-year monthly climatology of
SST in the North Sea region corresponding to the monthly climatology of SST presented
in Fig. 4.1. During most months highest variations of up to 2.1 ◦C occur in the Danish
straits and in the Kattegat/Skagerrak region, the areas strongly influenced by the Baltic
inflow. In the shallow areas of the continental North Sea coast, STDs also reach values
of up to about 1.8 ◦C in the German Bight. In this shallow region highest STDs occur in
April and October (Fig. 4.1d and j, respectively) and are likely controlled by year-to-year
variability of air temperature as in the water body remains well-mixed throughout the
entire year due to water depths of less than 15 to 20m and the relatively coarse vertical
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resolution resulting in only 2 to 3 vertical layers.
From late spring to summer (May to August; Fig. 4.1e–h) the eastern central North Sea

shows highest STDs within the North Sea (up to 1.4 ◦C, which may also relate to year-to-
year variations in solar radiation and air temperature as this period basically represents
the period of seasonal stratification in this area. At the northern edge of this area the
Baltic inflow may also cause part of these variations. Along the east coast of the British
Isles STDs are generally lower as in the previously discussed regions. This relates to the
greater depths and weaker seasonal stratification, which dampens the effect of surface
heating on the SST. Lowest STDs in the entire region can be seen at the northwestern
edge of the North Sea which is strongly influenced by the Atlantic inflow characterised by
only minor year-to-year variations in SST.

The STD of the 17-year monthly climatologic SSS is presented in Fig. A.3. In contrast
to SST, spatial patterns are similar throughout the entire annual cycle showing only small
variations of below 0.25 in most parts of the North Sea. Slightly higher STDs of above 0.5
and up to 1.6 only occur near the mouths of the major tributaries along the continental
coast (e.g., Rhine/Meuse and Elbe) and in the Moray Firth at the east coast of Scotland.
Remarkable variations of up to 4 only occur in the Danish straits, Kattegat and Skagerrak
which are strongly affected by the inflow of less saline water from the Baltic Sea. Thus,
the high STD in these regions can most likely be attributed to variations in the volume
transport of this less saline water from the Baltic Sea.

This is supported by the fact that highest variations occur in autumn and winter when
precipitation (rainfall/snowfall) is higher than during summer causing direct and indirect
(by rivers) freshwater discharge into the Baltic Sea. This results in higher inflow into the
North Sea having a stronger effect on the SSS in this region. From the Skagerrak, this
tongue of increased STD – although it stays well below 1.5 – extends west until about
4.5 ◦E spreading into the western central North Sea. West of 4.5 ◦E and south of 55 ◦N
STD stays below 0.25 in the offshore regions.
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Figure A.2: Standard deviation of monthly climatology of simulated sea surface temperature over
the 17-year period 1998–2014 (see average values in Fig. 4.1). Months are indicated by numbers
in bottom-right corner of each panel: (a) January to (f) June.
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Continued: (g) July to (l) December.
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Figure A.3: Standard deviation of monthly climatology of simulated sea surface salinity over the
17-year period 1998–2014 (see average values in Fig. 4.2). Months are indicated by numbers in
bottom-right corner of each panel: (a) January to (f) June.
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Continued: (g) July to (l) December.





Appendix B

Sensitivity of trans-boundary nutrient
transports to the output time step

The TBNT analysis conducted during this thesis is based on ECOHAM results written
with an output time step of ∆t = 1 day (hereafter ‘TBNT reference run’). This implies
that linearity of the different processes is assumed over the duration of one day. In fact,
the processes simulated by ECOHAM are only linear over the duration of an ECOHAM
calculation time step, which is 30 minutes (not considering dynamic time step subdivision).
Thus, it is important to investigate the effect of a time step remarkably smaller than one
day on the TBNT results.

For this purpose, an ECOHAM simulation with an output time step of ∆t = 2 h was
conducted for the year 2000. The output time step of 2 h was chosen for the sake of data
manageability. The simulation was initialised with the same data as the ECOHAM refer-
ence run (i.e., the spatial distribution of all state variables on 1 January 2000, 12:00 a.m.).
The simulated state variable concentrations at the end of each day are are not affected by
the output time step. The same applies to the daily cumulated process values. The only
difference occurs in the intra-daily evolution of the processes, which is only linear over the
time step of 2 h in this simulation.

For the TBNT calculation of year 2000 based on this 2-hourly ECOHAM output (here-
after ‘TBNT sensitivity run’) the same initial spatial distribution of the relative contri-
butions of the individual sources is used as for the previously described TBNT analysis.
This implies that the initial states of both, the TBNT reference and sensitivity runs, are
identical. The TBNT sensitivity run is than calculated based on the 2-hourly ECOHAM
results and the relative contributions of the individual state variables to the bulk variables
are stored on a daily basis. By this, results comparable to those of the TBNT reference
run are obtained.

In order to provide a comparable measure for the influence of ∆t = 2 h compared to
∆t = 1 d on the TBNT results, first, the mass of each labelled state variable is calculated by
multiplying its relative contribution with the mass of the corresponding bulk state variable.
This is done for each day and each grid cell inside the TBNT domain (see Fig. 6.3). Second,
the mass of each labelled state variable of each water column is vertically integrated over

265
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Figure B.1: Scatter plots of TBNT reference vs. sensitivity run. Each marker represents the
relative contribution of an individual labelled state variable to the corresponding vertically inte-
grated, cumulated bulk state variable of an individual water column inside the TBNT domain
(see Fig. 6.3). Colours indicate the source of the labelled state variables (see Table 6.1). Black
line marks one-to-one agreement between TBNT reference and sensitivity runs.

the entire depth range. Third, this mass is cumulated over the entire year 2000. This
is done for the TBNT reference and sensitivity run. Finally, these cumulated values are
divided by the corresponding bulk state variable mass calculated accordingly. By this,
the annual average relative contribution of each labelled state variable to the bulk state
variable within each individual water column of the TBNT domain is obtained for both
TBNT scenarios.

Although the final values are expected to be most affected by a potential drift in
the relative fractions due to the different time step, the comparison of the final values
only would not provide a representative image as relative contributions at individual time
steps (at any point of the year) may show higher differences. Furthermore, the overall
influence of the different sources is more important than minor day-to-day fluctuations.
Therefore, the annually averaged relative contributions provide a comparable measure for
the influence of the time step on the TBNT results, as they represent the cumulative
difference between the two calculations in the different parts of the TBNT domain.
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Table B.1: Maximum differences between relative contributions (in %) of TBNT sensitivity run
and TBNT reference run for the individual state variables and sources according to Eq. (2.1).
Maximum differences are defined as those with the largest magnitude. Numbers in parentheses
represent the corresponding relative difference calculated according to Eq. (2.2).

variable\source Atmosphere NA EC BS DE
nitrate 0.34 (1.0%) 0.21 (1.3%) 0.13 (0.5%) 0.35 (0.7%) 0.33 (1.0%)
ammonium 0.18 (0.6%) 0.25 (0.3%) 0.10 (0.1%) 0.15 (0.2%) 0.33 (0.4%)
diatom-N 0.21 (0.5%) 0.19 (1.3%) 0.12 (0.2%) 0.25 (0.3%) 0.27 (0.6%)
flagellate-N 0.21 (0.5%) 0.19 (1.3%) 0.15 (1.2%) 0.33 (0.4%) 0.33 (0.4%)
microzooplankton-N 0.20 (0.5%) 0.22 (1.0%) 0.14 (0.2%) 0.36 (0.4%) 0.34 (0.4%)
mesozooplankton-N 0.21 (0.5%) 0.21 (0.2%) 0.13 (0.2%) 0.36 (0.4%) 0.34 (0.4%)
slow-sinking detritus-N 0.22 (0.5%) 0.20 (1.3%) 0.14 (0.2%) 0.33 (0.4%) 0.33 (0.4%)
fast-sinking detritus-N 0.22 (0.5%) 0.20 (1.3%) 0.14 (0.8%) 0.34 (0.4%) 0.33 (0.6%)
dissolved organic N 0.19 (0.5%) 0.21 (1.3%) 0.15 (0.2%) 0.30 (0.4%) 0.34 (0.4%)
benthic organic N 0.23 (0.5%) 0.20 (0.2%) 0.14 (0.2%) 0.29 (0.4%) 0.31 (0.4%)
bacteria-N 0.19 (0.4%) 0.22 (0.3%) 0.14 (0.2%) 0.29 (0.4%) 0.34 (0.4%)
molecular N (N2) 0.15 (0.4%) 0.14 (0.2%) 0.09 (0.1%) 0.15 (0.5%) 0.19 (0.3%)

variable\source NL-1 NL-2 BE FR UK-1
nitrate 0.50 (2.1%) 0.08 (1.1%) 0.23 (2.1%) 0.11 (0.4%) 0.21 (1.1%)
ammonium 0.24 (1.4%) 0.05 (6.5%) 0.04 (0.6%) 0.13 (0.1%) 0.19 (0.3%)
diatom-N 0.41 (4.0%) 0.20 (0.6%) 0.23 (0.4%) 0.12 (0.4%) 0.29 (0.5%)
flagellate-N 0.34 (1.7%) 0.21 (0.7%) 0.41 (0.8%) 0.17 (1.5%) 0.26 (0.5%)
microzooplankton-N 0.28 (1.5%) 0.17 (0.8%) 0.12 (0.3%) 0.16 (0.2%) 0.29 (0.5%)
mesozooplankton-N 0.28 (1.3%) 0.17 (0.9%) 0.13 (0.3%) 0.15 (0.2%) 0.27 (0.5%)
slow-sinking detritus-N 0.32 (1.4%) 0.16 (0.6%) 0.15 (0.3%) 0.16 (0.2%) 0.33 (0.5%)
fast-sinking detritus-N 0.34 (1.5%) 0.18 (0.2%) 0.09 (0.1%) 0.20 (0.3%) 0.30 (0.5%)
dissolved organic N 0.25 (3.3%) 0.07 (5.8%) 0.06 (0.8%) 0.14 (0.2%) 0.30 (0.5%)
benthic organic N 0.30 (1.1%) 0.07 (0.4%) 0.06 (0.7%) 0.13 (0.5%) 0.31 (0.5%)
bacteria-N 0.29 (1.4%) 0.12 (0.4%) 0.06 (0.2%) 0.14 (0.2%) 0.29 (0.5%)
molecular N (N2) 0.28 (3.0%) 0.08 (0.3%) 0.07 (0.7%) 0.08 (0.3%) 0.26 (0.5%)

variable\source UK-2 NO Others
nitrate 0.22 (0.4%) 0.05 (0.2%) 0.16 (0.8%)
ammonium 0.23 (0.3%) 0.06 (0.2%) 0.08 (0.2%)
diatom-N 0.21 (0.7%) 0.09 (0.3%) 0.22 (0.4%)
flagellate-N 0.22 (0.3%) 0.06 (0.5%) 0.25 (0.6%)
microzooplankton-N 0.24 (0.3%) 0.06 (0.2%) 0.12 (0.3%)
mesozooplankton-N 0.23 (0.3%) 0.06 (0.2%) 0.12 (0.3%)
slow-sinking detritus-N 0.24 (0.3%) 0.06 (0.2%) 0.13 (0.3%)
fast-sinking detritus-N 0.24 (0.3%) 0.13 (0.3%) 0.14 (0.3%)
dissolved organic N 0.24 (0.3%) 0.06 (0.2%) 0.11 (0.3%)
benthic organic N 0.23 (0.3%) 0.05 (0.3%) 0.09 (0.2%)
bacteria-N 0.24 (0.3%) 0.06 (0.2%) 0.12 (0.3%)
molecular N (N2) 0.16 (0.3%) 0.02 (0.1%) 0.08 (0.1%)

Figure B.1 shows a scatter plot of the relative contributions resulting from the TBNT
sensitivity run compared to the TBNT reference run, providing a qualitative overview of
the results of the sensitivity analysis, . Each marker represents an individual relative con-
tribution of to an individual water column, different colours indicate different input sources
according to Table 6.1. For better clarity of the plot, no additional visual separation re-
lated to the different state variables is applied. The results presented in Fig. B.1 clearly
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show that the calculations of the TBNT reference and sensitivity run are in very good
agreement with each other and show only very minor deviations from on-to-on agreement
(black line). Furthermore, no differences can be seen for the different sources.

In addition to this qualitative comparison, a more quantitative analysis is provided
by calculating the maximum absolute difference between the relative contributions of the
TBNT sensitivity run and the reference run:

∆max
|S−R| = max (|S−R|) [%]. (2.1)

Here, S and R represent the relative contribution (in %) of a specific source to a certain
model state variable for an individual water column calculated from the results of the
TBNT sensitivity and reference run, respectively. Furthermore, the relative difference is
calculated in order to evaluate the maximum absolute difference in comparison to the
overall relative contribution of a source to a certain state variable:

∆max,rel
|S−R| =

∆max
|S−R|

R∆max
|S−R|

. (2.2)

Here, R∆max
|S−R|

represents the relative contribution of the TBNT reference run (in %) that
corresponds to the maximum difference between sensitivity and the reference run, ∆max

|S−R|.
Table B.1 lists the maximum difference of the relative contributions shown in Fig. B.1

for each source and state variable according to Eq. (2.1), and the corresponding relative
differences (values in parentheses) according to Eq. (2.2).

The values of ∆max
|S−R| presented in Table B.1 (values without parentheses) confirm the

image provided by Fig. B.1. The differences in the relative contributions of the different
sources to the individual state variables are very small between the reference and sensi-
tivity run. The overall largest difference results in 0.5% for nitrate from the NL-1 river
group, for almost all other state-variable-source combinations the values are less than
0.4%. The corresponding relative differences (∆max,rel

|S−R| ; values in parentheses) are also
very small (≤1.0%) for most variables and sources. Only for the Dutch NL-1 rivers the
relative differences for the different variables are consistently larger than 1%. However,
the absolute difference between the relative contributions of the reference and sensitivity
run are still very low with maximum differences of 0.5% nitrate. This demonstrated that
the overall results of the two different TBNT calculations are in very good agreement,
and that the time step of the ECOHAM output used for the TBNT calculation only has
a minor effect on the TBNT results and does not affect the general image obtained from
the TBNT analysis.
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